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ABSTRACT

This dissertation explores the link between Fulbe ethnicity and Fulbe control of the
entrepreneurial sector in Guinea following the liberalization policies that were instituted
after April 1984, when the country's socialist regime fell. The study is based on a mixed
method approach that used interviews, focus group discussions, questionnaires and
archival research.
Although an abundant literature deals with ethnic entrepreneurs and their strategies of
capital formation and in-group recruiting, insufficient attention has been paid to the
impact of macro-level politico-economic factors on the emergence or demise of ethnic
entrepreneurs. The rise of ethnic entrepreneurship is sometimes explained by reference to
particular group's cultural traits or resources it harnesses in an attempt to fiirther its
business interests. Other explanations emphasize the presence of economic opportunities
for a given ethnic group or historical processes which allowed that group to acquire the
necessary knowledge to maintain a competitive edge over other ethnic groups. Finally, the
emergence of ethnic entrepreneurs is often attributed to an ethnic group's control of
economic resources especially capital or to its control of the political power which gives
access to these resources. The impact of national institutional settings is viewed either as
unproblematic or as insignificant in comparison with the factors outlined above. This
dissertation attempts to correct this theoretical oversight or lacima by linking politicaleconomic conditions to socio-cultural conditions in Futa Djallon to show at the national
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level how the Fulbe (Pullo) established a monopoly over the commercial sector in Guinea
against "all odds."
A careful and detailed review of the history of the Fulbe, from their establishment on
Guinean soil in the eighteenth century until the end of the socialist regime in 1984, reveals
their relatively meager endowment with the capital, knowledge and economic
opportunities thought to be the key prerequisites for the development of entrepreneurship.
Fulbe economic, political and social history during the colonial period (1890s to 1958)
and after Guinea proclaimed its independence from France, and their region's natural
resources did not foster the achievement of these entrepreneurial prerequisites. Moreover,
the Fulbe seriously lagged behind the Malinke in these categories on the eve of the
country's independence in 1958. This dissertation analyzes the circumstances that helped
the Fulbe close that gap and, eventually, to dominate the Guinean economic sector despite
a political and economic environment that was not conducive to their emergence as the
country's main economic operators.
Although certain Fulbe cultural elements are isolated to illustrate the ethnic group's use
of cultural features for entrepreneurial ends, the main thrust of this dissertation is to argue
that the Fulbe economic monopoly in Guinea results from the unintended outcomes of
national political and economic decisions that were taken during the socialist regime
rather than from the Fulbe intrinsic cultural values and their managerial styles.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

For the better part of its recent history, from 1958 to 1984, the republic of Guinea was
run through a state dirigisme that prohibited the development of private entrepreneurship
in the country. The socialist option that the Guinean leadership chose in the wake of
independence, combined with the external and internal difficulties the young nation was
experiencing, led to the state's utter control of the country's political and economic
sectors. Oddly enough, at the end of the socialist regime in 1984, the traditionally-rich and
entrepreneurial Malinke ethnic group, which had been ruling the country from
independence in 1958, was outclassed, in the economic sector, by die Fulbe ethnic group,
who entertained a very hostile relationship with Sekou Toure's government. How were the
Fulbe able to close the big economic gap that existed between them and the Malinke, and
to thrive after the liberalization policies of 1984, given the prohibitive entrepreneurial
environment of socialist Guinea and the political persecution they allegedly were victims
of?
The emergence of ethnic entrepreneurs is often explained by reference to the political
power that members of an ethnic group hold, which opens the door to economic
opportunities. This dissertation documents how the Fulbe were able to emerge on top of
the entrepreneurial field in Guinea without holding political power, capital or having
advanced commercial knowledge. Before discussing and analyzing the different theories
about ethnic entrepreneurship and how well they fit the Fulbe case in Guinea, a review of
the general literature on entrepreneurship is in order.
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Early Studies of Entrepreneurship

The initial propulsion to study entrepreneurship in economics may be found in the
work of the French economists of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Richard
Cantillon's Essai sur la Nature du Commerce en General (1730) was the first work to
mention and attempt to define the entrepreneur. Translated into English in 1931 by Henry
Higg, this essay has now become a classic. Cantillon (1931) describes the entrepreneur as
someone who makes economic (mainly managerial) decisions in the face of uncertainty.
For Cantillon, entrepreneurs are primarily motivated by profit and as markets expand,
their numbers will increase because of the rewards that their position in those markets
brings them.
Writing in the tradition of Cantillon, but expanding his idea of the entrepreneur as a
decision-maker faced with uncertainty, Nicolas Baudeau (1730-1792) broadened the
scope of the entrepreneurial activity to include innovation and invention. For Baudeau, the
agricultural entrepreneur is not only a risk-bearer, as Cantillon had maintained, but he is
also an innovator and an inventor in his ceaseless quest for lower expenses and higher
profits (Hebert et. al. 1988:31). The entrepreneur, in his drive for more gain, innovates
and/or invents to make the production and distribution channels more efficient and this in
turn leads to higher profits for him. Thanks to his mental ability, Baudeau's entrepreneur
is capable of analyzing the information at his disposal and to make a better use of it.
Unlike Cantillon's entrepreneur who is inherently overshadowed by uncertainty,
Baudeau's is hardly restricted due to his ability to process information.
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While the cumulative contributions of Cantiilon and Baudeau were crucial in sketching
a profile of the entrepreneur, it was not until J. B. Say's A Treatise on Political Economy
(1803) that a comprehensive theory of entrepreneurship was elaborated for that epoch.
Discarding uncertainty as an overbearing parameter in the entrepreneur's decision-making
process, unlike Cantiilon, Say argued that the entrepreneur should first and foremost have:
Judgment, perseverance, and a knowledge of the world, as well as of business.
He is called upon to estimate, with tolerable accuracy, the importance of the
specific product, the probable amount of the demand, and the means of its
production (Say 1845:330).

As a performer of all these various tasks. Say's entrepreneur is not only a manager, he
is also a coordinator, "an economic catalyst" (Hebert et. al. 1988:38), and an exceptionally
unique individual because his personality "requires a combination of moral qualities that
are not often found together" (Say, ibid.).
Even though Cantillon's, Baudeau's and Say's theories failed to demonstrate
convincingly the relationship between entrepreneurial activity and the welfare of the
wider community, they nevertheless highlighted the crucial function of the enorepreneur at
a time when his specific role was overshadowed by factors such as social status and
economic wealth. Their treatment of entrepreneurship successfully showed that the
entrepreneur did not have to hail firom an ascribed social background (Cantiilon) nor did
he have to have capital (i.e. to be a capitalist). However, focussing by almost exclusively
on the entrepreneur's challenges and personal profits, they neglected to consider the
critical role that he plays in the collective welfare. This theoretical loophole was filled, at
the tum of the twentieth century, by Joseph Schumpeter who, for the first time in die
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economic history of entrepreneurship would place the entrepreneur at the center of
economic development.

The Role of Entrepreneurs Redefined

While the economists reviewed above were credited with lifting the entrepreneur above
the anonymity that surrounded him in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Joseph
Schumpeter put the entrepreneur on a pedestal and made him the main actor in the
economic development process (Hebert et al. 1988:105). In his now classic Theory of
Economic Development, fu-st published in 1911, Schumpeter (1934) redefined the
entrepreneur as the main force behind the economic development of nations and gave him
an economic status hitherto unknown in the economic literature. Using the "equilibrium"
state as a theoretical basis for his reasoning, Schumpeter argued that economic life
operates only fi*om the routine of past experiences and that there are no apparent factors to
disturb this "circular flow of economic life." For Schumpeter, therefore, economic life in
such an equilibrium state "is performed in every period mechanically as it were, of its own
accord, without requiring a personal element distinguishable firom superintendence and
similar things" (Schumpeter 1934:45). And as he pointed out earlier in the book, "the
function of superintendence in itself, constitutes no essential economic distinction"
(1934:20).
Schumpeter believed that the heroic role of the entrepreneur, as the artisan of economic
development, is not to be found in his managerial talent in the context of the state of
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equilibrium. Rather, it resides in his innovative ability or "creative destruction" that gives
rise to new economic circumstances. Consequently, Schumpeter's theory of economic
development centers around the entrepreneurs who break up the monotonous "circular
flow of economic life" by introducing innovative activities. Innovation in the
Schumpeterian model consists of "the carrying out of new combinations" that would
result in the emergence of "new firms" and "new men." For Schumpeter, the new
combinations are carried out when: 1) a new product is brought to the market; 2) a new
production of the same commodity is introduced; 3) a new market is opened up for the
new product; 4) a new supply of productive factors is discovered; and finally 5) change is
brought in the organizational structure of the industry. For Schumpeter, though, the role of
entrepreneur has always to be recreated on a consistent basis for "every one is an
entrepreneur only when he actually 'carries out new combinations,' and loses that
character as soon as he has built up his business, when he settles down to running it as
other people run their businesses" (1934:78). So it is "the carrying out of new
combinations" that confers on an individual the status of entrepreneur and not his
economic success or the number of his economic ventures.
By making innovation the defining characteristic of the entrepreneur, Schumpeter
broke with the neo-classical tradition that had pervaded the study of entrepreneurship until
the first two decades of the twentieth century. Prior to Schumpeter's intervention in the
field, entrepreneurial studies had mainly concerned themselves more with "the
institutional processes and anangements that produced and sustained states of equilibrium
in the 'market' than...[with] the dynamics that changed the equilibrium or adjustments to
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such change" (Greenfield et. al. 1979:4). Given such a narrow focus, these studies only
contributed to the theoretical elaboration of a set of behaviors and "rational" decisions in
regard to the maintenance of equilibrium. The "creative destruction" generated by the
innovative behavior of the entrepreneur was never really stressed by neo-classical
economists (Greenfield et. al. ibid). Entrepreneurship, in the then-prevailing theoretical
paradigm, was viewed as a variable exclusively dependent upon economic factors. This
view postulated that "entrepreneurial activities will emerge more or less spontaneously
when economic conditions are favorable," and emphasized the "pre-eminent importance
of the availability of capital, access to markets, labor supply, raw materials, and
technology" (Berger 1991:3).
Schumpeter's departure from the neo-classical paradigm consisted of shifting away
from the "equilibrium theories" that had dominated the field of economics and focussing
on factors that contribute to the disturbance of this "equilibrium." The entrepreneurial
behavior which leads to development, defined as the "spontaneous and discontinuous
change in the channels of the flows, disturbances of equilibrium, which forever alters and
displaces the equilibrium state previously existing," Schumpeter (1949:64) concedes, is
wrapped in a social context of which economic factors are only an abstraction. Therefore,
his main thrust, as Greenfield and his colleagues captured it, "was that the ultimate
explanation of economic conduct was to be found in noneconomic factors, and that these
were brought into play through the actions of individuals operating in the market"
(Greenfield et ai. 1979:5). This assertion created a new excitement in the study of
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entrepreneuTship and extended a formal invitation to other social sciences to bring their
contributions to the field.
Cantillon had argued that the lure of higher profits was the main driving force for his
entrepreneur, but Schumpeter isolates three major prime movers; I) "the dream and will to
found a private kingdom"; 2) "the will to conquer: the impulse to fight, to prove oneself
superior to others, to succeed for the sake, not for the fruits of success, but of success
itself; 3) and "the joy of creating, of getting things done, or simply exercising one's
energy and ingenuity" (Kallon 1990:21).

Psycho-Sociological Studies of Entrepreneurship

Even though Schumpeter successfully linked entrepreneurial activity with economic
development, and provided us with valuable insights into the entrepreneur's motivations,
his seminal breakthrough left other interesting and insightful questions unanswered. The
key questions are: Who are the entrepreneurs? What psychological or sociological profile
do they exhibit? Since noneconomic factors are important in explaining economic
behavior, what social or environmental conditions are conducive to the emergence of
entrepreneurs? These lines of inquiry shifted the field of entrepreneurship firom the study
of die function of entrepreneurs to the analysis of their traits and personalities and die
social circumstances that led to their rise. This new theoretical move triggered a number of
sociological, historical and psychological studies whose purpose was to answer these
questions that no longer exclusively belong to the realm of economics.
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For Schumpeter, people with average entrepreneurial abilities and characteristics are
found randomly everywhere and, statistically, their incidence is normal in any society.
However, he concedes that people whose aptitudes and personalities are above the societal
average are most likely to bring about innovation which is crucial to economic
development.
Sociological and psychological studies in the wake of Schumpeter's redefinition of the
concept of entrepreneurship did not, however, share his view of the randomness of the
entrepreneurial acumen or proclivity. Using examples from various societies throughout
history, many researchers have attempted to show how sociological or psychological
factors were important in the rise of entrepreneurs. This led researchers to revisit Max
Weber's formulation of the relationship between Protestantism and the emergence of
capitalism. Looking at the success enjoyed by the members of the Reformation movement
in the entrepreneurial field. Max Weber (1930) concluded that their adoption of the
"Protestant work ethic" was the basis of the rise of capitalism in sixteenth-century Europe.
For Weber, Protestant admonitions about hard work and frugality, and scorn for idleness
instilled in the reformationists a work ethic that was conducive to wealth accumulation.
The new religious paradigm that made profit-seeking a legitimate activity while warning
against "reckless enjoyment" led to reinvestments for further profits. This, in turn, led to
capital accumulation and economic welfare in the society.
While in agreement with Schumpeter that the entrepreneur plays a crucial role hi the
economic development of nations, David McClelland takes issue with the former's
assertion that entrepreneurial aptitudes are randomly distributed in any homogenous
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society (Kellon 1990:22). A partisan of what is now known as the psycho-sociological
school, McClelland, in his The Achieving Society (1961), maintained that the aptiUjdes and
characteristics associated with the entrepreneurs are functions of sociological and
psychological factors and as such, diey are not randomly distributed. Using comparative
analysis to support his claim, McClelland set out to explain why some societies have a
higher concentration of entrepreneurs than others. He found the answer in what he called
the "high n- achievement" factor. According to him, members of certain groups develop a
higher need to achieve than others as a result of childhood experiences and socialization
processes. McClelland based this assertion on the correlation Max Weber found between
the rise of capitalism and the adoption of the "Protestant ethic" among some groups in
Europe. This need for achievement, he maintains, "once possessed, creates a desire within
its possessor to strive for success 'not so much for the sake of social recognition or
prestige [or pecuniary gain],' but for the sake of 'an irmer feeling of personal
accomplishment' for having successfully completed a given task (Kallon 1990:23). Since
high n-achievement stems from

socialization processes in McClelland's scheme,

entrepreneurial traits and personalities can be taught through an early inculcation and
reinforcement of the entrepreneurial spirit.
William P. Glade (1967) acknowledged the contribution of psycho-sociological
theories to the field of entrepreneurship, as represented by Max Weber and David
McClelland but lamented that studies based on these theories mainly focussed on
individual entrepreneurs' actions and decision-making processes within a specific cultural
setting. Glade argued that even though these studies incorporated cultural and institutional
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elements crucial for understanding the entrepreneurial proclivity of some groups, they
have not explained in a satisfactory manner the processes whereby entrepreneurs emerge.
Reviewing an article by Alec Alexander (1966) summarizing the work of many
prominent social scientists in the field of entrepreneurship (Hagen, McClelland, and so
on), Glade concluded that the body of entrepreneurial literature up to the 1960s was
pervaded by a series of developmental assumptions that implied a linear trajectory of
economies and societies moving fi:om one stage or type to another. That body of literature,
he added, documented two major sets of economic models: "One, a sort of predevelopment model, describes relationships which obtain in an economy in which growth
has not yet occurred. The other model is descriptive of an economy in which growth is
already present and in which the growth experience has provided conditions which tend to
support entrepreneurial endeavor" (Glade 1967:246). Conspicuously absent from that
body of literature. Glade remarked, was "a theory of change which explains the transition
from the state of affairs depicted by the 'underdeveloped economy' model to that
represented by the 'developed economy' model" (Glade, ibid). To that end. Glade
proposed what he called a "situational analysis" approach that would effectively account
for the changes from one stage to another or from one model to the other.
Glade suggested a two-layered analysis. At a micro-environmental level, he proposed
looking at entrepreneurs from the standpoint of individuals making decisions that are
informed by the particular conditions of their social and cultural milieu. But for Glade,
this micro-environmental focus should be complemented by a macro-environmental
component that he referred to as the opportunity structure. Glade argued that the
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economic structure that generates the demand for entrepreneurial abilities is just as
important as the entrepreneur's economic behavior. As he stated in his article, "strictly
speaking, a purely autonomous or non-opportunistic type of entrepreneurial act is very
nearly impossible to conceive, even though entrepreneurs may, on occasion, manipulate
elements in the environment to enhance their chances to realize windfall or opportunistic
gains" (Glade 1967:249). Therefore, Glade maintained, the rise of entrepreneurship and
entrepreneurial behavior can only be fully understood when the two levels (both micro
and macro) are incorporated into one cohesive analysis.
By suggesting an approach that involves both a micro and a macro component. Glade
points to an analysis that, in our view, represents the most suitable tool for understanding
the recent rise of entrepreneurial activity among the Fulbe in Guinea. The potential of such
a two-layered analysis to clarify linkages that characterize the Guinean case will be
discussed later in this chapter.

African Entrepreneurship: the Development Paradigm

Although neo-classical theories of entrepreneurship had initially purported to explain
the nature of entrepreneurial activity in the Western world, their scope was soon extended
to the developing countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Indeed, after World War
H, many development economists shifted their studies from the Western economies to
those of the "Third World." The intended purpose was to examine the economies of these
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"backward" countries and to formulate policies that would put them on the right track
toward economic development.
The most important "symptom" of underdevelopment isolated as part of the diagnosis
of the health of Afncan economies was the lack of entrepreneurs. Whether rationalized on
historical grounds (the deliberate attempt by colonial authorities to keep Africans away
from the entrepreneurial activities) or simply explained away by African "laziness" or
failure to perceive economic opportunities, until recently, the consensus has been that
Africa

lacks

entrepreneurs. The

development

economists

have

recommended

unanimously, as a panacea for this "disease," the training of Africans in entrepreneurial
skills and the creation of conditions that would be more hospitable to the growth of
entrepreneurship. For these development experts of neo-classical persuasion, the scarcity
of capital in the African countries was one of the major causes of limited entrepreneurial
acumen on the continent. Consequently, a healthy injection of capital was the only
missing piece of the puzzle required for these economies to take off
While departing from the claims of mono-economics that economic theory "consists of
a number of simple, yet 'powerful' theories of universal validity" (Hirschman 1981:3-4),
and admitting that the socioeconomic reality of the developing countries is not necessarily
amenable to the general paradigm of classical economics, the development economists
nevertheless shared an important assumption with classical economists. They were
convinced that even though the realities are intrinsically different, the economic
experience of developed coimtries can be edifying for the developing countries.
Therefore, most of the recommendations put forth for the African countries were inspired
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by the historical processes that characterized economic development in Western Europe
and North America.
Implicit in the development economists' assumption is the evolutionary idea that takes
growth for granted. According to this assumption, the developing economies are at an
early stage, and given the right stimulus, will grow to the level of the developed countries.
The remedy of capital injection prescribed for the economic inertia in Africa by
development economists was informed by the historical knowledge of the role capital
played in the reconstruction and take-off of Western European economies following the
implementation of the Marshall Plan after the Second World War (Kallon 1990:4). The
success enjoyed by these European countries after the massive intervention of the Bretton
Woods institutions and the relatively rapid capital accumulation that ensued, constituted
the main arguments for the development economists in their plea for an injection of capital
into the African economies. In addition, "the universal acceptance of Lord Keynes' theory
of income-determination and its emphasis on the role of investment in the short-run
economic growth" (Kallon 1990:4) gave the "capital-shortage" proponents a legitimacy
that was hard to dispute at that time. While demographic, technological and socio
economic considerations were factored into the development equation of African
economies, capital was isolated as the most determinant factor in these economists'
development scheme.
Most of the development studies that appeared during the 1960s were inspired by
economic theorists such as W. Arthur Lewis (1955) and B. F. Hoselitz (1952) but W. W.
Rostow's (1962) Stages of Economic Growth was especially influential. Central to the
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theories of these economists was the idea that growth of developed (core) countries,
generated by the developing countries' export goods, would have a beneficial impact on
the letter's economies through what the dependency theorists referred to as the "diffusion"
or "trickle down" model (Chilcote and Edelstein 1974). Therefore, it was advised that
capital be massively injected into these economies to encourage exports and create
suitable conditions for entrepreneurieil activities. However, not only did years of
experimentation and hope fail to produce the expected "trickle down," but many
developing countries also found themselves facing huge external debt bills. This led critics
such as Andre Gunder Frank (1968), Celso Furtado (1965) and Thomas Lappe and J.
Collins (1977) to advocate a reconsideration of development theories in the light of the
experience of Latin American countries.
Even though the negative Latin American experience with massive capital injection has
been more fully documented than those of other areas, the development theorists'
perspective was extended to Africa as well. In Latin America, the above-mentioned
dependency theorists showed that capital injection generated underdevelopment. As in the
Latin American case, the "capital" remedy did not trigger the expected African economic
take-off. What worked for Western Europe did not work for African countries because of
a fxmdamentally different sociocultural and political context.
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African Entrepreneurship: Recent Empirical Studies

While no general theory has emerged that claims to account for the various dynamics
of African entrepreneurship, there is enough empirical evidence to show the different path
that African entrepreneurship is taking due to its historical background, as well as its
contemporary socio-economic, cultural and political specificities (Cohen 1969; Diomande
1990; Horn 1998; Macgaffey 1987 and 1998; Rapley 1993). In fact, the rich diversity and
originality documented in recent empirical studies of enOrepreneurship in Africa
challenges previous conceptions and conclusions. This research on entrepreneurial
activities in Africa may provide a basis for reworking our current theoretical
understanding of entrepreneurship in general and the particular conditions that foster the
emergence of entrepreneurs.
Recent data from Africa increasingly leads analysts to question some of the most well
known theories of entrepreneurship. Spring and McDade's edited book, African
Entrepreneurship: Theory and Reality (1998), provides numerous empirical case studies.
In her study of pre-colonial Duala entrepreneurs, Yvette Monga (1998) shows how
participation in social networks and lavish spending helped the entrepreneurs she studied
develop and maintain a competitive edge rather than constrain or weaken their activities.
Monga demonstrates that contrary to Weberian postulates, a Protestant-type value system
stressing savings and frugality is not the only avenue to capital accumulation. In the same
vein, McDade (1998) argues that the business success of Ghanaian artisans is more a
function of their decision-making than of personal traits, as McClelland (1961) would
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have proposed. While questioning the relevance of Western theoretical models to the
African context is in no way a new trend in the African literature on entrepreneurship,
further studies of the range of entrepreneurial behaviors represented by African cases may
in fact help us review and revise these limited models.
One of the major differences between the Afncan and Western examples documented
thus far is the way African entrepreneurs accumulate their capital and emerge in the
entrepreneurial scene. Faced with almost an insurmountable scarcity of capital, some
Afncan entrepreneurs turn to family members or use the state to start their businesses
(Beveridge and Oberschall 1979; Handwerker 1990; Hirschman 1965; Marris and
Somerset 1971; Nafzinger 1969). An important number of them, however, rely on their
own savings and wits. Based on research in Nigeria, Harris (1967) determined that threefourths of the industrial entrepreneurs he studied relied on their pre-entrepreneurial
savings to start their businesses. Peter Garlick's (1971) study revealed the same pattern
among entrepreneurs in Ghana. Out of a sample of one hundred and eighteen
entrepreneurs, he found that eighty-nine of them (75.4%) went into entrepreneurship using
their own capital.
In addition, African entrepreneurs differ from Western entrepreneurs regarding the
reasons for initially entering entrepreneurship. In the Democratic Republic of Congo
(formerly Zaire), Janet MacGaffey (1998) shows how individuals were thrown into the
entrepreneurial field as a survival strategy in the wake of the collapse of the Zairian
governmental infrastructure. No longer able to rely on state support in the conduct of their
activities, Zairian entrepreneurs devised many coping strategies in order to keep what she
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calls the "second economy," or informal sector, alive. Here, the need to fill a void created
by the demise of the Zairian formal economy has led entrepreneurs create, innovate and
coordinate the various resources at their disposal.
Lisa Daniels' (1998) research on Zimbabwe documents two different trends that
underlay the individuals' entry into the field of entrepreneurship. In micro-enterprises and
small enterprises (MSE), Daniels argues, the entry into the entrepreneurial scene is mainly
fueled by the surplus labor and the need for alternative income sources in a paralyzed
economy. However, in the high-profit industries, Daniels found that market demand was
the lure to the entrepreneurial activities.
The presence of such variability within one single sector of an economy, as
documented by Daniels research, testifies to the diversity of the entrepreneurial stimuli in
Africa. Likewise, as Spring and McDade (1998:17) correctly advocate analysts must
recognize the differences among sectors of an economy. Taken together, these studies
suggest that more empirical data is needed to understand the dynamics of the African
entrepreneurial spirit.
Another important aspect of African entrepreneurship, which also receives thorough
treatment in Spring and McDade's African Entrepreneurship (1998), concerns the way
African businesses are run. A common criticism leveled against African managerial styles
holds that African businesses are often run inefficiently due to considerations that are
more social than managerial. Quite often, analysts note, workers are selected not on the
basis of their technical competence, but mainly along ethnic and kinship affiliations
(Handwerker 1990). These subjective criteria are thought to impede the firms'
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competitiveness and, in certain cases, even to lead to their demise. While increasing
numbers of entrepreneurs are seeking novel ways to improve efficiency and
competitiveness in their enterprises, they still find

themselves confronted with the

imperative of balancing their desires with their duties toward, or the expectations of,
members of their kin or ethnic networks. In this regard, Ukaegbu (1998) provides a
penetrating analysis of the casualties of such a balancing act. Due to shortcomings related
to their lack of formal education, Ukaegbu reports, some wealthy Nigerian entrepreneurs
hire college-educated managers to run their businesses. However, the practice of
appointing unqualified relatives to influential positions generates conflict between the
hired managers and the relatives who are reluctant to give the former complete control
over the company's operations. Since social and ethnic networks can be crucial in the
success or failure of a business in Africa (Handwerker 1990), and since the services of
these managers are needed, the African entrepreneur in this situation always finds himself
treading dangerous waters. While it has been argued elsewhere that family values and
social relations do not impede entrepreneurial activities in Afiica (Handwerker 1990;
Hirschman 1965; Marris and Somerset 1971; Nafzinger 1969), Ukaegbu's article serves as
a reminder that vestiges of past social practices still weigh heavily on African
entrepreneurs.
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Literature on Ethnic Entrepreneurship

The reasons why certain ethnic groups are overrepresented in the entrepreneurial field
has been one of the main concerns of the scholarly work on ethnic entrepreneurship. Yet,
decades of case studies have not resulted in the elaboration of a coherent and
comprehensive theory about the issue. On the contrary, the various studies present a wide
range of explanations, embracing almost all aspects of human social life. However,
despite such a myriad of propositions, the theories purporting to explain die
entrepreneurial inclinations of certain ethnic groups can be lumped into three major
categories.
The contextual theory attributes the overrepresentation of certain groups in the
entrepreneurial field to the structure of the society in which the ethnic entrepreneurs
operate (Hamilton 1978; Jiang 1968; Van den Berghe 1975). According to the proponents
of this theory, ethnic entrepreneurs rise not because of particular aptitudes or gifts, but
because the social environment in which they live confines them to these positions. One
version of this theory postulates that trade and related activities were abhorred in premodem societies. Consequently, certain ethnic minorities came to dominate commerce
because its stigma prevented other groups firom becoming involved (Bonacich and Modell
1980).
Another version of the contextual theory uses the concept of "status gap" to explain the
overrepresentation of certain groups in entrepreneurial activities (Blalock 1967; Loewen
1971; Rinder 1958-1959). It argues that ethnic entrepreneurs arise in societies where the
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gap between the dominant and the subordinate groups is so wide that it is almost
impossible for them to engage in transactions that involve reciprocal politeness. Since
trade is part of such transactions, "a third party, a group of outsiders who are not involved
in the niceties of status in this society, may be recruited to perform the role of go-between"
(Bonacich and Modell 1980:26). In this capacity, the outsiders become a distinctive pariah
group that mediates the economic interaction between the dominant class and the
subordinate masses.
In contrast to the contexmal theory, cultural theories view the entrepreneurs' particular
cultural characteristics as the main determinants of ethnic entrepreneurship. For scholars
who follow this theory, the presence in these entrepreneurs' cultures of institutions and
mechanisms for, for instance, raising capital, sharing relevant business information, or
harnessing cheap manpower favors entrepreneurial inclination (Benedict 1968; Light
1972; Loewen 1971).
A variant of this theory attributes the overrepresentation of certain ethnic groups in the
entrepreneurial field to their conformity to religious norms that are conducive to capital
accumulation. As already mentioned, for instance. Max Weber (1930) posited that the
adoption of a "Protestant ethic" emphasizing hard work and frugality was the basis for the
rise of capitalism among members of the Reformation movement in Europe. In the same
vein. Stone (1974) imputed the overrepresentation of Jerbans in the Tunisian grocery
business to their adherence to an ascetic Islamic religious sect whose values are similar to
those found among the European Protestant reformists studied by Weber.
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The third and final theory considered here seelcs the determinants of ethnic
entrepreneurship in the historical situation of the entrepreneurs themselves. The
situational theory argues that members of traditional societies are often unable to run
successful enterprises due to social constramts that force them, for instance, to extend
friends and relatives credit, which often remains unpaid, and to behave irrationally in the
marketplace. In such a case, certain immigrant ethnic groups step in and take up the role of
trader because they can be objective in their transactions thanks to their "stranger" status.
A "stranger," according to Simmel (1950) differs from the wanderer in that the
wanderer comes today and leaves tomorrow. The "stranger," by contrast, "is fixed within
a particular spatial group, or within a group whose boundaries are similar to spatial
boundaries. But his position in this group is determined, essentially, by the fact that he has
not belonged to it from the beginning, that he imports qualities into it, which do not and
cannot stem from the group itself (Simmel 1950:402). By virtue of this social aloofness,
the "stranger" is, therefore, not amenable to the social norms and sanctions that govern
interactions in the society within which he lives. As a result, he can carry on with his
business without having to deal with the duties and obligations with which full-fledged
members of society have to contend (Foster 1974; Swift 1965).

Toward a Theoretical Contextualization of the Fulbe

While the theories outlined above have been found to be adequate for explaining the
rise of ethnic entrepreneurs in many parts of the world, they are of limited theoretical
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significance in regard to the emergence of Fulbe in the entrepreneurial sector in Guinea.
Case studies in the literature on ethnic entrepreneurship deal mostly with immigrant
minority groups operating outside their physical and cultural boundaries. Although many
Fulbe have established their businesses outside the Futa Djallon, they are far from being a
minority group in Guinea. Indeed, the Fulbe constitute the country's largest ethnic group.
Even though the Fulbe's arrival and settlement in Guinea is relatively recent in
comparison to many other ethnic groups in the country, they neither see themselves as
immigrants nor are they perceived as such by Guineans. Their subjugation of and rule over
Middle Guinea and some of its adjacent territories in the eighteenth century have given
them an unquestioned historical legitimacy in the country. In addition, the visibility of the
Fulbe during the national political struggle for independence reinforced that historical
legitimacy.
The present Fulbe position in the entrepreneurial field

in Guinea carmot be

accommodated within the framework of contextual theories put forth by scholars such as
Van den Berghe (1975) and Jiang (1968). Not only is there a long commercial tradition in
Guinea, but trade activities have always been viewed as socially acceptable and
economically

viable.^

Consequently, Fulbe overrepresentation

in

the Guinean

entrepreneurial field does not result from the disdain that other ethnic groups or social

I. The only exception to date relates to the attitude of the Fulbe toward commerce in the pre-colonial period.
The theocracy in Futa Djallon then saw trade as having a negative impact on the society because it "opened
the doors to slaves and women." This attitude, however, as we will see in a later chapter, changed with the
advent of a monetized economy in the region.
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classes hold for commerce and its related activities. Actually, the Malinke" take special
pride in having historically dominated the trade sector.
Nor does the concept of "status gap" adequately account for Fulbe entrepreneurial
concentration. First, neither the Malinke, who have historically monopolized trade
activities in Guinea, nor the Fulbe, who dominate the economic sector presently, are
considered pariah groups in the country. As a matter of fact, both the Malinke and the
Fulbe have been the main ruling ethnic groups in the West African region prior to
European colonial penetration. Consequently, they have never suffered nor do they suffer
from a low status. Indeed, one of the major points of contention between the Guinean
socialist government and these two ethnic groups was their reluctance (mostly on the part
of the Fulbe) to relinquish some of the feudal attitudes they had acquired by virtue of
ruling the Futa Djallon in the pre-colonial era. These attitudes, still alive and well among
the Fulbe today, are the source of many social problems both outside and within the group.
The contention by situational theorists that ethnic entrepreneurs emerge in situations
where flill-fledged members of society cannot participate in commercial enterprises
because social demands are often incompatible with the profession is also inadequate
when applied to the Fulbe case. In his study of a Malayan peasant village. Swift (1965)
showed that the difficulty of refusing credit and collecting debt was a major reason why
Malayan entrepreneurs failed after they took over from the Chinese, following the
Communist insurgency. In the same vein, Foster (1974) has argued that because of the
obligations and constraints placed on the individual, the Mon in Thailand had to renounce
2. One of the three major ethnic groups in Guinea. The two others are the Fuibe and the Soussou.
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participation in the traditional society in order to become traders. Fulbe entrepreneurs are
active members of their society and have established solid and dynamic social relations
with other ethnic groups as well. They are fully involved with the give-and-take of
everyday life. Consequently, their entrepreneurial position does not stem from their social
remoteness. Unlike the Mon, the Fulbe have succeeded in skillfully discriminating
between the requirements of their businesses and those of the society of which they are an
integral part.
Even though cultural theories about the determinants of ethnic entrepreneurship can be
used to explain the emergence of the Fulbe in Guinea's entrepreneurial field, they leave
many questions unanswered. While Fulbe exhibit many cultural traits that are conducive
to capital accumulation and entrepreneurial activities, the cultural traits or mechanisms of
other ethnic groups in Guinea are equally conducive to entrepreneurship. The long
commercial tiadition of the Malinke certainly testifies to the existence of institutions and
value-orientations that favor entrepreneurial behavior. The explanatory power of the
cultural theories with regard to the Fulbe case in Guinea is limited because they do not
account for why the Fulbe were able to take over the coimtry's commercial sector. In other
words, if the Malinke possess cultural features that are as compatible with entrepreneurial
conduct as the Fulbe do, how were the latter able to seize economic power despite the
Malinke's similar cultural endowments and their long and rich experience in the field of
entrepreneurship? The answer to this critical question, I submit, lies in factors that are
beyond the control of both ethnic groups.
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African Ethnic Entrepreneurship

Although the general literature on African entrepreneurship has grown and continues to
grow rapidly, few studies have paid adequate attention to the dynamics of ethnic
entrepreneurship in proportion to its pervasiveness and energy. The insights provided by
early students of ethnic entrepreneurship in Africa - among them Banton (1957), Cohen
(1969), Fallers (1962) and Hill (1966) - have not been explored consistently. Two major
elements might account for this unfortunate situation. First, the sole reliance, by the earlier
students of ethnic entrepreneurship, on cultural and micro-environmental factors to
explain the proclivity of some ethnic groups toward entrepreneurial activities and their
success in many African countries has proved to be analytically and methodologically
unsatisfactory. The need to depart from the economists' perspective, according to which
entrepreneurship is a function of knowledge, capital, and economic opportunities and
independent of culture, has led this once-promising line of inquiry to an impasse.
The role of culture in the development of entrepreneurship has been ascertained
(Berger 1991; Cohen 1969; Fallers 1962), especially following the rapid economic growth
of the Pacific Rim countries. However, the explanatory power of culture becomes
seriously curtailed when we investigate groups with different historical, social, and
ecological backgrounds. Furthermore, when pushed to its logical conclusion, the reliance
on cultural and micro-environmental factors alone to account for the entrepreneurial
success of some ethnic groups easily evolves into a Weberian "Protestant ethic"
perspective or into the McClelland "personality traits" approach, two theoretical
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directions which are limited at best in explaining the phenomenon of ethnic
entrepreneurship (Bonacich and Modell 1980; Monga 1998; McDade 1998; Waterbury
1972). Cultural institutions and mechanisms that make one ethnic group successful in
entrepreneurship might be present within another group, which might not use them for
entrepreneurial ends. Researchers have been aware of the possibility of falling into such a
trap and this might explain the relative lack of interest in studies that seek to explore the
emergence of ethnic entrepreneurs and the reasons for their prominence.
According to the few studies devoted to this issue, such as Beveridge and Oberschall
(1979), Harris (1967), Marris and Somerset (1971) the correlation between entrepreneurial
success and ethnicity is inconclusive, even though field researchers could readily observe
the dominance of one particular ethnic group. This apparent discrepancy between
observational and survey data stems, in my opinion, from the analytical tools that were
used in most of these studies. The economists, in conformity with their theoretical
paradigm, have sought to identify economic opportxmities that might account for
"entrepreneurial spirit" and development. These opportunities were, for the most part
understood in terms of a regional economic structure and the nature of the local economic
transactions among the different social groups. In these studies, cultural elements were
thought to be irrelevant to the entire range of entrepreneurial activities and, therefore,
discarded from the models. Consequently, whenever the economic structure did not offer
strong evidence of a correlation between entrepreneurial opportunities and ethnicity, the
data are interpreted as inconclusive.
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Unlike economists, sociologists and anthropologists have relied on the cultural and
psychological elements to establish a relationship between entrepreneurship and ethnicity.
The connection is often made in terms of the group's ethic, its attitude toward savings, the
nature of the group's mutual aid philosophy and social networking, and finally its childrearing practices and social mobility system (LeVine 1966). These elements are usually
considered sufficient to explain why certain groups are predominant in the entrepreneurial
field. Here again, certain patterns are anticipated, such as kinship solidarity and
recruitment, intra-ethnic information sharing and money-lending networks (Eades 1979).
Whenever these classical manifestations of ethnic entrepreneurship do not occur, the data
are thought to be inconclusive.
Studies that focus on a group's micro-level environment to explain its members'
disproportionate representation in the entrepreneurial field provide valuable insights into
the emergence and maintenance of ethnic entrepreneurship. However, they exhibit notable
lacunae stemming fi*om their lack of emphasis on, or complete disregard for, the
prevailing macro-political situation. Indeed, while micro-environmental studies highlight
the role of culture, and that of local or regional politics in the rise of ethnic entrepreneurs,
their omission of national socio-political factors gives the impression that ethnic
entrepreneurs operate within only local constraints or opportunities. The macro-socio
political envirormient is seen either as unproblematic or insignificant in relation to the
local factors.
Abner Cohen (1969), for instance, emphasized local politics in Ibadan to explain why
the Hausa rather than the Yoruba dominated the cattle trade between northern and
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southern Nigeria. Cohen shows how the Hausa's strategic position (both literally and
figuratively) between the Fulani cattle raisers in the north and the Yoruba customers in the
south allowed them to control the cattle and Kola trade. Hausa success, he argued, was due
to their strong social and commercial organization and their adoption of an isolationist
local politics, consisting of minimizing their contacts with the surrounding Yoruba.
However, the Hausa monopoly collapsed when Hausa traders could not adapt to the
pressures of a rising demand for meat by Ibadan's increasing population and the
requirements of a new form of trade which required not only frequent contacts with the
Yoruba, but also extending credit to them. Cohen failed to emphasize the role played by
colonial authorities, through the Ibadan Native Authority Council, in the demise of the
Hausa monopoly. Once Nigerian national politics placed Sabo (a Hausa district) under the
political control of Ibadan, commercial opportunities dwindled for the Hausa due to
demands that weighed heavily on their internal organization and trade activities.
The failure to bring national socio-political factors into the analysis of the emergence
of ethnic entrepreneurship, regardless of how remote they might seem to be from everyday
life, represents a serious analytical flaw. Indeed, ethnic entrepreneurs do not operate in a
national vacuum. They are affected by national political decisions in more ways and in a
more direct manner than even they may realize. In fact, it can be argued that the rise or
decline of ethnic entrepreneurs hinges more on the macro-socio-political conditions of a
country than on the cultural characteristics of an ethnic group. Consequently, any study
that neglects or underemphasizes the role played by socio-political factors at the national
level will fail to make the obvious connections that are crucial for explaining why one
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ethnic group is more prominent than another in the entrepreneurial field. These
connections are crucial because, quite often, members of an ethnic group find themselves
suddenly propelled into entrepreneurial activity, and thriving against any "cultural" or
historical odds, by forces that they neither controlled or influenced.
The emergence of Fulbe entrepreneurs, and their monopoly of the economic sector in
Guinea in the wake of the proclamation of a capitalist regime in 1984, serve as an ideal
empirical case where macro-level forces have allowed members of an ethnic group to be
overrepresented in the entrepreneurial field. The Fulbe present monopoly of the
entrepreneurial sector in Guinea can neither be explained by history or geography, nor can
it be accounted for solely by cultural features. A review of the literature on ethnic
entrepreneurship in Africa reveals that, quite often, an ethnic group's entrepreneurial
dominance is linked to its particular history, a tradition that has provided that ethnic group
with the experience to still continue to engage in entrepreneurial activities. However, the
Fulbe ethnic group does not fit in this category. Historically, die Fulbe in Guinea were
first nomads, then theocrats and agriculturalists. The Guinean Fulbe had no notable
commercial heritage.
Nor can the success of the Fulbe be explained in terms of geographical location and
abundant resources (economic opportunities). While the Fulbe homeplace, Futa Djallon
occupied a strategic position between the coastal area and the interior of the country
during the pre-colonial period, the average Pullo (singular for Fulbe) never took advantage
of the commercial opportunities available at that time. Not only was trade stigmatized
socially,^ but it was also concentrated in the hands of a few powerful Fulbe aristocrats
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who used the Malinke as agents or partners for their transactions. In addition, the Futa
Djallon offered only a few tradable items that could be put in the market. Cattle and hides
excepted, the region did not have much to offer to the outside world.
Although the Fulbe exhibit certain cultural traits that can be conducive to an
entrepreneurial spirit, they do not represent an exception in Guinea. Their neighbors, the
Malinke, for instance, have been reputed for their commercial skills and talent throughout
West Africa, a heritage that dates back to the Empire of Ghana. Furthermore, the Malinke
were the only local ethnic group that competed fiercely against colonial firms and the
Lebanese during the French occupation. They were even able to control very specific
niches (kola, palm oil products and so on) despite the conunercial assault of these firms.
Therefore, Fulbe success and dominance of the economic sector cannot be explained
solely by cultiu-al factors, as evidenced by a long entrepreneurial tradition. It is instead the
Malinke who have exhibited entrepreneurial cultural traits and who have had rich and long
experience in such economic behavior.
Finally, ethnic entrepreneurship is often explained in terms of power relations. The
ascendancy of an ethnic group in the entrepreneurial field is often attributed to the patronclient relationship between that group and the national political elite. In Guinea, the Fulbe
have never had a cozy relationship with the political authorities. In fact, throughout of the
First Republic (1958-84), the Fulbe had at best an inauspicious relationship with the
socialist government. While their relationship with the capitalist regime has been less

3. It is ironic that in all Moslem countries, commerce in general is viewed as a noble and legitimate activity
because the prophet Mohammed (BPU) had himself engaged in trade during his lifetime. Thestigmatization
of trade in the Futa at a time when it was a theocracy is at least baffling.
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tumultuous, it is not a perfect marriage, as attested by the events of March 1998 that pitted
the government against the Fulbe residents in certain neighborhoods of Conakry.
Like other entrepreneurs in Guinea, the Fulbe have had to confront the basic challenges
of amassing capital and making decisions about areas of innovative investment. Like other
entrepreneurs, their decision-making was informed by their cultural and social milieu.
Why, then, their success today? In what follows, I argue that it is by considering the wider
historical, national economic and political contexts that we can understand their present
monopoly of the economic sector in Guinea.

Research Sites and Methods

The data for this study were gathered during thirteen months of fieldwork (January
1997 to January 1998) conducted in Conakry and in Labe, the capital city and an
important commercial center respectively, in the Republic of Guinea. The data collection
process reflected a mixed methods approach that included archival research, focus group
discussions, in-depth interviews, infomial interviews and conversations with various
segments of the Guinean population, the administration of survey questionnaires, and the
collection of life histories.
Because of Guinea's relative isolation from the rest of the world during the socialist
regime, only scant information about the country's socialist policies was available to me
prior to going to the field. Consequently, the archival work that I conducted shortly after
my arrival in Conakry represented an important component of the research. Despite poor
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record-keeping and the disappearance of many previously available documents,"^ this
initial phase of my research familiarized me with the context in which the Guinean
socialist government instituted many political and economic decisions. Conducting this
research early on allowed me to investigate economic policies of the past in Guinea, such
as diose concerning trade and taxation. These investigations, in turn, prepared me for
discussion of these issues during subsequent interviews and meetings with my informants.
The second phase of the research consisted of identifying key informants through
snowball sampling, a useful tool for the identification and analysis of networks (Bernard
1994:97-98). This stage of my research was made easy by the assistance I received firom
family members in Guinea who introduced me to my first informants. Using the snowball
technique, I uncovered the existence of trans-Guinean village or town-based Fulbe
associations. These associations made it possible to identify Fulbe entrepreneurs and also
constituted a key ethnic-based mechanism for networking and information sharing. While
my initial intention was to select Fulbe associations that would be representative of the
different geographical regions of Futa Djallon, I was only able to work with the
associations of towns of Tougue, Pita and Mali due to the frequency of their meetings, the
dynamism of their members and the iinportance they attached to such a formal networking
mechanism.
The meetings were generally held at the homes of the various members of the
associations in a predetermined rotation. However, the proximity of these homes to

4. It seemed to me, while talking to librarians and archivists in Guinea, that almost every imaginable study
about the country had already been conducted. The problem, however, was to find any of these studies in the
national archives.
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Conakry's downtown, their easy accessibility (many neighborhoods in Conakry are
difficult to access by car or on foot), and the availability of space in the homes usually
determined where meetings took place. Most of the time, therefore, the meeting place
alternated among four or five homes for each association. The date of the next meeting
was determined at the end of every meeting, except for the association of Tougue which
had established a regular schedule (the third Sunday of every month). Attendance ebbed
and flowed depending on the season (it was harder to meet during the rainy season), the
members' travel schedules and other commitments. But, on average, there were twelve to
fifteen attendees for the Tougue meetings and between ten and twelve for the associations
of Mali and Pita. In each group, five to six regulars did most of the work, such as
preparing for the meetings and taking care of other organizational issues.
My interactions with Guinean Fulbe entrepreneurs were not, however, limited to the
members of the three associations. In the process of gathering my data, I also worked with
entrepreneurs from other towns and villages, and this one-on-one interaction was as
rewarding as the formal meetings with the village-based associations. The Fulbe villagebased associations did not constitute, in any way or measure, rigid and reifed social
enclaves for their members. Relationships with Fulbe entrepreneurs firom different
villages or regions were developed as well and, sometimes, these relationships were
cultivated more carefully than those among village associates. The village associations
were simply one way to formalize the commonality of place of origin and, therefore, just
one node of the many networks in which a Pullo entrepreneur is involved. In reality, the
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entrepreneurs in these associations belong to a wider and denser web of entrepreneurial
networks.
Once I secured the commitment of these village-based associations, 1 set up and led
focus group discussions to sort out individual entrepreneurs according to two variables:
age and sex.^ In this regard, a stratified sample was used, since it is effective in
representing subpopulations (Bernard 1994:84-85). This exercise was not only helpful in
examining the generational differences in entrepreneurial behavior among the Fulbe, but it
also provided invaluable insights needed to develop a profile of Fulbe entrepreneurship. In
all, nineteen informants were chosen from three associations: seven from Tougue, seven
from Mali, and five from Pita. The selection of these informants was based on their stated
interest in my research and their availability. In addition to meeting these nineteen
informants at association meetings, I visited them in their places of work. In fact, most of
the stories about their personal entrepreneurial careers were related to me at their
workplaces.
Aside from informants affiliated with associations, I was able to work with six other
Fulbe entrepreneurs in Conakry. Four of these informants were established at the Marche
de Madina; die fifth was at the Marche de Niger, the sixth informant had businesses in
various parts of Conakry, but had opened an office in dovratown Conakry.

5. I initially sought to include socio-economic class as another variable. However, I found this category to
be of little use in the context of Fulbe entrepreneurs in Guinea.The remnants of a highly stratified society, to
a large extent, still determine the social status of the entrepreneur. An entrepreneur from a traditionally nonruling family carmot claim a higher status over one who is from a traditionally ruling family regardless of his
wealth. Economic success has not succeeded yet in completely overriding social origin.
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My second set of informants were from Labe. Although Fulbe entrepreneurs are
established in Conakry and other regions of Guinea, they nevertheless maintain strong
physical and/or emotional ties with their region of origin, Futa Djallon. A large number of
them still reside and engage in commerce there. My research m Labe, the most important
urban center in Futa Djallon, sought to unravel the reasons why entrepreneurs who have
stayed in Futa Djallon did so, what was the scale of their entrepreneurial activities and
finally, what were the opportunities and constraints of their choice.
I was able to interview twelve Fulbe entrepreneurs who were all members of the Labe
Chamber of Commerce. When leaving Conakry, one of my informants recommended that
I see a friend of his in Labe. He happened to be the president of the Chamber of
Commerce. This opened the door for me and certainly accounted for the unexpectedly
large number of informants I interacted with during my many trips to the city. As in
Conakry, I conducted focus group discussions and in-depth interviews with my
informants, the majority of whom had established their businesses prior to Guinea's
independence. Their accounts of the peripeteia that characterized the country's postindependence entrepreneurial environment and the adaptive changes they had to undertake
bring a unique historical perspective to my account of the emergence and success of Fulbe
entrepreneurship.
In all, I interviewed thirty-seven Fulbe entrepreneurs, among whom were five women.
They were sorted out according to seniority in establishing businesses. "Senior
entrepreneurs" are those whose businesses in Guinea predated 1977 when the first
socialist government's relaxation policies were instituted through the suppression of the
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Police Economique.^ "Junior entrepreneurs" are those whose businesses were established
after 1977. Based on this distinction, nine entrepreneurs in my sample qualified as senior
entrepreneurs. Eight were among my informants in Labe and the ninth one was from
Conakry, even though he started his business in Labe.^ All women in the sample are junior
entrepreneurs.
In addition to conducting interviews and focus group discussions with Fulbe
entrepreneurs in my sample, I also administered a survey to my informants. The
questionnaire, written in French and sometimes administered in Pulaar or in French, was
designed to elicit information on how these entrepreneurs were able to constitute their
capital given the national and political constraints they faced, how these constraints
affected their decision-making, and how each individual devised a strategy to deal with
the inhospitable and ever-changing entrepreneurial environment of socialist Guinea. The
questionnaire also asked about the effect of liberalization policies adopted after April
1984 on Fulbe entrepreneurs and their ethnic networking.
Interviews with former and current Guinean policy-makers complemented the data on
this broad array of personal entrepreneurial experiences. Using a snowball technique

6. The Police Economique (Economic Police) was a law enforcement agency created to combat smuggling
and illegal involvement in commercial activities. But because of its many abuses, it had to be phased out
under the protest of women petty traders in August 1977. This was the first sign of the socialist govern
ment's relaxation policies.
7. This particular mformant was one of the handful of traders who were allowed to continue practicing com
merce in Labe after the reforms of the 1964 Loi Cadre. The reason he left Labe in 1975, he told me, was that
he had bought a brand new Mercedes 190 from Nigeria and the local authorities were giving him a hard time
because of that. They accused him of being a capitalist at the same time they borrowed his car whenever an
important personality was in town. He told me that he decided to move to Conakry because a lot of people
over there had Mercedes like him and he couid blend m easily. He said he was almost sure that if he had
stayed longer in Labe he would have gotten into problems of some sort The goverrunent radicalized in 1975
and suppressed private commerce ail over the Guinean territory.
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again, I was able to locate a number of former "dignitaries" of the socialist regime and to
talk to them about the context in which some of the policies related to my research were
instituted. One of them, El Hadj Bella Doumbeya,^ graciously accepted to work with me
until the end of my fieldwork in January 1998, helping me, among other things, to revise
the chronology of the various political and economic events that took place under the
socialist regime. My interviews with policy-makers were geared toward eliciting the
frame of mind in which past and present policies were instituted and to elicit their
perspectives on the general importance of Fulbe entrepreneurial activities in the Guinean
economy.
I also consulted Guinean governmental and private institutions during the data
gathering process. The most important of these consultations were my interviews with the
personnel of the Direction Nationale du Commerce (DNC) of Guinea, the Guinean Office
for Private Investment {Bureau Guineen d Investissement Prive) and Pride-Guinee, a non
governmental organization specialized in funding small entrepreneurs.
My interviews with such scholars as historian Djibril Tamsir Niane,^ Alassane Sow
(sociologist at the University of Gamal Abdel Nasser in Conakry), and Pate Dieng
(historian at the same university) have also greatly enriched my data and helped me to
answer the most relevant analytical questions to my research.

8. El Hadj Bella Doumbeya occupied many ministerial positions under Sekou Toure. He was the governor
of the region of Boffa when the Loi Cadre was adopted in 1964. In this capacity, he was asked to implement
the new policies in his region. His account of the trials that such an implementation brought about was very
enriching.
9. Niane is well known for his research on African history, especially the history of the Mande people. Sev
eral of his many publicau'ons appear in the Works Cited.
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Finally, in addition to these "formal" data collection procedures, this dissertation has
profited immensely from my informal conversations with Guineans from all walks of life
whether while riding in taxis, waiting for an appointment in an office, or just socializing in
a Maki}^ The insights I gained from conversations were as valuable as those provided by
my "formal" meetings. The story I unravel in the following chapters represents my
analysis and summary of these rich sources.

Outline of this Dissertation

This dissertation consists of nine chapters. Chapter 2 offers a panoramic view of
modem Guinea not only by placing it within the West African context, but also by
providing background information on its recent history, various geographical regions, and
demography, as well as the present ethnic dynamics of the country. The chapter aims to
establish a framework within which to situate the Fulbe and their region, Futa Djallon.
Chapter 3 considers the early history of Fulbe in Guinea. It retraces their journey to
Futa Djallon, describing how groups of different social and geographical origins came to
unite and form one single entity that subjugated indigenous local groups, and established a
powerful theocratic federation in the region. The chapter also explores mercantile
entrepreneurship in the region before France colonized Guinea. While Futa Djallon's
central position between the coastal area and the interior of Guinea offered ideal trade

10. Neighborhood restaurants that provide delicious home cooking.
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opportunities, the average Pullo was unable to take advantage of these opportunities for
social as well as political reasons.
Fulbe entrepreneurial opportunities and constraints, as well as their social attitudes
toward commerce during the colonial period are examined in Chapter 4. The lack of a
commercial tradition and the social stigma attached to commerce were two major factors
that hindered Fulbe involvement in trade in pre-colonial Futa. However, with the French
occupation of die region in the 1890s, and its accompanying financial obligations, the
Fulbe were slowly drawn into commerce. This chapter explores how the changes in Fulbe
commercial behavior were affected by French colonial rule and the nature of the trade that
the Fulbe practiced, given the presence of powerful and experienced French and Lebanese
commercial firms.
While Fulbe attitudes towards commerce were slowly changing under the double
pressures of colonial policy and a monetized economy, the vast majority of Fulbe could
not talce up trade as a profession because they lacked capital necessary to engage in
interregional trade. Chapter 5 examines the nature of the constraints on capital
accumulation in the colonial Futa Djallon. Not only was it difficult to accumulate capital
through the practice of traditional Fulbe economic activities, the residents of Futa Djallon
were also severely hit by traditional and colonial taxes that drove many to the brink of
utter poverty. The chapter attempts to assess the weight of these financial burdens on the
general population and their impact on capital accumulation among tlie Fulbe.
Chapter 6 documents the first Fulbe strategies of capital accumulation given the
constraints examined in the previous chapter. Confronted with increasing taxes and
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diminishing incomes, many Futa residents opted to migrate to neighboring regions of
Guinea or to other countries to escape the duress of everyday life. Once settled in these
more hospitable places, some emigrants were able to start the accumulation process that
would lead in the future to their real involvement in entrepreneurial activities. The
chapter, therefore, documents the burgeoning of a Fulbe compradore class outside the
Futa Djallon, and the conditions and behavior that favored its emergence.
The end of the second World War was marked by an explosion of political activities by
leaders diroughout Africa in a pan-Continental move to obtain greater autonomy from die
colonial powers. In French West Africa, local Guinean leaders participated in this
movement for autonomy and formed the first Guinean political parties. Unfortunately, this
process pitted Futa Djallon (with its predominantly Fulbe constituency) almost against ail
the other regions of Guinea. Chapter 7 documents how Fulbe support for two ethnicallybased political formations during this early period of party politics contributed to their
hostile relationship with the eventual winning party: the Parti Democratique de Guinee
(PDG). Prompted by the perceived or real threat to the Fulbe that the new PDG authorities
posed, many successful entrepreneurs from this ethnic group left the country to safeguard
their capital, especially in the wake of the proclamation of a socialist regime after
independence in 1958.
Chapter 8 examines the constraints and opportunities of entrepreneurial activities
during the socialist regime in Guinea (1958-1984). The adoption of a socialist economic
system, and especially the imposition of the November 1964 Loi Cadre, created
conditions that were inhospitable to the growth of private entrepreneurship. This chapter
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explores the impact of these macro-level factors on entrepreneurship in Guinea at that
time and the strategies that the Fulbe entrepreneurs devised in response to these economic
hardships. It devotes particular attention to the policies of state regulatory agencies, and
fiscal and monetary reforms, designed to curtail private entrepreneurial activities. These
measures, the chapter shows, ended up favoring Fulbe entrepreneurs when tiiey returned
from their exile after the proclamation of a capitalist regime in 1984.
Chapter 9 considers the policies established by the Guinean socialist government when
economic reform failed. These policies sought not only to encourage the retum of many
self-exiled entrepreneurs, but also to stimulate entrepreneurial activities in the country.
The chapter documents how the Fulbe's accumulation of capital and acquisition of
commercial expertise in the neighboring countries helped them control certain
entrepreneurial niches in Guinea and to take advantage of new opportunities such as bank
loans. Fulbe cultm-al traits that might have contributed to their entrepreneurial success will
also be examined.
The dissertation's conclusion, revisits the theoretical issues raised by this study in light
of the data presented in the preceding chapters. It argues why the approach chosen here
offers a more adequate analysis of the Fulbe situation in Guinea than alternative
approaches. Finally, the conclusion addresses the crucial issue of the maintenance of
Fulbe dominance of the entrepreneurial sector in Guinea. Education, political participation
and other factors that militate for or against the sustainability of the Fulbe's current
commercial advantages are identified and discussed.
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CHAPTER 2: THE FULBE IN GUINEA: THE PRESENT SOCIO
ECONOMIC CONTEXT

General Description

Covering an area of 245,857 square kilometers in the Western part of Africa, the
Republic of Guinea is situated between approximately the 7th degree and 13th degree
north of the equator. It is bordered by Guinea Bissau on the northwest, Senegal and Mali
on the north and northeast. Ivory Coast on the east, Liberia and Sierra Leone on the south,
and on the west by the Atlantic ocean with a coast of 300 kilometers. According to the
statistics of the Ministry of Habitat and Urbanism, the Guinean population was estimated
at a little over 7 million in 1997, with a density of over 28 inhabitants per square
kilometer. In 1988, 74% of Guineans lived in the rural areas where they depended almost
exclusively on agriculture and related activities for their subsistence (Arulpragasam and
Sahn 1997: 5).
Guinea is a country of enormous agropastoral as well as mining potential.
Geographically speaking, it is divided into four natural regions, each with its unique
climatic and agricultural characteristics. The complementarity between Lower Guinea
{Basse Guinee), Middle Guinea {Moyeme Guinee), Upper Guinea {Haute Guinee) and
Forestial Guinea {Guinee Forestiere) makes the agricultural production in the country one
of the most varied in the region. In addition to cereals, Guinea produces tubers, gathered
products, as well as many export and industrial crops. While enormous agricultural
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possibilities exist in Guinea, however, the country has not yet achieved self-sufficiency.
Indeed, even today, it imports a large volume of rice to supplement the local production,
and depends on the exterior for all of its wheat flour needs.' This food deficiency can be
attributed largely to the underexploitation of the agricultural land in the country. Although
the amount of arable land is estimated at six million hectares, only 25% of it is currently
being put to use (Arulpragasam and Sahn 1997:5).
FIGURE 2.1 Guinea Within the West African Context.
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1. Ministere du Commerce et de L'Industrie. '^Harmonisation des Regiementauons en Matiere d'Echanges
Cerealiers." (Rapport) Mai 1996.
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FIGURE 2.2 Ethnic Map of Guinea
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In addition to its agricultural potential, the Republic of Guinea is endowed with rich
pastoral lands which make animal husbandry an important activity for a large portion of
the Guinean population. The Middle Guinea is particularly well-known for its cattle and
herds of goats which, at one time, constituted the most important source of revenue for the
majority of its residents.
Guinea also boasts of a very rich fishing potential as well. Indeed, the country's long
coast (300 kms), combined with the existence of several important rivers and streams in
the interior, makes fishing an important economic activity, especially among the
populations of Lower Guinea. The yearly industrial and craft maritime production is
evaluated at 190,000 tons.^ River fishing as well as pisciculture also contribute heavily to

2. "Le role de la Peche dans rEconomie Nationale". lUpport du Ministere de la Peche et des Resources
Maritimes. Conakry, July 1995.
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national fish production by virtue of the existence of an important network of rivers and
fishable streams in the country.
The abundance of water sources also confers to Guinea unmatched hydro-electrical
possibilities in West Afnca, especially if one takes into account the situation of its
Sahelian neighbors of Senegal and Mali. The country's potential is evaluated at over 60
billion kilowatts, of which 1/4 is easily exploitable.^
Guinea is also well known for the size and quality of its bauxite deposits. It is estimated
that two-thirds of the world reserves (about 13 billion tons with a grade often superior to
65%) are buried in the Guinean soil. The country also possesses important deposits of
diamond and gold as well as reserves of high-grade granite, uranium, nickel, copper, lead,
manganese, graphite and titanium.'^
With all of this agricultural and mining potential, Guinea is arguably the richest
country in West Africa. Yet, it is one of the least developed in the region. While the
country's per capita GDP of US$393 is superior to the Subsaharan average of US$330
(World Bank 1990), it is more the result of its mining wealth than a reflection of its
economic development. Indeed, in addition to a slow GDP growth especially in the
decades after independence (well below the West African average), Guinea also has the
dubious distinction of ranking among the lowest countries worldwide (third from the
bottom) with respect to the traditional social indicators. Life expenctancy in the country is
45 years (against 50 for the region); the infant mortality rate is estimated at 146 per
3- Ibid.
4. Ministere du Commerce et de Tlndustrie. 1996. "Environment Legal et Reglementaire des Affaires en
Guinee." Introduction to the Rapport
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thousand (double of that of low income countries), while primary school enrollment is
evaluated at 28 percent and high school enrollment 8 percent figures for low income
countries are 104 percent and 37 percent respectively (Arulpragasam and Sahn 1997:710).

Even though a hostile international environment has certainly contributed to Guinea's
economic plight, its abysmal performance has been largely blamed on the country's
political option from 1958, when it gained its independence, to 1984, when the regime was
deposed (Arulpragasam and Sahn 1997; Conde 1982; Diakhite 1972; Dore 1986). Indeed,
whereas Guinea has eamed the admiration of its neighbors and an international acclaim
for being the only country to reject the West African French community proposed by de
Gaulle in September 1958, the jubilation of the heroic independence was soon muffled by
a harsh economic reality. The country's open defiance of French authority made France
bitter and vindicative. Consequently, France suspended assistance and cooperation to its
former colony immediately following the country's proclamation of its independence on
October 2, 1958. The sudden loss support from its first commercial and economic partoer
at the time, combined with the hesitant attitude of the West to extend economic assistance
to the young nation, drove Guinea to turn to the Eastern Bloc at first and, subsequently, to
engage in bold and, sometimes, unpredictable reforms to consolidate its economic and
political independence. Thus, a political option of state dirigisme was adopted and key
economic sectors like commerce and finance were entrusted to the government.
However, because of political and economic ambitions it did not have the means to
achieve, and because of the primacy it gave to social equity in its various economic
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decisions (Slowe 1990), to the detriment of economic efficiency, the Guinean government
found itself constantly entangled in crises and controversies. Indeed, the First Republic's
overzealous determination to assert its economic and political sovereignty led it to take
measures or undertake reforms that were either ill-conceived or simply motivated by
national pride. As a result, most government acts ended up hurting the various strata of the
Guinean population rather than improving their living conditions. Two such measures
were the ones that led to the state's control of trade in the country and the creation of a
national currency, and the impact their subsequent reforms had on the mercantile class in
socialist Guinea.
The thrust of this dissertation is to show how the cumulative effects of the Guinean
goverrunental policies in the commercial and monetary sectors had unintentionally
outclassed the Malinke, a powerful and historically well-established mercantile ethnic
group in Guinea, for the benefit of the Fulbe, a new group, which for historical and
political reasons, had devised strategies to shield itself firom the adverse corollaries of
these macro-policies through disengagement from the state. Before outlining how this
transfer of economic power occurred, the following sections provide a historical and
social context within which the transfer can be discussed.
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Early History

Although more than twenty five ethnic groups live in Guinea, close to eighty percent of
the Guinean population belongs to three major groups: the Fulbe, the Malinke and the
Soussou. Whereas the tendency has been, especially during the First Republic, to give an
equal percentage to the three groups (Slowe 1990:39), it is generally admitted, even
among the general population, that the Fulbe are slightly in greater number with 32%,
followed by the Malinke with 24.5% and finally by the Soussou with 16.5% (Nelson, et.
al. 1975; Riviere 1971; and 1977). But if the Fulbe constitute the largest ethnic group in
Guinea, their arrival and settlement in present-day Guinea is very recent nevertheless,
dating only to the sixteenth century. While archeological records show an important
human presence in modem Guinea as early as the neolithic period (Riviere 1977:32), these
early inhabitants seem to be the forebearers of some of the present-day coastal and forest
regions dwellers. A Malinke^ presence, like that of the Fulbe, was only documented after
A.D. 1000 (Nelson, et.al., 1975:9).
Oral traditions as well as written records (Niane 1962 and 1984) trace Malinke arrival
within the confines of present-day Guinea to the establishment of a Manding Empire by
Sundiata Keita around 1235.^ Indeed, the Almoravid' conquest of the Senegal River
valley in the begiiming of the eleventh century, and its subsequent subjugation of the

5. It is generally admitted that the Soussou are originally Mande people who, after rebelling against the
Islamic penetration during the Mali empire, went to settle around the present-day Futa Djallon (Middle
Guinea). They were further pushed to the coastal area by the Fulbe conquerors in the sixteenth century.
Today, they speak a language (Soussou) distinct from the Mandtnka (languagespoken by the Malinke), even
though very similar in structure. (See, Niane, 1984:124-5 and Page, 1988 for more details).
6. Empire headed by the Malinke.
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Ghana^ empire (and its capital Koumbi Saleh) in 1076 (Hama 1968:17; Niane 1984:2),
occasioned an important population movement in the delta which resulted in the collapse
of once large and powerful political entities, and the emergence of smaller and
regionalized kingdoms. Thus, the Mali empire that rose from the general anarchy that
characterized the region at the time pushed its boundaries well into present-day Guinea,
partly to spread the Islamic faith, and partly to open up cola routes from the forest regions
(Wondji 1992:372). However, the Muslim advance into the new territory was suddenly
met by the powerful animist kingdom of Soumaourou Kante who brought momentarily
the Islamic expansion in the region to a halt. However, Soumaourou's rule would soon be
challenged by the muscular intervention of Sundiata Keita who, thanks to a miraculous (or
rather divine) rise from a childhood physical handicap, battled the animist magician-king
and vanquished his troops in Kirina around 1235 (Page 1988; Niane I960 and 1984). A
Malinke hegemony, long hampered by internal conflicts and dissensions and by
Soumaourou's intermittent raids in the heart of Malinke provinces, was finally achieved
and a Keita' dynasty was thus established (Page, 1988:73). The Malinke expansion would
englobe large parts of present Guinea and reach, in the West, as far as the Atlantic ocean
and, in the South, as deep as the confines of the Forest area (Niane 1984:132-3, Wondji
1992). The encompassing of such a myriad of populations under the Malinke rule would

7. Armed Islamic movement of Berber or Arab origin, with a large component oflslamized groups from the
Senegal River valley, which conquered parts of Sahel region in an effort to convert the local populations to
Islam. (See, Gailey 1970 for more details).
8. Powerful Soninke empire that ruled this part of Afnca from around the eighth to the eleventh century.
The Soninke, along with the Soussou and the Malinke historically formed the Mandingo group).
9. The Keita claim to have descended from Biial, one of the first black converts to Islam, and a servant and
confident to the prophet Mohammed (be peace upon him), (see, Levitzion 1973:53-61).
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foster fruitful commercial exchanges over vast territories as products from the Sahel
region were traded for those of the forest region thanks to the active role of the Dioulas.
Despite a string of weak successors, the empire continued to prosper after Sundiata's
death because of the abundance of its gold reserves and the dynamism of its trade. The
coming to power of Kanku Musa who, on his way to pilgrimage in Mecca in 1325
impressed the whole Egyptian mercantile community with his lavish use of gold, certainly
evidenced the culmination of the Mali Empire but, by the same token, it marked the
begiiming of the end of unified Malinke rule. By the fifteenth century, the authority of the
central government over this vast territory was seriously undermined by structural
problems occasioned by the emergence of various clan factions which began to challenge
the Keita dynasty (Gailey 1970:66). The internal conflicts fostered the emancipation of
some vassal states which were paying tribute to the king and encouraged attempts by a
few Berber and Touareg factions to conquer the empire's northern provinces (Ly-Tall
1984).
While the first real blow to the empire of Mali's supremacy in the region would come
with the emergence of the state of Songhay, which effectively cut off the dynamic transSaharan trade relations the empire had built during Kanku Musa's trip to the Holy Land
(Ly-Tall 1984:173-74), the rise of Fulbe rule and the Portuguese infringement on the
empire's internal affairs would definitely deal it its final blow. Indeed, the late fifteenth
century and early sixteenth witnessed an unprecedented social unrest in Mali's western

10. The term refers to traders in general. However, because of the early preeminence of Malinke people in
this category, it became synonymous with Malinke traders.
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provinces created by a father/son tandem whose stampede throughout the region further
weakened the empire's central authority and led to the conquest of its various vassal states
such as the Futa Tore, the Jolof and the Kingdom of Zara (Niane 1984). Tengella Ba and
his son, Koly, would eventually create a Deniayankobe dynasty which would establish its
capital in Aniam Godo (in the heart of the Senegalese Futa). The demise of the Maiinkedominated empire would further be precipitated by the Portuguese presence on the coast
and Portuguese instigation of the various small kingdoms to rebellion in order for it to
secure exclusive trade relations with these.
With the weakening of the gold trade due to the emancipation of the different vassal
states and the intensification of slave trade in the region, many Mandingo migrated to the
south and southeast and established permanent abodes along the cola routes (Ly-Tall
1984:180-86; Wondji 1992:377) criss-crossing present-day Guinea. This tactical and
commercial retreat would, however, be terminated in dae nineteenth century when Samory
Toure would try and revive the Malinke supremacy, once again, through his Jihad wars
and fights against the European occupying forces in the area. In the meantime, the
region's history would be dominated by the Fulbe presence and their establishment of one
of the most powerful theocracies that West Africa had ever known.
Consequently, although widely spread in West Africa with a well documented recent
history of great states from the Senegalese Futa^^ to Cameroon's grassy lands, the origin
of the Fulbe is one of the most obscure on the African continent where the Fulbe are also
known as the Fulani, Peul, Pular, Halpularen, or Fulah. Despite a long and sustained
11. Futa is a generic terni referring to any area occupied by the Fulbe.
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tradition of ethnographic work among the various groups that claim a Fulbe identity
(Chantre 1918; Crozals 1883; Delafosse 1912; Denicke, 1926; Dubois 1897; Dupire 1962;
Hopen 1958; Mizon 1895; Monteil 1915; Rieseman 1977; Suret-Canale 1988; Tauxier
1917 and 1937), the debate over origins is as unsettled today as it was a century ago. In the
course of attempting to uncover the past of a people whose somatic features as well as life
style differed substantially from those of most of the populations around them, scholars
have put forth theories of Fulbe origin that are as varied as the abodes or the complexion
of the very people they have tried to study.
Thus, according to Felix Dubois (1897), the Fulbe were originally Berbers who came
from around present-day Egypt between the sixth century B.C. and the eighth century
A.D. The itinary they took involved passing through the northern edge of the Sahara and
then down to the Futa Toro (the area including southem Mauritania and northern Senegal)
where their presence was first documented in Subsaharan Africa,
Another theory, developed by Delafosse (1912), ascribes a Judea-Syrian origin to the
Fulbe. According to this view, the Fulbe are a mixture of Judaic populations and
Toucouleiirs from the Tekrur Empire of Futa Toro. Delafosse attributes the Judaic
presence around the Senegal river Basin to internal conflicts in the homeland which led to
a massive emigration. After many adventures that led them to the heart of the Ghana
Empire, one of the many groups of the migrants finally settled in Guede (capital of the
Tekrur empire) and intermarried with the native Toucouleurs. Their offshoot gave rise to a
particular group of people with unique physical characteristics known as the Fulbe.
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In his Moeurs et Histoire des Peuls (1937) Louis Tauxier argues for a Hamitic origin of
the Fulbe. According to the author, the Fulbe are descendants of lower Hamites whose
migration out of East Africa led them to use an itinerary similar to that proposed by
Dubois above. Tauxier, however, attributes their presence on the Senegalese Futa to an
Ommeyyad'" expedition that took place around 736 A.D. Once in that part of Africa, they
intermarried with the local populations of Serere and fVolof and engendered the
Toucouleurs. Those who did not mingle with the local populations went on with their
migration to Nioro in the thirteenth century, to Macina in the fifteenth century and to Futa
Djallon in the eighteenth century.
Other writers have ventured theories as unlikely as a Malayo-Polynesian, or an Indian
origin for the Fulbe. While most of these theories have been long discarded because of the
great role fiction plays in them, the Fulbe account of their own origin is not free from
fantasy. Like most of the known theories, the Fulbe account traces their origin to the
Middle East. The most widely spread version in Futa Djallon gives the Fulbe an Arab
ancestry. The Fulbe rendition imputes the Arab presence in the Mauritano-Senegalese
Futa to Islamic expeditions sent during the Caliphate of Omar^^ to the Sudan. After a long
stay in the region, the group headed by Omar Ibn Assi decided to go back to Arabia.
However, the new converts opposed the decision, claiming that they did not assimilate
well the Islamic precepts and therefore needed a spiritual guide. Ibn Assi decided to leave
his brother, Ugubatu Ibn Yassine, behind to continue the religious instruction. The latter
12. Arab dynasty that ruled Arabia in the early years of Islam and later conquered Spain and part of North
Africa.
13. The second successor of the Prophet Mohammed (be peace upon him).
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married a daughter of his host, the king of the Torobe.''* This union produced four sons
who became the ancestors of the four main families of the Fulbe ethnic group: the Urube
(Bah or Balde), the Ferobe (Sow), the Yirlaabe (Diallo) and the Dayyibe (Barry). Their
offspring spread almost all over western Africa (Interview with El Hadj Bella Doumbiya,
Conakry, February 1997).

The Fulbe in Modem Guinea: the Socio-economic Context

Despite their account of an Arab origin, the Fulbe in Guinea do not consider
themselves Arabs nor do they feel a primordial affinity with the Arabs. The Fulbe in
Guinea are, in their overwhelming majority, literate in Arabic. As a matter of fact, the bulk
of the literary production in Futa Djallon has been historically produced in Arabic, and the
trend continues to this day. However, if Arabic plays such an important aspect in the life
of the Guinean Fulbe, it is not because of a sense of a special kinship bond with the Arab
world, but rather because of Islam and the funneling of the religious instruction through
the Arabic language.
The Fulbe in Guinea see themselves, first and foremost, as Fulbe, and they feel a strong
kinship bond with other Fulbe groups in the Western African region even though the
dialects that these groups speak might not be intelligible to them. The conviction that all
Fulbe, regardless of where they live and what they look like, are of the same origin has
fostered a bond that transcends the political borders of contemporary nation-states. As a

14. The ruling class of the Toucouleur society.
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result, the Fulbe in Guinea are very accepting of other Fuibe. The Fulbe also attach great
importance to their place of origin, the Futa Djallon, and they make sure that they keep in
touch with family members and friends left there. The fact they jealously keep their
culture and language wherever they may reside on Guinean soil and the fact that they are
very reluctant to assimilate to other cultures have earned them a reputation of being
regionalists.
But if the Guinean Fulbe are accepting of other Fulbe, the same carmot be said
regarding their attitudes towards other ethnic groups within or outside Guinea. Partly
because of a history of political domination in the region and partly because of a sense of
religious superiority, the Fulbe in Guinea are not very open to other ethnic groups in the
country. The Malinke excepted, the Fulbe, unadmittedly, feel a complex of superiority
over the remaining ethnic groups in Guinea by virtue of the historical relationships they
have had with these groups.

The non-adherence of some ethnic groups to Islam and the

late conversion of others to die Muslim faith have created among the Fulbe a feeling of
moral superiority that unfortunately affects the way they view and interact with these
ethnic groups. While Fulbe relationships with the other ethnic groups in Guinea are
determined by various factors, religious commonality plays a very crucial role in the
extent and nature of those relationships. The adherence to Islam seems to be the most
determinant factor in the way the Fulbe accept other ethnic groups in the country as well
as outsiders and develop meaningfiil relations with them.^®

15. This historical determinism that seems to haunt the Fulbe has a very negative impact on the group's
internal cohesion as well as on the way they are perceived by their fellow-countrymen. We will elaborate on
these in the next sections.
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How Guineans View Themselves

Religion is not, iiowever, the only main factor by which the Fuibe judge their
surrounding ethnic groups in Guinea. In the course of history and the multiple interactions
that have taken place between the Fulbe and theu: neighbors, cultural stereotypes have
been developed mutually by all parties. These stereotypes largely reflect the historical
processes that have shaped the relationships among these various groups. In general, the
Fulbe view the Soussou as lazy and belligerent. The fishing and agricultural potential of
Basse Guinee, where most Soussou reside, and the relative lack of entrepreneurship by the
Soussous is often interpreted by the Fulbe as an indication that the Soussou do not
perceive economic opportunities. As a result, the Soussou are seen by both the Fulbe and
the Malinke as unintelligent. The general feeling among these two ethnic groups is that the
Soussou lack managerial skills. They see them as not being future-oriented. They live in
the present and that is what matters for them.
The Soussou are also viewed in Guinea, as very direct and frank in terms of their
relationships with others. Their willingness to speak their minds regardless of the
circumstances has earned them the reputation for sincerity, but also unfortunately, that of
individuals ready to pick fights. The reality is that many people have problems dealing
with their candidness.

16. This assertion should be nuanced by the great number of Fulbe women (more than any other ethnic
group in Guinea) getting married to European and American expatriates with religious backgrounds other
than Islam. In generaJ, however, these women are, somewhat, viewed among the Fulbe as of "loose" moral
characters and as social outcasts.
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Another characteristic associated with the Soussou by the other ettmic groups is their
open-mindedness in terms of accepting people from other ethnic groups or other countries
unconditionally. Soussou society is viewed as the most accepting of other people and as a
result, there are more people assimilating to the Soussou culture than to any other ethnic
group in Guinea.
Whereas in general the Fulbe have a condescending view of the Soussou, their
relationship with the Malinke is that of mutual respect even though serious tensions
sometimes occur. Both groups have converted to Islam early on in their establishment on
Guinean soil. Both have contributed to the spread of Islam in the West African region and
in fact, both have collaborated in accomplishing this task.^^ Malinke rootedness in Islam
is as ancient and, therefore, the Fulbe do not feel more religious than the Malinke.
The two groups have had a proud history of domination of many parts of the country.
My informants, both Malinke and Fulbe, argue that the current tensions are the outcome of
the socialist regime's actions. The Fulbe informants maintain that the government's
treatment of the Fulbe in the 1960s, 1970s and early 1980s created a feeling of mistrust
and permanent suspicion between the two groups. The Fulbe contention that they were
targeted by the socialist government, combined with the fact that the regime was headed
by a Malinke translated into ethnic tensions. Today, without openly admitting it, many
Malinke state that the Fulbe feel that they are opposed to each other. As a result of their
experience with the socialist regime, many Fulbe are convinced that the Malinke are

17. Malinke troops fought along Fulbe armies during the establishment of the theocracy in Futa Djallon in
1727.
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ethnocentric. My Fulbe informants tell me that the situation nowadays is such that if a
Malinke and a Soussou were to run for an elected position, most Fulbe would vote for the
Soussou because they consider him less "racist." They believe that the Malinke only
thinks of his ethnic group. My Fulbe informants say that the expression '"Angbansale'" (Us
only), commonly used by the Malinke, really reflects the way they think. For the Malinke
what matters is his ethnic group.
Both Fulbe and Soussou informants find the Malinke arrogant in terms of how they
look at political power. By virtue of being in power for over a quarter of a century, my
informants say, the Malinke believe that they are the only ones entitled to run the country.
They say that the Malinke are very bitter about the fact that another ethnic group has
acceded to power. They argue that the Malinke have not yet accepted the fact that they are
no longer the ruling ethnic group. They still expect a certain treatment from the other
ethnic groups, and to be nominated to positions of influence regardless of the situation. As
a Soussou friend told me, "[the Malinke] think, by not being in power, that we owe them
something."
Despite tiae fact that the Fulbe are recognized nationally as being very pious and well
versed in Coranic teachings, they are also viewed as insincere and untrustworthy. A very
common complaint about the Fulbe is that they are carmy and lack loyalty. The word of a
Pullo (singular for Fulbe), my Soussou and Malinke informants tell me, is good only as
long as his interest is served. The minute his stake is threatened, he would not hesitate to
go back on his commitment regardless of the principles involved. Consequently, the Fulbe
are seen as self-centered and very calculating.
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Both the Malinke and the Soussou complain about the secretiveness of the Fulbe. They
say that a Pullo will never reveal his true intentions no matter how close he is to you. They
argue that this covertness is mainly due to the fact that the Pullo is always scheming to
take advantage of someone. When I asked a group of Soussou informants whether they
would go into business partnership with the Fulbe, they answered in the negative. They
explained that if they did, the Fulbe would take advantage of them. They said that they
could not read the minds of the Fulbe and as a result they avoided collaborating with them
for fear of being betrayed. The secretiveness of the Fulbe is a constant source of
fhistration for the other ethnic groups in Guinea and reinforces the perception that the
Fulbe are untrustworthy.
Fulbe also are viewed in Guinea as an ethnocentric and regionalist group. Fulbe
unwillingness to assimilate to other cultures and the pride and attachment they have for
their language (Pulaar) and their region of origin (Futa Djallon) have undoubtedly earned
them the attributes mentioned above. The historical root of this reputation certainly goes
back to the early days of the Guuiean nation when the Fulbe power struggle with the
socialist regime was interpreted as the outcome of their ethnocentrism and regionalism.
Another source of resentment of the Fulbe by the other ethnic groups in the country is
the Fulbe's unadmitted belief that they are smarter than the rest of the Guinean population.
The overrepresentation of the Fulbe among the religious as well as secular intelligentsia,
combined with their recent success in the entrepreneurial field, has led many among them
to believe that they are much more intellectually gifted than their other countrymen. As a
result, many Fulbe, like the Malinke, feel that they should govern the country. This claim
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is a major source of ethnic tension between the Fulbe and the Soussou who are currently in
power.
Despite these mutual apprehensions, several factors ensure unity and interaction among
the various ethnic groups in Guinea. In this regard, the ideology of the socialist regime and
the political structures it devised to run the country were crucial in bringing ethnic groups
that have not historically mingled to make decisions and act together. The controversy
over how these political structures were used notwithstanding, the populism they had
inspired was determinant in forging a modem Guinean identity and in setting the country
on a path toward nationhood far more advanced than most of its sisters in West Africa.
The revolutionary rhetoric of unity and mobilization against outside anti-revolutionary
forces has left an indelible mark on Guineans of all persuasions and a lasting legacy on the
need to keep the country united. In addition, the dominance of Islam in the country
(between 75 and 80% are Muslims) has been a major unifying force regardless whether
some ethnic groups feel more closely associated with that religion or not.
Finally, social mechanisms such as intermarriages, especially among the younger
generations, especially in large urban centers have also played an important role in
strengthening the unity among the various ethnic groups.^® In addition, neighborhood
socializations,^^ even though no longer sponsored by the government, have taken a life of

18. One example of such intermaniages is taking place among the Malinke and the Fulbe. Many Guineans
believe that such marriages yield beautiful children due to the fact that the Fulbe have beautiful somatic fea
tures and that the Malinke are very fit physically.
19. Relics of the First Republic's efforts to promote unity in the country, the neighborhood socializations
consisted in each neighborhood taking turns in inviting another for the sake of getting to know each other
better.
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their own and continue to be a platform for social meetings and exchanging of ideas. The
existence of joking relationships between certain ethnic groups, such as the Soussou and
the Fulbe, for instance, has been crucial in diffusing the political and ethnic tensions in
Guinea. Joking relations have served, for many groups, as a way to vent their political
frustrations without undermining the national unity.

Internal Cohesion among the Fulbe in Guinea

Like almost any other society in the world, the Fulbe society is far from being
homogenous. The existence of social and economic inequalities, which are largely the
outcome of a caste system, has created among the Guinean Fulbe internal divisions diat
have had and still continue to have negative repercussions on their political future. Despite
what is perceived by the other ethnic groups in Guinea as Fulbe regionalism and
ethnocentrism, it is safe to say that the Fulbe society is the least united and the most
undermined by internal contradictions in the country. The Fulbe have not been able, to a
large extent, to realistically and gracefully accept the social, economic and political
mutations that have taken place in the country both in the colonial and post-colonial
periods.
Indeed, after the establishment of French colonialism, the Guinean educational system
was set up in such a way that only the sons and daughters of chiefs were allowed or
encouraged to attend French schools. By contrast, people of modest origins were heavily
recruited into the colonial army (Interview with Pate Dieng, Conakry, August 1997). As
time passed, two social classes evolved simultaneously: a privileged but numerically small
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intellectual class hailing from traditional ruling families and a majority class made up of
war veterans from lower social strata.
The French authorities relied mainly on the families from the chiefly caste to recruit
administrators partly because they lacked adequate French administrative personnel and
partly because of the efficiency with which the traditional social and economic structures
were found to serve the interest of the colonists. At independence, however, the socialist
Guinean government reversed this process due in part to its ideological stance against
social and economic privileges stenuning from origin and/or birth status, but mostly
because of its power struggle with the Futa's conservative Fulbe intellectual elite. Early
on, Sekou Toure-° began choosing his political leaders in the Futa Djallon from the lower
classes that were oppressed by both the aristocracy and the colonial authorities. Gradually,
a new Futanian political bourgeoisie of modest origins emerged to replace the traditional
ruling class. The latter, very unpopular during the socialist regime, remained heavily glued
to its historical rights and incapable of adjusting to the changing situations.
This deliberate policy of marginalizing Futa's old social and political elite was such
that it completely reversed the historical Fulbe social pyramid. Today, those who did well
during the theocracy and the colonial administration are at the bottom of that pyramid.
Lower social classes of the past now have a monopoly on economic activities among the
Guinean Fulbe. They were able to occupy important political positions during the socialist
regime and through state patronage, were able to position themselves well and to prosper

20. A charismatic figure of AMcan politics in the pre-independence as well as post-independence periods,
Toure was the first president of Guinea &om 1958 until his death in 1984. He is known for his courageous
stances against France and for being the only French African leader to say "no" to de Gaulle's proposed
French African Community. Guinea became the first French Afncan colony to get its independence in 1958.
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economically. Those who did not attend school were able to leave the country and, with
the liberalization policies, they came back to reinvest in the country.

The Fulbe's Political Position in Modem Guinea

In the political field, the Fulbe society in Guinea suffers from a noticeable lack of unity
in terms of its political leadership. Despite their majority status in the country, the Fulbe
have not been yet able to assert themselves politically due to historical and sociological
factors that still undermine their overall position in Guinea. Politically, the Fulbe are very
divided and the emancipation of the traditional lower classes in the Futa Djallon is at the
heart of the disunity that characterizes the Futanian political leadership and that prevents
the Fulbe from having access to political power. As mentioned earlier, Sekou Toure's
selection of political leaders in Futa from the traditional lower classes led to the
dismantling of the traditional aristocratic bourgeoisie and the emergence of a new political
bourgeoisie of modest origins. Once in their positions, these leaders were able to send
their children to school and to educate them as well as they could. This resulted in the
emergence of an intellectual class in Futa made up mostly of people of modest origins.
Today, this new intellectual class is very visible at the national level and has high
political aspirations. However, its quest for political power is hindered by historical and
social considerations. Indeed, as mentioned in a previous section, the traditional
aristocracy in the Futa is still glued to its prestigious past and does not seem to accept
graciously the social and economic emancipation of the traditional lower classes. They are
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very reluctant to concede Futa's representation to political candidates of modest origins.
Hence their unwillingness to line up behind these candidates whenever one of them runs
for election. Members of the Futanian traditional aristocracy resent the fact that they have
to vote for their former subjects. Their opposition is such that on the eve of every election
in Futa, be it municipal or presidential, the old Futanian social hierarchy gets reactivated.
While social status does not constitute a handicap for these sons and daughters of
former non-ruling families in the running of their everyday lives, it nevertheless still
impedes their political aspirations in Guinea."' The social status of the individual hardly
comes up in a casual chat among the Fulbe. However, the Pullo, in general, knows every
acquaintance's social origin and would not hesitate to use it against him or her when the
circumstances dictate. The aristocracy's reluctance to cast its vote for the son of a former
slave falls into the pattern I just described.
This lack of political solidarity in no way means that the Fulbe aristocracy and the
lower classes harbor feelings of animosity or hostility towards each other, or express them
on a regular basis. As a matter of fact, their everyday interaction indicates the contrary. In
their daily lives, the traditional aristocrats and the former slaves are mainly moved by their
personal interests according to which they ally with or oppose one another. In such
instances, the old social hierarchy is put to rest and a normal, classless and friendly rapport
takes precedence over every other social consideration. As one can see, while the effects

21. The candidacy ofSiradiouDiallo in the pastpresidentialelections(1998 and 1992) was mainly compro
mised by considerations of this nature. Siradiou is from a family that had never ruled in the Futa. The Futam'an aristocracy opposed him on the ground that they caimot line up behind someone whose family is not
representative of Futa's aristocracy.
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of the social hierarchy established by the aristocracy are not feh daily in a very palpable
manner, they become major hindrances to the lower classes' political mobility and, by the
same token, they compromise Fulbe chances of getting access to political power.
Another factor of Fulbe disunity which translates into their failure to gain political
power is the historical rivalry between the main cities of the former Futanian theocratic
federation. Indeed, throughout its existence, the theocratic government of Futa Djallon has
had to handle the delicate issue of keeping together all nine provinces (Diwe) within the
federation despite the desire of some of these provinces to strike out on their own. This
urge for independence by some provinces was sometimes fueled by the jealousies or
rivalries that erupted between certain cities and these have come down to the present time
unabated. Some are so intense that if a candidate hails from a given city, chances are that
he will not get the votes of the rival city regardless of his origin and social position.
Regional divisions springing from the historical rivahy among the different Diwe during
the Futanian aristocracy' rule are so deep that even on social occasions such as naming
ceremonies or funerals, people from the same Diwal (singular for Diwe) tend to sit
together.
Historical stereotypes and misapprehensions among the four founding families in the
Futa Djallon also contribute to the political disunity that we observe among the Fulbe
today. Incidents such as that between Pita and Labe have left indelibly negative marks on
the ability of the Guinean Fulbe to unite.^ Thus, the Bah of Pita accuse the Diallo of Labe
of being liars, deceivers and of being untrustworthy people. The Barry of Mamou are not
friendly with the Sow of Labe, because they accuse them of having helped the Diallo
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when the Labe Province rebelled against the central government led by the Barry of
Mamou. Internal divisions like these abound, and they are exploited by Fulbe and nonFulbe alike.
Guinea's socialist regime and the current regime have been the major beneficiaries of
Fulbe's internal quarrels. The historical rivalry among the Fulbe is being poked and
exploited by the new regime as it was by the old one. The way Middle Guinea is
partitioned nowadays testifies to that. The administrative division of the region highlights
the old antagonism that once tore the powerful Futanian theocracy, and seems to be
designed to revive the old and smoldering rivalry among the Futa's main families.
Elevating Mamou a. gouvemora^^ boils down to rehabilitating Timbo.-'^ In other words, it
means revisiting the supremacy of Timbo and Fugumba"^over the rest of the Futa. The
reasoning has been to emancipate Mamou from Labe because they have always been rival
provinces. Now, each is an administrative region in its own rights, ensuring an intense and
continuous negative competition betv/een the two.

22. The rivalry between the provinces of Labe and Pita is very well known in Guinea. Its origin was a bor
der dispute. Through a number of mediations, it was agreed that the only way to settle the problem was to
come to a compromise by which a representative of each city would walk toward each other and wherever
they met would constitute the border. It was agreed that they would both stan walking after the morning
prayer. The story says that the representative of Labe began his walk as soon as he ate dinner. The represen
tative of Pita, however, started walking toward Labe only after the agreed-upon time. He was, therefore, sur
prise to meet Labe's representative only 7 kms from Pita. Even though Pita accepted the agreement (the
border is still 7 kms for Pita), its residents look at people from Labe as untrustworthy. Other Fulbe as well as
non-FuIbe have bought into this stereotype.
23. Inherited from the French, it is the highest unit in the administrative organization of Guinea.
24. Political Capital of theocratic Futa.
25. Religious Capital of the theocracy. Both Timbo and Fugumba are in the same region and were ruled by
the Barry family.
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Fulbe's Economic Position in Modem Guinea

Despite political disunity and internal social divisions, the Fulbe are thriving
economically today in Guinea. Fulbe monopoly of the economic sector is everywhere
apparent and the Fulbe's surprisingly rapid success has generated a lot of interest among
Guineans, from intellectuals to taxi drivers in the city of Conakry and elsewhere. The
Fulbe dominate commerce, light industry, services, transportation, real estate and many
other sectors. Only the spare parts and tires industry and used clothes outlets seem to
evade Fulbe control as these are almost ninety percent in the hands of Malinke
entrepreneurs.
The monopoly of the Guinean Fulbe on the entrepreneurial field seems to defy
historical logic both in terms of its inequivocality and the rapidity with which it was
achieved, and it is precisely because of these two elements that it rouses interest among
the Guinean population in general. A careful review of the Fulbe's early and recent history
of the Fulbe in Guinea shows that little predisposed them to the economic success they
enjoy today. In addition to the lack of entrepreneurial experience during the theocracy,
Fulbe aspirations of capital accumulation were stifled by the French colonial conquest and
its accompanying tax and civic service obligations. As a result, by the end of the colonial
rule, the Fulbe had neither a well established commercial tradition nor sufficient capital
accumulation to form the basis of their present monopoly of the economic sector in
Guinea. Furthermore, the permanent tension that characterized their relationship with the
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socialist regime and the overall status of the Fulbe in Guinea at the time gave little, if any,
indication of their present success.
The rapid economic ascent of the Fulbe seems to baffle the Fulbe themselves. As one
Pullo diplomat who fled the country in 1964 told me: "When 1 returned in 1987, I was
amazed at how much things have changed in such a short time. When I left here, the Fulbe
were servants. From Dakar to Brazzaville, you could not go to a hotel without someone
talking to you in Pulaar. They were servants everywhere. All of a sudden things changed.
I don't know how the mutation came about. I was not here, but when I came back, things
had really changed. It was not because they went to school. It was a shame to be called a
Pullo when I left the country. At that time, whenever you heard about a thief, you could be
sure that he was a Pullo. How they reversed the situation of being servants and thieves to
being the main economic operators in Guinea in such a short period is the biggest question
I have to ask myself."

Stages of Fulbe Entrepreneurial Development

Although Fulbe entrepreneurial success constitutes a complex puzzle, many Fulbe as
well as non-Fulbe Guineans claim to know its basic determinants. Most of the views they
put forth emphasize positive or negative Fulbe cultural traits and give little credence to
non-cultural factors. While these views range from very simplistic explanations, such as
the Fulbe's slick and cunning nature, to more intellectually challenging propositions such
as Fulbe honesty and developed sense of savings, all views acknowledge that the Fulbe are
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hard workers. Fulbe entrepreneurial dynamism can be observed readily in the streets and
in market stalls and shops.
Conakry streets are full of young (sometimes as young as age 5 or 6) and dynamic
Fulbe peddlers and shoe polishers who have left their native Futa at a tender age in search
of fortune. The situation of these young adventurers would have resembled that of any
other youngsters found in the main cities of Africa, Asia or Latin America doing similar
jobs for their survival had it not been for the vision that motivates Fulbe young
entrepreneurs and their high success rate. As a matter of fact, the dominance, among the
Fulbe entrepreneurial elite, of individuals who built their businesses from

similar

conditions has provided role models to these youngsters and given them the determination
not to fail. The Guinean population itself is convinced of young Fulbe's future success.
Whenever I lamented the number of young people not attending school, I was met with the
answer "these are the future millionaires of Guinea."
One becomes almost instantaneously convinced by the above assertion when one sits
down with the young peddlers and shoe polishers. These people have definite and clear
goals as well as pre-established plans. The story of how some of them left the Futa, the
circumstances surrounding their departure, what motivated their trip to Conakry and how
they managed to get there is enough to convince you that they will succeed. What is
striking is not only how elaborate their plans are, but also the vision and realism that
accompany these plans. The Fulbe yoimgsters have visions that span many years and are
based on the scarce resources at their disposal. Their desire to build a viable business
never starts with an unlikely dream. It takes root in concrete Guinean realities and is based
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on what they can concretely do, given their age and level of education. Almost all of the
youngsters with whom I talked come to Conakry realizing that they initially can only be
domestics or shoe polishers. The only investment required to be a shoe polisher is one or
two cans of polish and a brush. This initial capital is less than what one pays to eat an
average meal in Conakry. It might come from the leftover of the pocket money intended
for the trip from the Futa Djallon. The capital might also be raised by getting a loan or a
gift from a relative who wants to give them an initial push. A large number of young Fulbe
also work as mobile tea or coffee vendors. They walk around with their drinks in
thermoses and sell them to people in the streets or in offices. In this way, they go to find
customers rather than waiting in one spot for customers to come to them. As in the case of
shoe polishing, the initial capital required for this commercial activity is very minimal.
If the realism of these young Fulbe is apparent in the jobs they initially choose to
perform, it emerges even more clearly in the way they manage their meager incomes.
Those who work as domestics try, first of all, to secure free room and board with their
employers regardless of how little their pay will be. They say that finding an affordable
place to live and dealing with transportation costs to and from work are their biggest
challenges. As a result, they prefer to have insignificant salaries rather than deal with these
problems. Whether shoe polishers or domestics, the young Fulbe place very realistic
demands on themselves and on their incomes. No matter how inadequate the pay is, the
expenses are strictly budgeted and virtually no change of plan is accommodated. If the
young Pullo adopts an initial savings plan, he sticks with it to the end, even if that would
mean being on the brink of starvation or looking poorer than he really is. This
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characteristic frustrates most Guineans as they find the Pullo stingy and hard to read
because he rarely shows external signs of wealth. When he does, it really means that he
has accumulated substantial capital and has secured a generous and reliable income.
Once the savings target is attained, the young Pullo generally leaves his domestic or
shoe polishing job to become a street peddler. The peddlers are everywhere. They are
visible in the city's main markets, along the major thoroughfares trying to interest taxi
riders in their products, in residential areas where they go door to door showing their
merchandise, or in permanent spots at bus or taxi terminals all over the city.
From peddlers, they move on to establish stalls in the main markets or in the various
neighborhoods, selling items mostly items of basic necessity such as milk, sugar, rice,
needed by households. After a few years, the stalls are transformed into shops. By that
time, a substantial accumulation has occurred and the Pullo entrepreneur usually opens
two or three more shops before going into more risky business ventures or moving to the
wholesale sector.

Fulbe Predispositions to Commercial Success

Although any reasonable theoretical explanation of the Fulbe's success in the
conunercial field in Guinea would encompass multiple elements, the Fulbe account of
their own success stresses primarily cultural and even physical factors. The Fulbe believe
that their lack of a strong physique is one of the factors that predisposed them to
commerce. Some of my informants argue that the Fulbe's weak body structure prevented
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them from engaging in physically demanding tasks and explains why they opted for
animal husbandry rather than agriculture early in their presence on the West African soil.
After their conquest of the Futa Djallon, my informants maintain, the Fulbe were able to
meet their agricultural needs by subjugating indigenous peoples who cultivated for them.
However, with French colonial penetration and the gradual abolition of slavery, many
Fulbe former slave owners found themselves deprived of their servile manpower. Instead
of engaging in agriculture themselves, many of these Fulbe chose to engage in less
physically demanding activities, and for a large number of them commerce was the most
viable alternative.
In addition to their physical limitations, the Fulbe explain their commercial proclivity
by reference to the social stigma of manual labor in Fulbe society. The Fulbe not only
view agricultural work as a strenuous activity, but also abhor manual work because it is
socially degrading. The fact that for a long time most of the manual labor jobs were
assigned to the Futa Djallon's slave population has registered in the minds of many Fulbe,
who consider manual work debasing and only befitting the slaves."^ Consequently,
according to this explanation, they stayed away from agriculture and opted for commerce
which was also more lucrative. While at one time during the theocratic Futa, commercial
activities were despised as well, this changed immediately after the colonial penetration
was completed and the Fulbe were forced to operate in a monetized economy.

26. Vieillard (1939) notes that the weaving of "Beddi" (lids made of straw and mosdy used for decorative
purposes) was the only activity that the Fulbe did with their hands. Weaving '^eddi" was viewed as a form
of entertainmenL In present-day Guinea, if one looks at the number of Fulbe engaged in manual labor such
as welding, auto mechanics, one realizes that the overwhelming majority of them are from traditional lower
is classes. Fulbe from the aristocracy, in general, still have problems performing manual jobs.
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Fulbe also attribute their commercial proclivity to geo-climatic factors. Aside from the
protection which the Futa Djallon provided against the raids of the Bambara, one of the
main reasons the Fulbe were attracted to the region was due to the abundance of water and
fodder for their animals. When the Fulbe first settled there in the eighteenth century, the
Futa Djallon was suitable for animal husbandry as well as agriculture, but recently, the
climatic conditions have deteriorated drastically. The region has become increasingly arid
and less productive and the prospects of animal husbandry and agriculture are not as
favorable as they used to be. Consequently, many Fulbe herds have moved toward Sierra
Leone or Lower Guinea, especially around Boke, Boffa and Kindia. This situation has led
many former herders to convert to other activities. For many commerce was the activity of
choice.
The Islamic religion was another factor, the Fulbe claim, that contributed to their
proclivity for commerce. Fulbe association with Islam dates to 1055, when many of them
were introduced to the new faith through the Almoravid conquest of the Senegal Delta
Valley. Since then, the Fulbe have been one of the main champions of Islam in West
Africa and their subjugation of the Futa Djallon's indigenous populations was carried out
under the banner of Islam. As a result of this long association with Islam, the Fulbe have
tried to conduct their lives in such a way that they would mirror the life and teachings of
the prophet Mohammed (be peace upon him) and his companions. Today, many Fulbe
view commerce not only as a lucrative means of earning their livelihood, but also as a
form of worship because the prophet Mohammed (PUH) himself was a trader at one
time.-^ Furthermore, some Fulbe explain their inclination to commerce through a Hadith"^
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that states that ninety percent of the wealth in the world is acquired through trade, whereas
only ten percent conies from other occupations. Given the blessing that surrounds
commercial activities, my informants maintain, commerce constitutes a very smart and
logical choice.
The Fulbe also explain their penchant for commerce as a result of the political history
of post-independent Guinea. Some of my informants believe that the fact that the Fulbe
were persecuted and discriminated against during the socialist regime led many of them to
disengage from the Guinean state. They icnew that their political and economic aspirations
could not be fulfilled by the state, given the power struggle that was taking place at the
time. Consequently, a large number of them developed a mentality of going into business
as a way to shun their dependence on the state.
The Fulbe also attribute their commercial predilection and success to the pervasiveness
of polygamy in their society. One of the most striking features of villages in Futa Djallon
is the spatial arrangement of the habitat. Houses in the Fulbe milieu, contrary to the
Malinke villages, are individualized and widely dispersed. Because of polygamy, each
compound is divided into small homesteads so that each wife can have her hut and a small
garden to cultivate."' The Fulbe argue that this separation and dispersion of homesteads
has had a profound impact on the dynamics of entrepreneurship, because the rivahy
among the co-wives is such that each one of them encourages her children to do better
27. Many look at it as a Sunnah, a form of worship derived from the habit and actions of the prophet
Mohammed (PUH). In Islam, doing what the prophet used to do is an act of worship.
28. Saying of the prophet Mohammed (PUH).
29. This does not imply that the Fulbe are Guinea's only polygamous ethnic group. What it shows is that the
institution of polygamy has produced a spatial arrangement that is unique to the region.
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than the rest of his or her half-brothers or sisters. Consequently, there is an intense
emulation among brothers of the same father not only to do well, but also not to be
outdone by the others.^®
The previous section described how relatively young Fulbe children come to the city in
pursuit of economic success. The main reason for such an early absence from home lies in
the competition that is fueled by brotherly rivahy. Very early in his existence, the young
Pullo is briefed about the need to succeed in order to honor his mother and to improve her
living standard.^' Quite often, a mechanical comparison is made between the financial
impact on the family of an educated person's salary and the income of a successful
entrepreneur. That impact is usually assessed in terms of quick and tangible results.
Consequently, the young Pullo is encouraged to leave home and look for his fortune in the
big cities. The goal of honoring the family and especially the mother is constantly
reinforced in the young Pullo's mind through letters and verbal messages he receives
regularly fi-om home. However, and as we will see in the last chapter, the overemphasis on
economic success to the detriment of education is having a major impact on Fulbe
businesses as well as their overall level of literacy. Indeed, the lack of education

30. Some informants even talk about the existence of mystic practices of witchcraft among half-brothers
that sometimes result in death. In general, my informants tell me, the first one to succeed will avoid going
home as long as he can for fear of being subjected to these witchcraft practices. The paradox, though, is that
he still has to invest into something at home for his new success to be recognized.
31. Mothers have a particular interest in their sons success not only for their nurturing nature, but also for
the fact that it is widely believed among the Fulbe that the success of a son depends on his mother's milk. In
other words, whether his mother was a good and obedient wife. If the children of the other wives succeed
and your son does not, it is interpreted that you were not a good mother. Hence the pressure the mothers put
on their young children.
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constitutes the greatest challenge threatening the Fulbe's entrepreneurial edge and
competitiveness in Guinea.
The existence of competition among brothers does not necessarily exclude interfamily
help or assistance. A brother who comes to town is always welcomed by another one
previously established there and helped with the means to start a job or training in a given
field. It is very common among the Fulbe that when someone succeeds in a given field, he
allows his relatives to come and occupy the niche. For instance, it is rare to find a shop
owner at his place of work. He usually has a relative replace him while he is out looking
for supplies or traveling. In this way, the relative learns the commercial skills and through
his own means or the brother's assistance, he strikes out on his own and gradually
becomes autonomous. The interfamily help is necessary because, no matter how much bad
blood exists within the family, its members want their family to be better off than other
Fulbe families. The success of the other family members has a direct bearing on how the
family is viewed by outsiders. Therefore, family members must assist one another in order
to improve their family's overall standing within the wider Fulbe society. The brotherly
rivalry turns really nasty only when one brother achieves phenomenal success and his new
fame threatens to make the others invisible.
The Fulbe also impute their success in the entrepreneurial field to their managerial and
savings skills as well as to their sense of perseverance. While the Fulbe consider the
factors mentioned above as important in their entrepreneurial propensity and success, they
argue that their perseverance and savings skills constitute the most determinant elements
of their entreprenevirial accomplishment The Fulbe believe that their entrepreneurial edge
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over other ethnic groups in Guinea resides is their savings skills. It is widely agreed in
Guinea that the Fulbe have a sense of financial self-discipline that is unequalled in the
country. It is believed that when a Pullo has a savings target, he can discipline himself to
spend only the most minimal amount possible even if he is on the brink of starvation.
Indeed, anecdotes abound in Guinea that speak of or mock Fulbe stinginess. They deprive
themselves of a comfortable living standard, even if they could afford it, for the sake of
attaining their previously established gozils.
Non-Fulbe Guineans often complain about the Fulbe secretiveness. Some of my
informants tell me that one can easily tell when a Soussou makes money because there are
many extemal signs of that fact. The Soussou would enjoy himself and share his joy
publicly with other people. They say that, unlike the Soussou, it is very hard to tell
whether a Pullo made a million Francs or just one. His demeanor remains the same:
financial self-discipline and thriftiness in spending. He is very discreet about his money
and there £ire no outward signs that tell whether or not he is rich. There are no tangible
clues to allow you to read the size of his pocket. On the contrary, to the outsiders, he will
still look poor and pitiful, whereas he is richer than those who are formulating these
impressions of him. It is only when the Pullo has accumulated considerable wealth that the
extemal signs show up. The Fulbe argue that it is their sense of perseverance and
managerial discipline that propelled them to the top of the economic ladder in Guinea.
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A Broader Account of Fulbe Entrepreneurial Success

Although Fulbe account of their own economic success isolates very important and
crucial elements, it remains very limited in its scope in that it only emphasizes micro-level
factors. Their account's explanatory power is seriously curtailed by its disregard of
national historical politico-economic factors which promoted the emergence of Fulbe
entrepreneurship and contributed to the competitive edge which Fulbe enjoy today. While
it is true that the Fulbe have used a number of cultural traits to position themselves
economically, their dominance of the entrepreneurial sector in Guinea has hinged more on
the events at the national level that have shaped their history in the country than on these
cultural characteristics. The following chapters retrace in detail the chronology and
dynamics of these national (or, larger scale) contingencies and how they slowly favored a
Fulbe economic take-off against all odds.
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CHAPTER 3: THE FULBE PRECOLONIAL SOCIETY

Introduction

While the study of ethnicity has recently received a welcome attention from many
scholars, no consensus has been reached as to the nature of ethnic groups and ethnic
phenomena. The abundant literature on the topic shows not only that ethnic phenomena
are varied but that they are also constantly shifting. Processes of ethnic group formation
and identification are dynamic and mostly a result of the ethnic group's unique history. In
addition, members of an ethnic group may assume various identities as a result of their
affiliations with social and religious categories, such as gender, class, religion and so on.
Moreover, members of some ethnic groups are also known to shift identities between
various other ethnic groups in order to achieve targeted goals. Faced with the everchanging nature of ethnic groups and ethnic affiliations, scholars have developed various
approaches to the study of ethnicity in order to make sense of the dynamic processes of
ethnic phenomena.
The primordialist approach views cultural 'givens' like religion, language, blood, etc as
having a 'primordial' quality that is 'overpowering and ineffable'. Primordialism stresses
the primacy of primordial attachments in people's ethnic affiliation. Reed and Coughlan
(1993) have wrongly identified primordialism with Clifford Geertz. Their reading of
Geertz attributes to the author views that he reported some segments of the population
held. Geertz has always viewed ethnicity within a social context rather than emanating
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from some sort of primordial bond (Geertz et al. 1979). The failure by Reed and Coughlan
to perceive the nuances in Geertz writing has resulted in a serious misinterpretation of the
author.
Despite this flaw, however, Reed and Coughlan's criticism of the primordialist
approach is, in general on target - though it is yet to be shown that any significant thinkers
in the social sciences have held this position.
In "The Poverty of Primordialism" (1993), Jack Eller and Reed Coughlan criticize the
primordialist approach on three grounds. They first argue that it views primordial
identities or attachments as "natural" even "spiritual" phenomena, instead of being
grounded in a sociological setting. "They are 'given', a priori, underived, prior to all
interaction or interaction-in fact all interaction is carried out within the primordial
realities" (1993).
Second, Eller and Coughlan point out the lack of explanation that flows from the
primordialist approach. Primordialism describes primordial sentiments as 'ineffable',
overpowering, and coercive without placing them in a context of social interaction. This
view only finds these attachments binding in and of themselves because of some
unaccountable, absolute import attributed to the very tie itself
Finally the two authors take issue with the primordialism's analysis of emotion or
affect binding members of an ethnic group. The primordialist approach suggests,
according to Eller and Coughlan, that these emotional, affective ties are not products of
socialization but rather implicit in the kin relationship that is assumed to hold members of
an ethnic group together. "This leads to a mystification of emotion, a desocialization of
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the phenomenon, and in extreme cases can lead to a positing of a biological imperative of
bond-formation" (1993:50).
But if primordialists have been attacked for their failure to ground ethnic phenomena
within social interaction, an even more extremist explanation is proposed by
sociobiologists. According to these scholars, genetics is the root of kinship-based
groupings such as the family, the clan, or even the ethnic group. Van Den Berghe (1995)
notes that groupings such as those mentioned above are kept together through mechanisms
of "nepotism" and "inclusive fitness" which explain the myths of common ancestry that
members of an ethnic group often claim. Sociobiologists have also been criticized for their
reductionist view of ethnic phenomena and their treatment of cultural and social behaviors
as manifestations of biological instincts, as well as for their inability to explain
satisfactorily the nature of bonding that exists at the level of nations (Reynolds 1980; Van
Den Berghe 1986).
Assuming a totally different take than that of the primordialists, the instrumentalists
place ethnicity within a social, cultural and political context in which competing strategies
are adopted for the achievement of collective or individual goals. For Brass (1991) and
Cohen (1974), ethnic affiliation very often constitutes a political resource the
manipulation of which is crucial in galvanizing the masses. Central to this brand of
instrumentalism is the idea that ethnic bonds are held together by symbols that are
constantly manipulated by the political elite.
While still focussing on the elite competition, another group of instrumentalists views
ethnic identification m terms of individual 'rational' choices. According to Banton (1983
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and 1994) and Hetcher (1986 and 1992), members of an ethnic group are often influenced
by wealth, power, and status, and their adherence to the group is determined, largely, by
how well their individual interests are served by virtue of their appurtenance to the group.
Even though instrumentalists can be criticized for their lack of emphasis on the cultural
background that sets up the elite competition and the rational choices that individuals
make, and for not factoring in the sense of the ethnic group's shared history, they
nevertheless situate ethnicity in a social context and recognize the members' ability to
borrow from various ethnic groups in order to forge their own identities (A. Cohen 1969).
Instrumentalists also underestimate the affective dimensions of ethnicity which, Fishman
(1980) and Connor (1993) maintain, form the basis of the collective passions we observe
in ethnic groups.
Even though the instrumentalists' grounding of ethnic phenomena within a social
context represents a sharp break from the primordialists' theories and a big step toward
explaining ethnic processes, it is with Frederik Barth's Transactionalism that the dynamics
of ethnicity were conceptualized in a flexible manner to accommodate the various
identities that members of an ethnic group assume in their daily transactions.
Downplaying the commonality of culture as a central element in ethnic affiliation, Barth
(1969) argues that "ethnic groups must be treated as units of ascription, where the social
boundaries ensure the persistence of the group" (Hutchinson & Smith; 1996:9). For Barth,
the focus should be on the ethnic boundary and the maintenance of that boundary rather
than on the ethnic group's cultural content.
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The Fulbe case in Guinea provides a good example of how new Fulbe immigrants into
the Futa Djailon were able to draw boundaries between themselves and the indigenous
groups that they found there, on one hand, and between them and the previously
established Fulbe (Poullis) on the other. Using a supremacy ideology because of their
adherence to Islam (rather than cultural differences), the new Fulbe were able to
demarcate themselves from the surrounding communities and form a cohesive ethnic
group that would later dominate the whole region. How a Fulbe ethnic community and
identity were formed and how the ideology was articulated are the focus of the following
pages.

Ethnicity

The concept of ethnic group or ethnic community has not been yet defined in a
satisfactory manner. The difficulty lies in the various levels of incorporation that human
communities exhibit. A review of the literature on ethnic development suggests an
evolutionary trajectory of ethnic groups that results in the gradual emergence of larger,
more complex groupings.
Handelman (1977) proposes four levels of incorporation through which "ethnic
groups" evolve. He suggests that the first level is ethnic category: defined as the "loosest
level of incorporation, where there is simply a perceived cultural difference between the
group and the outsiders, and a sense of boundary between them" (Hutchinson & Smith;
1996:6). The second level of incorporation in Handehnan's evolutionary scheme is ethnic
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network where "there is a regular interaction between ethnic members such that the
network can distribute resources among its members" (Hutchinson &. Smith; ibid). A third
stage proposed by Handelman is ethnic association. In this form of organization,
"members develop common interests and political organization to express these at a
collective, corporate level" (Hutchinson & Smith; ibid). The final stage according to
Handelman is ethnic community "which possesses a permanent, physically bounded
territory, over and above its political organization" (Hutchinson & Smith; ibid).
Other scholars of ethnic development have proposed different stages in the process of
ethnic-group formation. Paul Brass (1976), for instance, posits a continuum wherein
ethnic categories are transformed into ethnic communities and, finally, into nationalities.
Despite these various compilations of ethnic processes, a common thread emerges:
ethnic groupings are not only complex, but they are also difficult to define due to the
overlap in their different categories. Nevertheless, various studies conducted in different
places have documented elements that seem to be shared by all ethnic communities. For
Hutchinson and Smith (1996), for instance, an ethnic group habitually exhibits, in varying
degrees, six main features:
1) A common proper name to identify and express the 'essence' of the community.
2) A myth of common ancestry, a myth rather than a fact, a myth that includes the idea
of a common origin in time and place and that gives an ethnie a sense of Active kinship.
3) Shared historical memories or better, shared memories of a common past or pasts,
including heroes, events, and their commemoration.
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4) One or more elements of common culture, which need not be specified but normally
include religion customs or language.
5) a link with a homeland, not necessarily its physical occupation by the ethnie only its
symbolic attachment to the ancestral land, as with diaspora peoples.
6) A sense of solidarity on the part of at least some sections of the ethnie's population.

In reviewing the early history of the Fulbe in Guinea, I intend to describe the
developmental stages of this ethnic group from an ethnic category to an ethnic community
following Handelman's definition of these concepts and how the various elements in
Hutchinson and Smith's description of an ethnic group were gradually incorporated in the
Fulbe society.

The Fulbe in Guinea: From Ethnic Category to Ethnic Group

The first Fulbe presence in Guinea is hard to determine with certainty. One could easily
argue for their presence in the country as far back as the twelveth or thirteenth centuries
with the population movement that took place in West Africa, occasioned by the
Islamization in the delta of the Senegal River. The Almoravid Movement of the eleventh
century, around 1050, is certaitily responsible for the migrations of the Serere, as well as
portions of the Wolof and Sarakole towards the south, south east and south west regions of
the Senegal River (Interview with Djibrii Tamsir Niane, Conakry, February 1997). Given
the historical proximity of the Fulbe to these groups as attested by the local oral memory.
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this population movement also could have involved the Fulbe who may have ultimately
made their way to the Futa Djallon (Niane 1984:154). The itinerary taken by the Fulbe
would necessarily have involved crossing the Gambia river, on south to the mountains of
the Futa Djallon which were hospitable to cattle raising thanks to the abundance of water
and fodder in this part of modem Guinea.
It seems certain that there was an important Fulbe presence hi Guinea by the sixteenth
century because it is at that time that Kolly Tengalla made his famous migration (Niane
1960; Suret-Canale 1970). Kolly Tengalla Bah is well known among Guinean as well as
Senegalese Fulbe. Individuals carrying the Ba or Bah patronym in both countries claim to
have descended from him. Kolly's fortress in Gueme Sangan in the Prefecture of Telle
Melle, attests to his presence in Guinea. Kelly's son retreated to that fortress after his
father's defeat to reorganize his army and headed back to the North to avenge his father,
and by the same token, he created the Deniyyankoobe Dynasty around 1540 (Niane 1984).
This Fulbe awakening^ coincides with the decline of the Mali Empire. Portuguese texts
such as d'Almada, 1594, talk about the help sought by the then-emperor of Mali in order
to vanquish the Fulbe dynasty based in the Futa Toro.
The Fulbe in Guinea in the sixteenth century were, however, animists like the other
groups that lived in the region at that time, among which were the DJallonkes, the Bagga,
the Nallous, the Bassaris, the Conagguis, the Thiappis, and the Cocollis. The early waves
of Fulbe that arrived in the Futa Djallon settled in the central and western parts of the

I. This was the first time that the traditionally nomad Fulbe took political power in the region and asserted
themselves as political and military leaders.
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region, and toward the end of the sixteenth century, we observe a dramatic increase of
Fulbe migration. Historically speaking, the sixteenth century was a period of an important
movement of African populations. The European African slave trade began at that time
and large empires collapsed giving way to ethnically-based small kingdoms. It is also at
that time that the animist Bambara kingdom was bom, which occasioned an even greater
population movement in the West African region. Islamicized Fulbe who had previously
come from northern Senegal and settled in Macina (modem Mali) were pushed farther
south by the Bambara and a number of them came to settle in the Futa Djallon.
In sum, there were two different Fulbe movements that came originally from Senegal
but followed different itineraries to reach the Futa Djallon. Part of the Fulbe came from
the Damga Toro area (Mauritano-Senegalese border), and then through Bundu. They then
crossed the Fanlleme foothills and the Gambia River into the Futa Djallon. The second
group came from Macina in the east to the valley of Bako and into the Futa Djallon. Fulbe
migration continued uninterrupted well into the seventeenth century. However, the Fulbe
groups that were arriving at that time were of a different creed: they were deeply
Islamicized and had most probably come from Macina, fleeing the persecution of animist
Bambara. They came in small waves and lived, at first, peacefully next to the indigenous
populations, among which were the animist Fulbe known as the Poullis (Niane, 1989).
Four main families were represented in these waves of migrants. First, there was the Barry
family (Dayyibe). They occupied the central plateau, that is the regions of Fougoumba and
Timbo (around present-day Mamou). Second, there was the Diallo family (Yirlaabe) who
settled in the Labe region, that is around the Senegalese border. Third, the Bah or Balde
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family (Ururbe) who infiltrated into the Futa Djallon through the border with Mali, that is
the regions of Tougue, Koli and so on. Finally, the Sow family (Ferrobe) squeezed itself
between the Diallo and Bah families. Each family was well versed in Coranic teachings
and later attempted to spread Islam in their own way and according to their experiences in
their former abodes. By the beginning of the eighteenth century, the Futa counted a very
sizable number of Islamicized Fulbe.
While the conversion of the indigenous populations to the Islamic faith had already
started with the establishment of these four families, it was only carried out on a voluntary
basis. These families received disciples from various places and introduced them to the
tenets of Islam. In return, these families were paid for their educational services either in
cash or in kind. The disciples who could not pay cash worked in the fields on behalf of
their masters or took care of the animals that the latter owned. Soon, the teaching services
became an important source of income and work pool for these Fulbe families and
gradually, they began to compete among themselves for influence. The search for zones of
influence was made imperative because of the changes occurring among the new migrants
to the Futa Djallon. As maraboutic families, these people were no longer practising the
traditional activity of Fulbe: following the herds. They were sedentarized and needed the
manpower to cultivate their fields and to take care of their animals. With this mutation,
new economic needs were emerging that could only be met by the acquisition of an even
greater manpower.
When the voluntary conversion rate to Islam could not satisfy the demands of the now
comfortably-settled religious leadership, some leaders felt that a coup de force was
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necessary to tap into the potential manpower as represented by the non-lslamicized
indigenous populations. Nine Karamokos (marabouts), each representing his own
constituency, met in Timbo and decided to put an end to their peaceful cohabitation with
the animist populations by launching an Islamic Revolution between 1727 and 1730
(Interview with Djibril Tamsir Niane, Conakry, February 1997). They brandished the flag
of the Holy War against the indigenous Bagas and Djallonkes as well as against the
animist Poullis. Following fierce battles, the islamicized Fulbe, who were stronger and
better prepared than the indigenous groups triumphed. In their conquest, they enjoyed the
assistance of Malinke and Sarakole religious leaders present in the Futa Djallon during the
early eighteenth century, even though the direction of the Islamic Revolution was solely in
the hands of Fulbe religious leaders. The decisive blow to the animist resistance came at
the Battle of Tallansan not far from the village of Timbo, which would become later the
capital of the theocratic Futa. Thus, the Theocratic Federation of Futa Djallon was bom.
The region had been formerly known as Djallonka Dougou (the country of the Djallonke).
With the victory of the Fulbe, it was renamed Futa Djallon. Futa (generic name for a place
where Fulbe reside) to highlight Fulbe presence, and Djallon to acknowledge the
indigenous Djallonkes.

The Theocratic Futa and the Formation of a Hierarchical Society

The theocratic federation that was formed on the eve of the Islamic Revolution in Futa
Djallon comprised nine provinces: 1) Timbo (present-day Mamou), 2) Burya (in Poredaka
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Still the region of Mamou), 3) Fugumba (present-day Dalaba), 4) Keebali (in the region of
Dalaba), 5) Kollaadhe (still in the region of Dalaba), 6) Timbi (in the region of Pita), 7)
Fode Hajji (Pita), 8) Labe (present-day Labe) and finally 9) Koyin (present-day Tougue).
At an assembly convened in 1727, just after the federation began recording Its first
victories against the non-Moslems, the nine leaders agreed I) to create a federal state with
a political leader (Almamy) chosen from the Barry family and residing in Timbo. Since
religion was the uniting force behind the creation of the theocratic state, it was decided
that 2) Fougoumba should serve as the religious capital of the Federation. Thiemo
Ibrahima sambego (known as Karamoko Alpha), reputed for his great Islamic knowledge
and legendary piety, was unanimously chosen to direct the Jihad as well as the newlyformed state.
Although Karamoko Alpha enjoyed the respect and admiration of each of the heads of
the provinces constituting the theocratic federation, many found him little qualified to
direct the Jihad. He was often described as soft and lacking the required energy and
charisma to undertake such a task. This criticism was loudly reverberated whenever the
federal army suffered a setback (and there were many of them) and the most critical of
Karamoko Alpha's military leadership was his cousin and former protege Ibrahima Sory.
Local historians argue that the heads of the provinces were very aware of these
shortcomings, and it is precisely because of the shortcomings that Karamoko Alpha was
unanimously chosen to head the federal state. The historians maintain that although the
heads of the provinces had united for the Holy War, each of them had secrete autonomous
ambitions. Consequently, they were not interested in a strong and opiniated political
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leader who would establish a strong centralized government that might curtail their desires
for autonomy (Barry 1997:49). Karamoko Alpha, owing to his great piety and lack of
interest in worldly matters, was viewed by many of these heads of provinces as the right
person.
In any event, Karamoko Alpha resigned from office due to mental health problems and
was replaced by his cousin Ibrahima Sory. Whether the latter's eagerness to head the
federation was governed by his desire to build a strong and more efficient military
leadership, or whether he was only motivated by personal leadership ambitions is hard to
tell. To his credit, however, Ibrahima Sory was able to finish off the last remaining
pockets of resistance to the Islamic Revolution and by 1775, Fulbe control over the Futa
Djallon was complete.
The first structural crisis in the early life of the federation occurred after the Ibrahima
Sory's era. Following his death, a struggle over the Almamy(ship) (political leadership of
the federation) took place between the sons of Karamoko Alpha and those of Ibrahima
Sory. Accession to chieftanship was governed by a rule of succession according to which
genealogical closeness to the departing Almamy should prevail over all other
considerations. Thus, for Ibrahima Sory's sons, they were entitled to succeed him. For the
sons of Karamoko Alpha, however, the chieftanship belonged to them on the ground that
Ibrahima Sory had replaced their father only because Karamoko Alpha's first son had
been too young. This was why his cousin, Ibrahima Sory, was chosen in the first place.
Now that they were of age, Karamoko Alpha's sons argued the chieftanship rightly
belonged to them. The dispute led to the emergence of two opposing camps: the Sorya
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(supporters of Ibrahima Sory's lineage) and the Alfaya (supporters of Karamoko Alpha's
lineage). Finally, with the mediation of many clerics in the region, a compromise between
the two camps was reached. It was agreed that an Almamy (head) from one lineage would
rule and then he would be succeeded by an Almamy from the other lineage after two
years. But as Azarya explains:
This pattern of biannual rotation intensified the rivalry between the Alfaya and
Soriya branches instead of reducing it. The clashes and struggles
accompanying succession were now repeated almost every two years. Even
when the rules of rotation worked properly, each almamy provided a built-in
opposition to the actions of his counterpart, the result being great immobility
and virtual paralysis of the exercise of government at the top level. This, in
turn, increased the political intervention of the council of clerics and enhanced
the autonomy of provincial chiefs (1978:26).

In addition to paralyzing the activities of the state and allowing provinces like Labe to
be almost independent from the federation, this rivalry along lineage lines exposed the
structural weaknesses of the federation. These weaknesses would be exploited by the
French colonial power, allowing it to subjugate this once powerful federation without
major difficulties.

Fulbe Social Structure after the Islamic Revolution

As stated above, gradual occupation of Futa Djallon by the Fulbe resulted from small
waves of migrants sometimes not exceeding the size of a nuclear family." The early

2. According to my estimations a nuclear a Fulbe nuclear family at that time would number around eleven
people.
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comers were mainly pastoral nomads in pursuit of abundant fodder and water sources.
They were animists and known as Poullis. Toward the beginning of the sixteenth century,
we witnessed the arrival of different groups of Fulbe migrants, groups sometimes larger
than those of the earlier migrants, and with considerable Coranic knowledge. Despite a
commonality in language, customs or even life-style, the new migrant groups were loosely
structured and independent from any centralized government. Very egalitarian in their
interactions with each other, the Fulbe group did not exhibit any sign of hierarchalized
power relationships. This, however, began to gradually change as the new maraboutic
families slowly became sedentarized and began recruiting disciples from the animist
populations around them. The result was a burgeoning, stratified society as the disciples
began performing services for their masters. They were assigned to do all the hard manual
jobs, such as clearing and cultivating their masters' fields, and taking care of the animals.
In sum, the disciples were slowly put in subordinate positions as they provided manpower
to their religious leaders. This trend toward social stratification further intensified with the
launching of the Holy War because prisoners were turned into slaves and forced into
subordinate positions vis-a-vis their captors.
The social hierarchy that one observes today among he Fulbe in Guinea derives from
the role played by the different actors at the time of the Jihad, their religious status as well
as the perceived military and economic importance of some of the groups present in the
Futa at that epoch.
When the Fulbe leaders of Futa Djallon launched the Holy War in 1727, they were not
only pitted against indigenous animist groups like the Djallonkes, the Coniaguis or the
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Bassari, but also against members of their own ethnic group: the Poullis. Historically, the
Poullis and the other animist groups had coexisted in a perfect symbiosis. Indigenous
groups did not view the Poullis as a threat because they were preoccupied with their herds.
The Poullis were animists like them and in addition, they had established complementary
exchange relationships with their hosts, bartering dairy products against their hosts'
agricultiiral products. Consequently, when the Holy War began, the Poullis sided with the
animist groups all of which viewed the actions of the Moslems as a threat to the long
established symbiosis in the region, and to their religious and spiritual beliefs.^ Following
the defeat of the animist groups, profound mutations took place in the Fulbe society. First,
a social ranking based on die degree of participation in the Holy war emerged. Second, a
new social category of Fulbe appeared as the Poullis were integrated into the new Fulbedominated social structure. And third, lower social categories were created as the
members of defeated ethnic groups were incorporated into the new social structure.

The Emergence of a Social Ranking among the Fulbe

That members of a given ethnic group are differentiated according to the prestige,
power, and property they hold is everywhere apparent. Such a differentiation has led to the
emergence of social stratification in various societies based on the inequalities created by
the differential access to economic resources and political decision-making by members
of the community. While these social inequalities take various forms and are reflected

3. Interview with Djibril Tamsir Niane, Conakry, February 1997.
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through various social organizations, they are not exclusively a feature of modem times
(Tumin 1985). Indeed, an abundant literature, based on archaeological or written historical
records, exists that documents the existence of social stratification in the old societies.
Ancient Egyptian society, for instance, is known to have been comprised of many social
layers on top of which were the Kings. The same could be said of Greek society. The
existence of social and economic differentiations stimulated the thinking of the leading
scholars of that epoch with regard to the naturahiess, inevitability and permanence of these
differentiations as well as their social functions. Plato, for instance, conceived of a society
governed by philosopher kings and made up of three classes: "the Guardians, the
Auxiliaries, and the Workers, The Guardians were to be subdivided into ruling and
nonruling groups. To each of these major strata, separate and definite functions were
assigned (Tumin 1985:8). Underlying Plato's societal project was his concern for stability
and internal discipline. Other thinkers were more concerned with the ramifications of
societal hierarchy of the type proposed by Plato. No one expressed these worries as clearly
and concisely as Aristotle did:
Now in all states there are three elements: one class is very rich, another very
poor and a third is a mean. It is admitted that moderation and the mean are the
best, and therefore it will clearly be best to possess the gifts of fortune in
moderation; for in that condition of life men are most ready to follow rational
principle. But he who greatly excels in beauty, strength, birth or wealth, or on
the other hand is very poor, or very weak, or very much disgraced, finds it
difficult to follow rational principle. Of these two the one sort grow into
violent and great criminals, the others into rogues and petty rascals (Aristotle
1943:190).
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While Aristotle's analysis of the consequences of social differentiation is hardly
debatable, the same cannot be said of the scholarly opinions put forward as to how social
stratification is generated in the first place. In this regard, two main theories have
competed to explain this issue. One theory, arising fi-om the school of functionalism, and
known as the "equilibrium theory" views social stratification as natural and unavoidable.
According to the proponents of this theory, members ultimately decide which roles are the
most important for the functioning of the group. Based on this criterion, the members who
have the scarce talents to perform these vital functions are naturally accorded preferential
treatment in terms of wealth, power, and prestige so that they can remain motivated in
their performance of these valued functions. Clearly, in this theory, value consensus is the
most determinant factor in maintaining social order and assuring an adequate level of
integration in the society (Allardt 1968:14). Opposed to the equilibrium theory is the
"conflict theory." Mainly associated with Karl Marx, this theory argues that the most
determinant factor in any social organization is the power relation obtaining among the
members of a group. For Marx, economics is at the root of social inequality. According to
him, if members of a group are put in subordinate positions and are not given their right
share of property, power and prestige, it is not because of a value consensus, but rather
because of force and coercion. "The system of social stratification is thus seen as one
which is put and kept in place by the exercise of power, and which generates conflicts and
instability rather than equilibrium and stability" (Tumin 1985:16). In sum, the
"equilibrium" theory views social stratification as emanating from

the flmctional

specialization needed in the society, whereas the "conflict" theory views social inequality
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as the consequence of unequal power relations among the members of a group. Given that
neither of these theories can be universally satisfactory in explaining the genesis of
stratification in societies, I argue that the conflict" theory is the most appropriate for
explaining the origin and emergence of a stratified society in Futa Djallon.
While some form of inequality in terms of prestige, power and property might have
existed among the Fulbe before the establishment of the theocratic federation, it was
minimal and had little effect on the relationship among the members of the Fulbe ethnic
group in the Futa. Consequently, it would be safe to label the Fulbe community of that
epoch as egalitarian society. The emergence of a stratified social organization in Futa has
been the result of Fulbe expansion into new territories and the forceful incorporation of
members of other ethnic groups into their own society.
While the war effort had necessitated the mobilization of the majority of the abled
bodies in the Futa Djallon, there were some fractions of the society that did not participate
in the raising of a federal army. These people were mostly sedentarized Fulbe who were
not closely tied to the religious leadership or those who, although Moslems, were removed
from the daily activities of the theocracy due to their nomadic life-style. Participation in
the war effort not only conferred a moral reward on those involved (they were spreading
Islam and would be rewarded in the hereafter), it also bestowed social prestige, political
leverage as well as economic gains on the participants. Involvement in the Holy War
meant, in addition to the prestige associated with bravery, that one was, to some degree or
another, connected to the religious leadership, and that one was a true believer, which was
a very prestigious honor at that time. Moreover, owing to their association with the war.
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many people were able to advance their interests by acquiring a large political clientele.
This was the case of some clerics who, though not part of the ruling elite, were
nevertheless solicited for their input as a result of their growing political importance in the
society. Finally, participation in the war effort brought various economic gains to those
involved because they shared the booty of the war and benefited from the labor of slaves
recruited from the defeated groups.
These various factors promoted the establishment of social stratification in a onceegalitarian society. On top of the social ladder were the chiefs. These were mainly men
affiliated with the ruling families when the federal theocracy was tlrst formed, but also
including those Fulbe who had distinguished themselves in the Holy War. The chiefs
enjoyed great social prestige as well as political preeminence. Almost all the key political
positions were concentrated in this dominant social stratum, which supplied decision
makers at the federal as well as the community levels. The acquisition of this leadership
position by the chiefs was legitimized on religious grounds. As Azarya explains:
Collective values and orders from which derived most prestige were based on
Islam. People known for greatest piety or knowledge of Islam, or those who
belonged to the oldest Muslim families, enjoyed greatest prestige. This
prestige was also an important prerequisite for selection to high political office,
thereby illustrating the conversion of prestige into power (Azarya 1978:43).

Islamic knowledge was therefore an important asset needed to gain access to power.
This was especially true of the Fulbe scholars who were not members of the original
ruling families. Thanks to their expertise in Islamic matters, they were able to carve
themselves an important niche in the political arena. Even those who remained at the
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margin of the political scene commanded respect from the leaders due to their knowledge
of Islam.
In addition to social prestige and political power, the chiefs enjoyed great economic
advantages. An important outcome of the Holy War was the acquisition of new lands by
the Fulbe political leadership of the Futa Djallon and the transformation of the vanquished
non-Fulbe ethnic groups into subordinates. Baga, Djallonke, Coniagui and other groups
that had resisted Fulbe religious conquest were enslaved after their capture. The new
slaves performed various tasks for their masters especially now that a greater manpower
was needed for the newly acquired lands. The greater one's involvement in the war, the
bigger his share of the slaves. The unrestricted access to enslaved labor combined with the
productive lands led to the concentration of a considerable amount of wealth in the hands
of the chiefs.
Next to the chiefs in the social ladder were the Fulbe commoners. This social category
was the off-spring of former Poullis who had taken a stand, along with the other animist
groups against the spread of Islam in the region. Once defeated, the former Poullis were
allowed to join the Fulbe ethnic group as commoners provided that they were willing to
accept Islam. The members of the other animist groups, however, were almost all
systematically enslaved. This preferential treatment of the Poullis has led some scholars
(Azarya 1978) to argue that what began as a Holy War in the Futa Djallon tumed slowly
into a confirmation of Fulbe supremacy. This highly debatable assertion ignores the fact
that Fulbe commoners did not have a share in the political and economic benefits brought
about by the Fulbe conquest. Unlike the chiefs, the Fulbe commoners were not allowed to
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have slaves precisely because they had not participated in the war effort and worse still,
they had been on the opposing side. In addition, they were not part of the political
leadership because they did not belong to the theocratic Futa's founding families, and they
could not join the political leadership because they lacked Islamic knowledge. As a result
of these factors, the Fulbe commoners were relegated to the margins of the decision
making centers, and even their role at the corrmiimity level was very minimal. Most
commoners remained away from the political centers, preoccupying themselves with
animal husbandry. They were not landowners nor did they have the manpower to settle
down and concentrate on agriculture.
At the bottom of the social hierarchy, came the slaves- members of the defeated animist
groups who were subjugated by physical coercion. Occupying the lowest rung of the
social ladder, slaves were socially ostracized, politically powerless and voiceless.
Alienated from the social and political activities of the rest of the Fulbe society, they were
even made to reside in separate quarters from the chiefs. Typically, the chief resided in a
Misside^ where the mosque and his house were built. Next to it was the Fulbe village
known as Fulasso.^ Usually, these are situated in a strategic location, most often on the
top of a hill. A short distance from there, was the slave village or Romde.^
The incorporation of slaves into the Fulbe society and their maintenance in a permanent
state of subordination were more a function of economics than of a concern for their
religious rehabilitation. Slaves were a source of uncompensated labor. Not only did they
4. Religious center in a Fulbe village.
5. Village inhabited by Fulbe nobility.
6. Slave village.
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provide the aristocracy with the needed manpower, but they also performed agricultural
tasks that were viewed by the Fulbe as low and degrading. Slaves cleared the bush to make
room for new agricultural lands, the rights to which their masters claimed, and slaves also
took care of the Fulbe cattle. Their role was such that they were able to relieve the ruling
Fulbe from all their traditional occupations so that the latter could concentrate on religion
and political leadership. Slaves also served as soldiers and domestics but in order to be in
these positions they had to prove their trustworthiness through a long history of devotion
to their masters. Some of the slaves in this category were, sometimes, more closely
associated with the political leadership than other Fulbe thanks to the loyalty they
exhibited towards their ruling masters. In general, however, slaves in theocratic Futa were
social outcasts whose maintenance in the Fulbe society was only motivated by the
agricultural labor they provided for the ruling Fulbe.
Aside from the emergence of a slave category in the theocratic Futa, other social
developments occurred mostly as a result of increasing role-specialization in the Fulbe
society. As the Fulbe society became increasingly sedentarized, there was an increased
need for craftsmanship and entertainment. Traditionally, these activities, like agricultural
labor, were viewed by the Fulbe as ignoble and demeaning. But given their increasing
importance, these social positions had to be filled. Naturally, the most readily available
option was to recruit from

the subordinate non-Fulbe ethnic groups. This was

accomplished through two different processes, one internal and the other external. The
internal process involved selecting men from the already subjugated slaves and teaching
them the needed crafts (Azarya 1978:34). The slaves thus chosen were entrusted to the
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mentorship of an already well established noti-Pullo craftsman who saw to it that they
acquired the necessary skills. Although the internal process had remained a viable and
reliable option for recruitment, it could not meet the increasing demands as most slaves
were still assigned to agricultural chores. Nor was the internal process satisfactory in
terms of the acquisition of advanced skills, since most of the crafts required a long
apprenticeship which the slaves could not afford due to their other duties. Consequently,
an external process was adopted and it proved to be the most efficient. This consisted in
reaching out to other non-enslaved ethnic groups that were already specialized in these
crafts and establishing peaceful relations with them so that they could fulfill Fulbe
demands for these social functions. This was possible because when the Fulbe launched
the Holy War, they did not confiront a unified animist front. Lacking any centralized
government, the animist groups each dealt with the Fulbe Islamic domination according to
their vulnerability to attacks as well as their assessment of the resistance they could
mount. Consequently, some animist groups did battle the Fulbe armies, but instead
reached agreements with them.
They accepted Fulbe sovereignty and provided the Fulbe an annual tribute,
including a quota of slaves, in return for which the Fulbe recognized their
autonomy in local affairs and undertook not to attack them.... Those people
generally showed greater readiness to adopt Islam and aspects of Fulbe culture
and social organization (Azaiya 1978:25).

Among the populations that were ready to accept Fulbe dominance were groups from
the Djallonkes, the Soussous, the Baga, the Nallous, the Landouma and so on. However,
not all the animist groups were forced into this coercion. Some populations were not
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bound by these one-sided agreements. This was the case of some Djallonke and Baga
groups that were "managed" by the Fulbe theocracy because of their great reputation in
magic. Generally specialized in iron work which was thought to involve magic these
"blacksmiths" were viewed as having supernatural powers and therefore were historically
feared in the region. This perception has come down to the present and is still alive in the
minds of many people in Guinea and elsewhere in West Africa (see Camara Laye' s
L 'enfant Noir).
Furthermore, the Fulbe elite could not antagonize these populations because they
played a unique role in the region. Given the great dexterity that the processing of iron and
its transformation into tools of various uses requires, the services of blacksmiths were
solicited by chiefs and commoners alike. They made agricultural tools as well as weapons
with which the Fulbe conquered the other ethnic groups. While Fulbe armies were
equipped with some firearms acquired from the Europeans on the coast, they mostly relied
on locally made weapons for their arsenal. Drawing from the labor pool of these various
groups, the Fulbe were able slowly to fill the positions that were previously vacant.
Gradually we witaessed a graft of these formerly distinct cultural groups into the social
organization of the Fulbe. Thus, a blacksmith cast emerged known as the Wailloube
(singular Bailo).
Another social category that emerged as a result of the incorporation of non-Fulbe
groups into the Fulbe society is the griots. This cast includes two types of people: the
"genealogists" {Awlube, Singular: Gawlo) and the "singers". Genealogists were present
among the Fulbe earlier than the singers. Local historians in Futa Djallon even argue that
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originally they were Fulbe of modest incomes who were at the service of the powerful
aristocracy as advisers and confidants. Gradually, the genealogists became associated with
certain families whose histories they knew as a result of long and loyal service. They
became specialized in the history of these families and slowly formed a very distinct cast
in the Fulbe society. Regardless of their origin, the genealogists category has relied
heavily on the outside recruitment for its members. The recruits came from surrounding
groups and later on from people in neighboring regions, such as the Haute Giiinee. A more
recent incorporation of an outside group occurred after the arrival of El Hadj Oumar Tall
in the region. Groups coming from the Fouta Toro to reinforce his Jihad settled in the
Labe region on their way to Diguiraye next to wealthy Fulbe and became their
genealogists. The Dieng and some Sow families, considered as Niembe (a low social
category of panhandlers) around the Labe area, were recruited in this way as recently as
the end of the nineteenth century.
As for the "singers", their incorporation into the Fulbe society seems to have been a
voluntary and well calculated move. They came mostly from the Malinke ethnic group
and at first were seasonal visitors who collected gifts during their singing performances.
As the Fulbe society became increasingly sedentarized and more wealthy, some of these
singers elected to stay in the Futa Djallon at the service of the nobility. This decision was
very convenient for many of them who faced fierce competition in Haute Guinea where
Malinke singers were numerous. However, these Malinke migrants did not sever their
relations with the Malinke of Haute Guinea. Even today most of them, while fluent in
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Pulaar/ still speak Malinke and have kept their patronyms. Today, Kouyate^ sing the
praises of Fuibe aristocrats yet keep their Malinke heritage.
Finally, there is the category of leatherworkers (garanke). They are mainly shoemakers
even though their services are also required to wrap talismans. Like the blacksmiths,
genealogists and singers, the leatherworkers are part of the Niembe subgroup and as such
have a lower status than the Fulbe. The services that they provide are remunerated,
however, and their labor is not appropriated by the aristocracy.

Trade during the Precolonial Era

Prior to the establishment of Fulbe theocratic rule in Futa Djallon, U-ade activities
consisted mainly of product exchanges among the locaJ populations in Futa Djallon on
one hand and the Futa populations and the neighboring regions on the other. As a nomad,
the Pullo bartered milk products against agricultural products. He also exchanged his
animals for products coming either from the Guinean Coast or the Mandingue regions.
However, with the gradual sedentarization in the region as a result of the Fulbe conquest,
commercial activities gained a major boost and the Fulbe slowly became involved in
trade. After 1727, when the Fulbe consolidated their political authority, they came to
control commercial activities thanks to the Futa Djallon's strategic position as a transition
zone. Whoever came from the Mandingue country {Haute Guinee) had to go through the

7. Language spoken by the Fulbe
8. One of the patronyms of the cast of singers in the Malinke society.
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Futa before reaching the coast. Caravans leaving urban Kankan or Segou had to cross the
Futa first before arriving to Boke or Boffa on the Coast. In addition, people came from all
over Western Africa to trade in cattle and slaves.
On the Coast, there also was a European presence. Portuguese, Danish and French
traders began to inject exotic goods into the interior in return for the products they needed
from there. In this way, a regular and important trade was established between the holders
of the political power and the African traders and the European traders on the coast.
The first merchandise exchanged for the European manufactured goods was the human
merchandise. This signaled the beginning of Fulbe razzias during which slaves were
caught and brought to the coast in exchange for goods such as pistols and bullets. These
goods allowed the Fulbe to go on with their razzias in the name of Islam even though they
were mainly interested in the sale of slaves. That is why, on the Coast, slave villages like
Faria and Domiguiya in the Boffa region, were created. These were real fortresses where
slaves were held and there have even been some small kingdoms that sprouted in the wake
of that trade network. Much has been said in the oral literature in Guinea about the Queen
Niarabelly and the Nallous Kings who were there to receive the human merchandise for its
shipment to the New World. The trade network thus established was powerful and well
supplied. The sale of slaves and the taxes levied on traders transiting through the Futa
became the main income-generating sources for the aristocracy and as a result, the state
came to rely more and more on these resources.
Not all Fulbe aristocrats agreed with what was going on. Actually, a few people
registered their disapproval by arguing that the Jihad was being diverted from its original
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mission, which was solely to convert the animist populations to Islam, and by distancing
themselves from the central government. Local historian often refer to this rebellion as the
Revolution of the Hitaba Hubbu. Its leaders were Fulbe who opposed the slave trade and
wanted to put an end to it. However, outnumbered, they were obliged to leave the Futa and
establish themselves on the Coast. Thus Gomba, in the region of Kindia, was founded by
these dissidents who continued to spread the Islamic faith to the local populations.
In addition to the slave trade, the Futa was also involved in cattle trade in the
precolonial period. Thanks to its abundant fodder and water sources, the Futa was an ideal
place for animal husbandry. Large herds could be tended within a radius of fifteen
kilometers or less, and Fulbe herders boasted of having the best cattle in the region.
However, despite this great commercial potential, the Fulbe did not fully take advantage
of their cattle as a source of revenue. Cattle were viewed as symbols of prestige, not as an
income-generating resource. Consequently Fulbe involvement in this type of trade was
minimal compared to its potential in the region. Even so, for a few traders and some
political authorities of the time, the volume of cattle traded was large enough to assure
them large profits and a substantial means of capital accumulation.
It should be borne in mind, however, that while commercial activities were taking
place and the Futa was becoming a well-known commercial transit area, the average Pullo
was not really involved in these transactions. Trade remained almost a complete state
monopoly, tightly controlled by the political authority. Speaking of the trade pattems in
Precolomal Futa, Derman wrote:
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They involved long distance trade under the supervision of the province chiefs.
Only those merchants who had the explicit approval of a province chief could
traverse the Fouta. Most trade took place at the residence of a province chief
(1973:53).

The quick gain and comfortable revenues that trade provided the Futa political leaders
were reasons enough for the latter to dissuade the average citizen from getting involved.
Commerce in Futa Jallon was much more a "state affair." It was either directed
by the state itself, as in much of the slave and cattle trade, or else it was
allowed only to a few Dyula merchants who received special permission from
the highest ruling authorities and were forced to organize in big caravans
controlled and often given military escort by the ruling authorities. The whole
trade was monopolized by a few Dyula who either worked as state's agents or
were allowed private commerce because they enjoyed privileged relations with
the political authorities without which no trade was possible (Azarya 1978:3941).

Consequently, the average Pullo was unable to take advantage of the commercial
opportunities that offered themselves as the Futa became a commercial transit area. This
situation, however, would slowly change with the colonial penetration in the region and
the advent of a cash economy.
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CHAPTER 4: TRADE IN THE COLONIAL PERIOD

General Introduction

While regular and fruitful commercial ties obtained between the political leaders of the
Futa Djallon and the European traders, there was never a European presence in the region.
European traders were mainly based on the Coast and rarely ventured inside the country.
However, due to its strategic position, the Futa had always been subject to the European
^"convoitise" (envy), mainly among the French and the British colonists. Both France and
Britain wanted to extend their dominion over the region in order to control the commercial
routes linking the Guinee Forestiere and the Haute Guinee to the coastal area. The
competition between the two European powers partly explains the late European
penetration in the region, as neither was willing to concede the territory to the other. Both
countries tried to get close to the Futa's political leaders by befriending them rather than
antagonizing them by threatening a military occupation. Each power was very careful in
the way it presented itself to the Fulbe aristocrats for fear that the other might gain the
latter's support. Therefore, they both initially elected to secure exclusive commercial
agreements with the theocracy by proposing a protectorateship treaty. Thus, between the
1840s and 1890s, many French missions visited the Futa Djallon region in hope of
establishing such political and commercial ties. Already present in Sierra Leone, the
British also multiplied contacts, during the same period, with the Futa's leaders in order to
obtain the same privileges the French were seeking. Despite the colonial powers'
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insistence that they were only interested in a commercial partnership and especially the
French assurances that Fulbe customs and ways of life would be respected and that there
was no military occupation intended (Derman 1978:44), the Futa leaders were opposed to
the idea of a protectorateship. They were all too aware of what the real intentions were and
decided to remain vague in their commitment to either power.
A remarkably effective strategy employed in that regard had been the two-year rotation
at the head of the theocracy that was devised after the political crisis that pitted the Soryas
against the Alphayas. In the preceding chapter, we saw how Futa's first succession crisis
was resolved through an alternative sharing of power between the two opposing political
factions. Each one was to govern for two years before giving way to the other. Futa's
successive political leaders took advantage of their temporary appointments to tactfully
delay the requests of the European powers. Whether in the Sorya or Alphaya camps, the
Fulbe leaders were opposed to a European presence in the region. Futa, very proud of its
sovereignty, intended to jealously keep its independence vis a vis any other political
entity, hi addition, Europeans were, first and foremost, viewed as Christians. Given the
founding principles of the Fulbe theocracy, accepting a European protectorate meant
submitting an Islamic state to a Christian rule. For the majority of the Fulbe, this scenario,
for the majority of the Fulbe, was unacceptable and politically dangerous to any leader
who wished to sign an agreement with the Europeans. Consequently, every Fulbe Almamy
offered excuses, arguing that he could not sign the agreements until he consulted with the
other political faction (and the committee of clerics) since they shared the power.
Similarly, if contacted by a European power, the non-ruling Fulbe leader would claim that
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there was nothing he could do because he was not in power. In this way, Futa's political
leadership devised a diplomatic resistance to the evermore pressing European requests for
a protectorate.
These delaying tactics would soon wear thin. New succession crises arose that
completely exposed the structural weaknesses of the Futa's political leadership to the
Europeans present on the Coast, and the British and French competition for influence over
the region was put to an end by the Berlin Conference in 1885.

The Colonial Conquest of the Futa Djallon Region

We have just seen how the Futa's political leadership delayed European penetration in
the region by evading British or French requests to establish a protectorate. Using the twoyear rotation system as a pretext not to sign the treaties, and cleverly exploiting the British
and French competition over the territory, the Fulbe were able to buy valuable time and
keep the colonial powers on the coast. But if the fear of a political and military support, on
the part of Britain or France had been the main reason why they abstained from a forceful
occupation of the Futa Djallon, there was an important secondary reason. Europeans
viewed The Futa as a cohesive and powerful military machine that could mobilize
thousands of troops in a relatively short time. In addition, these troops were known to be
well trained and ready to fight, especially when the cause involved the Islamic religion.
Therefore, The Fulbe and their subordinates would have interpreted any European attack
on the Futa as a cause for a Holy War rallying scores of volimteers. Such an eventuality
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was also predominant in the Europeans' decision to woo the Futa's leadership rather than
threatening it militarily. However, in the second half of the nineteenth century, these two
reasons would cease to work in favor of the Futa. The internal cohesion of the Fulbe
theocracy was suddenly threatened and the Futa became vulnerable to the European
penetration as new and bitter succession crises emerged in the political arena. At roughly
at the same time, France and Britain struck a political deal that would give the former a
complete freedom to assert its colonial ambitions over the region.

The Impact of the Succession Crises over the Futa's Leadership

While the two-year rotation system, devised after the first succession crisis opposing
the Alphayas to the Soryas, did not prove to be an efficient way for managing the internal
administrative affairs of the state, it, nevertheless, had the merit of promoting the social
cohesion. For outsiders, the Futa was still a powerful federation with strong political
leadership. But that myth would soon be dispelled by the reemergence of internal
contradictions that sapped Futa's unity. Indeed, when Almamy Ibrahima Sori Donhol
Fella (of the Sorya camp) passed away in 1890, his succession provoked a major crisis.
His nephew, Bocar Biro, in violation of the droit d'ainesse (seniority privileges) and
ignoring the advice of the committee of clerics, engaged in a competition against his older
half-brother, Alfa Mamadou Pate, whom he killed physically after being crowned in the
latter's place in Fougoumba. In addition to the fact that Bocar Biro's run for the leadership
was illegal due to his ineligibility, many Fulbe leaders opposed Bocar Biro's bid for power
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on the ground that he had despotic tendencies. Given that many heads of provinces wanted
to remain more or less autonomous from the central government, they dreaded that his
access to power would inevitably result in a stronger federal state that would interfere with
the provinces' internal affairs. Despite these concerns, Bocar Biro succeeded his uncle at
the head of the Futa's theocracy thanks to the support of the well-respected Almamy of the
province of Timbo. This unfortunate event resulted in a split within the Sorya camp itself
One group supported Bocar Biro whereas the second, centered around Modi Abdoullahi
(younger brother of the deceased Mamadou Pate), looked to revenge the slain leader.
Thus, in addition to the main political tension between the Soryas and the Alphayas, a
secondary and equally dangerous strife came to compromise the social unity of the Futa
Djallon.
Soon, the concerns about Bocar Biro's despotic tendencies proved justitled. He became
authoritarian and violent and quick to discipline any provincial head who seemed to
ignore his orders. His authoritarianism led him to intervene in die internal matters of the
different provinces, thus provoking the anger of their heads. Strangely enough, the first
leader to take issue with him was the one whose support was crucial in his access to
power; Alfa Ibrahima, the head of the Fougoumba Province. The dispute arose after Alfa
Ibrahima ignored the orders of Bocar Biro to reinstate the head of the village of Kale who
was destituted by the former. Bocar Biro saw in Alfa Ibrahima's attitude a sign of
insubordination and used his power to reinstate the destituted leader despite the latter's
protest. This interference with the internal affairs of Fougoumba irritated Alfa Ibrahima
and led him to rally to the opposition headed by Modi Abdoullahi. Soon, Alfa Ibrahima
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was joined by the head of the Labe Province who, because of the political importance of
his constituency, had autonomous ambitions and wanted to distance himself from Timbo
(the political capital of the federation). Gradually, the Futa's internal cohesion began to
erode under the stress imposed by Bocar Biro's authoritarianism and the dreams of
autonomy on the part of many provincial leaders.
Meanwhile, the European powers reached an accommodation in order to regularize
their competition. The Berlin conference (1885) has often been referred to metaphorically
as the meeting during which the principal European powers sliced the African cake. Eager
to consolidate their grip on the continent and determined to avoid any rivalry (such as the
one between France and Britain over the Futa Djallon), the European powers decided to
formally divide Africa into various zones of influence. This move was necessitated by a
desire, on the part of the European powers, to harmonize their territorial occupation
strategies by giving each country the freedom to assert itself over particular territories
without risk of being hindered by another European country. Initiated by France and
Germany, the Berlin conference took up three main colonial policy issues in Africa. The
first concerned freedom of commerce in the basin and mouth of the Congo River. The
second issue was the application of principles adopted by the Congress of Vienna in 1815
regarding the liberty of navigation on international rivers to the Congo and Niger. Finally,
there was the definition of formalities to be completed by any European power before new
territorial occupations along the coast of Africa would be internationally recognized
(Hargreaves 1963: 334-335). While no specific partitioning of Africa was undertaken in
Berlin, the conference laid the foimdation for a more orderly competition among the
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European powers and served to halt the rivalries that had existed among them. Thus, the
Anglo-French accords of 1889 permitting the French authorities to establish a resident in
Timbo and marking the beginning of the French occupation of the Futa, was a direct
consequence of the Berlin conference. Following this accord, Fulbe leaders of the Futa
could no longer play the two powers against one another, and the French slowly imposed
their will on the theocratic state.

The Beginning of Fulbe Involvement in Commercial Activities

Although commerce had played a crucial role in the economic life of precolonial Futa,
it was, as noted earlier, mainly a monopoly of state authorities and their proteges. The
general population was not involved in commerce due to an absence of interest or the lack
of political patronage that was crucial at that time. Consequently, commerce remained in
the hands of a select number of people throughout the precolonial era. This situation
changed drastically with the colonial presence in the region and the introduction of a cash
economy. Confronted with the pressing need to pay the taxes imposed by the colonial
government and attracted to newly introduced manufactured goods, among other things,
the average Pullo suddenly found himself trading with neighbors and foreigners alike in
order to have cash. Commerce became a survival strategy, especially for those, like the
newly freed slaves, who were not part of the landed aristocracy. The following sections
will explore how tlie average Pullo was slowly driven into commerce and the
developments that took place after his initiation into this activity.
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Fulbe Involvement in Commerce

The Fulbe have always been associated with long distance trade but their involvement
in commercial activities in the Futa Djallon was tardive and a colonial imposition.
Although sedentarized, the average Pullo was marginally involved in commerce as late as
the second half of the nineteenth century. Markets were almost non-existent in the Futa
Djallon at the time of the colonial penetration. Despite the encouragement of the colonial
authorities, the Fulbe were reluctant to turn to trade. Commerce was not encouraged by
the Futa authorities. Tolerated in the margins of the Futa territory, commerce was
prohibited inside it, because the chiefs wanted to avoid "de corrompre le pays car les
marchands auraient ouvert aux serfs et aux femmes de nouveaux horizons (Vieillard
1940;195). Indeed, diere was a very perceptible tension between the Fulbe and the foreign
merchants in the Futa after 1896. The Fulbe resented the freedom to roam that was given
these traders by the colonial authorities. Whether the Fulbe had a disdain for commerce or
only for the foreigners practicing it at that time is hard to tell. What is certain, however, is
that the Fulbe were not at all involved in the commercial activities around them and this
seems to have worried some colonial representatives. A statement by an anonymous
colonial authority in Guinea, quoted by Derman (1973:54), indicates the extent to which
the average Pullo was removed from trade activities. Attempting to diminish the tension
described above between the Fulbe and the foreign merchants, the anonymous colonial
authority wrote:
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The most efficacious solution to adopt hasn't been suggested yet. The
necessary change is simply a transformation of the Fulbe mind, a struggle
against their Islamic spirit; pushing the Fulbe to engage in trade themselves,
having them bring their own animals from the market at Labe to Conakry
(quoted in Derman 1973:54).

The French colonists may have had a vested interest, from a business point of view, in
greater Fulbe participation in the trade activities or they may have sought an expedient
means to control the tensions between the Fulbe and the non-Fulbe merchants. In either
case, Fulbe involvement was actively encouraged and sometimes even coerced.
Commercial activities were mostly limited to the large urban centers, thus, leaving out the
majority of the Futa's population. In order to change that situation, the colonial
authorities, sometimes, used drastic measures. Derman describes the particular
circumstances in which a market was established in Popodara, Labe Province, in 1937.
All household heads were told they had to bring some item to sell. The day of
the first market hardly anyone showed up. The chef de canton sent his courtiers
to order the people to the market under threat of punishment and confiscation
of their property. The scene was repeated, and further markets were held until
the population became aware that their goods were not being stolen from them
and that they were allowed to keep the money they received for the food they
sold. Then attendance and participation at the market grew (Derman 1978:55).

In this way, many new markets were opened under French supervision, thus expanding
the number of marketplaces that had already begun to sprout as early as the turn of the
century. But if the French encouragement had been instrumental in involving the average
Pullo in trade, the abolition of slavery combined with the imposition of taxes on the
colonial subjects were also factors that propelled the Fulbe to engage in commercial
activities.
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The Impact of the Abolition of Slavery on Commerce in the Colonial Period

A major feature in the organization of Fulbe society after the establishment of the
theocracy in the Futa Djallon was the incorporation of the vanquished animist populations
as slaves. The Fulbe viewed slaves as a commodity and slave-owners appropriated slave
labor as they saw fit. They were used as agricultural workers as well as domestics and
servants by the aristocracy. They owned nothing and were not given the right to inherit
from their masters in the case of the latter's death.' While no significant changes occurred
in the situation of the slaves in the precolonial Futa, there were a few modifications with
respect to their status. As the slaves worked closely with their masters, close bonds began
to exist between them and the masters gradually viewed slaves much more humanely and,
in certain cases, even as members of the masters' family. Such slaves would no longer be
sold (Azarya 1978:35). In addition, fully Islamicized slaves were given the opportunity to
buy their freedom either by performing a specific kinds of labor or by paying cash.
Furthermore, some slaves were given their freedom as part of their masters' alms for
purification from a sin such as an involuntary manslaughter or the like.
Despite these emancipation mechanisms however, the overwhelming majority of
slaves remained in bondage. Even for the slaves who were able to emancipate themselves,
their situation did not change significantly. They were still dependent on their former
masters and were not given any economic opportunity to stand on their own. Their lot

I. For more details on slavery in Africa, see Miers and KopytofFs Slavery in Africa.
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would, however, moderately change during the colonial period with the abolition of
slavery, when they gained the freedom to engage in trade.

The Abolition of Slavery

The emancipation of the slaves in the Futa Djallon during the colonial period was an
important factor in the involvement of Fulbe in trade activities. Colonial penetration in the
Futa Began in 1896, and was only completed in 1905. One of the first measures taken by
the new French administration was to abolish the slave trade. Indeed, on December 12th,
1905, a decree was issued abolishing slave trade all over French West Africa.This put an
end to Fulbe razzias over the neighboring populations and also gave many former slaves
the opportunity to free themselves from their masters' control. Colonial rule was crucial in
curtailing the power of Fulbe chieftancies associated with the theocracy. It established a
'y

new political structure in which the chefs de canton- played a central role. These chejs de
canton were not always recruited from the traditionally-ruling families. Commoners were
selected as well. With this shift in power relations, many former chiefs found themselves
losing control over their slaves. Not only their economic power was dwindling, but also
they no longer monopolized the political coercion to keep slaves in bondage.
Consequently, many slaves slowly began to gain their autonomy as the previously strict

2. Natives nominated by the colonial authorities to represent their interests in certain localities. This was
necessitated by the lack of an adequate European personnel to nil all the administrative positions in the col
onies. The chefi de canton were often chosen from the ruling families as a strategy by the colonial adminis
tration to use the traditional political structure to its advantage. This was an efficient and cheap way of
administrating the colonies.
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controls over their activities and movements within the Futa Djallon region loosened.
Furthermore, with the imposition of taxes by the colonial government, many former slave
owners were obliged to pay taxes for their slaves as well because these were levied on a
per head basis. Those slave-owners who were unable to honor these obligations were
forced to give their slaves more time to work for themselves or were obliged to let them go
altogether. Thus, this novel situation also freed more slaves from their masters' bondage.
Once liberated, many former slaves faced an uncertain future. These newly
emancipated slaves had to reinsert themselves socially and occupationally. They had
neither land to cultivate nor animals to care for and from which they could draw their
subsistence. Many slaves remained attached to their former masters rather than facing
bleak economic prospects. However, a good number of them opted to remain free and to
look for independent ways to survive. For these slaves commerce represented the ideal
activity. Sometimes alone but mostly under the patronage of Malinke or Susu merchants,
these former slaves slowly became involved in commercial activities and began to play
important roles in interregional trade, as most of them were willing to travel long distances
and for extended periods of time. Commerce was a relatively easy task for them because
they had previously handled their former masters' transactions. In addition, they
understood that one could get rich faster in commerce as opposed to farming.
Furthermore, not being landowners, most of these newly freed men saw in farming,
especially sharecropping, a step back to servitude. Viewed in this light, trade was much
more attractive.
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The Imposition of Taxes under Colonial Rule

The introduction and continuous rise of taxes on individuals, imposed by the French
colonists, was also another major factor in involving the Fulbe in trade activities.
Earmarked to cover the expenses of colonial administration, taxation was extended to the
whole Guinean territory only after the conquest of the Futa Djallon began in 1896. On
December, 28, 1897 a decree imposed a tax of two francs on individuals over eight years
old (Suret-Canale 1970:95). At first, this tax could be paid in kind. But soon the colonial
authorities and their vassals only accepted cash payment. This new requirement had far
reaching consequences for economic life in the Futa Djallon because it substituted
monetized transactions for the barter system to which the Fulbe had been accustomed. The
need to raise enough cash to meet tax obligations led many Fulbe to sell their products in
the markets. Cash was also required to purchase manufactured goods and this required and
an even more extensive Fulbe involvement in commercial activities. This resulted in the
opening of many new markets in the Futa and the expansion of the old ones. Thus, the
Pullo was gradually forced into commerce and, in certain cases, gave up his precolonial
occupations to work for the French companies already present in the country, or for die
Lebanese who were settling in Labe and the Futa's other urban centers.
Another internal development that contributed to the development of commerce in Futa
was the dwindling of the moral authority of the clergymen. Their ideological opposition to
trade was identified as a major roadblock to the expansion of commercial activities in the
region. Throughout the precolonial period and the early part of the colonial occupation.
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the Futa clergy was successful in halting the commercial advance in the region through
their stigmatization of this activity. However, after the French main-mise on Futa was
completed, one of the strategies used by the colonial authorities to further weaken the
traditional rulers was to sap the power of the clergy. This was achieved, in many instances,
through the creation of modem courts, in lieu of the traditional Islamic courts, where
rulings contrary to the Islamic teachings were made and upheld throughout the entire
region. This process of substituting for the moral authority that was the appanage of the
clergy contributed in reducing the moral authority it had on the general population.
Furthermore, the fact that there were grave financial and physical consequences for
disregarding the decisions of the colonial authorities made the application of these more
important, in the eyes of many Fulbe, than the pure morality that inspired the clergymen's
decisions. Finally, the persecution and silencing of the clergy following the assassination
of Bastie^ completely neutralized the power of the clergy and made the population less
receptive to its admonitions. Consequently, when traders rushed to the Futa following
Governor Frezouls' lifting of measures confining them to the coast and prohibiting them
to take their commerce to the interior, there was not a credible moral authority that
opposed such a rush as in the past. European, Lebanese as well as other traders roamed
freely within Futa and established their businesses where they saw fit.
While internal social and political elements have favored the development of
commerce in Futa Djallon, the creation of the railroad "Konakri-Niger" has also largely

3. Bastie was a French administrator who was ambushed and killed in the Pita Province during of his visits
to the interior. French authorities blamed the assassination on the islamic clergy in the region.
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contributed to its expansion and dynamism in the region. Already on the borders of Futa
(Kindia) in 1904, the railroad line had reached Mamou by

By 1910, it had extended

to Kumsa in Haute Guinee where many agricultural products were coming from. Finally,
the building of a road linking Mamou to Labe between 1912 and 1910 culminated in
Futa's complete integration to a large colonial commercial network that stretched from the
Coast to the remotest comers of Haute Guinee (Barry 1997: 738).

Types of Trade in the Colonial Period

During the colonial period, the Guinean economy featured two competing commercial
sectors: the traditional sector and the modem European sector. Colonial penetration into
the Futa was accompanied by the implantation of European companies engaging in
commercial activities. These companies were structured liked multinationals and had
often the implicit, if not explicit, support of the local colonial authorities. They either
owned banks or had an almost unlimited access to bank loans and guaranties. They mostly
dealt in wholesale and semi-wholesale. Because of their establishment in various African
countries, these companies had access to various agricultural and manufactured products
that they resold wherever they could make profit. The traditional sector on the other hand,
was characterized by a number of small businesses often owned and operated by a single
person even though family members could help from

time to time in terms of

4. Which represented an important fact because of Mamou's proximity to Timbo, the capital of the theo
cratic Futa. Actually, one of the reasons why the railroad passed through this town was to sap the political
importance of Timbo.
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management. These traders had very limited access to capital or important credit.
Consequently, their operating capital was relatively small compared to the European or
Lebanese firms that came to settle in the various parts of Guinea. The traders in this
category dealt mainly in retail.
Limited to the coastal areas, at first, the European companies soon moved to the
interior through their branches and took control of the bulk of the trade in the region. This
resulted in the quasi-demise of the traditional markets and the emergence of a monetized
economy. The introduction of the European commerce reduced the role played by the
precolonial merchants in the long distance trade. The sale of cola nuts and cattle excepted,
the monopoly of the indigenous merchants on long distance trade was eroded and for the
most part, these merchants were confined to the ambulant commerce. The commerce of
semi-wholesale which, at one time, was in the hands of Afiican expatriates (Wolofs and
Sierra Leonese) fell in the control of the Lebanese, intermediaries of the big companies, as
early as 1897. With such a complete takeover of the commercial activities by the foreign
traders, only few niches were left for the Pullo trader. But thanks to his perceptive
qualities, he took advantage of the situation presented to him and was able to fhictify his
commerce.

European Commerce

Commercial exchanges between Europe and Africa continent started long before
European colonial penetration. The first contacts took place in the wake of the great
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discoveries of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and the subsequent development of
the maritime transport in Europe. From the fifteenth century to the nineteenth century,
African economies were characterized by a notable instability due to the wars of colonial
conquest and competition for commercial outlets.
Conceived mainly to benefit the interests of the colonizers (Ki-Zerbo 1957), the
European commerce was dominated by a few European companies such as La Compagnie
Francaise de I 'Afrique Occidentale (CFAO), Deves et Chaumet, Peyrissac, Savanelle, la
Societe commerciale de I 'Quest AJHcain (SCOA), Pickering and Berthoiid. These few
firms dealt exclusively in wholesale trade and had a complete monopoly of the import and
export activities in Guinea. Thanks to dieir capital, these foreign companies were able to
influence the flow of the commercial exchanges in a direction contrary to the interests of
the African populations. Colonial commerce consisted of systematic drainage of African
agricultural and mineral raw materials, bought at very cheap prices, and shipment of those
raw materials to the European countries in order to supply their processing and
manufacturing industries. In return, the European countries exported their manufactured
goods, at exorbitant prices, to the African countries. Europe supplied mainly furearms, gun
powder, alcohol and hardware item, whereas African traders provided products such as
peanuts, coffee and bananas. The economic drainage of Guinean natural resources by the
European companies remained a constant feature of the economic exchanges between the
Guinea and Europe all throughout the French colonial presence in the country. A
comparison of the average value of a ton of African products to that of European goods
illustrates the unequal character of commercial exchanges during the colonial period and
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the profits accumulated by the European traders. According to the report of the Ministere
de I'Economie Nationale de Guinee presented in Kankan, the average value of a ton of
products exported from Guinee in 1958 was estimated at 3,400 francs CFA, whereas the
average value of a ton of merchandise unported to Guinea during the same period cost
47,100 francs CFA.^
In addition to the blatant inequality characterizing the exchanges between the African
traders and the colonial commercial companies, there was, in the specific case of the
French-speaking countries, a very restrictive clause binding colonial traders to the colonial
companies. Indeed, the colonial pact imposed on the colonies stipulated that the latter
would only import from or export to France. This conmiercial exclusivity was rendered in
the following motto: "Tout pour la metropole, tout par la metropole." Furthermore, the
colonial authorities determined the nature and types of products to be traded. They
determined the period and the modalities of their exportation on the ground of the
immediate and sure profitability of these products for them.
In die first phase of the colonial period, the French determined that Guinea was best
suited for the production of rubber. With the advent of bicycles and the subsequent
development of the automobile industry, rubber became the most sought-after product in
Guinea between 1896 and 1914. Although Guinean rubber was of poor quality and its
yield very low, the commercial companies still found it cheap. In 1898 rubber represented

5. Economic report presented by the Ministere de I'Economie Nationale at the conference nationaie held in
Kankan from April 2 to 5, 1960 under the title of; Decolonisation des structures et circuits commerciaux en
Guinee. Page 2.
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eighty percent of the Guinean exports, and in 1909 the country exported a record number
of 1,810 tons (Suret-Canale 1970:101).
Palm products came second in the list of items exported from Guinea. Although
Guinean exports in this category constituted the eighth of the French West African palm
products exports, their volume was very insignificant in comparison to the volume of
rubber being exported at that period. (Suret-Canale, ibid).
The consequence of this commercial system based on the exploitation of Guinean
populations and the satisfaction of the needs of the European countries was the opposition
to and prevention of any real capital accumulation in the country. Indeed, colonial
commercial policy was marked by a constant transfer of capital drawn out of the profits
made from the trade activities in Guinea to European countries. As a result, no capital was
reinvested in Guinea despite the huge profits that the European traders were accumulating
from the indigenous masses.
Next to the colonial firms, specializing in the wholesale trade, were some independent
firms and a substantial number of semi-wholesale merchants and retailers. First in the
hands of African expatriates such as the Wolofs and the Sierra Leonese, the semiwholesale trade was quickly taken over by the Lebanese.
The Lebanese presence in Guinea can be traced back as early as 1898. During that year,
accounts noted two Lebanese peddlers who brought their business to the market in
Conakry (Winder 1967:107). Subsequent reports mentioned new and important arrivals,
as well as Lebanese infilfration in the interior of the country in places such as Boke,
Dubreca and Coya.
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Most of the Lebanese population arrived in Guinea on their own and have run personal
or family businesses. However, a number of them were able to quickly gain the trust of the
European companies and to go in partnership with the latter. Unlike African traders, they
were accorded loans by banks and the colonial commercial representations alike. More
willing to settle in the interior of the country, these Lebanese were able to set up advanced
commercial posts and to get closer to the agricultural producers. Once in these areas, they
served as a link between the Guinean producers and the European export-import firms
already established in the large urban centers. In that capacity, the Lebanese were able to
occupy an important niche and to establish themselves as the necessary link in the
commercial circuit of colonial Guinea. Proximity to the Guinean populations as well as an
acute sense of observation, enabled the Lebanese to learn the local populations'
consumption habits and, in certain cases, to even influence their purchase patterns. Their
closeness to the local populations (in sharp contrast with the European traders), combined
with their willingness to provide credit to the farmers, ensured the Lebanese loyal
customers among the Guineans. This gave them a comfortable commercial edge over the
European firms and, in certain cases, allowed them to outperform their European
competitors. Their superior adaptive abilities to the African setting were therefore crucial
to the immediate success they enjoyed as soon as they settled in the African colonies. As
Winder explains:
The success of the Lebanese in outdistancing their European competitors is
based on several factors. Firstly, the Lebanese had lower personal consumption
level than the Europeans. Besides, they had the advantage of having members
of the family work in their shop and thus be an economic asset instead of a
liability as was the case with the Europeans. In a situation where the Lebanese
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skill was at least as good as their rivals, they could win over a gradually
increasing share of the business by price competition. In addition, the
Lebanese skill was in some respects superior to that of the Europeans. The
former had many more contacts with the African clients, were willing to talk
and bargain with them at length, and therefore had closer knowledge of them.
As a result, they could grant credit to the Africans with less risk than the
European, could have earlier indication of shifts in consumer demands or crop
prospects, and could manage the repayment relationship more skillfully
(1967:121-2).

In addition to establishing efficient commercial relationships with the African
populations, the Lebanese had also relied on these populations to further develop their
businesses. Indeed, wherever they were not able to settle or to establish viable commercial
activities, the Lebanese tried to recruit local employees or business partners. These would
be in charge of purchasing, collecting and sending products to the Lebanese commercial
establishments situated in the large urban centers for a salary or a share of the profits once
the products were sold. This was the specific type of business relationship that obtained
between many Lebanese and the Fulbe in the Futa Djallon. The most common practice
that I documented during my research in Labe was that in which the Lebanese provided
the necessary capital and the Pullo employee or business partner was in charge of going
from one village to another in search of products to buy. In Labe, my inquiries revealed
that this practice became even more popular after many Lebanese settled in the city and
began to compete among themselves for products available in the rural areas or in the
neighboring regions like the Haute Guinee which is rich in agricultural products.
However, there were many instances where the Pullo partner bought the products with his
own capital and sent them to his Lebanese counterpart for sale while remaining in the rural
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areas in search for more products to buy. In this way, the Lebanese were able to fructify
their commerce and devise another strategy to gain an edge over their competitors, mainly
the French commercial firms. As to the Fulbe, the partoership with the Lebanese drew
them more deeply into trade activities and allowed them to develop better commercial
skills.
By the end of the first decade of the twentieth century, European traders and their
Lebanese partners or proteges had completely dominated the commercial activities in
Guinea. A substantial number of African retailers were left to compete in the sale of
products such as liquor, wine, and beer. The traditional Malinke traders of Haute Guinee
specialized in the sale of cola and fabrics and in diamond exploitation and smuggling.
However, in the face of this almost complete commercial takeover by European firms and
Lebanese expatriates, the Fulbe tumed to the traditional commerce and thanks to their
resourcefulness, they were able to run their businesses and make profits despite the
foreign main-mise on the Guinean economy.

Traditional Commerce

Despite the immediate success that the modem commercial sector enjoyed due to its
complete monopoly over capital and the commercial activities of colonial Guinea,
traditional trade did not completely vanish. While the effects of the modem commerce
were deeply felt by the traditional traders, ninety five percent of the local merchants were
still involved in the traditional commercial sector. Malinke merchants from Haute Guinee
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were hardly inconvenienced by the new conunercial sector because they found an
uncontested niche in the sector for the sale of cola as well as for smuggling diamonds
before the latter was discovered by the Lebanese. Only colonial taxes on their goods
seemed to affect their profits on commercial transactions. Curiously, in certain instances,
the Malinke were even able to outcompete their more heavily-capitalized Lebanese rivals
(Interview with Djibril Tamsir Niane, Conakry, February 1997). This was the case with
palm products the sale of which the Malinke merchants did not concede to either the
Lebanese or the European firms by virtue of Malinke advanced and well established
specialization in this sector.
Unlike the Malinke merchants who had a long tradition of long-distance trade and who
had mastered the sale of many of the locally produced agricultural items, the Fulbe
merchants were relatively new to the commercial sector and had to rely mostly on the sale
of products produced outside the Futa Djallon region. With the exception of cattle sales,
Fulbe merchants had to travel long distances in order to maintain their trade activities
because agricultural production in Futa is poor. This environmental constraint forced them
to be mobile as they traded from one region to another. Eventually, mobility proved to be
part of an effective commercial strategy because Fulbe merchants were able to avoid taxes
levied on the trade activities in Guinea. As mentioned above, Malinke merchants were
partly deprived of their profits due to the imposition of taxes which colonial authorities
were able to collect because the Malinke were immobile. While it is true that Malinke
traders traveled long distances for business transactions, they never stayed outside their
hometowns for extended periods of time. In addition, they always had a fixed place of
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business where they could be reached. By contrast, the Fulbe traders moved constantly
and relied heavily on smuggling and tax evasions to finctify their commerce.
On the move most of the year, the Pullo trader linked vast and distant territories
through his commercial transactions. He linked Senegal to Guinea, Guinea to Ivory Coast,
Guinea to Sierra Leone and so on. He was always crossing the borders in search for
profitable markets and new goods that might sell in the various regions where he traded.
Contrary to the Malinke trader who had found a niche and had become comfortable in it,
the Pullo merchant was not bound by any commercial tradition, and he was willing to
experiment with new products as long as they proved to be profitable. This commercial
"free lancing" sometimes kept him away firom his hometown for long periods of time as
he was always in search of profits. His pursuit for a commercial kill might keep him
moving between two regions as long as the opportunity was present. He would only return
to his home region when he realized that the profit to be made there was superior to that
elsewhere. The Pullo trader, therefore, did not have any commercial attachment to any
region in terms of a fixed business place even though he would cultivate social relations in
these regions to further his business interests. Nor did he confine himself in the sale of
given products. His motivation was profit; he was ready to go to any place to get it and to
sell any product present on the market
Cattle were the most common trade goods for the Fulbe. The Pullo's attachment to his
cattle is often described in sentimental terms (Dupire 1962; Hopen 1958; Laya 1984).
Traditionally viewed as a source of prestige, cattle were rarely sold in precolonial Guinea.
However, after colonial penetration and with the increasing monetization of the economy.
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cash became as important a source of prestige as cattle. This shift in cultural parameters
was determinant in shedding off the Fulbe emotional attachment to the cattle and to
convince them to sell their animals. As traditional herders, the Fulbe were able to use their
intimate knowledge of the cattle to dominate that trade. Herders knew the nature and types
of cattle, their quality and whether they were fit to travel long distances. Armed with this
crucial knowledge, the Fulbe were able to move their cattle around and smuggle them
across through the borders in search for more attractive offers. Therefore, the Fulbe used
tax evasion and smuggling as mechanisms to fructify their commercial activities at a time
when the Guinean economy was held hostage by foreign firms and Lebanese expatriates,
and to begin accumulating capital for future reinvestments. The next section will discuss
these capital accumulation strategies and the niches of reinvestment that the Fulbe sought
to exploit in the colonial period.
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CHAPTER 5: FULBE CAPITAL ACCUMULATION IN THE COLONIAL
PERIOD

Introduction

During both the precolonial and the colonial periods, Fulbe in the Futa Djallon were
not able to accumulate capital on a consistent basis. While a rich economic class existed at
the time of the colonial penetration in the region, it was infinitely small compared to the
general population, and it comprised mainly the political class and their proteges who had
used the state apparatus of the Fulbe federation to achieve their wealth. The bulk of the
Fulbe population did not enjoy the apparent wealth of the region which caught the
attention of many European powers in the second half of the nineteenth century.
Consequently, the average Pullo could not accumulate capital for reinvestment. His
involvement in relatively unproductive animal husbandry and farming, combined with his
early reluctance to engage in commerce, were compounded by a heavy traditional tax
burden, on top of which were added new colonial taxes. As a result, the Pullo in die
precolonial and the colonial eras was much more concerned with how to make the two
ends meet rather than how to accumulate capital. In the following paragraphs, we will
discuss the nature of the handicaps that prevented the Fulbe firom accumulating capital
during the colonial period.
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Lack of Productive Activities

The first Fulbe who arrived in Guinea in the sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries were
predominantly pastoralists attracted by the security that the Futa Djallon offered, and by
the abundance of water and fodder in that region for their herds. However, as the Fulbe
became sedentarized following the establishment of a theocratic federation in the region,
they gradually adopted agriculture as an economic activity thanks, in great part, to the
slave labor that they appropriated by subjugating the indigenous populations of the region.
The Fulbe pastoralist nomads in Futa Djallon integrated farming into their livelihood
system and thus underwent their first socio-economic mutation on Guinean soil. The
availability of cheap slave labor drove many Fulbe families to concentrate more on
agricultural production than animal husbandry. Although still important in their lives,
animal husbandry became a secondary source of income for many Fulbe, especially for
those who elected to settle in relatively large centers of the Futa Djallon. These two
economic activities preoccupied the Fulbe by the time of French colonial penetration in
1896.

Fanning
Types of Agriculture

On the eve of colonial penetration, there were two distinct but complementary forms of
agriculture in the Futa Djallon: extensive and intensive. Using different techniques,
exploiting different types of soil, and devoted to different crops, these two forms of
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farming constituted tiie main sources of agricultural production that the Futa residents
relied upon to feed themselves.

Extensive Farming

Extensive farming was usually practiced by men and at a considerable distance from
the living quarters. The "slash and bum" technique was utilized on soils such as the
hansanere^ and the ndantaari} or the muki technique on prairie soils (kollaade, plural for
hollande) which according to Barry (1997:71), consisted of forming a muhitude of small
mounds of dried grasses and burning them with cow dung. The manure thus obtained was
spread all over the field in order to fertilize it.
Extensive farming mainly involved the cultivation of staple grains such as the fonio and
rice. Fonio is widely cultivated in the Futa Djallon because of its adaptability to poorquality soils, and because it places few demands on farmers. The other main grain, rice, is
highly esteemed its nutritional value as compared to fonio, but rice is very delicate and
requires a lot of care. Consequently, its cultivation is limited to the valley bottoms and by
the proximity of the various water sources all over the Futa Djallon.
Extensive agriculture in the Futa Djallon also involved tuber cultivation such as sweet
potatoes, manioc and peanut. Because tubers were protected against grasshoppers and
1. hansanere:

2. ndantaari:
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Other pests, they were reliable complementary agricultural source, especially during
periods of scarcity {soudure), usually May and June, or famine (Barry 1997:72).

Intensive Farming

The Fulbe practiced intensive agriculture on land adjacent to houses and it mainly
occupied female labor. Wide-spread in the Futa Djallon, this form of agriculture has
deeply influenced Fulbe settlement patterns. Indeed, a major feature of Fulbe villages is
the dispersion of the different houses to which are attached garden plots known as
suntuuje (plural for suntuure). Kept permanently in a fertile condition thanks to animal
and vegetal manure that women regularly applied, the suntuure allowed the cultivation of
various tubers and vegetables that were important food supplement the Fulbe diet. In
addition to manioc, and sweet potatoes that were also cultivated in the ngese (fields, plural
for ngesa), the women farmers also planted gourds, eggplants, beans, tomatoes, spinach
and onions. Part of the suntuure was also used for fruit trees such as banana, orange, and
mango. Thus, the variety of products covered by the intensive agriculture has made the
suntuure an important source of food without which the Futa's population would have
faced more acute scarcities than those which they have occasionally experienced.
Despite the complementarity of these two systems of farming and the presence of
abundant servile manpower, agriculture in the Futa remained at the subsistence level,
never producing crops consistently enough to permit substantial accumulation. The poor
quality of the soils, the bulk of which could not sustain two consecutive campaigns.
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combined with the rudimentary nature of farming tools, made agricultural productivity
and production in Futa among the lowest in the country. The lack of incentives for the
main actors in the agriculture (the slaves) also contributed to the low production observed
in the Futa Djallon.^
Aside from these internal elements of the agricultural system in the Futa, there were
external ones whose effects were just as crippling. Agricultural production in the region
was at the mercy of natural calamities such as the invasion of grasshoppers whose
predation often left the region on the brink of famine. Flooding was also a constant threat,
especially on fields situated close to rivers and lakes. These fields were often wiped out by
the mounting waters due to inadequate agricultiiral site engineering (Barry 1997:72).
A third external factor that had a major impact on the agricultural production in Futa
was the attempt by the French colonial authorities to abolish slavery, the backbone of the
region's agricultural system. The next section assesses the impact of abolition policy on
the slave labor that had thus far made farming a relatively viable economic activity for
Futa's residents.

3) The Impact of the Abolition of Slavery on Agricultural Production

As noted in Chapter 3 first Fulbe settlers in Guinea were mainly pastoralists seeking
refuge from the multiple wars taking place at that time in that part of West Africa, and for
3. This point will be discussed fully in the next section.
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water and fodder for their herds. These animist Pullis lived peacefully along with the
indigenous populations in the Futa Djallon region. Although the waves of Fulbe that
arrived in the seventeenth century also owned cattle and practiced animal husbandry, they
were very versed in Islamic teachings and sought early on to spread the new religion to the
surrounding animist populations. But if the desire to expand the influence of Islam in the
region led the Islamicized Fulbe to launch a Holy War against their neighbors, the fact
remains that the hostilities were also motivated by their need to dominate these people in
order to exploit an abundant coerced manpower. Already in the process of undergoing a
deep social mutation due to the impact of Islam and the rise of a new learned aristocracy,
many Fulbe, upon their arrival in Futa Djallon in the seventeenth century, were only
marginally involved in pastoral life and animal husbandry. These were men of high
Islamic knowledge who had given up any other activity in order to concentrate on Islamic
teachings and preaching. Even in their places of origin, whether the Futa Tooro or the
Macina, these religious scholars were mainly sedentary and secured their livelihoods
through the manpower provided by their various disciples. Once in Futa Djallon, this
learned aristocracy had to find a source of livelihood. Agricultural land was available but
they needed considerable manpower to work it, and two conditions prevented them from
drawing from Fulbe society. First, the Fulbe who migrated to the Futa Djallon came as
free men and therefore were not attached to the services of anybody. They lived
independent lives and were mostly self-sufficient. Second, as free men, these Fulbe
despised manual labor and frowned upon anybody who scratched the earth to make a
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living. Consequently, the aristocracy looked elsewhere for the pool of workers it so
desperately needed for its survival.
Peaceful conversions to the Islamic faith were taking place among the indigenous
populations all over the Futa and these provided a free manpower for some learned
aristocrats. However, conversions were hardly enough to meet the aristocrats' labor
demands. As a result, fierce competition to recruit disciples ensued sometimes bringing
various religious leaders to the brink of war. It was the realization of their common
interest in terms of free labor and the need to prevent situations that might lead to wars
among them that convinced the most influential religious leaders in the region to meet and
decide to form a common front in order to achieve their goals. Thus the theocratic state of
the Futa Djallon was established.
Inegalitarian by design Fulbe society under theocratic rule was one of the most highly
hierarchilized in West Africa.'^ Its very foundation was servile manpower and the Fulbe
aristocrats went to great lengths to institutionalize their exploitation of the slaves and to
fiercely resist any attempt at questioning or changing the new social order. Thus, the
learned aristocracy, along with the warlords who distinguished themselves during various
battles and razzias following the establishment of the theocratic federation, took full
advantage of the situation. They enslaved many populations and were thus able to boost
agricultural production to record levels. However, this agricultural prosperity would soon
decline as French progressively penetrated into the Futa Djallon and attempted to end the
institution of slavery in Fulbe society.
4. For more details, see the section on the structure of the Fulbe society during the theocratic federation.
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Motivated to some extent by humanitarian concern but mostly by economic interest,
the Futa Djallon's new French colonial authorities showed early on their opposition to the
system of slavery that was so rampant in the region. Indeed, the pressure exerted by the
anti-slavery movement that was picking up momentum in France and that paid a close
attention to what was happening in the colonies, combined with slavery's negative effect
on agricultural production in the region, convinced the new colonial leaders to take
measures against the exploitation of slaves. The French authorities viewed agricultural
production based on a coerced labor and that did not give any incentives to its workers
incompatible with their economic goals. The economie de traite aimed to maximize the
exchanges between the European goods and the African agricultural products. For such
exchanges to be advantageous to the metropole, production had to be stimulated in the
colonies so that the African goods could be acquired cheaply. According to French,
slavery, the foundation of agricultural production in the Futa at that time, did not stimulate
agricultural output. The slave, not having any interest in boosting the yields or improving
productivity, was happy to produce enough to satisfy the needs of his master. This
economic concem was well echoed by E. Noirot, then Director of Indigenous Matters, in a
letter to the governor of French Guinea:

L'esclavage... est une plaie que tous nos efforts doivent tendre a faire
dispar^tre. C'est entendu! Cela non pas seulement parce qu'il froisse nos
sentiments humanitaires, mais aussi parce qu'il fait obstacle a I'accroissement
de la fortune publique: le captif qui subit une tache sans plus de profit pour lui,
travaille juste assez pourne pas encourir le ressentiment du maitre" (Quoted in
Barry 1997:293).
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Perhaps motivated by the desire to see the public wealth evenly spread among the
general population in Guinea rather than it being concentrated in the hands of few
aristocrats, or perhaps because profits of French private firms meant in the long run the
prosperity of the French population, the colonial authorities proceeded to take measures to
achieve their goal. At a meeting in Timbo on July 13, 1897 with the political leaders of the
Futa, Noirot demanded the cessation of any internal trade in slaves and more humane
treatment of the latter by providing them with a stable family and the opportunity to buy
their fireedom. Meanwhile, the French authorities availed themselves of every opportunity
to free the slaves. They did so whenever a Fulbe political leader or member of the
aristocracy was punished for insubordination or any felony or when a slave owner died.
While these practices freed many slaves, their number was insignificant compared to the
total slave population in the Futa which was estimated at a little less than half the total
population. The opportunities to liberate the slaves were few and far in between.
Another measure taken by the colonial authorities indirectly favored the liberation of
slaves in Futa Djallon: the imposition of taxes on the population. First levied on a per hut
basis, the colonial taxes were soon collected on a per capitation basis after the French
authorities realized that the first method was full of loopholes of which the taxpayers were
taking advantage.^ The imposition of a poll tax presented a great dilemma to many slave
owners. Given that their slaves were subject to taxes owners either had to pay the taxes in
their place or free them so that they could work and comply with this colonial duty.
Consequently, those slave owners who did not have much use for their slaves or had too
5. This point will be discussed fiiily in the section on taxes.
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many liberated them. Others compromised by giving the slave a specific number of days
to work for himself in order to pay the taxes. In either case, the slave owners had to deal
with a loss of slave labor or considerably curtailed access to slave labor. Colonial taxes
also contributed to the decline of the agricultural production for many Fulbe aristocrats by
reducing the revenue they gained from farming.
More progressive measures against slavery were taken in 1905 following the
nomination of Frezouls, reputed for his anti-slavery and anti-feudal stances, as governor
of French Guinea. However, the fight against slavery did not produce the expected
outcome. The French authorities, very concemed with the social repercussions that any
radical measure against slavery might produce in a society whose entire economy rested
on the expoitation of slaves, did not pursue abolition progressively. In addition, the few
bold measures which they took were met with strong and sometimes effective resistance
on the part of the slave owners. One example was a French representative in the Kaadee
who freed 30,000 slaves and gave them land to cultivate in 1910. In this particular case,
the former aristocrats reacted by leaving the cercle^ in droves for Ngaabu and Bajar in
neighboring Portuguese Guinea, or for Casamance in Senegal to search for better living
conditions. The French authorities wanted to avoid such massive exoduses at all costs,
fearing the loss of revenues for the colony in terms of taxes and free labor on public works
would benefit only regions outside the control of French Guinea. They realized, more
specifically, that these revenues might go to regions under the domination of their
Portuguese and British rivals (Sierra Leone and Portuguese Guinea). Consequently, the
6. A French administrative unit witiiin a region. A region is comprised of many cercles.
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French found themselves in a balancing strategy, torn as they were, between their desire to
maximize their economic interests and the possibility of losing everything if they went to
far.
Although the anti-slavery measures did not produce the expected outcome because the
French failed to pursue them rigorously and due to effective Fulbe resistance, diey
nevertheless provided moral confidence to many slaves. Even those who stayed with their
masters knew that other options existed for them- mainly evasion and, probably, moral
support from the powerful French authorities. The slaves knew that they no longer had to
endure inhumane treatment and that the worst that could happen to them would be to leave
their masters and face an uncertain future. This eventuality was discouraging compared to
the lot they had faced before the French arrived. Armed with moral confidence and no
longer limited in their options, many slaves began to demand a reduction of the burden
that they had always carried and, in certain cases, they became very complacent about
tasks they were assigned. This decreased productivity for many owners who knew that
diey had to modify their relations with their slaves if they hoped to continue taking
advantage of their labor.
So in addition to poor lands, the gradual emancipation of slaves in the Futa Djallon had
a negative impact on the agricultural production in the region. As a result, farming was no
longer able to provide Futa's people with a sufficient revenue that might have permitted
accumulation. Agriculture had remained essentially a subsistence activity. However, with
colonial rule, new agricultural innovations were introduced in Guinea. In the next section.
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we will analyze whether these innovations provided the Futa with an income with which
to accumulate capital.

Animal Husbandry

Prior to the establishment of the theocratic federation, animal husbandry constituted the
main economic activity of the Fulbe in Futa Djallon and their main export to the Coast.
Cattle-raising was in full extension in Futa Djallon at the time of the Islamic conquest due,
in great part, to the abundance of water and fodder in the region. Thanks to their
knowledge of the region and its climatic subtleties, the first Fulbe (the Pullis) and the
subsequent waves that joined them later were able to move their cattle around according to
definite transhumance patterns that allowed them to make the best use of the pasture lands
and water sources. This intimate knowledge of the environment and animal husbandry
techniques led to a rapid expansion of the Fulbe cattle herds and by the beginning of the
Holy War in 1727, the Futa counted a substantial number of people who could boast of
owning hundreds and hundreds of heads of cattle. This prosperity was, however, short
lived for many cattle owners. Indeed, after the Islamic conquest of Futa Djallon had been
secured, the new political leaders introduced measures that deprived many Fulbe of their
wealth and curtailed the importance of animal husbandry as an economic activity in die
region.
In conformity with the "punish or reward" philosophy that characterized the
theocracy's dealings with early or late converts, it was decided that the Pullis who had
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embraced Islam before they were defeated should keep the totality of their herds.
However, those who surrendered only after their defeat saw a substantial part of their
annuals taken away as a form of ransom, and redistributed among the Futa's warlords.
This attitude toward the late converts pushed many former Pullis to the brink of utter
poverty and prevented them from accumulating wealth. Confiscations were especially
debilitating because many of them already had commercial ties with the surrounding
populations, such as the Coniagui, and were expanding these ties to the Coast.
In addition to depriving many Fulbe of their source of livelihood and savings, the Fulbe
political authorities proceeded to prevent a massive movement of cattle outside certain
areas of the Futa Djallon. This not only was in direct opposition to the transhumance
patterns that were crucial to the growth and health of the Fulbe cattle, but it also restrained
the rich Fulbe's commercial involvement with the outside world. Indeed, depending on
their location and the time of the year, the Fulbe herders in Futa Djallon were involved in
three patterns of transhumance. The seedirgo entailed moving away from the traditional
villages and camps during the dry season in search of relatively humid spots where water
and fodder could be found. This movement often involved only young men who had
reached herding age (15 to 16) and who could take care of the herds in an appropriate
manner. However, it might also involve the whole family, especially when the seedirgo
camp was very far from the traditional village and the scarcity of fodder and water
7. This type of ruling vis-a-vis conquered groups is also documented in Islamic invasions in the Middle
East. Lands whose owners resisted conquest were designated kharaj and henceforth were subject to a special
land tax. The Fulbe theocracy might have taken the concept fix>m there. For more details on this setup and its
consequences in the Middle East, see Tabataba'i (1983).
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required the presence of much more experienced adults to determine the most appropriate
camping site. The second pattern of transhumance was the dabbirgo. It usually revolved
around newly harvested fields where animals were left to graze freely or in exchange for
dairy products offered to the settled farmers. The third pattern was the ruumirgo which
took place at the beginning of the rainy season. It consisted of a return to the traditional
camps and villages now that fodder and water were available everywhere thanks to the
rains. The ruumirgo was usually the time for reunions and many celebrations as it was an
opportunity for many family members who had gone their separate ways in search for
grazing pastures to socialize again for a few months.
The restrictions on herd movement imposed by the theocratic federation, therefore,
affected negatively the transhumance patterns of some Fulbe herds, patterns that were
crucial to the reproduction and health of these herds. Wherever these restrictions were
strictly enforced, the Fulbe saw their herds attacked by many diseases the origin of which
they attributed to the lack of movements imposed by the state. These measures led to a
dwindling of herd sizes, and therefore of revenues for many Fulbe pastoralists and drove a
substantial number of them to other regions (especially toward the ECindia region) where
there existed little restriction on their movement. Fulbe owners of large herds were most
seriously affected by the federation's policy and, as a result they constituted the majority
of the migrants. A census taken at the turn of the twentieth century in the Futa Djallon
revealed that about 82 percent of Fulbe owners had only ten or fewer cattle at that time
and only 6 percent among them owned herds of 30 to 50 cattle (Guebhard 1910:33-4).
These figures suggest that the Fulbe theocratic federation's livestock policy contributed
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also to the decrease of the importance of animal husbandry in the region and prevented
many Fulbe pastoralists from accumulating wealth.

Tax Burdens

A major feature of the establishment of theocratic rule in the Futa had been the
imposition of taxes on the general population. Fulbe taxpayers were required to honor
financial obligations that were often unfair and exorbitant given their revenues at that
time. As a result, the Futa residents had to make great sacrifices to meet the demands of
their greedy traditional leaders. French colonial penetration in Futa, which began
effectively in 1896, would not relieve the plight of the Futa's population despite clear
signs of a desperate need for a tax break. On the contrary, the new colonial authorities, in
their zeal to manage the Futa's traditional leaders and secure their grip on the region,
ignored the financial abuses being perpetrated on the population. Instead of putting an end
to the taxes of the Fulbe theocratic federation to show their effective control over the
region, the French authorities not only condoned them, but also added their own taxes.
This superimposition of taxes, on taxpayers already tested to the limit, would prove to be a
determinant factor in the lack of any capital accumulation in the Futa Djallon.
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The Traditional Taxes

Throughout the period of theocratic reign, an abusive tax burden was imposed on Futa
residents that caused them great economic duress.® Various taxes were collected to run the
state and to maintain the Ahnamy and his governmental apparatus. While some of the
taxes were inspired by Islamic law, others were innovations and their amount varied
according to the period and the reigning Almamy. No fewer than five taxes were levied:
the zakka orj'akka, the Coggu Laamu, the Kummabitee, the Neldaari and the Fanda.
Rooted in the Islamic tradition, the zakka is a mandatory tax that every Moslem having
a certain income is required to pay at the end of each year. Of supreme importance, the
payment of zakka, one of the five pillars of Islam, consists of giving two and half percent
of one's wealth to the needy. Even though this tax could be given directly to the needy by
the taxpayer, it has become customary, in the Islamic world, for the state to collect and to
use it for its welfare system {Baitoul Maal). Barry (1997:89) notes that the zakka was
levied on farmers (one-tenth of their harvest) and herders (one-thirtieth or one-fortieth of
their herds) in the region. However, this tax was imposed on every Futa resident with a
substantial yearly income.
The coggu laamu or larogal laamu was a "nomination tax" that was handed to the
Almamy every time certain political positions were renewed. These positions were often
very competitive and the different candidates used these taxes to influence their
nominations. In general, the higher the taxes one paid, the better chances one had to be
8. Much of the information on taxes in this chapter comes from Ismael Barry's Le Fuuta Jaloo Face A La
Colonisation. 1 am, therefore, much indebted to him.
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confirmed. However, after his nomination, the newly appointed official made sure that the
expenses he incurred were reimbursed to him in one way or another. To that end, he would
impose certain taxes and harass the population into paying them. So, in the final analysis,
the weight of the taxes that he handed to the Almamy would be borne by the masses of
taxpayers.
Another tax that the theocratic leaders of the Futa collected was the Kummabitee, taken
from inheritance cases. The Futa authorities made sure that they knew how much wealth
was bequeathed to the deceased's heirs and levied an undefined tax amount according to
the estimated wealth. In general, the larger the bequeath, the higher the taxes.
In addition to these official and well known taxes, Futa residents were also subjected to
unofficial and abusive fmancial burdens that weighed on them just as heavily. In the
course of theocratic rule, the Fulbe were expected to provide quasi-mandatory gifts to
their leaders when the latter received guests (Neldaari) or when they were leaving to visit
other colleagues {Fandd). Given the coercive nature of these gifts and the frequency of the
visits received or undertaken by the Futa authorities, it is easy to assess the economic
burden of these charges on the average Pullo. Furthermore, Fulbe authorities also imposed
a "labor tax" on Futa residents. During the agricultural cycle, every taxpayer was expected
to invest three days in the fields of the political authorities in charge of the area in which
he resided. This was often imposed at a time when the taxpayer also needed to attend to
his own fields. This coerced labor often had a negative impact on the taxpayer as he was
unable to take care of his field in a timely manner.
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Finally, the Futa residents were often hit by heavy judiciary taxes which were often
collected in an abusive way. Sometimes the taxpayer was given unreasonable collection
deadlines, and whenever he failed to make these deadlines, his belongings were
confiscated.
These official and unofficial taxes constituted a tremendous burden the general
population. Moreover, given that taxes were not scaled to revenue levels, they imposed
unspeakable economic duress on many individuals. Not only did the general population
work hard to fulfill various duties, a large number of people were obliged, in many
instances, to use up their meager savings in order to meet unreasonable and sometimes
unpredictable demands. This already difficult situation would be compounded by French
colonial penetration and the various taxes that the new authorities sought to collect on top
of the ones imposed by the traditional leaders of the Futa.

The Colonial Taxes

The protectorateship treaty signed on February 6, 1897 officially put the Futa Djallon
under the control of France, at least in the eyes of the French authorities in charge of
implementing it. However, the inadequate number of qualified colonial personnel,
combined with the continuing prestige and authority of the traditional Fulbe leaders
despite the restrictions placed on their domains of intervention, made the French
authorities realize that they had to rely on the former in order to consolidate effectively
their main-mise on the region. From then on, the French strategy was to accommodate the
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traditional leaders as long as they did not seriously jeopardize or call into question French
sovereignty over the Futa Djallon. The new colonial authorities were aware that if they
were to spread their influence and philosophy, the complicity of the traditional aristocrats
was sine qua non because the aristocrats remained the only viable link between the French
and the general population. As a result, the French authorities opted for a policy of
engagement vis-a-vis the traditional Fulbe leaders, rather than antagonizing them through
their destitution or removal of their customary advantages. Even though the French
colonial authorities had constantly shifted their alliances to further their interests in the
region and recruit Fulbe leaders favorable to their cause, they had always dealt with
members of traditional ruling families who could influence the general population. In the
bulk of the cases in which the French had switched alliances, the move had remained
within the same family, sometimes setting one brother against another or one cousin
against another. But in these shifting alliances, and guided by their cardinal philosophy of
"divide and rule", the French authorities, despite their growing influence and intimidation
mechanisms, had opted to ignore certain privileges enjoyed by the traditional Fulbe
aristocracy because confronting them would be explosive. Among those privileges, were
the ever-growing traditional taxes which the Futa residents had been paying since the
establishment of the theocratic federation in 1727. Cautious not to disturb a longestablished source of income for an aristocracy on which they were banking, the French
authorities simply chose to impose new taxes on the population, completely disregarding
the additional economic burden which they imposed on the average Pullo.
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The personal tax, already collected in certain parts of Guinea (Faranah) and in the
Sudan, was extended to the Futa Djallon region by the local administrative decree of
December 28, 1897 (Suret-Canale 1970:95). Earmarked to cover colonial administrative
expenses, the personal tax was used mostly to pay the salaries of the administrative
persormel. By 1900, it represented the main source of the local colonial budget, jumping
from 13,900 francs in 1896 to 861,900 francs in 1899. By 1928, it made up 70.8 percent of
the country's revenues (Suret-Canale, ibid). First established on a per hut basis, the initial
collection method of the personal tax was soon abandoned for the capitation tax. The
reason for this change was the revenue shortfall of tax collection on a per hut basis.
Indeed, the colonial authorities observed that in order to avoid the exorbitant tax of 1 Of per
hut, many Futa residents would bum their abodes. The lOf per hut tax was premised on the
assumption that at least 5 persons resided in a hut, which would mean a tax of 2f tax per
person. However, that assumption was not based on sociological knowledge about the
Futa. A study of 19 villages conducted in Labe Province in 1905 showed on average a hut
had 2.6 residents (ANS, December 1905-January 1906). Consequently, the lOf per hut tax
proved to be an overestimation. In addition, errors in village-level demographic data
exacerbated overestimations at the hut level. According to Barry (1997:639), a study
conducted in the cerde of Diten in 1904 showed that a hasty census undertaken the
previous year by underqualified personnel alleged that one misiide (village) had 510 huts,
whereas in reality it only had 266 huts for and 570 people.
These overestimations would have been of no consequence for the general population
if the taxes were assessed on individuals. However, this was not the case. Lacking of
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personnel, the colonial authorities delegated responsibility for tax collection to the head of
the misiide. Based on their own estimates, the French authorities would tell the head of the
misiide how much tax they were expected to collect from that village, often giving a
deadline for its deposit. Whether these estimates were correct or not mattered little. The
head of the misiide had to find a way to arrive at the projected figure. Consequently, he
would turn again to the population, using every kind of intimidation at his disposal, in
order to make up the required amount. Thus, the general population always ended up
contributing more than its share of the tax burden.
After the difficulty with the hut tax, the colonial authorities proceeded to implement a
poll tax starting in 1906, partly to correct errors associated with the overestimations
mentioned above, and partly to counter the strategies devised by the population to avoid
paying the exorbitant taxes. However, the funds thus collected were not at the level of the
previous years when the tax was levied on a per hut basis, due in great part to improving
census mechanisms and to the impact of massive exodus from the Futa to the neighboring
regions (Portuguese Guinea and Sierra Leone), occasioned by the weight of the various
taxes affecting Futa's population. In order to refill the half-empty colonial coffers, the
French authorities had no choice but to increase the tax levied on individuals. The
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following table shows the rate of the increase from 1906, the year the capitation tax was
implemented, until 1921.
TABLE 5.1 Increase of Personal Taxes on the Futa Djallon's population, 1905-1921
Year

rate of
Personal Tax

Revenues of Personal Tax in Futa Djallon
Francs

1914 Francs

1905

10 f/hut

2,345,962.58

2,697,856.90

1906

3 f/person

2,206,499.28

2,625,734.10

1907

3 f/person

2,258,621.00

2,507,069.30

1908

3 f/person

2,288,719.00

2,632,026,80

1909

3 f/person

2,297,371.20

2,641,976.80

1910

3 f/person

2,289,894.00

2,541,782.30

1911

Observations

-e,\cept for the
Coniagui and Basari
territory where the
imposition is less than
2 f per person
-no data available

1912

3 f/person

2,292,266.00

2,292,266.00

1913

4 f/person

2,852,674.00

2,852,674.00

1914

4 f/person

2,971,729.00

2,971,729.00

1915

4 f/person

2,810,233.00

2,051,470.00

1916

4 f/person

2,753,572.00

1,707,214.60

1917

4 f/person

2,786.236.00

1,309,530.90

1918

5 f/person

3:597,510.75

1,223,103.80

1919

5 f/person

3,365,107.00

1.110,485.30

1920

7 f/person

4^22,708.90

1,040,223.00

1921

7 f/person

4,608,022.00

1,428,486.80

-Except the cercle of
Maamun where the
rate jumped to 4 f/p
-except the Coniagui
and Basari territories
where the rate was
between 1.5 and 2 f
- E.icept in Coniagui
territory where the tax
is 2 f
-Except Coniagui ter
ritory (4 to 5 f)
and the city of Maa
mun (8.5 f/person)
-Except Coniagui ter
ritory (5f)

Reproduced from Barry (1997:637)

The table shows that the financizil burden of Futa residents actually increased as the
colonial administration slowly put a stranglehold on their lives. No longer able to meet
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their tax duties from their regular jobs, many Fulbe resorted to selling their animals,
viewed at the time as savings mechanisms, and sometimes at very cheap prices just to
make the deadline imposed by the traditional leaders and their ruthless collectors.
According to a French authority in the cercle of Tuuba, cattlemen in his administrative
circumscription were losing as much as 33 to 43 percent of the real value of their animals
due to the short deadlines imposed on them and fear of ruthless collectors who did not
show any patience (ANS/7 1905).
In the absence of any control, or rather with the complicity of the heads of the misiide,
the collection clerks also made sure that they extorted gifts of all kinds from the general
population for themselves. These ranged from cattle to animal products. They did not
exclude anything in their booty rampage and did not hesitate to humiliate anyone who
opposed them or to even confiscate his belongings. A quote from Vieillard's (1939)
description of the 1936 famine and the collection methods used to force Futa's residents to
comply with the tax obligations illustrates clearly the physical and financial abuse the
latter were subjected to.

"Les jeunes gens partis le chercher (I'impot) n'etaient pas encore revenus; les
contribuables emigres, caches, en friite, les morts inscrits au recensement
alourdissaient la charge des presents. Tant pis, il fallait trouver de I'argent: on
en etait done reduit a vendre les biens de ceux qui n'etaient pas en regie et
parfois aussi de ceux qui etaient en regie mais qui n'osait pas trop se plaindre.
On vendait d'abord les animaux, vaches, moutons, poulets, puis le grain, les
marmites, les corans, tout ce qui etait vendable; les prix etaient tres bas, les
gens des chefs et les Syriens pechaient en eau trouble; le contribuable touchait
rarement la difference entre le prix de vente et le montant de I'impot du. Quand
il n'y avait rien, on mettait en gage les recoltes sur pied et les enfants
(1939:171).
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As this passage shows, the Fulbe were not only hit by a capitation tax, but those who
are willing to stay and abide by the colonial rules were made to pay for those who fled,
died or did not have anything to take care of their tax obligations. The financial quotas had
to be met and the collectors would not hesitate to pawn) children and the growing fields to
satisfy their bosses.
In addition to the tax burdens, the residents of Futa Djallon were also heavily solicited
for their physical participation in the public works projects initiated by the colonial
government in Guinea. In accordance with their economic and commercial policy of
draining the raw materials firom the interior to the coast where they could be exported to
the metropole, the colonial authorities embarked in grandiose and costly projects in terms
of human resources in order to achieve their goal. Among these projects, was the
construction of a road linking Conaky to the river Niger, known as "la route KonakriNiger". Initiated as early as 1891, when the Futa Djallon was not part of die colony of the
Guinee Fran^aise yet), this road was first conceived to link Dubreka, on the coast, not far
firom Conakry, to Demukulima, then an important commercial center on the periphery of
Western Futa Djallon, to attract the rich caravans coming firom the Futa. However, with
the aimexation of the cercle de Faranah, in Haute Guinee, into the French Guinea in 1895,
and the subsequent conquest of the Futa, an extension of the road all the way to the Niger
through the Futa was adopted. The new "trace" involving Mamou and other localities in
Futa imposed heavy human sacrifices on the population. Not only Futa residents were
coerced into providing the necessary labor for this project, they were very often asked to
do so at a time when they needed to attend to their personal economic activities the most
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such as harvest time. The disruption of the Fulbe activities and the demands on their time
often resulted in notable lack of productivity that seriously affected the income of these
populations. The enormity of the sacrifice asked of these populations is even
acknowledged by the French colonial authorities. As an administrative colonial report put
it, referring to the Konakri-Niger road:
C'est au travail des Foulas et des Mandingues que nous devons ce resultat si
plein d'interet pour nous. C'est grace aux efforts veritablement surhumains de
ces populations si travailleuses que nous devons aujourd'hui d'avoir trouve la
meilleure solution d'une question des plus vivement preoccupantes pour le
present et I'avenir de notre commerce.'
Other projects of similar magnitude and requirements existed all throughout the
colonial period. Among these were the construction of the railroad Konakri Niger, the
establishment of Post and Telecommunication Centers, and the construction of military
posts to name a few. In all these projects, the Futa residents were required to provide the
human labor, the food supplies for these projects, and the carriers of the supplies and the
construction materials needed for these Public Projects.
Thus, on top of the customary taxes that were heavily weighing on the Futa's
population, the colonial authorities added new and ever-increasing personal taxes that
denied the great masses of the Fulbe any hope of capital accumulation. Involved in
subsistence activities, such as farming and pastoralism, the majority of the Fulbe in the
Futa Djallon did not eam sufficient revenues that allowed them to save on a regular basis
in hope of making fiature investments. On the contrary, their modest incomes were
9. Gouvemement general de I'AOF: Rapport d'ensemble sur la situation generale de la Guinee Francaise en
1903, Paris, Impr. Firmin Didot, 1904, p. 131.
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completely annihilated by crushing taxes which not only deprived many of them of decent
living conditions, but also substantially depleted their savings. Faced with a situation that
was not conducive to personal capital accumulation or economic development, many
Fulbe became resigned to their fate, even though they continued bravely to bear hardships
occasioned by heavy taxes. Others, however, elected to leave their birthplaces in search of
better living conditions in the neighboring regions. It is among this small group of Fulbe
who opted for permanent or temporary migration in order to avoid taxes that the
accumulation of capital occurred.
The next section will discuss the migration patterns of these people, the strategies they
devised to escape taxation, and the types of economic activities that allowed them to
accumulate money and reinvest it in other more productive activities.
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CHAPTER 6: THE BEGINNING OF FULBE ACCUMULATION

General Introduction

The previous chapter illustrated the major factors that prevented the accumulation of
capital among the Fulbe during the colonial period. Among these were the lack of viable
economic activities, the immensity of the tax burden imposed by both the traditional and
the colonial authorities, and finally the reluctance of many Fulbe to engage in trade
because of the social stigma that was attached to that profession. This chapter explores
how, while the majority of the Fulbe were still being crushed by the fatal combination of
unproductive activities and heavy taxes, a small number of them were able to pull
themselves out this situation and to create conditions for capital accumulation. This was
achieved partly through the elaboration of ingenious tax evasion strategies and partly by
changing sociological and infirastructural conditions.

Strategies of Tax Evasion

Although Futa residents never staged violent resistance to taxation, they nevertheless
assumed attitudes and engaged in practices that clearly showed their antagonism toward
the financial duties they were obliged to fulfill. Part of the population retreated to zones
inaccessible to the colonial administration where it could not be accounted for, whereas
other Fulbe migrated, temporarily or permanently, to areas where the colonial duties were
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thought to be less burdensome. Indeed, after the adoption of a poll tax rather than a hut tax
by the French made the Fulbe strategy of limiting the number of huts inconsequential,
many Futa residents stayed away from the main roads so as to escape the control of both
the colonial and traditional authorities. While this strategy allowed many people to
achieve their goals, it, proved to be ineffective in the long run in that it reduced the
number of activities in which they could engage and restricted their movement. In
addition, many of these "hiding" places were temporary because the colonial authorities
aggressively searched for them and destroyed them upon discovery. Consequently, escape
from everyday control of authorities led only to temporary freedom from the tax burden
and the public works duties, leaving people in this particular situation unable to engage in
activities that would earn them a comfortable revenue. Consequently, their ability to
accumulate capital was not improved by their abstraction from the ruling authorities and
the various demands imposed by these. Therefore, it is among those who opted to
completely migrate to different zones that the first capital accumulations among the Fulbe
occurred. The next section will document the direction taken by these migrants and the
activities they adopted which allowed them to accumulate capital in the long run.

Fulbe Migration Patterns in the Colonial Period

In order to alleviate the tax burden or to avoid it altogether, many Fulbe chose to
migrate to different places where they could find better living conditions. They engaged in
two kinds of migration. One, internal, consisted of moving within the Futa Djallon either
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to different parts of the same province {diwaX) or from one province to another. It also
involved relocating to the other regions within the colony of French Guinea, such as the
Haute Guinee and the Basse Guinee. The other kind of migration, external, involved an
exodus to neighboring colonies, such as Sierra Leone, Portuguese Guinea and Senegal.
Although the Haute Guinee region was one of the main destinations of Fulbe migrants,
and especially the Dinguiraye area, the Basse Guinee was their most favorite place of
settlement. Thanks to its rich, arable soils, its pasture lands in the dry season, and
comparatively low taxes, by 1901 the region had received close to 65 percent of the Fulbe
fleeing the deteriorating living conditions in their birthplaces. The movement toward the
Basse Guinee first targeted the FCindia region, where Fulbe presence dated back to the
precolonial occupation of the Futa Djallon. However, as Barry (1997:711) notes, by 1912,
Fulbe had already infiltrated the Boke and Boffa regions, by means of steady migration
from Telimele and Pita. Based on research conducted in the 1950s, Barry also maintains
that while Fulbe migration to the Basse Guinee predated French occupation of the Futa
Djallon and was only momentarily halted by it, a third of the new settlers arrived between
1901 and 1920 (ibid). The concentration of such a massive movement in a relatively short
time-span coincided with troubled times in Futa's history and can be explained by the
various events that took place during that epoch. In 1905, a 10 francs per hut personal tax
was still being levied on Futa's residents. The 3 francs per person tax that was instituted
the following year did not help matters. It worsened the living conditions for many and
occasioned an important movement outside Futa's territorial limits. The murder of Bastie^
in 1909 and the repression that ensued also help to explain migration from the cercle of
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Pita. In 1913, the dramatic plummeting of rubber prices, on which the population of Futa
had come to rely in order to pay the personal tax and other duties, and the increase of the
latter to 4 francs per person the same year also occasioned an important movement
towards the Basse Guinee. In addition to the deteriorating living conditions caused by the
prevailing fiscal system in the Futa, it seems that the abusive repression linked to the
collection of the tax might have played a major role in Fulbe emigration, especially from
the cercles of Diten and Timbo in the Mamou region. In any event, Azarya (1978) reports
that toward the end of the colonial period in Guinea, "4.2 percent of the male population
and about 2.5 percent of the female population living in the Guinean coastal region had
come from Futa Jallon" (1978:94).
Once in this region and insulated from Futa's power struggles and abusive taxes
accompanying, the Fulbe were able slowly to improve their economic standards. No
longer subjected to a dual authority as in the Futa Djallon, the new-comers had only the
French colonial authorities to deal with and were able to concentrate on their economic
activities. Thanks to very favorable grazing conditions, the Fulbe in Basse Guinee were
able to fructify their cattle and take advantage of the generous prices that were offered.
Furthermore, in their newly adopted land, the Fulbe migrants underwent major social
changes in a short span. Although they had always frowned upon agricultural work and
had relied on slave labor in their homeland, many Fulbe took up agriculture as a viable
activity in the Basse Guinee. The loss of slaves under the pressure of the colonial

1. Bastie, the commandant de cerde of Pita, was killed during a visit in the region. The murder of such an
important colonial authority occasioned unprecedented repression, which led many to flee the cerde to find
refuge in other areas.
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administration partially encouraged this social mutation and it was partly caused by the
new social setting in which they found themselves. In addition to realizing that agriculture
was highly productive in the region, the migrants learned that the activity was not scorned
socially. As a matter of fact, they observed that even the region's traditional aristocracy
was involved in agriculture.
This realization was reinforced by an already changing mentality in Futa brought about
by new developments there. Indeed, while the Fulbe had always abhorred manual labor,
the loss of slaves occasioned by the colonial authorities convinced many aristocrats that
the time of coerced and cheap labor was coming to an end and that they needed to work if
they were to assure their survival. This stark realization came at a time when deep social
mutations were taking place in the Futa with regard to work and its place in the life of a
Moslem. Indeed, even though the Islamic clergy had not always been associated with the
political decisions in Futa, it nevertheless exerted great moral influence over the lives of
the average Fulbe citizens due to the sanctity which most clergymen enjoyed. By virtue of
their moral authority, the clergymen have always been the ones the population looked up
to for answers and guidance. They often provided verbally their teachings at religious
meetings or consultations, and these were disseminated through an abundant literature in
either Pulaar^ or Arabic. Collections gathered by Vieillard (1940) or the various
manuscripts of pre-colonial and colonial periods commonly circulating in Futa nowadays,
reveal the abundant and varied nature of that body of literature. Among the themes treated
by religious scholars in the Futa Djallon at the turn of this century was the role and
2. Language spoken by the Fulbe.
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importance of work in the religious life of a Moslem. In poems and other writings, the
Futa ideologists argued that agricultural work was a blessed activity that had been
practiced by many prophets.^ Consequently, it was a noble occupation that should not
draw any scorn. Furthermore, the literature maintains involvement in agriculture provides
a Moslem limitless bounties in the hereafter. So in addition to the immediate rewards
generated by the activity itself, agricultural work was thought to achieve a religious role in
the life of the individual. Some poems went as far as to equate rejecting agricultural work
to disobeying Allah."^
This changing mentality spread rapidly among the Fulbe population thanks to its
religious underpinnings. Beyond the necessity dictated by their harsh life, many Fulbe
found religious justification in taking up agriculture as an activity. Consequently, when a
number of them migrated to the Basse Guinee, the acceptance of farming as a legitimate
and viable livelihood not only improved the financial lot of many Fulbe on the Coast area,
but it also helped a number of them to save money that led to their accumulation of capital.
The second type of migration that took place from the Futa targeted the neighboring
colonies. It was mainly directed toward Sierra Leone, southern Senegal and, to some
extent, Mali. While the desire to escape the crushing burden of taxes and the physical
humiliation that often accompanied their collection were the driving forces behind
extemal migratory movements as well, the choice of destination was often informed by a

3. [t is not clear to me why agricultural work received such a religious sanction in the literature whereas
trade did not. The fact that the prophet Mohammed (PUH) did engage in trade. This should have been
grounds for sanctioning commerce as well. But in Futa this activity was mostly viewed by the religious
scholars as corrupting the social fabric.
4. Cf the poem by Cerno Muhammadu Ludaof Dalaba in Vieillard (1940), pp. 200-7).
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religious prophecy. Barry (1997:713) reports that the various events (imposition of heavy
taxes, coerced labor, emancipation of slaves and so on) affecting the social order in the
Futa at that time were interpreted by a number of clergymen and relayed to the general
population as premonitory signs of the end of the world. Consequently, the intellectual
class designated many zones of retreat within and outside of the Futa where the faithful
could prepare for such an eventuality. The sites thus chosen involved parts of Sierra
Leone, Senegal and Mali.
It is hard to determine to what extent the religious prophecy played a role in these
migratory destinations and how many Fulbe were mostly driven by it. Yet the new
migrants soon found better living conditions. The tax system in their host countries was
much more lenient than in their homeland, and they were not obligated to pay the
traditional taxes as in Futa. Furthermore, they new migrants benefited from a tacit tax war
among the European colonies-French Guinea, Portuguese Guinea and British Sierra
Leone. Indeed, in order to attract Futa's population, the neighboring colonies lowered
their taxes. In Sierra Leone, the British authorities made a conscious effort to lure Futa
residents through tax breaks on their commercial ventures. In Portuguese Guinea, the
Fulbe migrants found a population that was actively opposed to taxes^ and they greatly
benefited from that. In addition, the light administrative chores that obtained in the host
colonies meant that the Fulbe migrants had less time to spend on Public Works projects
and more on theu* income generating activities. All these new parameters helped provide

5. As attested by the tax revolt that took place in that colony between 1907-1908.
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better living conditions to the migrants and improved their chances of accumulating
capital.

Expatriate Capital and Development of Entrepreneurship in Futa

Although the majority of the Fulbe in these extemal movements had opted for
permanent migration, they nevertheless never severed ties with the homeland. The
necessity of keeping in touch with a brother or a cousin left behind favored permanent
communication channels and occasioned visits from one or the other. In addition, in spite
of their physical absence from the Futa Djallon, many of these migrants did not want to
renounce some of the advantages they had acquired in their places of birth. A number of
them, for instance, were concemed about their traditional rights to land being alienated in
their absence. Consequently, remaining in touch with family members in Futa Djallon was
a way to reactivate these rights. Finally, proximity helped to maintain the link between the
Fulbe migrants and their relatives. Indeed, most extemal migrants did not venture far from
their provinces of origin, and those who hailed from areas bordering the other colonies,
migration consisted of moving just a few miles away. The strong family ties that one
observes today between some Fulbe families in Guinea and some in Sierra Leone
(specially following the troubles in that country) attest to the maintenance of these
contacts despite years of physical separation.
From a social and economic point of view, the continuous contacts meant that certain
social institutions fimctioned, such as in-group assistance, among family members. The
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contacts also implied that common business ventures could be undertaken without major
disturbances in the flow of information between the two parties. The development of
conditions hospitable to such commercial ventures in Futa would concretize projects of
this nature and provide a stimulus for capital accumulation among the Fulbe.
The situational analysis of commerce in colonial Futa Djallon, considered a number of
factors to explain why trade was finally able to take off despite the early social opposition
to its expansion. Among these factors were the dwindling power and subsequent
neutralization of the Islamic clergy who ideologically opposed trade and the development
of commercial routes throughout the Futa Djallon, However, even though commercial
opportunities were emerging, only the colonial firms,

Lebanese expatriates and the

Malinke Dioula^ were taking advantage of them. Despite the new acceptability of trade
among the Fulbe and their willingness to engage in commercial activities due to the
pressures of taxation and the monetization of the economy, the Fulbe lacked the necessary
capital to engage in large-scale entrepreneurial activities. The most lucrative ventures
involved interregional commerce linking the Futa Djallon to the Coast or even to the
neighboring colonies and these ventures required a more substantial capital investment
than the average Pullo's net income permitted at the time.
Initially, the first capital that the Fulbe used to start their entrepreneurial ventures came
entirely or partly from outside the Futa Djallon. Whether earned through wages or
provided for as gifts, loans or investment funds for a joint enterprise, the Fulbe gained

6. Generic term referring to the traditional merchants who at the beginning were almost exclusively of
Malinke origin.
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access to the bulk of their initial trading capital through revenue-generating activities
pursued after migration. During my interviews in Labe (December 5, 1997), the
respondents maintained that they or their parents could not have gone into trade without
the expatriate capital. Out of the twelve senior entrepreneurs whom I interviewed there,
nine responded that either they or their parents have used capital earned through income
made after migration when they were starting their businesses. One of them (72 years old)
recounted how, one day, his father told him to get ready to go to Bamako, Mali, to visit an
older brother he had never seen before. Being the last child, he had heard about his brother
migrating to that country a long time ago but never had the chance to meet him. After
staying with that brother and his family for two weeks, he was sent back to Labe with 17,
250 F CFA. He stated that part of that money was used to set him up in the cattle business
which he carried on until 1952.
While five of the respondents in my sample acknowledged their fathers' use of the
family assets (such as cattle, sale of a piece of land and so on) to get them started in their
individual businesses, they admitted that this practice was not representative of the
experience of most entrepreneurs their age. In fact, it was a rare occurrence; there were
many factors, the respondents argued, militating against the widespread use of such a
method of capital formation. First, they explained, the economic conditions in Futa at the
turn of the century were so harsh that few families had enough resources to spare in order
to finance a son's or nephew's business venture given the amount of capital required to
enter interregional trade.
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The second obstacle to reliance on family assets as a strategy of capital formation that
the senior entrepreneurs identified was the large number of polygamous households in the
Futa. Given the competitive nature of the relationships between the co-wives and their
offspring, using family assets to set one son up in business instead of another would have
been interpreted by the other wife or wives and children as blatant favoritism. Such
favoritism would not sit well with the rest of the family and would be vehemently opposed
by the other wives and their children. If a satisfactory compromise is not obtained, the
decision to set one son up in business to the detriment of others might lead to the other
wife or wives leaving the husband.
The final factor thought to hinder a much wider use of family assets to constitute
capital for a son involved some sociological considerations. While gifts and loans of
money are perfectly acceptable social practices in Fulbe society, giving them to a young
and fit man is often frowned upon. It is considered more appropriate to give loans or gifts
to older persons who, because of age or certain family situation needs, are incapable of
working or would be in great duress if they were to be left to fend for themselves. A father
who supports his son financially without any attenuating circumstances would be viewed
'J

as overprotective. The Fulbe generally maintain that a young man must endure hardships
in order to mature. Consequently, he has to get out and fend for himself. Furthermore, it is
widely believed that any young man who does not go through such a process will end up
wasting the money thus provided because he did not earn it with his sweat.

7. Having an only son is an attenuating circumstance, for instance, because a father may need to keep the
son closeby to perform various tasks. My informants did not state clearly why they benefited from the sup
port of their fathers even though they were not only sons.
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Therefore, aside from the economic factors mitigating against capital accumulation in
the Futa which were outlined in the previous chapter, sociological factors made the
acquisition of expatriate capital a necessary condition for becoming involved in
entrepreneurial activities. The unwritten social rule according to which a young man had
to find his own sources of funding made seeking to acquire expatriate capital, be it in the
form of loans or gifts, inevitable. This was so because the Futa lacked the economic
opportunities that could generate a significant capital accumulation. Rubber and cattle
excepted, the Futa did not have much to offer to the outside world. Among the agricultural
products, only fhiits and vegetables had some degree of commercial success (Azarya
1978:83-84). Furthermore, during the colonial times, the Futa did not have large urban
center where industrial and manufacturing jobs could be obtained. Labe, which was one of
the most important colonial administrative centers and the capital of a powerful
precolonial province, could only boast 12,000 inhabitants in 1955-the largest population
in the Futa. The second largest city, Mamou, whose development owed much to the
routing of the railroad had only 5,800 residents in the same year (Azarya 1978:94). Given
the lack of employment opportunities, migration to cities like Conakry on the Coast, or
Dakar and Freetown in other colonies, seemed to be much more attractive for the purposes
of generating income and accumulating capital.
As ahready noted, most of these sources of expatriate capital were associated with
employment after permanent or long-term migration. However, during the colonial period,
there was a form of seasonal migration that provided as much impetus for capital
accumulation as the other types of migration. Exclusively directed towards Senegal, this
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seasonal migration, the Navetana, led the Fulbe to the fields of Casamance, where peanut
cultivation was increasing due to the peanut's growing importance as an export crop. The
fertile soil of Casamance and the relatively care-free nature of peanuts (protected from
predators) made peanut cultivation a lucrative agricultural activity for many Fulbe who
otherwise would not have had access to any real income generating sources. The concept
of Navetana not only referred to this process of seasonal migration, but also to its
accompanying commercial and tax evasion schemes that were crucial in Fulbe capital
accumulation.
The Navetana was thus a system of calculated migratory movements that allowed the
Fulbe to link vast and different areas through their economic activities. The Fulbe used
their knowledge of the tax collection schedules in neighboring countries and their
migratoy inclination to take advantage of the loopholes in the colonial system. The
process usually involved a scenario like this one:
For each French colony, there were specific periods when taxes on property and
economic activities were collected. These differed from one country to another and the
Fulbe were aware of these collection dates. In Senegal, they would go into peanut
cultivation. After the harvest and the sale of the crop, the Fulbe would buy goods from
Senegal that would be in great demand in the various regions of Guinea. Then, they would
immediately cross back to Futa because taxes were usually collected just after harvest. By
that time, the collection period was over in Guinea. They would either resell these goods
in Futa or on the Coast making thus a substantial amoimt of profit. By avoiding the
collection times in the different countries they were involved in, the Navetane (one
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involved in Navetam) were able to start capital accumulation without having to pay taxes
that would otherwise have gone into the colonial coffers. This represented a real
advantage for the Fulbe Navetam in comparison to the traders from the other ethnic
groups. Even though the colonial taxes did not prevent capital accumulation among the
other ethnic traders, the levying of colonial taxes on their businesses had, in one way or
another, affected their capital accumulation process. The traders from the other ethnic
groups were, to a certain extent, victims of their immobility. While having a permanent
place of business presented some advantages, it had the drawback of attracting the
attention of the colonial authorities and that of the tax collectors. The Fulbe were
cognizant of that fact and, thanks to their mobility, and their willingness to trade further
from their homeland and for extended periods of time, the Fulbe Navetam were able to
avoid taxes and to slowly begin the process of accumulating capital and building strong
and reliable commercial enterprises.
Another strategy that the Fulbe used to start their entrepreneurial businesses during the
colonial period was going into partnership with the Lebanese who settled in the various
Futa's urban centers. As mentioned earlier, the ability of the Lebanese to adapt to the
environmental and social reality of the Futa gave them an undeniable edge over the
European colonial firms operating in Guinea at the time (Winder 1967). One of the
adaptive qualities that they showed and that proved to be beneficial for their commercial
ventures was to enlist the assistance and/or partnership of a few Fulbe (interview with El
Hadj Oury Tandene in Labe, December 5, 1997). When the Lebanese began infiltrating,
little by little, various parts of Guinea, their first partners were the Fulbe. Because the
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Malinke were already well established in commerce, they constituted serious competition
for the Lebanese. The Fulbe, on the other hand, were barely involved in trade.
Consequently, it was easier for the Lebanese to enlist their help in their commercial
activities. It is not surprising, therefore, that the first Fulbe merchants were those who had
worked with the Lebanese for a long time.
Although present in all of the Futa's main urban centers (Barry 1997), the Lebanese
needed to be represented in remote rural areas, where most of the commercial products
were collected or sold at cheap prices. In order to achieve that, they entrusted part of their
business activities to che hands of Fulbe partners, who served as a link between the
Lebanese and the local producers or sellers. While the Lebanese provided the capital in
most of these partnerships, my informants reported that there were many cases in which
the Fulbe partners used their own capital. They would buy products from the interior and
send them to the Lebanese merchants in the big cities where profits would be divided after
sale.
My interviews revealed that the typical commercial partnership developed after a Pullo
had been employed for many years by a Lebanese trader who had developed genuine trust
of the Pullo employee. At the beginning, the Pullo is just given a wage for performing
certain assigned tasks. But as the trust grows between him and his Lebanese employer, he
is entrusted with more important tasks, among which would be the management of an
outpost in the rural areas. If the Pullo employee wanted to go into partnership with his
employer rather than earn a salary, they would define for building the Pullo's share of the
capital. One way of doing it, my informants told me, was to work for the Lebanese
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employer for an agreed-upon period of time-one to two years-without receiving any wage.
After the expiration of that time, the Pullo employee would become a full-fledged partner
for the particular commercial activity they wanted to undertake together, and would get an
equal share of the profits. Thus, the unpaid wage serves as the Pullo's capital contribution
to the venture.
Under another method used in these commercial partnerships, the entire amount of the
capital is provided by the Lebanese trader. In this case, the Pullo partner is in charge of
buying and collecting the products and sending them to the Lebanese trader. After the sale
of the goods, the Pullo partner receives a third or a fourth of the profits.
In all these scenarios, a successful venture would result in the Pullo partner wishing to
strike out on his own after a while, even though, according to my informants, he would
make sure that he remained close to his former partner as a sign of gratitude and as a
safety net in case his business failed. The Fulbe and the Lebanese might even, while
running their private businesses, go back into partnership on a particular venture.
When I asked whether a similar form of partnership existed between the Fulbe and the
Malinke, who were already well established in commerce, my informants responded
negatively. They explained that the distance between the Futa Djallon (Fulbe
constituency) and Haute Guinee (Malinke constituency), combined with the lack of rapid
means of transportation to facilitate the flow of commercial information, made such a
partnership almost impossible. In those days, they argued, it took many days to get to

8. This form of partnership is commonly known in the Middle East as commenda. For a full treatment of the
topic, see Udovitch (1970).
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Kankan (a commercial center in Haute Guinee). Therefore, poor communications made it
difficult to establish a partnership with the Malinke. With the Lebanese, they maintained,
it was different. "They were in our backyard. We could exchange information easily,
consult on the price of goods, and determine what to buy. But since all the Malinke
merchants were established in Haute Guinee and we were in Moyenne Guinee,^ we could
not exchange information and products easily; hence, the non-viability of a commercial
partnership between us" (my translation from Pulaar).
In additioa to the different forms of partnership that obtained between the Fulbe and the
Lebanese traders that allowed the former to start their own private businesses in the
colonial period, there was a much more direct Lebanese involvement in the Fulbe entry
into entrepreneurship. As a result of a close and trustworthy relationship with their Fulbe
hosts, some Lebanese traders simply sponsored their Fulbe friends-extending capital loans
to them and providing them entry into certain commercial networks. While the amounts as
well as the conditions and terms of these loans varied, many Fulbe received loans and
support as a result of the trust they enjoyed in the eyes of their Lebanese fiiends. Indeed,
trust and honesty seem to be the only assets that allowed the Fulbe to acquire capital
within the limits of the Futa Djallon. When I asked my informants in Labe, all of whom
started their businesses during the colonial period, what the secret of their commercial
success was, all of them responded that honesty was the one and only secret. This answer
is corroborated by their different stories that will be touched upon in the next sections. As

9. Another name for the Futa Djallon region based on its geographical location vis a vis the other regions of
Guinea.
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one of them told me, "If you have honesty, you have a bank at your disposal. If you are
honest, and have a capital of 100,000 F CFA, consider that capital double."
A diird strategy which the Fulbe used to facilitate their entry into entrepreneurial
activities in the colonial period centered on personal savings. Although the bulk of the
Fulbe entrepreneurial activities were financed by expatriate and Lebanese capital, a
number of Fulbe used their meager savings to become entrepreneurs. Like those who
worked with the Lebanese and later went into partnership with them, the Fulbe in this
category are mostly those who stayed away from farming and animal husbandry to take up
employment in larger cities. Despite insignificant wages, these people knew that they had
no one to lean on, and nothing on which to rely except their own hard work and savings
habits. They describe the process of capital accumulation in painful stories of sacrifice,
patience and saving, which give only a partial account of their will and determination to
succeed and to create their own businesses. The process often begins with a visionary
dream of becoming an entrepreneur which is neither affected by long years of slow
development nor by the various setbacks along the road. The entrepreneurial journey of
these Fulbe often started with domestic service in a house where, as a result of inadequate
wages, employers provide room and board. The securing of minimal conditions of living
often results in almost the entire salary being put away in a savings box earmarked for the
project in mind. During this initial process of accumulation, the individual is marginally
involved in many social activities that require spending money or reciprocating gifts. The
process of accumulation of capital might take years to materialize because it rests on
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meager wages. Yet, the individual in this situation sticks to his plan until he achieves his
dreams.

Fulbe Capital Expansion and Commercial Niches in the Colonial Period

As the preceding discussion of Fulbe capital-acquisition strategies during the colonial
period revealed, the bulk of the businesses in the Futa Djallon at the time depended
heavily on expatriate capital. Whether a relative who migrated or a Lebanese provided
resources, the overwhelming majority of the Fulbe had to resort to external funding for
their entrepreneurial activities. The lack of real economic opportunities in the region,
combined with the various financial

duties the Fulbe had to assume, made capital

accumulation hard to achieve. But if some Fulbe were able to start their own businesses
using the savings accumulated over many years, ail of them relied on lending networks
and their social and business relations in order to expand their entrepreneurial activities.
The Futa's changing economic and political environment, and the shifting commercial
opportunities and constraints that characterized colonial Guinea, often necessitated
changes in entrepreneurial strategies that could be pursued only with a substantial increase
of capital. Facing constant capital scarcity, many Fulbe entrepreneurs used an important
cultural asset to remedy this important economic parameter in the entrepreneurial
equation. The Fulbe utilized their social and business relations to meet the challenge and
the most important collateral that they had to offer was their honesty.
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Honesty as an Important Asset in Fuibe Capital Expansion

Faced with stiff competition from the Malinke Dioula, as well as from the European
and Lebanese expatriates, the Fulbe had to react swiftly to cope with the changing
circumstances. In order to secure the needed capital to effect the desired changes, the
Fulbe capitalized on honesty as an important cultural asset to achieve their goals. In the
absence of bank loans and official lending institutions, the Fulbe tumed to their
commercial partners and mentors for financial assistance, armed only with their sense of
honesty. Indeed, through their multiple dealings with their business partners, the Fulbe
had discovered that the trust they inspired in their partners was the most important
collateral they possessed. As a result, those among them who were able to succeed in the
field of entrepreneurship in the colonial period, despite their lack of capital, had to
cultivate a deep sense of trust and honesty in the minds of their lenders. My informants in
Labe told me that the most fundamental and crucial factor in trade activities is honesty and
respect for conmiitments made to the partner, and that they owe their success entirely to
upholding this basic code of conduct in commerce. The interviews I conducted with each
of them corroborate this apparently simple recipe for entrepreneurial success. Their rise
from rags to riches shows that only their observation of this fundamental commercial rule
could account for their overcoming of the formidable obstacles they met along their way.
Thanks to their deep cultivation of honesty and respect for commitments, they were able
to have access to the needed capital almost whenever they expressed a desire for it. Even
though capital was scarce in general, honesty was a mitigating factor in obtaining capital.
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A brief highlight of the entrepreneurial development of one of my informants in Labe
amply illustrates the availability of capital that some Fulbe entrepreneurs enjoyed thanks
to their upholding of the rules of honesty and respect for commitment.
At the time of this interview (December 6, 1997), my informants was seventy-one
years old. He was bom and raised in a traditionally ruling family in Labe until the age of
21 when he left the town to look for job opportunities in Kankan {Haute Guinee)}^ The
first employment he found was as a carrier of kola nut baskets for a rich Malinke
merchant. He worked as a manual worker, picking up kola nuts in the fields, putting them
in baskets and loading the baskets into trucks going to Basse Guinee or Futa Djallon. "The
system", he explained in Pulaar, "was that we get hired by these rich merchants to pick
kola nuts. They were in charge of feeding us and giving us lodging. At the end of the
picking season, they would give us some Kola nuts for a salary."^' Most workers would
resell these kola nuts to get cash. It is only during his second year of seasonal work that he
had a breakthrough.^" At the end of that kola nut picking season, he was rewarded with
half a basket of kola nuts. "I sold that kola, made some money and started buying more
kola nuts to resell." After eight months of buying and reselling small quantities of kola,
my informant decided to expand his business and to start travelling to other regions to buy

10. While already an important commercial center in precolonial Guinea, Kankan also played a crucial role
in the interregional trade in the colonial period thanks to the establishment of the Konakri-Niger railroad that
passed through it (cf, Barry 1997; Goerg L984).
11. He could not determine the salary each was given because, as he explained, it was arbitrary. If the
employers were satisfied with your work habits, they would be much more generous. Some people, he said,
were denied the basic pay because their working habits were judged unsatisfactory. He said that the room
and board was the main motivation for many employed people who accepted these seasonal jobs.
12. He noted that what happened to him was very rare. People usually worked in these dead-end Jobs for a
long time until they find something better.
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larger quantities of kola. "Even though the retail kola trade I was doing brought in steady
profits," he explained, "I wanted to make even bigger profits. The Malinke Dioula who
were bringing kola to Futa were not smarter than I, so why would 1 not make as much
money as they were making, I said to myself." However, given a lack of capital to expand
his business activities, the informant had to find ways to secure the needed capital.
I went into partnership with another trader here from Labe. We started going up to
Haute Guinee to buy kola there. That is why I speak Malinke as well as I speak Pulaar.
We would go and get our supplies from Haute Guinee at least once every month or
two months. Because of the frequency of our trips and the reliability we inspired in
many people in Haute Guinee, we began cultivating regular customers among the kola
retail community in Labe. Some would even give us cash advances so that we would
make sure that we got the nimiber of basket nuts they needed" (my translation from
Pulaar).

After a while (he could not determine how long), his partner discovered another source
of kola outside Haute Guinee.
We went to Ivory Coast and brought some kola from there. We found out that people
here in Futa Djallon and in Guinea in general liked their kola very much." "At that
time, I had a good rapport with many rich people here most if whom were Lebanese. I
told one of them that I wanted to go to Ivory Coast and buy the kola myself and that I
needed some loans. He agreed. The loan system at the time was that whatever the
amount of the profit you make out of the loan, the lender gets a third, the loan itself
gets a third and the remaining third was for you. This meant that the lender had twothirds of the profit. With the help of that loan and the profit we were making, we went
to Sierra Leone. They had good kola nuts over there too and the harvest season was
different from that of the other countries. So we took advantage of that complementar
ity to be in business all year round (my translation from Pulaar).

During the second part of 1953, my informant decided to leave the kola business and to
go into the cloth and fashion business. However, instead of returning to Ivory Coast and
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Sierra Leone, he found a much more appropriate supply center in Dakar, Senegal. As in
his kola trade activities, he found another parmer for this project.
We decided to buy a five-ton truck so that we can take care of our own transportation.
At that time, these trucks were not expensive. They cost 600,000 F CFA. We bought
one, used it until we wrote it off. Then in 1955, we decided to divide what we had. He
took the truck and I took the money.
By 1956,1 already had a fair amount of money judging from the standards at the time.
I put down 300,000 F CFA and with the help of a Lebanese here who signed off as a
guarantor, I bought a truck from UNICOMER, the rest of the money being reimburs
able in a year. I was mainly travelling between here and Senegal. I had opened a shop
here in Labe. I would take local products from here (Loco bananas, oranges and pine
apples) resell them there and get materials from there and bring them back here. In
Senegal, there was a company selling Ardies^^ shoes. Whenever I went to Dakar, 1
would buy the shoes from them and resell them here in Labe. After a while, they began
giving me credit repayable at the end of every month. They knew I was in Dakar at the
end of every month. 1 was making my payments so regularly that they wrote to France.
I got a letter from there telling me that from then on, I did not need to buy the Ardies
shoes from Dakar and that all my orders would be sent directly to Guinea at the factory
price. I was very happy with that and continued selling the Ardies shoes and fabric
materials from Senegal.
After a while, I asked to manage a gas station here in Labe. They said that they would
deliver the gas on credit provided I make the payment on the 25th day of every month.
In this case again, I complied with the requirements and fully honored the commit
ment. This continued for two years. They congratulated me and gave me a rebate: one
day, they came here and gave me Three hundred thousand Francs in cash. I did not
know what was going on. I went to Conakry and asked what the money was for. They
told me that it was a yearly rebate because I had been a good customer. They extended
my credit to 10 millions Francs CFA, which was a lot of money at the time. I contin
ued with my cloth and fashion business and my gas dealership until the Revolution
suppressed everything. By that time I had a substantial capital. I had even saved the
three hundred thousand rebate I got from the gas company in addition to the profits 1
was making on my other businesses (my translation from Pulaar).
As this case illustrates, many Fulbe entrepreneurs in the colonial period had to resort to
partnership or loans to expand their businesses. The lack of accumulation among them
meant that they had to rely on to expatriate capital or to capital provided by expatriates. In

13. Dress shoes that were very fashionable at the time.
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this regard, the role of the Lebanese in setting up many of them was crucial. Not only was
Lebanese capital (along with the migrant's capital) the most available source of fundmg
for the burgeoning entrepreneurs, it was also from the Lebanese that most of the Fulbe
traders at that time learned the skills required for the profession. The cozy relationship
established then between the two communities proved to be a long-lasting one, for when
the Lebanese began to depart from Guinea in anticipation or in the wake of the Socialist
Revolution in the country, they left most of their businesses in the hands of their former
Fulbe employees or partners.'"*
Another aspect of Fulbe entrepreneurship illustrated by the case above is the variety of
niches which Fulbe traders exploited during the colonial period. Unlike the Malinke, who
have had a long tradition in the entrepreneurial field and who have established solid
commercial niches such as sales of kola and Palm oil, the Fulbe entrepreneurs in the
colonial period did not occupy specific niches. Their commercial drive was mainly
motivated by profit. They were quick to innovate or to move to other commercial niches if
they judged them to be more lucrative. This type of "free-lance" trade not only made
Fulbe entrepreneurial activities highly flexible, but it also allowed the Fulbe to cover vast
areas and to adapt their commerce much more easily to the changing realities.

14. One of my informants told me about a good rapport that he had with a Lebanese in Labe. After the
socialist revolution was proclaimed in Guinea, the Lebanese in question was summoned 4 times at Camp
Boiro where political prisoners were held and executed. After he got back to Labe, he felt that his arrest was
imminent and decided to flee the country. He came to see my informant and told him about his secret plans
and gave him the titles of five of his properties in Labe. He told him that if he does not come back, he should
keep the houses. That was in 1963. The Lebanese merchant came back in 1987, after the socialist regime
was toppled down. My informant restituted the titles to him. When he decided that he no longer wanted to
stay in Guinea, he resold his properties to my informants at an affordable price according to the latter. This,
my informant said, was the type of honesty that all successful entrepreneurs had to show to be trusted with
loan money.
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As the entrepreneurial history of my informant revealed, the Fulbe did not confine
themselves to the sale of any particular product. In a span of one decade or so, my
informant moved from the sale of kola nuts to the garment and fashion business to
managing a gas station. The Fulbe would take up any commercial activity that could
generate high and steady profits. In order to be able to respond quickly to the various
opportunities in Guinea and in the neighboring countries, my informants told me that they
made sure they incorporated the acquisition of a reliable means of transportation into their
commercial strategies. In this regard, the most successful among them were those who
managed to secure a truck to help them link these vast areas quickly and depending on the
opportunities that were present at the time. "A truck was your best ally at that time," a
sixty-nine year old informant from Labe explained.
If you hear that kola prices in Soussou land were good, you would quickly go to Kankan and get your supplies, put them in your truck and head to Conakry or Dubreka.
This way you are assured of a big profit. If you waited for a public transportation, the
opportunity might not have been there when you arrived and you might have lost a lot
of money. If you heard of opportunities in Sierra Leone, you would do the same^^ (my
translation from Pulaar).
In sum, faced with the lack of economic opportunities in Futa Djallon and the crushing
burden of both traditional and colonial taxes, the majority of the Fulbe in the colonial
period had to rely on outside sources of capital to initiate their entrepreneurial activities. In
this regard, migrants' capital and sponsorship by Lebanese merchants were crucial to the
take-off of trade activities in the region. Fulbe capital expansion was secured for the most
part through loans and partnerships skillfully contracted according to the targeted

15. Intep/iew with El Hadj Oury Tandene in Labe December 4th, 1997).
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economic opportunities. In the absence of any binding commercial tradition, the Fulbe did
not, during the colonial period, occupy specific niches. They were always ready to change
their corrunercial practices according to the economic opportunities that were present. In
this regard, their ability to act swiftly had always given them a remarkable edge over those
who were slower to respond to the economic opportunities.
However, if the Fulbe were able to develop successful and reliable enterprises by the
end of the colonial period, their accumulation spree and future commercial activities (and
those of the other ethnic groups) would be halted suddenly by the political developments
that took place after Guinea's accession to independence in 1958. The following chapter
will deal with the policy initiatives to establish self-determination, the party politics it
generated and the history of independent Guinea and how it changed the entrepreneurial
context in the country.
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CHAPTER 7: GUINEA'S ROAD TO INDEPENDENCE AND THE
INTERNAL PARTY POLITICS

tntroduction

Although the European colonial stranglehold on many African countries was
completed by the beginning of the twentieth century, its grip on the African populations
was short-lived due to political developments in Europe and other parts of the world. The
First World War and its accompanying hardships, combined with the global economic
depression of the late 1920s, made the colonial adventure hard to maintain as there were
not enough resources to allocate to the European enterprise. In addition, the First World
War raised moral, ethical and political issues that were hard to conceal from the liberal
forces in Europe as well as to the Afncan populations who foUght on the side of their
conquerors from 1914 to 1918. Indeed, if the world coalition against Germany was driven
by a sense of moral outrage against the latter's occupation of parts of European countries,
the colonial powers were unable to explain their occupation of Afncan, Asian and Latin
American countries at the same time they were fighting to uphold the ideals of freedom
and self-government. This blatant contradiction helped to highlight the double standard to
which the colonies were subjected, and provided a moral background against which
colonialism in Africa and its exploitative policies regarding economic extraction, taxation
civil liberties could be criticized.
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But if the First V/orld War was exposed the moral and ethical contradictions
characterizing the European powers' policies at the time, and gave a voice to a burgeoning
movement against these inconsistent policies, the Second World War would serve as a
major catalyst to all these concerns, and signal the need for immediate changes. Indeed, in
the aftermath of the war a myriad of social, political, intellectual as well as cultural
developments forced the European Powers to undertake serious political reforms in regard
to their colonies, and in certain cases to make concessions which had never been
envisioned. These developments that began before, during, and or immediately after the
war, set in motion a number of political reforms that ultimately led to the decolonization
of Asian countries first, and in the late 1950s, of the African countries as well.
The next section will briefly review the major events that triggered the process of
decolonization in Afiica. It will also developments in French Guinea that led its anticolonial political leaders to say "no" to the project of a French Federation with African
countries proposed by de Gaulle.

Major Factors Leading to Decolonization

The process of decolonization, which materialized in the emancipation of many
African countries in the 1960s, was triggered by a number of political and cultural events
rooted in the moral condemnation voiced around the world after Italian forces invaded
Ethiopia, an independent country on October 3, 1935. Motivated partly by the desire to
avenge an earlier humiliation suffered at the hands of the Ethiopian Emperor Manelik in
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1896, and partly by imperialist ambitions'(Mazrui and Tidy 1984:2), the Italian invasion
of Ethiopia on October 3, 1935 was met with great disapprobation by the international
community in Europe and elsewhere. It created a deep sense of moral outrage among
African intellectuals and radicalized the positions of many among them vis-a-vis White
colonialism. Indeed, for many intellectuals, Ethiopia's 2000-year history of independence
was the only relic of past African empires at which they looked with great pride and joy.
The invasion of that country and the violation of its sovereignty were tantamount to a
further and deeper assault on African dignity, and as such, generated a very emotional
reaction among the intellectuals, even those who had taken moderate stances on
colonialism. Consequently, people began criticizing the colonial policies and asking for
reforms to curtail the abuses of the powerful over the weak. This political platform,
presented by Haile Selassie after he took asylum in England, became the moral rallying
cry for Black intellectuals and their supporters everywhere.
In addition to catalyzing moral denunciations of European imperialism, the invasion of
Ethiopia presented a great political dilemma to the members of the League of Nations,
among which was Ethiopia. The violation of one member-state's sovereignty by another
was an unacceptable act that required condemnation. France and Great Britain could have
averted the Italian invasion of Ethiopia but chose to look away (Mazrui and Tidy, 1984:2).
They were forced by the logic of subsequent events, however, to add their voices to the
growing number of colonies and peoples who were outraged by a blatant act of territorial

1. Italy wanted to add Ethiopia to its Eritrean and Somali territories to form an Italian Empire in The Horn
of Afiica.
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aggression. Yet, by condemning the Italy's violation of Ethiopia, France and Great
Britain, by the same token, exposed the hypocrisy of their own colonial policies. If
Ethiopia had the right to freedom and self-determination, why should the French and
British colonies not enjoy the same right? This line of inquiry helped to convert the debate
about colonial occupation from a purely political argument into a moral issue. This shift
helped to popularize the issue and to win many previously disinterested parties over to the
cause of the weak and dominated nations.
Mounting moral outrage over the colonial policies, triggered by the invasion of
Ethiopia, set in motion important political and administrative changes that eventually led
to the decolonization in Asia and Africa. However, the shift of power at the end of World
War II was the main factor that brought the weakened colonial powers to their knees
(Yansane, 1984:27-8). Even though victorious, the allied European nations were
economically devastated and worn out by the by the six-year war. Their once powerfiil
economies were in shambles and could hardly sustain another war, especially if it were to
be waged thousands of miles away from Europe. Yet, demands for rapid and radical
reforms were mounting, especially in the Asian colonies, and the European Powers were
forced to address these demands if they were to avoid violent reactions to their rule.
Demands from the colonies for self-determination or radical reforms were ftieled partly
by promises made to the colonies in exchange for their fiill participation in the war effort,
and partly by the psychological strength the soldiers from the colonies gained from their
interaction with Europeans and experiences with European-led armies. Indeed, as a
condition of their active participation in the war effort, many colonial political leaders in
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had been guaranteed substantially greater autonomy. However, at the end of the war,
many of these leaders felt that the colonial powers were dragging their feet, and as a result,
demanded immediate action. Furthermore, by travelling to Europe and fighting alongside
European armies in the different war theaters, soldiers from the various colonies had
obtained first-hand knowledge of the European reality. They discovered, for instance, that
the military might that they had faced earlier during the colonial conquest was not as
invincible as it once appeared. They saw European soldiers die in great numbers and
whole battalions being destroyed. These observations helped to demystify the European
military machine and revealed that, far firom invincible, European soldiers were just as
vulnerable as any other soldier (Mazrui and Tidy 1984:19-20). From a social perspective,
the soldiers from the colonies were able to see rich as well as poor Europeans; educated as
well as uneducated ones, and this gave them a clear idea of how different and unequal
these populations were. But most of all, the soldiers from the colonies met other
Europeans who were opposed to the colonial rule and who were doing their best to fight it.
The military and social discoveries that these soldiers made provided them with a strong
psychological boost to demand immediate changes as soon as the war was over (Mazrui
and Tidy 1984:20).
The emergence of the United States of America (USA) and the Union of the Socialist
Soviet Republics (USSR) as the world's uncontested superpowers after the war, and their
anti-colonial traditions also played a major role in the decolonization process. At the
margin of the scramble for colonies around the mid-l800s, the USA and the USSR had
relatively few colomal possessions at the end of the Second World War. Consequently,
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they had no problem raising the issue of decolonization with their victorious allies, France
and Great Britain. Motivated partly by humanitarian concerns, and partly by an interest in
consolidating a new world political order in which their newly acquired superpower status
would prevail, the two countries began, to press for the liberation of the European colonies
in Africa and Asia. The desire to rid the colonies of the exclusive political and economic
influence of Western Europe, and the unavowed intention to advance their economic,
social and ideological agenda to these colonies, were certainly determinant factors in the
two superpowers' push for decolonization.
The creation of the United Nations (U.N) in 1945. The U.N, and its adoption of a new
charter calling for the right of all people to freedom and self-government also contributed
to the decolonization process. The U.N. became a podium from which the right of the
colonized to self-determination was openly advocated. Armed with what is commonly
referred to as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, political leaders in the colonies
argued that the right to self-government was a sine qua non condition for a genuine
achievement of the ftmdamental

human rights.

Consequently, they demanded that

immediate and radical reforms be effected toward that end, in compliance with the U. N.
resolutions.
Finally, the moral and diplomatic support provided by the Asian countries after their
independence, proved to be crucial in generating added pressure for the emancipation of
African countries. The Bandung Conference, held in 1955, exemplifies this support.
Having already achieved self-determination, Asian countries, such as India, joined their
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voices to the growing number of those in the United Nations calling for the end to the
European occupation of the Afiican colonies.

Early Developments in French African Colonies

Although the Brazzaville Conference of 1944 was convened to address the African
leaders's growing political claims, it did little to appease the nationalist feeling that was
slowly sweeping over the colonies. Held without any African representative, the meeting
was attended only by General de Gaulle and the French colonial administrators in Africa.
As a result, it did not achieve much in terms of satisfying the real African political
aspirations. Apart from few reforms judged timid by the African nationalists, such as the
commitment to industrialize the colonies, the proclamation of the right of the African
populations to work and to education, and the abolition of the ''indigenar' status, the
Conference was notorious for its conservatism (Mazrui and Tidy 1984; Nelson and et. al.
1975; Suret-Canale 1970; Yansane 1984). The Conference also proposed that the colonies
send representatives to the French Constituent Assembly among whom would be a
number of Africans, and recommended that the colonies be accorded political
representation in the future federal assembly. However, its failure to incorporate Africans
into the political process and to address the real concerns of the African masses led many

2. The '"indigenar refers to a series of laws that allowed the coloaial administrators to arbitrarily detain or
impose coerced labor on the populations without any lawful justification of their actions.
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political leaders to question the French commitment to real and radical reforms in the
colonies.
Indeed, the Conference's recommendation of an increased African participation in
French institutions was interpreted by many either as a way of delaying the process of
emancipation or as unwillingness to proceed with the needed reforms. The draft
constitution adopted at the end of the Conference made clear the French position on the
issue of self-determination in the African colonies:
The objectives of the task of civilization, accomplished by France in her colonies, rule out any idea of
autonomy, any possibility of an evolution outside the Frcnch block of the empire: the eventual creation,
even in the distant future of self-determination for the colonies must be ruled out....The particular
interests of the territories are administered and managed by local assemblies, elected by universal and
direct suffrage (quoted in Yansane 1984:48).

Even though the Brazzaville Conference had served to reaffirm the France's
sovereignty over its African colonies, the French Constitution of 1946 introduced
measures that granted the colonies more political autonomy and control over budgetary
decisions than the Conference's draft initially outlined. At the local level, the colonies
were allowed to form Territorial Assemblies {Conseils Generaux) whose members would
act in an advisory capacity on matters related to the administration, budget, loans, and
infrastructure expenditures. The members of these Territorial Assemblies were elected
from two separate colleges. The first "college" included, in its majority, Europeans and a
few ^"evolues"^ who had acquired the French citizenship, whereas the second "college"
was mostly composed of African "subjects." At the federal level, the 1946 constitution
made provisions for the establishment of the '^Grand ConseW (Federal Assembly) that
would be in charge of making some decisions regarding the administration of the
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territorial units of the Afrique de I 'Quest Frangaise (AOF) and the Afrique Equatoriale
Fran<;aise (AEF). Indeed, in addition to administrating the colonies on an individual basis,
the French colonial authorities had also regrouped their territories in Africa into two larger
administrative units: Afrique Occidentale Franijaise (French West African Federation) and
Afrique Equatoriale Fran9aise (Federation of French Equatorial Africa).'* Each federation
was headed, by a French Governor-General, the one residing in Dakar for the AOF and the
one in Brazzaville for the AEF. The new federal assembly made decisions on matters such
as the general budget, decentralization and so on.
Despite the controversy that such limited reforms generated among the representatives
of the French colonies, the deputies from Black French Africa voted unanimously for its
adoption. Only some representatives from

North Africa and Madagascar demanded

political independence. Thus, the seeds of a French West African community closely
linked to the Metropole were planted. However, despite their approval of a federation with
France, the deputies from French West Africa were opposed to colonialism and wanted a
union founded on "equality of rights and duties without prejudice with respect to race or
religion" (Nelson et. al. 1975:31).

3. The French colonial administration had divided the African population into two main, but demographically unequal, groups. Those who had accepted the colonial assimilationist policy through their loyalty to
the administration and their level of integration into the French social project were labelled'"evolues". Those
who remained at the margin of that integration were simply given the status of "subjects" and were subjected
to the '^Indigenar. Evolue can be translated as "enlightened. But in the Afncan colonial context, it means
someone who is culturally emancipated. In other words, someone who is assimilated to the French culture.
4. The Afrique Occidentale Frangaise was created in 1904. Its purpose was to end the border disputes that
often arose among the different French territories in West Africa. The colonial administrators of these differ
ent colonies often had expansionist ambitions in order to raise the level of taxes in their tem'tories. The
Afrique Equatoriale Frangaise was created in 1910 to initially deal with the same issues as in the AOF.
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Back in Africa at the end of the parliamentary session, many African leaders, among
whom were Leopold Cedar Senghor of Senegal and Houphouet Boigny of Ivory Coast,
expressed their disappointment for having signed the articles of the constitution. "We
voted for the French Union against our will" declared Boigny, and Senghor added that the
French Union was a marriage of reason (Camara 1976:25). In spite of this major setback
to their political aspirations, the African leaders vowed to keep on pushing for more
radical reforms.
Their dissatisfaction with the 1946 constitution centered on the unequal relationship
between the colonies and the Metropole within the Union, and they specifically objected
to the arbitrary number of representatives they were accorded in the French assembly.
French Africa, with a total population of 20 million inhabitants, was apportioned with 22
seats, whereas the Metropole sent 544 representatives for a population of forty and half
million people (Camara 1976:25). African leaders also resented the administrative
organization emanating from the new constitution. The appointment of a French governor
at the head of each territory, and the division of the latter into cercles and subdivisions also
run by administrators from the Metropole, were perceived by the African representatives
as curtailing the rights of the African masses to a broader autonomy, as stated in the same
constimtion. As a result, the representatives, found the new constitution wanting on many
issues and resolved to demand more radical reforms. They expressed the need for a more
concerted action among them.
In that regard, a conference was convened in October 1946 by the Rassemblement
Democratique Africain (RDA) headed by Felix Houphouet Boigny of Ivory Coast. In
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addition to harmonizing the program of the party with the constitution of the French
Union (Riviere 1977:63), the conference purported to draft a common platform to fight
colonial oppression and to force France to carry out more radical reforms (Mazrui and
Tidy 1984; Nelson et. al. 1975; Yansane 1984). However, repression against its members,
and pressures from

various sources eventually forced the RDA to adopt a more

conciliatory stance vis-a-vis the French colonial rule later on. But despite this political
setback, the EIDA was able to extend its influence in many French-speaking African
countries and to plant the seeds of militant radicalism in these territories.

The Rise of Guinean Political Parties

Practically speaking, when African representatives were elected to the French
assemblies, there were no organized political parties in the colonies. The bulk of the
deputies who went to France were elected thanks to their personal reputations rather than
on the basis of their political platforms, and they did not represent independent political
organizations in their territories. Consequently, when they sat in legislative bodies, they
affiliated themselves with the main French political parties. African parliamentarians of a
socialist persuasion joined the Section Frangaise de L 'Internationale Ouvriere (SFIO) and
those from the Rassemblement Democratique Africain allied themselves with the French
Communist Party through its Mouvement Unifie de la Resistance (MUR), whereas the
independent parliamentarians joined the French Party of Independents (Yansane 1984:50).
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In Guinea, the political scene at the end of the Second World War was dominated by a
few local organizations which owed their existence more to ethnic and regional loyalties
than to political and ideological positions. The Comite de la Basse Guinee represented the
Coastal area (Lower Guinea) with an overwhelming Soussou majority. The Amicale
Gilbert Vieillard^ of Middle Guinea represented the Fulbe ethnic group and their fief, the
Futa Djallon. Haute Guinee (Upper Guinea) was represented by the Union du Mande with
a Malinke dominant. Finally, the Union Forestiere represented the various ethnic groups
of the Guinee Forestiere (Forestial Region). For the first few years after the War, the
leaders of these five political formations showed little interest in the general problems
affecting the colony; they mainly catered to the needs of the members of their own
constituencies. However, with the party politics brought about by the adoption of the 1946
constitution, these local and ethnically-based organizations took up national issues and
grew to be real political parties that the colonial administration had to reckon with.
The November 18, 1946 legislative elections for the French National Assembly not
only marked the right of passage for some of the ethnically-based political formations,
such as the Amicale Gilbert Vieillard, but they also sounded the death knoll for others
such as the Comite de la Basse-Guinee. The election of Yacine Diallo, a Pullo candidate
running for the Amicale Gilbert Vieillard, and that of Mamba Sano, representing the RDA,
propelled these two burgeoning Guinean political parties into the international arena.
Sano's affiliation with the French Communist Party and Diallo's with the SFIO helped

5. The association is named after Gilbert Vieillard, a Frenchmen who had done extensive research on the
Fulbe in Futa Djallon and who, along the way, made very good friends among them.
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bring a certain international legitimacy to these parties and lifted them from their relative
anonymity in the country to the status of mass parties. This international legitimacy,
combined with the direct advantages of associations with the main parties in the
Metropole, made the affiliation to the latter very attractive to the Guinean political
formations (Riviere 1977:64).
For a while, the Amicale Gilbert Vieillard md the RDA dominated the political debate
in the territory. Diallo, backed mainly by the elite in Futa Djallon and other regions such
as Lower Guinea, was very conservative in his stance toward colonial rule. In his Le
Progrh Africain, he defended the assimilationist policy espoused by his party's affiliate
in the Metropole, the SFIO. Diallo's position on various issues reflected a status quo
approach and the desire to preserve the advantages of the traditional chieftainship in the
country. As to the Parti Democratique de Guinea (PDG), the local branch of the RDA
founded on May 14, 1947, its political platform was much more radical vis-a-vis colonial
rule. From early on, the PDG committed itself to the creation of a mass party and began to
recruit successfully from the urban working class and the rural populations. It also sought
and obtained the endorsement of the leaders of many ethnic groups, especially in the
Forest Region. However, PDG's successful recruitment and growing membership was
halted by the wave of repressions and intimidations directed at the French Communist
Party's affiliates after the latter joined the French opposition in 1947 (Camara 1976;
Mazrui and Tidy 1984; Nelson et. al. 1975; Riviere 1977; Suret-Canale 1970; Yansane
1984).
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Important dissensions began to appear within the PDG's ranks. In 1948, both the Union
du Mande and the Union Forestiere, which had previously joined the party, left it, causing
disarray among the leaders. The resignation of an influential member of the party. Deputy
Mamba Sano, created a chilling moral effect within the PDG constituencies and
occasioned even further desertions. Those who remained firmly committed to the PDG
and its program experienced constant harassment, and some were even imprisoned for
their membership or relocated to areas in French West Africa where their influence on the
Guinean masses was minimal. As a result of this political witch-hunt, the PDG lost much
of its initial momentum, and the euphoric adherence to the party it had generated dwindled
as well (Camara 1976; Nelson et. al. 1975; Riviere 1977; Yansane 1984).
The internal dissension and the desertions from the PDG ranks favored the emergence
of a new organization on the political scene in Guinea. Made up mostly of former RDA
militants, the members of the Union du Mande, Union Forestiere, Amicale Gilbert
Vieillard, and the Comite d'Union de Basse-Guinee, this new political party, Le Comiie
d'Entente Guineenne (founded on July I, 1949), set itself, from the outset, the task of
offering a more conciliatory political platform vis-a-vis colonial rule than that presented
by the PDG.
The declared objectives of the entente committee, which was affiliated with no Metropolitan party, were
to strengthen the fraternal bonds unidng Guinea's regional groups and to enter into contact with the
French administrators, with a view of studying together, in a spirit of comprehension, ways of raising the
country's economic and social standards.
Beginning with the first issue of its press organ, la Voixde la Guinee, the entente committee praised
France's civilizing mission and the benefits brought to Guinea by Frencli colonization (Riviere 1977:6667).
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In other words, the purpose of the Comite d'Entente Guineenne was to offer the French
colonial authorities an alternative to the radical demands that the PDG came to incamate
in the eyes of the administration and to further sap its popularity.
Indeed, the PDG's political platform, shaped by the unionist tradition of many of its
prominent leaders, was the main target of the new political party. Lining up opposite the
PDG almost on every issue affecting the colony, the Comite d'Entente Guineenne blasted
the former's social programs and described its members as "agitators inimical to law and
order" (Riviere 1977:67). The PDG depicted the Comite d'Entente as a group of
reactionaries desperately clinging to the privileges of chieftaincy and unable to represent
the real aspirations of the Guinean people. For a while, the political debate in Guinea
centered around the diatribes that each of these political formations were sending each
other.
Notoriously absent from these mutual attacks was the Guinean branch of the SFIO
which, in October 1954, assumed the name La Democratie Socialiste de Guinee or DSG
(Camara 1976; Riviere 1977). Relatively spared from attacks by both parties, the DSG
was, however, much closer to the PDG in political orientation than to the Comite
d'Entente. Even though from a reputedly conservative milieu (Futa Djallon), the leader of
the new party, Ibrahima Barry (known as Barry EH) espoused a very similar platform to
that of the PDG. Barry IH opposed the chieftaincy in Guinea, as well as the Algerian War,
and favored the evolution of Black African territories toward a federal union. Only a
personality clash between an authoritarian self-taught Sekou Toure and a proud
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University-graduate Barry III prevented the merger of their parties in the mid-1950s
(Riviere 1977:70).

PDG's Dominance of the Guinean Political Scene

The political repression against the members of the RDA-affiHated PDG, combined
with the internal dissensions within the party itself and the constant attacks by the Comite
d'Entente on the former's program and political tactics, seriously curtailed the PDG's
membership. However, by 1952, the party slowly regained the popularity it enjoyed prior
to 1947. Weary of the liabilities that their association with the Communist Party were
generating, the PDG leaders, encouraged by Fran9ois Mitterand and Rene Pleven, then coleaders of the Union Democratique et Socialiste de la resistance (UDSR), ended their
affiliation with the Communists on behalf of the socialists on February 6, 1952. Despite
the assimilationist agenda of the UDSR, the newly forged partnership not only marked the
end of the harassment the PDG leaders were undergoing, but it also helped carry on the
unionist tradition which the party had upheld from the very beginning. The election of
Sekou Toure, a rising unionist, as the Secretary General of the party that same year
confirmed this trend and occasioned the adherence of many Guineans to the newly
invigorated party. In the early 1950s the Guinean economy expanded due to the mining of
bauxite and other minerals. Consequently, a growing industrial labor force emerged
whose grievances and demands were mostly channelled through various trade unions
affiliated with those in the Metropole.
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Toure's first recruits came from the members of the CGT {Confederation Generate du
Travail), a communist-dominated labor organization in which he played a leading role.
His connections within the organization, combined with his oratorical skills and debating
abilities, allowed him to tap a pool of militants from

various ethnic and regional

backgrounds. He was successful in his recruitments partly because of his proven abilities
as a union leader. His social commitment to and advocacy for the '"masses laborieuses"
helped him build a party that neither counted on the support of the chieftaincy nor on that
of any particular ethnic group. As a matter of fact, Toure's agenda was, from the very
begirming, to fight the negative effects that traditional chieftaincies and ethnic exclusivity
had on the social and economic emancipation of the Guinean masses. It is not surprising,
therefore, that his most fervent opponents came from the Futa Djallon and the Haute
Guinee (his native region) where the local chieftancies still had strongholds. Sekou
Toure's gained strength by cleverly capitalizing on the grievances of both the industrial
workers, victims of lower wages, and the farmers in rural areas, crushed by the demands
of an increasingly confused chieftaincy. This drive to bring the marginalized segments of
the Guinean society into the mainstream also led him to pay special attention to issues
confronting women and youth. Indeed, thanks to Toure's impulsion, the PDG became the
only party in the country to formally include women and youth issues in its political
platform. This foresight proved to be very beneficial as scores of people from the two
social categories rushed to increase the party's membership.
PDG's emergence as the dominant party in Guinea, however, had its roots in the 1953
strike during which its leader, Sekou Tour^ gained national as well as international fame
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(Camara 1976). Following demands for an increase in minimum wages, the CGT, with the
support of Sekou Toure, launched in September of that year, a general strike that was
followed only partially and for a short time in many French West African countries (a
maximum of 2 days). In Guinea, however, the strike lasted for seventy days, mostly
through Toure's persistence, and the Guinean workers were able to not only secure
substantial wage increases for themselves, but also for other workers throughout French
West Africa as well (Camara 1976; Nelson et. al. 1975; Riviere 1977). This phenomenal
quality as a leader earned Sekou Toure many followers who, at one time or another, joined
his party, the PDG.
Sekou Toure's connection with the rural masses was also widely demonstrated in 1953
through his election to the Territorial Assembly. Ruxming against a popular fellow
Malinke politician, Toure was able to win the representation of Beyla thanks to the
support of farmers in this mostly rural administrative division. These two resounding
successes elevated his political stature within Guinea and in the Metropole and at the same
time earned the PDG the status of a mass party working for the well-being of the
disfranchised groups in Guinea.

The Deepening of Political Differences in the Wake of the Loi Cadre

Despite the popularity it enjoyed among the Guinean population, the PDG remained
the party to destroy both in the eyes of its main rival political parties and the colonial
administration in Guinea. PDG's previous association with the Communist Party,
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combined with its radical platform and sometimes violent political methods (e.g. beating
of political opponents and burning their houses), made it the favorite target of the colonial
authorities as well as the leaders of the other political formations.
In order to diffuse the tension between the RDA-affiliated PDG and the local colonial
administration, Houphouet-Boigny, leader of the RDA, summoned the Coordinating
Committee in Conakry in 1955. During a four-day meeting (July 8 to 11), the leaders of
the RDA redefined the political orientation of their movement and reiterated the
termination of their affiliation with the Communists. The new political direction outlined
by the Coordinating Committee reaffirmed RDA's adherence to the French Union,
encouraged a policy of dialogue and reform in North Africa, and finally, stated the
movement's option for a federal orientation with regard to French Black Africa (Camara
1976:37). While this stance (more reconciliatory than the PDG's earlier radical positions)
succeeded in modifying the attitude of the colonial administration in Guinea vis-a-vis the
PDG, it did nothing to improve the relationship between the latter and the other opposing
political formations. Indeed, PDG's increasing popularity became a growing concem for
these rival parties, which decided to form a united front to prevent the PDG from gaining
more political ground.
In reality, the concerted effort to isolate the PDG and neutralize its political clout had
been attempted a year earlier with relative success. Following the death of Yacine Diallo,
one of the three Guinean deputies in the French National Assembly, in April 1954, partial
elections were held in Jime for the vacant seat. Conscious of the growing strength of the
PDG and its questionable political methods, the rival parties formed a Coordinating
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Committee to oppose its candidacy. The Committee, made up of the various regional
groupings and backed by their conservative chieftaincies, chose to throw their vote behind
one single candidate. In this regard, a consensus was reached whereby the Futa Djallon
designated a candidate since the deceased deputy was a Pullo. In return, the Futa conceded
the seats of Senator and Conseiller de I'Union to candidates from the other regional
political formations. Thus, Diawadou Barry, a native of Futa Djallon and from a ruling
family, was chosen to represent the Committee in the race for the French National
Assembly. Despite the PDG's claims of irregularities in the vote and the colonial
government's admission ot guilt, Diawadou Barry was confirmed as the new Guinean
deputy (Gailey 1972:242). This failure notwithstanding, the PDG came out of the contest
reinvigorated, as it secured 34.6 of the votes that were cast (Riviere 1977:69).
In any event, the coalition against PDG's slate of candidates was judged as the most
efficient way to counter its political influence. Thus, a decision was made to tum the
Coordinating Committee into a formal political party known as the Bloc Africain de
Guinee (BAG). Despite this move, however, the leaders of the BAG were unable to form a
united opposition because the DSG and its leader Barry LU distanced themselves from the
conservative stance of the newly formed coalition. Indeed, during its first convention, held
(August, 1955) shortly after the RDA's Coordinating Committee meeting, the BAG, in its
effort to discredit the PDG, denounced the latter's intention to "substitute itself for the
legally established authorities through terrorism and false propaganda," called for the
"maintenance of valid traditional structures" and at the same time invited the traditional
rulers to take advantage of the "opportunity to adapt themselves to the demands of modem
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life" (Camara 1976:38). In its political platform, the BA.G reiterated, among other things,
its commitment to "one and indivisible republic" and called for an administrative
decentralization giving more decision-making powers to the Territorial Assemblies. This
conservative attitude was later on confirmed by the party's adoption of a pro-Western
stance. The support that the BAG enjoyed from Guinea's traditional aristocracy turned out
to be the decisive factor in the DSG's choice not joining the coalition. Consequently, the
latter was, up until 1956, spared from PDG's verbal attacks.
Meanwhile, by 1955, the political rivalry between the PDG and the BAG had escalated
to violence. In order to loosen the traditional aristocracy's grip over the rural masses in
Futa Djallon, the PDG created special brigades to harass and brutalize the chiefs and their
auxiliaries. This questionable political maneuver revived certain ethnic and regionalist
sensibilities that were waning thanks to the impact of the trade unions and the political
coalitions that were being formed. For instance, while many DSG members were opposed
to the chieftaincy and were fighting for its demise, they disapproved of the PDG's violent
methods to combat this social institution. After all, these aristocrats were immediate or
extended family members of some who opposed them. The use of violence against close
or distant kin often resulted in death or loss of substantial wealth, and triggered emotional
ethnic bonds and sympathy even among those who, politically, shared PDG's view that
the institution of chieftaincy should be eradicated. Consequently, by 1956, when the
PDG's political violence intensified, there was a growing number of "liberal" Fulbe who,
while in agreement with the PDG's political platform, were turned off by its violent
methods. This, in part, explained the DSG's reluctant decision to finally join the BAG in
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attacking the PDG. This move, however, did not prevent the latter from making headway
even among the populations of Futa Djallon from which both Diawadou Barry and Barry
III hailed. The results of the January 1956 elections for the French National Assembly
confirmed the unabated popularity of the PDG, as the party secured over 60% of the votes
and won two of the three seats that were available (Riviere 1977).

The Debate Around the 1956 LOI-CADRE

In the midst of the political activity taking place in French Africa, the French National
Assembly passed a number of legislative measures in June 1956 intended to radically
change the nature of the relationship between France and its colonies in Africa. Referred
to as the Loi Cadre (Enabling Act), the new law instituted a one-college vote with
universal suffrage, instead of the previous two-college vote system. It shifted the
legislative powers of the existing federal groupings (AOF and AEF) to the individual
Territorial Assemblies and demoted the former to a mere consultative role. The Territorial
Assemblies were to be headed by the Governor of the colony and were given wider roles
such as the election of a vice-president for the Government Council (local executive) and
to designate ministers. They were also given considerable authority over the local budget,
territorial administration, decentralization and so on. In essence, the Loi Cadre aimed to
build individual relations between France and its colonizil territories in Africa, instead of a
federal approach through the AOF and the AEF.
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Although approved by an overwhelming majority in the French Assembly (446 against
98), the passage of the Loi Cadre created two camps among the African representatives in
Paris. The first camp, identified with Felix Houphouet Boigny of Ivory Coast, saw in the
new law a progressive attitude and a genuine approach to giving larger autonomy to the
local populations.^ The proponents of the Loi Cadre argued that the federal executives
were creating unnecessary overlaps between the local administration and Paris' domain,
and that these overlaps occasioned heavy financial burdens in the territories (Camara
1976:41). The other camp, associated with Leopold Cedar Senghor of Senegal, opposed
the Loi Cadre on the ground that it would be disadvantageous to the individual African
countries and that it would lead to the balkanization of the continent. In Sum, neither camp
opposed union with France. The contested issue was whether this union should be
approached from the perspective of an African federation or from that of individual
relations with the metropole.
Consequently, at the time when the merits of the 1956 Loi Cadre were being debated
both in France and in Africa, the issue of immediate self-determination was not raised by
either camp. Even Sekou Toure, with his radical platform, did not demand immediate
independence; he opted for a federation with France. His position, however, changed later,
partly because of the intransigence of the colonial authorities and partly because of a clash
of personalities between him and General de Gaulle.
6. It is not clear which personal reasons motivated the other African representatives to approve the Loi
cadre, given its emphasis on individual relationship with the Metropole, which certainly would be one
sided. However, many analysts had argued that Houphouet-Boigny's leading role in the passage of the law
was motivated by his unwillingness to share his country's abundant wealth with other poor African coun
tries. In a federal system, the Ivory Coast would have to support countries like Upper Volta (today Burkina
Faso) which are not endowed with many natural resources.
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The Referendum and the Guinean Choice

The debate around the Loi cadre continued to dominate much of the political activity in
Guinea and in the other French colonies of Africa. Indeed, like the 1946 constitution, the
African leaders found that the Loi Cadre restrained the local population's aspirations to a
broader and more effective autonomy. France's presence and decision-making powers in
almost every sphere of the local administration were interpreted by a number of politicians
as contradictory to the spirit of the new law which purported to give the African masses
more say and a much larger representation in local issues affecting them directly.' The
French authorities lacked a real commitment to more radical reforms, and this created a
deep sense of despair and anger among some of the African representatives, as well as the
populations in the colonies.
Eventually, therefore, more radical demands were made by newly-created political
parties such as the PAI {Parti Africain pour I 'Independance, founded in September 1957)
and also by a few African student groups in Paris. Yet, France's omnipresence, even in
local matters, continued to frustrate the African leaders, making them feel powerless. This
feeling reactivated the debate over an African federation with the Metropole, as advocated
by Senghor, so that the colonies might have fair and equal bargaining power (Camara
1976:51). The implementation of the Loi Cadre^ posed obvious problems for many
African representatives. Nevertheless, the two camps (Senghor's and Houphouet-

7. For more details about these aspects of the Loi Cadre, see Camara (1976:47-51).
8. Guinea was an exception, for there the PDG benefited enonnously from the implementation of the newlaw. This point will be discussed below.
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Boigny's) remained deeply entrenched in their positions. Houphouet was still opposed to
the Federations of the AOF and AEF, and wanted a union with France based exclusively
on individual relations with the Metropole. The political platform defended by Senghor
called for autonomy in each territory, the maintenance of the Federations of the AOF and
AEF, and finally, the integration of these federations into a French Federal Republic.
In the meantime, dissatisfaction with the Loi Cadre was mounting rapidly in Guinea,
and Sekou Toure found himself torn between, on one hand, the federal stance that his
party, the PDG, wanted him to adopt, and the opposing position of his interterritorial
affiliate, the RDA, on the other. When Toure finally opted for the maintenance of the
Federations of the AOF and AEF, a rifl was created with his former political mentor,
Houphouet-Boigny. Indeed, at the RDA's third interterritorial convention, held in
Bamako, Mali in September of 1957, to which many French and African political leaders
were invited, Houphouet-Boigny and his view of a direct federation with France were
defeated. The majority of the African leaders at the conference found the Loi Cadre
outdated and demanded more radical reforms that would make provisions for the right of
the African countries to independence. This prevision, they argued, was a sine qua non
condition for their adherence to the federation, as it ensured fairness and equality within
the union (Camara 1976:60-61).
The political crisis that occurred within the French government in May of 1956 hardly
distracted the African political leaders from their quest for a complete overhaul of the Loi
Cadre, As soon as he came back to power as a result of a political consensus in France,
General de Gaulle was obliged to appoint a Constitutional Consultative Committee
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{Comite Consultatif Constitutionml or CCC) to look at the pressing demands posed by the
growing African nationalism. The CCC was charged with preparing a new constitution for
France and its African colonies. The African expectation of an understanding General de
Gaulle vanished on August 8, 1958 when he made his opinion known. His proposition,
which he intended to submit to a referendum, was more an ultimatum than a political craft:
The African colonies would either join the French African Community or take their
independence widi all the consequences that such a move entailed (Camara 1976; Nelson
1975; Suret-Canale 1970; Yansane 1984). On August 20, 1958, he embarked on a tour of
Africa to "campaign" for his proposition. Unlike his previous stops, during a stop in
Conakry, General de Gaulle faced off with a man just as intransigent and as proud as he
was. By the time the visit was over, the chances of a political compromise were shattered
by the clash of two strong personalities: the General's and Sekou Toure's. Guinea's option
was now clear. She would vote "no" to the French African Community.
Although the need to emphasize the Afiican right to dignity and equality played a
major role in Sekou Toure's decision to reject the French African Community as outlined
by de Gaulle, the reality is that the Guinean leader was the only one in Africa who could
afford to take such a stance. Despite his criticism of the Loi Cadre, he was the one who
benefited the most from it (Camara 1976; Riviere 1977). Effectively exploiting the new
law's loopholes and advantages, the PDG was able to slowly put a stranglehold on the
Guinean administrative and political life, first through its control of the mayoralty and,
secondly, through its dominance of the Territorial Assembly. Indeed, during the
November 18, 1956 mayoralty race, the PDG won the seats for all five full conununes
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(Conakry, K.india, Mamou, Labe and N'Zerekore) and took advantage of its position to
slowly implement its agenda. This burgeoning political power was further reinforced by
the outcome of the March 1957 elections for the Territorial Assembly. Out of the 60 seats
to be filled, the PDG won 56, thus showing its complete and effective control of the voting
masses in Guinea. The independent candidate who had won one of the four remaining
seats joined the PDG later, giving the party an overwhelming majority of 57 out of 60 in
the Assembly's seats.
In conformity with the previsions of the Loi Cadre, the major administrative divisions
{cercles) were to be headed by a French Commandant!^sscond^d by an African official
designated by the Territorial Assembly. In Guinea, thanks to its control of the local
legislative body, the PDG was able to position its militants as assistants to the
Commandants in all the coimtry's cercles. In these capacities, the PDG representatives
were able to gradually usurp the colonial administration's everyday decisions about
running the country. They secretly advanced their political agenda by launching attacks on
the traditional chieftaincy and implementing policies to emancipate the rural masses. This,
however, was made possible only because of the complicity of the then Governor of
Guinea, Maubema, who, ideologically, favored the emancipation and self-determination
of die African colonies.
Furthermore, the rallying of Diawadou Barry and Barry III to Sekou Toure's decision
to reject the French African Federation also helped in the latter's political deliberation.^®

9. Referred to a high administrative colonial authority who was in charge of a given region. This authority
reported directly to the Governor of the colony in question.
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A year earlier the Barrys had joined forces to form a united front against the PDG.
Consequently, when de Gaulle arrived in Conakry making veiled threats, Sekou Toure did
not have any problem taking up his challenge, as the PDG leader had complete control
over the Guinean masses.^' On September 28, 1958, Guinea voted 1, 130,292 to 56, 959
against the French Federation,'" and on October 2, of the same year, it declared its
independence thus, becoming the first African country to free itself from the French
domination.

Relationship Between the Fulbe and the PDG in the Wake of Independence

de Gaulle's threat that rejection of the French Conmiunity would lead to that country's
assuming the full consequences of its choice was immediately carried out in Guinea. As
early as September 29, 1958 (before the official proclamation of independence), the
Guinean leaders were informed of France's decision to suspend assistance and
cooperation programs. They were also advised that all French administrative and financial
civil servants would be repatriated within two months. To the Guinean goverrunent's
repeated attempts at establishing open communication charmels with its former colonizer,
France opposed an attitude of indifference and vindictiveness. Guinea's decision to strike
10. In reality, the colonial administration, for a while, was banking on Oiawadou Barry to neutrah'ze the
movement toward independence that was growing in Guinea.
11. This was not the case of Bakary Djibo of Niger who also wanted to reject the French Federation, but lost
his political constituency shortly before the referendum.
12. Most of the votes for a community with France were cast from the Futa Djallon. This political choice
would be interpreted, if not by the PDG leaders, at least by its rank and file, as a Fulbe opposition to the
party. It would set a long lasting relationship of suspicion and distrust between the ruling party and the Fulbe
as an ethnic group.
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out on its own was interpreted by General de Gaulle as an assault on France's dignity and
greatness and, as such, he intended to punish Sekou Toure and his people. Thus, "the
favored-nation status of Guinean exports to France was rescinded, and French government
investments_under way and projected_and assistance to the Guinean budget were cut off'
(Nelson et. al. 1975:38). Moreover, by taking the decision to strangle Guinea
economically, the French leader wanted, through the Guinean case, to warn against future
attempts at self-determination by any of the remaining colonies.
Despite France's position, independent Guinea received rapid diplomatic recognition
Yet, it immediately confronted acute economic difficulties. Although the euphoria that
swept the country after independence fostered a mass mobilization that lessened the effect
of France's withdrawal of assistance, the magnitude of the economic crisis soon created a
climate of political insecurity outside and within Guinea in the eyes of its leaders. Indeed,
the economic hardships that the young nation experienced led to a growing concern
among some segments of the population. The country's adoption of the socialist path was
blamed for the capital flight that took place and the decline of internal trade activities in
the country.
Guinea's economic asphyxiation resulting from France's suspension of aid, combined
with the mounting dissatisfaction inside the country, led to political paranoia among the
leaders. Gradually, the government became convinced of the existence of an international
plot, supported by elements inside the country, that intended to overthrow it. Thus from

13. There is a great deal of debate around whether Guinea's socialist option was the result of a deliberate
choice or forced upon the country. The data I have gathered seem to support the last view. I will have the
opportunity discuss this point elsewhere.
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1960 until the late 1970s, a number of plots were "discovered," some real others fictitious.
But no matter how convincing or merely circumstantial the government's evidence about
these plots were, the accused were often tortured, put to death or given long sentences, and
there is a long list of people who died while serving their sentences.
Although the government's repressive apparatus did not spare any ethnic group in the
country, the Fulbe felt that they were particularly targeted due to the nature of the
relationship they had with the PDG during its formative years. Indeed, of all Guinea, the
Futa Djallon was the region where the PDG met the most resistance to its political
platform. PDG's open criticism of the Fulbe chieftaincy and its resolve to eradicate it
represented some of the issues that strained the relationship between the Fulbe as an ethnic
group and the PDG leaders. While the formation of a government of national unity, which
included members of the opposition group such as Diawadou Barry and Barry III, had
restored the semblance of a truce between the PDG and the Fulbe ethnic group, the
sinMiering tension reemerged as early as 1960 when rumors of coups started circulating
and a number of Fulbe intellectuals began to be arrested. The arrest of a number of
prominent Fulbe politicians and civil servants in the years following the country's
independence was viewed as a sign of the PDG's vindictiveness. For many Fulbe, they
were being made to pay for their support of Diawadou Barry and Barry III who were
Fulbe political leaders opposed to Sekou Toure and his party.
The Fulbe's traditional opposition to the PDG could be accounted for by the country's
historical and political developments.^'^ In their formative years, the majority of the
political organizations in Guinea had mostly relied on regional and ethnic support to build
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their constituencies.'^ In Futa Djallon, the choice went naturally to the Amicale Gilbert
Vieillard, which was predominantly Fulbe. When the PDG emerged as an all-inclusive
party, because of its trade-unionist beginnings, a great deal of effort was made to rally the
populations of the Futa Djallon to a platform of political ideas rather than one of
regionalist and ethnic considerations (Meynaud et. al. 1963; Morgenthau 1964; November
1965). For the PDG, only the loosening of Fulbe's aristocracy's grip on the region's
submissive populations could achieve the desired goal. Consequently, the party leaders
began using conventional and non-conventional methods as soon as they began
consolidating their power over the country, after the 1956 mayoral elections. PDG's social
plan to liberate the oppressed masses of Futa Djallon and to promote traditionally nonruling families in the region became the major cause of the strife between Sekou Toure's
party and the Fulbe aristocrats.
Another source of distrust and suspicion between the Fulbe and the PDG stemmed
from the methods used by the latter and the circumstances in which they were carried out.
In its fight against the chieftaincy, the PDG often resorted to violence against the
traditional rulers of Futa Djallon. The PDG's constant and relentless flistigation of the
Fulbe chieftaincy registered in the minds of many of its rank and file (who carried out
these attacks) as a castigation of the Fulbe in general. Consequently, in their various
attacks, the PDG militants made little effort to distinguish the various social categories of

14. This by no means implies that all Fulbe were opposed to the PDG. Actually by September 19S8, the
PDG had taken over the Futa Djallon. The Fulbe started distancing themselves from the ruling party only
when arrests began in the early 1960s and they felt that they were subjected to a witch-hunt.
15. This was possible because Guinea is divided into four natural regions, each with its specific ethnolinguistic dominant component
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Fulbe. They tended to lump them together as the enemies of social progress. Therefore,
even though the PDG did not perceive its political difference with Futa's Fulbe aristocracy
as an ethnic issue, in the eyes of its commandoes and militants, the problem was reduced
to a simple equation: the Fulbe ethnic group versus the PDG.
The Fulbe, on the other hand, saw these indiscriminate attacks, not as exactions by
overzealous militants, but rather as directives received from PDG's top decision-making
officials. As a result, even those Fulbe who supported the PDG's political agenda
maintained strong family and ethnic ties with fellow Fulbe as a possible future shield
against what they perceived as deliberate attacks on their ethnic group. The insecurity
brought by the violence and its indiscriminate nature coalesced many, otherwise different,
Fulbe social and political categories as a defensive strategy against the PDG's actions.
Politically, this materialized in the fusion of the BAG and the DSG, which were politically
very different, to oppose Sekou Toure and his party.

In their desperate attempts to regain

die constituencies lost to the PDG, these two parties made a direct appeal to ethnic and
regionalist particularities. This unwise political move reinforced the image of the Fulbe as
a homogenous group and one hostile to the PDG, which in turn, helped perpetuate the
government's suspicion of them.
Some researchers claim that the political rivalry in Guinea lost its ethnic character in
the mid-1950s (Camara 1976; Riviere 1977; Suret-Canale 1970). However, this claim was
not home out by actual and objective observation of the dynamics between the Fulbe as an

16. Barry Hi's DSG was closer to the PDG politically. It opposed die BAG's conservative stance and reli
ance on Futa's chieftaincy for political support
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ethnic group and the PDG, especially after independence. Although it is true that the
socialist government had passed laws to facilitate and encourage ethnic integration in the
country (Riviere 1971), much of the tension between the Fulbe and the PDG (which came
to be viewed, wrongly, as a Malinke parkways interpreted along ethnic lines.The Fulbe
were perceived as fundamentally opposed to the government. Consequently, whenever
there were rumors of a plot against Toure's regime, there was always a suspicion, if not of
a Fulbe initiative, at least of Fulbe complicity.
By the late 1960s, this view of Fulbe hostility toward the regime was reinforced by the
flight of a growing number of the members of Fulbe who, once outside Guinea, did not
spare any opportunity to fustigate the government and its attitude towards them. The belief
that Fulbe were intrinsically opposed to the ruling party was borne out by the attitude of
some high ranking PDG officials. In the mid-1970s, when the regime radicalized,
deserving Fulbe students were systematically refused scholarships to study abroad
because, some PDG leaders maintained, "they would feed the counter-revolution."'^
Therefore, despite a revolutionary ideology that sought to eliminate ethnic and regionalist
loyalties, ethnic and regionalist particularities, such as a person's place of origin and his
blood affinities, were and still remain the main constructs by which he was defined and
through which he could have or be denied access to resources. As a result, these
considerations (mainly ethnic appurtenance) had been used to brand an entire category of
the Guinean population as hostile to the socialist regime. Even some of the most ardent

17. PDG's most solid supporters were from Basse Guinee and Guinee Forestiere.
18. West Africa, no. 3087 (30 August 1976), 1269.
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believers in a Guinean society free from regionalist and ethnic particularities among the
PDG leaders have fallen, at one time or another, into this pitfall.

Fulbe Reaction Against PDG's Alleged Persecution

While the strife between the Fulbe and the PDG was initially fueled by simple
suspicions and fits of paranoia on both sides, by the mid-1960s, the mutual apprehensions
had solidified in the minds of both parties. The succession and "discovery" of alleged
plots against the government, and the increasing number of Fulbe arrests'^ for these plots,
contributed to convince each party of the legitimacy of its suspicion vis-a-vis the other.
For some PDG members, Fulbe involvement in these plots was a sign of their
determination to overthrow the goverrunent in order to regain their lost prestige and
historical preeminence. For most Fulbe, the growing number of Fulbe arrests was a clear
indication of the socialist regime's political persecution which has its roots in the
preindependence party politics.
In fact, while some plots were real (such as thel970 plot) others were mainly
"invented" to distract the population from the acute economic problems that the country
faced (Riviere 1977). While recurring Fulbe "involvement" in these plots could be partly
accounted for by their demographic importance (they were Guinea's largest ethnic group)
as well as by their heavy representation among the intellectual elite that engaged in a
19. It should be made clear that the Fulbe were not the only ethm'c group that was afTected by these "alleged
"plots. The Malinke ethnic group along with other groups fhsm the Forest area were also hard hit by the
arrests. This generalized repression shows that the arrests were more the result of a power struggle than an
ethnic persecution even though this last point cannot be completely ruled out.
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power struggle with the government, they had been singled out, in formal speeches and by
the highest political authorities in the country, as not only the ethnic group that was
opposed to the revolution, but also to the national unity of Guinea.
Even Sekou Toure, President of the Republic, and a fervent champion of a Guinean
society free from ethnocentric and class considerations, could not help but fall into the trap
of the very thing he professed to combat: ethnic differentiation. In a diatribe against his
multi-ethnic opposition outside Guinea during his January 15, 1968 inaugural speech, he
branded the Fulbe as traitors and played the ethnic card to weaken his opposition.
If, early on, the populations of Basse Cote have banished tribalism from their political behavior, this has
taken a longer time for [Fulbe] and Foresnal intellectuals. As a matter of fact, still to this day, there arc
some brothers from Futa, lagging behind on the evolution of the Guinean people's political
consciousness, to believe that there is no real revolution except that led by them. Take a census of the
Guinean traitors operating from outside. You will find almost all of them, those who made a pact with
colonialism and served feudalism submissively, and those who still would like, today, to detach the
popular masses of Futa Djallon fi'om the party and the revolution thanks to which they have destroyed die
rapacious feudalism and chased away the foreign usurpers. What an aberration to pretend to free Guinea
from its freedom and its sovereignty! The racists keep on saying secretly that "the minister of state Diallo
Saifoulaye does not defend the Futa." Against who should he defend the Futa? Against the national
Unity? .^gainst the Revolution? (quoted in Rivere 1971:64, my translation).

This open castigation of an ethnic group and a geographical region by so prominent an
official as the country's president, helped reinforce in the mind of many Guineans the
stereotype that the Fulbe were ethnocentric, regionalists and counterrevolutionaries.-® By
the same token, attacks such as these helped convince many Fulbe that they were, as an

20. Today, most Guinean would admit that while the Fulbe are still viewed as ethnocentric and regionalists,
the reality is that, in a position of power, they are least likely to help a member of their ethnic group than the
Malinke, the Soussou or the Forestier. Malinkes and Soussous are notoriously known for surrounding them
selves with their relatives. My informants told me that if they were to look for employment in an office
headed by a non-member of their ethnic group, they rather have a Pullo than a member of any other ethnic
group. They say that chances are the Pullo will be fairer to them than the members of the other ethnic
groups.
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ethnic group, the target of ongoing political persecution by the socialist regime (Charles
1972; Conde 1982; Diakhite 1972; Luchaire 1966).
As a consequence of this polarized political tension with the ruling government, the
Fulbe devised many strategies to cope with their powerlessness vis-a-vis the socialist
regime. Azarya and Chazan (1987) have identified 3 mechanisms by which the Guineans
had tried to adapt themselves to their deteriorating economic conditions and the ongoing
political instability and violence of which they were victims. These strategies reflected in
the various degrees of disengagement from the government that many Guineans opted for.
The first mechanism of disengagement, according to the two authors, consisted of a
"suffer-manage" attitude that became very prevalent within the Guinean society. This
strategy involved social as well as political components. It ranged from

changing

consumption habits and doing away with items such as razor blades and batteries, to
taking a certain distance from the government. This resulted in widespread cynicism and
alienation from the rulers and a sense of fatalism on the part of the Population (Azarya and
Chazan 1987:116-17). The second mechanism involved taking recourse to parallel
systems in order to override governmental restrictions or to supplement the state's
shortcomings. This strategy was exemplified by the widespread smuggling and black
marketeering around the Guinean borders and the Guinean officials' vulnerability to
corruption due to the inadequacy of their salaries. The third and final mechanism of
disengagement was complete withdrawal from the government's activities and political
control through migration outside Guinea.^^
21. For more on these strategies of disengagement, see Azaiya and Chazan (1987).
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Although the Fulbe were involved in all of these three strategies, their deliberate
removal from

the socialist regime was the most conspicuous of the disengagement

mechanisms described by Azarya and Chazan. The following section describes the
categories and destinations of the Fulbe who left the country to escape deteriorating
economic conditions and perceived political persecution.

Categories and Destinations of Fulbe Asylees

Although Fulbe flight from their native Guinea started as early as the proclamation of a
socialist regime in 1958, it ebbed and waned at particular times in the country's political
history. The restrictions brought about by the demands of building a new nation with a
new ideology, combined with the waves of political repression in the 1960s and mid1970s, accounted for most of the Fulbe migration to the neighboring countries and
overseas. Ahready very familiar with the strategic use of borders to escape authority and
economic hardships," the Fulbe understood early on that what worked for them during
the colonial period might have to be reduplicated in the post independence era.
Consequently, many of them began considering emigration as a viable option, given the
national political and economic constraints. The first group of Fulbe to leave Guinea was
mostly made up of successful entrepreneurs who realized, early on, that the government's
socialist policies were not compatible with their line of business.^ This category of

22. Borders were used strategically, first, during the aristocracy's reign to escape the restrictions placed on
the number of cattle one couid own in certain regions of Futa; Secondly, during French colonial rule, in
order to avoid the tax burden, and later to fhictify trade.
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migrants did not venture far from the Guinean borders. They settled in the neighboring
Senegal, Sierra Leone and Ivory Coast, where trade and other entrepreneurial activities
were allowed. While the migration of this occupational category of Fulbe was at first
timid, it intensified after November 1964, when the socialist regime instituted the Loi
Cadre (not to be confused with the 1956 Loi Cadre), and after 1975, when the regime
radicalized politically and ideologically.
The second category of Fulbe migrants came mainly from the intellectual class. These
were people who engaged in a political power struggle with the government and, later, feh
that their lives were in jeopardy because of their political stances. The migration of this
Fulbe social category picked up momentum only after 1961, when the "Teacher's Plot," in
which many prominent Fulbe intellectuals were compromised, was "discovered."
However, their migration continued unabated throughout almost all of the socialist
regime's tenure. Even though some people in this group settled in the neighboring
countries, the majority chose exile overseas, mainly in France and other Western
European countries. They became the most vocal opponents of Sekou Toure and his
regime due to their educational background and access to the mass media in their host
countries.
The third and last category of Fulbe who left Guinea after the establishment of a
socialist government consisted of relatively poor and uneducated Fulbe who, because they
lacked opportunities as a result of economic restrictions, decided to look for opportimities
elsewhere. Like the Fulbe migrants in the first category, these people were mainly
23. Interview with officials at the Direcdon Nationale du Commerce (DNC) in Conakry, October 12, 1997.
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motivated by the desire to improve their living conditions or their economic status
(Azarya and Chazan 1987:118-190)."'^ They also settled in various countries in West
Africa, even though a substantial number of them migrated to France in the early 1960s to
work as unskilled industrial workers in the automobile industry.
Although economic constraints and fear of political persecution have occasioned the
flight of many Guinean entrepreneurs, Fulbe and non-Fulbe,"^ a sizeable number of them
remained in the country despite the inhospitable conditions. The following chapter
discusses the major political and commercial laws that were passed by the socialist regime
and the impact of these on the entrepreneurial sector. It also documents various strategies
which the entrepreneurs devised to lessen the grip of these stifling measures on their
activities.

24. It should be noted, however, that some of the migrants in the first category feared political repression
due to their open financial support of the Fulbe candidates during the preindependence political activities.
25. A good number of Malinke traders also fled Kankan and Sigutri to settle mainly in Ivory Coast.
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CHAPTER 8: THE SOCIALIST OPTION AND ITS IMPACT ON
GUINEAN ENTREPRENEURS

Introduction

The previous chapter showed how the politics leading to Guinea's independence has
unfortunately created a divide between the Fulbe ethnic group and the ruling party, the
PDG. It also documented the circumstances in which the Guinean political leadership
proclaimed the country's independence. Guinea's rejection of France's community project
was viewed in Paris as a humiliation, to which the French authorities decided to retaliate
economically. This chapter analyzes how the suspension of French aid to the young
Guinean nation drove its leaders to engage in political and economic reforms with farreaching consequences for the country in general and its entrepreneurial class in
particular.
Guinea's abrupt rupture with France translated not only into a severance of economic
ties between the two countries, but also into an ideological break as well. The unfulfilled
expectation of Western capital and aid to an economy that could hardly stand on its own
left the Guinean authorities with no choice except to turn to the countries of the Eastern
Bloc for assistance. Although Guinea had opted early for a non-capitalist path (Azarya and
Chazan 1987; Johnson 1978; Yansane 1979), its socialist leanings only developed as a
result of forced circumstances.^ The suspension of French aid to the young nation,
together with the end of France's preferential prices for Guinean agricultural exports
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(mainly coffee and bananas), created a situation of scarcity and political instability. The
euphoria of heroic independence was dampened by acute shortages of basic foodstuffs and
manufactured items. Alternative ways to solve the country's problems were to be explored
through the adoption of a new political and economic ideology that would foster both
equity and capital accumulation in Guinea. Thus, successive economic plans were drawn
up to achieve this goal (Bettleheim and Charriere 1961; Yansane 1990).
It is noteworthy, however, that the Guinean government relied on a populist movement
to make political as well as economic decisions, often in total disregard of expert opinion
(Adamolekun 1977; Azarya and Chazan 1987; Johnson 1978). This form of decision
making, combined with the government's untactful political will to suppress any colonial
economic structure in the country, resulted in a series of abysmal economic failures
throughout the First Republic (Dore 1986). More constraining to these political and
economic decisions was the insecurity paranoia that became a permanent feature of the
socialist regime. Indeed, the conviction that a "perennial plot" existed agziinst the Guinean
government was heightened by an aborted Portuguese-led coup in November 1970
(Riviere 1970), and reinforced by the political fate of Sekou Toure's ideological firiends in
Mali and in Ghana" (Arulpragasam and Sahn 1997; Azarya and Chazan 1987; Johnson
1978; Yansane 1990). Consequently, Guinea's political and economic decision-making

1. Interview with Ba Mamadou former governor of the Guinean Central Bank from 1959 to 1961 and
National Director of Commerce from 1961 to 1964 when the Lot Cadre was instituted.
2. Ghana's Kwame Nkrumah and Mali's Modibo Keita were toppled by military coups in 1966 and 1968
respectively.
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processes became completely dependent on the perceived or real threats to the country's
political leadership.
Even though an early rapprochement with the Eastern Bloc had helped build solid
economic relations between these countries and Guinea, it never translated into blind
political submission or trust. In the eyes of the Guinean leadership, the Eastern Bloc was
as suspect as the Western Bloc, which was not very receptive to requests for economic
assistance. The threat to Guinea's political stability was not only identified with France
and its Western allies; it was also viewed as emanating from the socialist countries.^
Therefore, throughout the socialist rule, Guinea regularly switched alliances, moving back
and forth from one bloc to the other.
Ignoring the unpredictability and frequency of this constant shift Guinea's political
leaders considered shifting international alliances a sign of political independence and
consistent with non-alignment philosophy. However, constantly shifting alliances had a
negative impact on the country's economic development. In addition to fostering
economic relations that were dictated more by political entente than by know-how and
economic expertise, constant political and diplomatic reshuffling by the Guinean socialist
regime created a sense of unease and indecisiveness among investors. Indeed, Guinea's
call for investments and economic assistance was hampered by the fluid nature of its
political and ideological stances (Johnson 1978:41).'^ Investors were very wary of both the

3. This suspicion led to the Guinea's expulsion of the Soviet ambassador in 1961.
4. Except for the mining industry, which was not subjected to political whims as much as the other sectors
of the economy were.
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ephemeral nature of Guinea's cooperation with other countries and the nationalizations
that had taken place after independence.
In addition to the inhospitable environment for long-term investments needed to
develop the country's enormous economic potential, the Guinean leaders had often based
their economic and political decisions on ideological principles rather than on sound
strategic development schemes (Arulpragasam and Sahn 1997; Dore 1986; Johnson
1978:39). While this had earned Guinea an undeniable reputation of real independence
and considerable political prestige and its cohort of radical admirers outside the country,
from an internal economic development perspective, the principled political and economic
deliberations did nothing but exacerbate the already deteriorating living conditions of the
Guinean population.
The next sections explore the major political and economic decisions that the young
Guinean government made. Of special interest is their impact on the national economy in
general and on entrepreneurship in particular.

Early Economic Decisions

Although PDG's radical militantism had toned down in the early 1950s due to the
French persecution of the RDA-affiliated party, and the urging of moderation by its earlier
mentor Houphouet Boigny, the anti-imperiaUst rhetoric resurfaced even more vigorously
in the wake of the September 28, 1958 referendum, and continued unabated for the better
part of the First Republic. Toure's break with France and the cold shoulder he received
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from most of the Westem countries, as far as his request for economic and financial
assistance was concerned, left him with few alternatives, but a deeper conviction of the
need for economic and political independence. His years in power would be devoted to
achieving these two fundamental goals whose attainment, he believed, was hampered by
imperialist and "reactionary" forces.

Steps towards Economic Independence

As noted earlier, France's economic and political boycott of Guinea, following
rejection of the French Community had two objectives. The first was to create hardship in
the young nation, in order to wash away the humiliation of an affront both to the
personality of de Gaulle and the greatness of France. Second, the boycott was meant to
convince the remaining colonies in dramatic fashion that no African country could stand
on its own without France's assistance. The Guinean authorities, on the other hand, were
striving to prove that not only that any country was capable of effective self-goverrunent
{s'autogerer), but also political and economic autonomy could be achieved without
following a capitalist path. Indeed, a socialist option based on African communal
principles, the Guineans thought, offered an alternative to the capitalism, the economic
foundation of the inherited colonial system. By opting for a socialist path, Guinea wanted
to remain true to its commitment to African economic values, and by the same token, to
teach the other French colonies a lesson in economic and political independence by
positioning itself as a role model for them (Bettleheim and Charriere 1961:66).
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From 1958 on, the new Guinean government focussed on devising political and
economic strategies, first to lessen the grip of foreign capiteilist firms on the economy and,
ultimately, to eliminate capitalism altogether. Among the major steps taken by the
Guinean goverrmient to guarantee political and economic independence were the control
of internal trade, and the creation of a national currency.

State Control of Trade Activities

The history of trade activities in socialist Guinea can be characterized as an unfulfilled
search for a commercial identity by a nation captive of its own political commitment and
pride. Consequently, it featured trials and errors, marked by bouts of radicalism, and
tempered at times by social and economic imperatives. Two major eras of this history may
be distinguished: the pre-1964 Loi Cadre era and the post-1964 Lot Cadre era.
From 1959 until 1963, the Guinean goverrmient established a monopoly in the import
and export sectors in an attempt to consolidate certain economic, social, and political
gains. However, it shared the wholesale and retail activities with the private sector. During
the 1963-1964 period, the state loosened its grip on foreign trade by creating La Direction
Generate du Commerce Exterieur and the Commission Nationale des Licences (National
Commission of Licenses). Private merchants were briefly granted licenses to carry out
import/export activities themselves, and independently of the state's intervention.
Government loans were even disbursed to private entrepreneurs to facilitate their
transactions.^ This period was characterized by a rapid increase in the number of
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merchants from all walks of Guinean life, and by unprecedented corruption of power and
abuse of state resources. Finally, with the enactment of the 1964 Loi Cadre^ state control
over commerce was reasserted and drastic measures were taken against rampant
speculation, corruption and smuggling. These reforms culminated in the prohibition of
private trade throughout Guinean territory in 1975, even though a considerable softening
of the prohibitions was documented in the later years of the socialist regime.

General Background

When Guinea acceded to independence in October 1958, its leaders inherited a colonial
economic system that was built on shaky grounds and solely geared toward the
satisfaction of the Metropole's economic needs. The ^''economy de traite", which was
reduplicated all over French West Africa, rested on one simple principle: the exploitation
of the colonial territories' raw materials for the benefit of France. Central to this simple
economic scheme was the acquisition of African products at cheap prices in exchange for
European manufactured goods (often of very low quality) at exorbitant prices. Profit from
this unbalanced exchange were directly repatriated to the Metropole, thus benefiting only
the colonial power. In this overtly exploitative economic setup, no attempt was made to
reinvest in the colony or to create industrial enterprises that would benefit the indigenous
populations (Bettleheim and Charriere 1961; Goerg 1986; Nelson et. al. 1975; SuretCanale 1970).
5. Yansane (1979: 136) estimates these loans to be around 10 billion Guinean Francs.
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In addition to channelling the profits out of Guinea at the expense of genuine local
capital accumulation, the economic system inherited from colonialism exhibited two main
elements of instability and frailty. First, there was a preponderance of agricultural
production at the exclusion of an industrial or even mining production. Second, the
agriculture itself rested mainly on the production of two crops for export: coffee and
bananas. This meant that if either one of these products was hit with a crisis, the whole
economy would crumble.
In the field of trade, the Guinean colonial economy was characterized by the monopoly
which European firms (mainly French and British) maintained and by an important
Lebanese presence, especially in the interior where they could outcompete the European
multinationals. Only retail trade fell outside European or Lebanese control, as it was
snatched mostly by Malinke Dioulas, Sierra Leonean and Senegalese nationals, and few
Fulbe merchants (mainly in the latter part of the colonial period). As a consequence of this
commercial hierarchy, only European firms and Lebanese nationals were able to take
advantage of the profits derived firom the exploitation of Guinean national resources
during the colonial period. The indigenous traders were unable to secure any substantial
accumulation (at least at the level of the Europeans or the Lebanese) due to their quasimarginalization within the colonial economic system. Indeed, the common colonial
practice of denying bank loans to local Afiican entrepreneurs was also upheld in Guinea
throughout French rule (Yansane 1979:133). Consequently, the modicum of indigenous
capital accumulation which occurred during that period was mainly in the hands of a few
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Malinke Dioulas in Upper Guinea and among some plantation entrepreneurs in Basse
Guinee.^
Sour relations between Guinea and France resulting from the former's refusal to join
the French African Community, combined with the newly independent nation's noncapitalist political option, brought trade activities in Guinea almost to a standstill (Toure,
Vol. 11:81). France's decision to withdraw its economic assistance, and to suspend its
commercial relations with the "rebellious" country not only left a enormous commercial
void previously filled by French firms, but also the socialist option occasioned significant
capital flight among the non-French companies which had operated in the country before
and during the colonial period. Beyond the negative economic repercussions of the
massive repatriation of French capital shortly after Guinean independence, the abrupt
withdrawal of European and some Lebanese companies exposed serious structural
weaknesses in the country's trading system and led to grave economic distortions.
The indigenous entrepreneurs, who were supposed to fill the void left by the departing
firms lacked adequate capital to do so. In addition, an equally serious problem existed in
the country's trade supply system. Indigenous entrepreneurs had not been exposed to, or
had been insufficiently involved with, export and import transactions as well as
wholesaling during the colonial period. This greatly affected the rate and quantity of
goods flowing into or out of Guinea. Orders were often filled late or incorrectly because
the required business operations were underestimated. The lack of export/import expertise

6. For example, the Bangoura family which still possesses vast bananas and coffee fields in Lower Guinea.
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translated, early on, into acute supply shortages that favored speculation and hoarding
among the country's commercial class (Yansane 1979).
The socialist government decided to take over the commercial sector in order, among
other things, to remedy the structural weaknesses of the commercial system that existed on
the eve of the country's independence. More specifically, the goverrunent acted to prevent
the emergence of a compradore bourgeoisie which would be antithetical to Guinea's
political option.

The Creation of the Comptoir Guineen de Commerce Exterieur

The socialist government's decision to take over the commercial sector was dictated by
more complex economic, social and political considerations than the need to overcome the
Guinean entrepreneurs' lack of capital and expertise in import/export transactions. The
creation of state organisms for foreign trade in 1959 aimed, first and foremost, to stabilize
national prices for the main agricultural exports (coffee, bananas, palm oil products) by
making them independent from the fluctuations of the world market. Fixed prices were
established to give more guaranties to Guinean producers in the hope of stimulating
production (Azarya and Chazan 1987). Given that the colonial economic system had been
particularly vuhierable to the whims of the international market, Guinea's socialist
plarmers reasoned, stabilizing prices would shield Guinean producers from a possible slide
in the value of their harvests.
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State control of the commercial sector was also established to allow the transfer of
some of the profits from export activities to the state treasury. Historically, these profits
were retained by the foreign commercial firms. By nationalizing foreign trade {commerce
exterieur), the socialist government hoped to generate a new source of revenue that would
constitute the basis for the national accumulation without which there could be no lasting
economic development. Government control of this source of financing was even more
imperative, because a good portion of the export profits would be in the form of hard
currency, which could be used to import equipment necessary for the improvement of the
national production.
The nationalization of Guinea's foreign trade was also meant to address political and
social concerns as well. In addition to its economic benefits, state control of foreign trade,
Guinean government planners maintained, would stunt the development of an indigenous
bourgeoisie. Due to the structure of the '"economie de traite," no significant accumulation
of capital had taken place among the Guinean entrepreneurs prior to independence. The
emergence and development of a national bourgeoisie after independence would foster an
capital accumulation by a specific economic class. This class bias in accumulation would
result in the state's loss of control not only over the economy, but also over its ability to
plan for the production and consumption of its citizens in conformity with its political
option. Such an eventuality would clearly be antithetical to a centralized economy and
affect negatively the homogeneity of the Guinean social structure whose maintenance was
'J

central in the PDG's ideology. Furthermore, Guinea's socialist planners anticipated the
development of a national bourgeoisie that would create a power struggle between the
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government and a privileged class which put personal gain ahead of the public welfare.®
Therefore, the nationalization of foreign trade was viewed as a logical step if the socialist
option was to be maintained.
Consequently, consistent with the PDG ideology, the creation of the Comptoir Guineen
de Commerce Exterieur (CGCE) in 1959 (Decree no. 26/PRG of January24, 1959)
allowed the government to exert control over the tlow of goods from and into Guinean
territory.
It was destined to regulate the importing of key consumer's goods sucii as rice, sugar, flour, beer,
matches, and cement, as well as capital goods, and to issue licenses to select private firms. It was also to
enable the Guinean government to fulfill its trade agreement signed with the Eastern European countries
which had granted substantial loans and assistance to Guinea in the early months of independence
(Yansane 1979: 134).

Indeed, the Guinean government's early target of self-sufficiency made the control
over imported goods an imperative task (Azarya and Chazan 1987; Yansane 1979:134 and
1990:1235). The paucity of hard currency dictated such a move. However, the Guinean
leaders wanted also, by the same token, to curtail the country's dependence on the outside
world by limiting the quantity of imports and encouraging self-reliance. Furthermore, the
obligation to honor the '^"Accords de Compensation" signed between Guinea and many
countries of the Eastern Bloc made control over foreign trade necessary, as import quotas
from these countries had to be filled.

7. Indeed, Sekou Toure had always denied the existence of a class differentiation in Guinean society (see
Doctrine and Methods of the Democratic Party of Guinea. Part II, p. 75. G^o year and no publishing house).
8. Ironically, this did happen in the early 1960s. Its prevalence was one of the reasons why the November
1964 Loi Cadre was instituted. We will provide additional details in the next sections.
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These "barter" accords (accords de trod) were crucial during the first year of national
independence when France's preferential prices for Guinean exports were rescinded, and
after the Guinean leaders reali2ed that their request for Western assistance was not
forthcoming. The "barter" system helped fill the void left by the colonial commercial
firms and the lack of Western economic cooperation, while benefiting by making it
possible to obtain goods at cheap prices and without using hard currency.
Indeed, these commercial accords were structured in such a way that Guinean products
(mainly agricultural) were directly exchanged for Eastern European manufactured goods
without the use of any currency, and at a rate that was close to the French preferential
prices.^ While of a lower quality than the heavily-taxed French and American goods, the
Eastern European and Chinese commodities were particularly popular because of their
affordability. Consequently, they were very much in demand not only among lowerincome Guineans, but also among low-income people in the neighboring countries. This
demand gave rise to an important smuggling network across Guinea's borders.
Given the "barter" system's inherent advantages, the Guinean leaders thought to exert a
limited control over the foreign trade so that they could direct some of the country's
import needs to the socialist countries with which they had signed the accords. While
various regional counters {comptoirs) were created and could determine the conunodities
to be ordered, the quantity, provenance and price of the merchandise ultimately rested on

9. Interview with Ba Mamadou, governor of the Gutnean Central Bank (1959-61) which oversaw most of
the foreign trade operations (December 6,1997).
10. According to Ba Mamadou (in the same interview), some foreign firms remained open after the state
partial control of foreign trade just to collect the very affordable Eastern European and Chinese goods and to
resell them in other Afhcan countries with huge profit margins.
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the availability of hard currency at the Central Bank and on whether the needed
commodities were negotiated in the "accords de troc."^^ These constraints, combined
with the creation of a national currency in Guinea in March of 1960 which curtailed the
massive capital flight that was taking place at the time, convinced many European and
Lebanese firms to leave the country. This resulted in the state taking on more and more the
burden of the foreign trade.
The creation of the Comptoir Guineen de Commerce Exierieur (CGCE) was
complemented by the creation of the Comptoir Guineen de Commerce Interieur (CGCI) in
1960 (Decree no. I19/PRG of May II, I960). The CGCI, which had a monopoly over
wholesale trade activities was designed to ensure an effective and smooth internal
distribution of imported goods to the urban centers as well as to the most remote rural
areas.
One of the major purposes of the two agencics was to buy by contract and sell at a untform price. The
uniform price was fixed at a level high enough to incorporate internal transportation and overhead costs
so that Guineans in the interior could get the basic and necessary goods without paying exorbitant prices
resulting from costs of the transportation differential (Yansane 1979:134).

To this effect, state warehouses (magasins d'etat) were opened throughout Guinea to
take charge of wholesaling, the retail trade being left in the hands of private traders.
Despite the elaborate planning for a steady supply of goods and for their smooth
distribution in the interior, shortages reached endemic proportions in many Guinean
localities. The attractive prices offered for the Guinean imports across the country's
borders sparked widespread and ultimately fatal complicity between the Guinean

11. Interview with Ba Mamadou. December 6,1997.
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administrative personnel in charge of running the state's commerce and private traders in
search of quick gains.

Pervasive embezzlement and corruption occasioned the routing of

many localities' supplies to the porous Guinean frontier (Johnson 1978:48). Thus, the
government's deliberate price reductions on imported consumer goods, an attempt to
boost the purchasing power of the Guinean citizen, favored the development of a steady
and resilient cross-border smuggling networks despite the regime's many attempts
deployed to curb them (Yansane 1979:135-36).
Given the magnitude of the corruption and smuggling activities in the commercial
sector, it dawned on the Guinean authorities that their hopes of achieving a national
accumulation through the establishment of the regional counters (comptoirs) were very
slim. The excessive decentralization which led to a notable understaffing in many
localities, combined with the lack of a socialist conviction and thirst for personal gain by
those chosen to implement the government's policies (Dore 1986), and crippling
administrative red tape magnified the state's commercial dysfunctions. "Very often
imports of consumer goods piled up and even perished in the ports of Conakry, while
regions of the interior experienced shortages of basic commodities" (Yansane 1979:135).
Consequently, the Decree no. 297/PRG of August 25, 1961, put an end to the activities of
CGCE and CGCI.
After the dissolution of the CGCI, its regional counters were turned over to the local
authorities. This restructuring of the commercial sector, which actually began earlier, in

12. Sekou Toure and other leaders of the socialist government blamed this wrong-doing on members of
"k/ic chefferie dechue" (fallen chieftaincy) who wanted to use the state apparatus for its own political gain

and to sabotage the revolution. This, partially, accounts for the "discovery" of the "trader's plot" in 1965.
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June (Decree, no. 166/PRG of June 2, 1961), partially overhauled the previously
established commercial system. At the national level, the CGCI was replaced by a number
of state enterprises created to fulfill a double role. They were mandated to import (just as
the CGCE did), as well as to resell wholesale (just as the CGCI did), semi-wholesale and
even retail. Specialized enterprises were created to fulfill specific roles in hopes of
avoiding the interruption in the flow of goods that was characteristic of CGCE. Thus, state
enterprises such as Sonatex (Fabric and Textiles), Diverma (miscellaneous goods),
Batiport (building material) were created to address specific needs, and opened regional
branches in the interior to assist in the distribution and decentralization process. In
addition to these changes, the June 2, 1961 reform, in its attempt to stem the tide of civil
servants and other social categories entering the commercial sector, established specific
guidelines for the profession of "commer9ant," including its fmancial and infi-astructural
requirements (article no. 5).
Foreign trade was reorganized as well and important measures were taken in regard to
the Guinean export activities. Thus, the CGCE was substituted for Guinexport. A National
Council for the Support of Export Programs was created under the supervision of the
Trade Ministry. Among other things, the Council's mandate was to elaborate a future plan
for the country's export and import needs, based on previous experiences and the
availability of hard currency. Although state monopoly over export activities remained
intact under Guinexport, the retail marketing of Guinean agricultural exports was
transferred to the private sector. Not only producers could sell their production directly to
Guinexport, but private traders were also allowed to collect products from the producers
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and resell them to Guinexport at profit. In addition to the profit enticement, the
involvement of the private sector was encouraged through the extension of bank loans to
individual entrepreneurs.
Despite these partial reforms, the bulk of the Guinean imports were still being
redirected to the borders for the benefit of private traders and their administrative
accomplices. For instance, eight months after the retail sector was handed to the private
sector, only 2,500 tons of coffee were delivered to Guinexport instead of the 8,000 to
10,000 tons originally expected for the same period.'^ Thus, the 4, 594, 000.000 Guinean
Francs that were disbursed by the Banque Nationale pour le Developpement Agricole
(BNDA) went to reinforce the black market it was designed to combat.'"^ In a desperate
attempt to curtail the dynamism and pervasiveness of corruption and smuggling, the
Guinean socialist government decided, against its ideological stance, to partially liberalize
trade activities.

Liberalization of Trade (1963-1964)

Faced with rising costs of living (due mostly to inflation), and stagnant or declining
incomes,

the Guinean authorities decided to partially liberalize trade activities in the

country. The rampant corruption of the state commercial administrative personnel, and the
13. Rapport du Ministere du Commerce devant I'Assemblee Nationale, le 30 Octobre 1963, p. 22.
14. Rapport (ibid).
15. Due to the inadequate salaries and the rising prices, many Guinean civil servants had to resort to moon
lighting. The situation worsened to such an extent that the government had to impose a 10% discount in
1963 on house rents to mitigate the effect of the inflation.
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growing smuggling and black marketeering, were diagnosed by Guinean decision-makers
as emanating from

the state's deliberate exclusion of the private sector from

its

commercial scheme. A larger but controlled participation of private entrepreneurial actors
it was thought, would curb these alarming trends in the Guinean economy. Therefore, a
division of labor was established among the different commercial institutions to manage
internal commerce. The state enterprises were to deal exclusively with wholesale trade,
the regional branches with semi-wholesale trade, whereas the activities of state
warehouses {magasins d'etat) were to be suppressed in all localities where private
commerce could ensiire and adequate supply of goods to the population (Decree no. 255/
PRGofMaySl 1963, article 2).
Foreign trade was liberalized as well. Private firms and individual entrepreneurs could
apply for and get licenses to import goods alongside state enterprises. They were given a
fair chance to compete for the right to import. However, despite these laudable efforts at
reorganizing the commercial system, the distortions in the country's monetary system
were too monumental for the different measures to produce the expected outcome. As a
result, the Guinean authorities were compelled to take even more drastic measures in 1964
by instituting the Loi Cadre.

The 1964 Loi Cadre (Enabling Act)

The institution of the Loi Cadre in 1964 stemmed from the Guinean goverrmient's
desire to reestablish a semblance of order in the vital commercial sector, where anarchy
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reigned in the wake of successive restructuring efforts. Indeed, the brief window of
opportunity opened to private commerce in Guinea between 1963 and 1964 had generated
a substantial increase in the number of traders, as civil servants and persons in other
occupational categories became involved in commercial activities. The system of
government licenses and purchase authorizations {bons d'achat) adopted along with the
establishment of state enterprises had made it relatively easy to engage in commerce. In
order to get imported goods from the state enterprises entrusted with control over imports,
private merchants had to present purchase authorizations (bons d'achat) delivered by the
duly authorized administrative authorities. However, because of a lack of control and
rampant corruption, these bons d'achat were not always delivered to merchants lawfully
registered for the profession. In fact, given the cheap prices at the state warehouses and the
amount of profit that could be made through smuggling, the bons d'achat became object
of speculation themselves. Instead of requiring the payment of GF 100,000 a bon d'achat
of that value, the government administrative personnel in charge of state commerce would
demand an additional GF 20,000 GF. While the GF 100,000 would go back to the state's
coffers, the additional GF 20,000 is deposited in his personal account. Through this
process, a substantial number of state commercial authorities became involved in
corruption, and eventually became very rich by exploiting their admimstrative positions.
Although some state officials conducted their schemes directly with the private
merchants, others sought help from middlemen to sell the bons d'achat to the highest
bidder. This process brought into the trade sector additional parasites who made a living
out of the pervasive corruption in the country. It also led to hoarding which caused the
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food scarcity and price hikes of the early 1960s. These middlemen (among them a large
number of women) would go from office to office looking for patrons.'^ Even though
patrons selected middlemen based on their skills and the trust they inspired, many were
also chosen because of kinship affiliations. Indeed, one of the most prevalent ways for
patrons to supply a kinsman or a kinswoman's with initial capital for a business venture
was through the bans d'achat. The relative is given the bons d'achat and asked to resell
them by the patron and then uses the profit for his or her start-up capital.
The system of import licences also became source of corruption and anarchy in the
commercial sector. In the absence of objective and well defined eligibility criteria, and
more importantly, of a transparent application process, the deliverance of import licences
became subject to the discretion of a privileged few. This gave rise to a widespread
corruption and bribery among the government officials charged with issuing licences. In
addition, the personal involvement in business ventures by high ranking government or
party officials, and that of some of the members of the Licence Commission, created a
blatant conflict of interest and fostered rampant favoritism with regard to licences.
The high number of merchants and the disorganization of the commercial sector was
also exacerbated by the government's laudable effort to disburse loans to individuals, in
the form of credit advances for the various agricultural campaigns, in the hope of boosting
production. While over GF 10 billion were distributed, the money was neither used for
agricultural production nor were the loans reimbursed to the government (Yansane 1979).

16. A striking thing in Conakry is the number of people who go from one office to another all day long
without apparently any reason. One of my informants told me that it is a habit acquired from the days when
people went to look for patrons to sell the bons d'achat for them.
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Instead, the loans ftmded other business ventures and reinforced the burgeoning bourgeois
class in the country. This outcome not only contributed further to commercial chaos, but
also created a serious political problem for the socialist regime. The failures of the partial
liberalization of commerce were all too apparent.'^ Others alternatives had to be found.
On the eve of the 1964 Loi Cadre, the Guinean government faced two major problems.
First, a plethora of merchants, without capital or even shops, were living off of the state's
bons d'achat, speculation and smuggling. Secondly, a rising bourgeois class, made up
mainly of the state's employees and part of the political leadership, became threatening to
the country's socialist politics. Consequently, the economic laws that were instituted on
November 8, 1964, had a political undertone, in addition to their obvious economic
implications.
In a nutshell, the 1964 Loi Cadre aimed to achieve two main objectives. The first was
to restructiure the commercial sector by reinforcing the state's role in it, while still
allowing private individuals the freedom to engage in trade but under very strict rules and
regulations. Among one of the most important was the requirement that an individual
deposit a substantial sum of money in one of the state's banks as proof that he or she
owned the necessary capital to practice commerce. The amount of this security deposit
depended on whether the merchant was in the semi-wholesale or retail trade. However,
regardless of the scale of trade, the amount set for the deposit was often well beyond what
17. My informants in Labe, through a focus group discussion, blamed the failure of the partial liberalization
not on the spirit of the socialist government's policy, but on 1) bureaucrats being asked to manage a sector
about which they had no knowledge; 2) the emergence of new and inexperienced merchants favored by eth
nic or kinship affiliations. They talked about the substantial number of Malinke merchants who came into
the sector at that time and who benefited firom state loans thanks to their relatives' influential positions in the
government
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the merchants could put aside as idle and non-interest accumulating capital. The main
purpose of these drastic measures was to eliminate the growing number of petty merchants
who were "saturating" this vital sector.
The second objective of the 1964 Loi Cadre was to proceed to a "verification des
biens" (verification of wealth) so that citizens might justify the origin of their fortune. If
they were unable to provide a reasonable and licit explanation of its origin, the wealth was
confiscated and, in certain cases, the individual put to trial by the economic court for
embezzlement or the like. The verification des biens strategy was devised to accomplish
two main goals. First, it was designed to take away the wealth accumulated through
corruption and bribery by some civil servants and some party leaders, and their
accomplices among the general population, who were getting richer on the state's account.
Secondly, it was to combat the rising bourgeoisie whose advocacy for liberal economic
policies was becoming a political nuisance to the socialist regime.
Although these policies drastically reduced the number of individuals officially
registered for the profession of merchant, they did little to ciulail the number of smugglers
on the Guinean borders despite death penalty provisions for smuggling. On the contrary,
the restrictive regulations prompted more people to join the parallel economy, a sector in
which they previously had limited or no involvement. Nor did the policies effectively
reduce the corruption and bribery. By 1968, these problems were so rampant that the state
had to add more restrictions on who could become a merchant. The reforms adopted that
year prohibited a trader from being a party "responsable" and a party "responsable" from
being a trader. In 1975, the state was finally obUged to radicalize its stance and close the
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door to the private sector altogether in the face of unabated corruption and bribery. As in
the previous experiences, the government's directives were not followed and the
prohibition of private commerce brought more hardships to the country.
By 1979, the regime had to soften its position and give a limited role to the private
sector again.'® In the same vein, Guinean nationals operating outside the country were
officially invited to return home and repatriate their belongings without any fear of
confiscation.'^
Despite all these tribulations, however, the commercial sector in Guinea was still in
search of an identity commensurate with its political and social orientations when the
socialist regime was toppled in 1984. The economic policies that were instituted
subsequently, as announced in the new president's (Lansana Conte) speech of December
22, 1985, rescinded the state's control of trade activities and implemented rules and
regulations to facilitate the involvement of the private sector.
But if the development of Guinea's commercial sector has been tumultuous, the
national currency has had an ahnost equally checkered history. The creation of the
Guinean currency was the other important decision taken by the socialist government in
order to consolidate the young nation's independence. The next section explores the
country's monetary system during the socialist regime.

18. The government radicalism was tempered by the "revolt of the Market Women" in 1977 who protested
against the exactions of the Police Economique (economic police) in charge of reinforcing the regime's ban
on private trade.
19. Interview with El Hadj Tounkara in Labe. December 2, 1997.
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Creation of a National Currency

Consistent with its professed policy of eradicating the remnants of the colonial
economic structure in the country, and in conformity with its strong commitment to
complete independence from France, Guinea's socialist government decided, in March of
I960, to create its own currency in hopes of further consolidating the young nation's
precious gains in the political and economic fields.^® Guinean political leaders and
economic strategists viewed an independent currency as the necessary condition to end the
economic dependency vis-a-vis France which persisted despite the official severance of
political and economic relations between the two countries following the September 28,
1958 referendum. Indeed, the country's continued adherence to the Franc Zone, a French
creation and proven tool of economic control of African economies (Pouemi 1980), meant
that the Guinean economy was still subject to the whims of France's economic policies.
The end of monetary dependency on France was seen as a logical step in the economic and
political decolonization process on which the country had embarked. Therefore, the
Guinean authorities moved to nationalize the banks and other financial institutions in
order to put these to the service of the coimtry's development.

20. The creation of a Guinean currency had occasioned a serious debate among the Guinean leaders as to its
economic wisdom. The initial consensus seemed to have been the creation of a bank which, whiie under
French control, would have a mostly Guinean management It was to be modeled after the one created in
Tunisia at the time. Ba Mamadou, Governor of the Central Bank, was sent to Tunisia for 6 months to study
the feasibility of such a bank and ways to adapt it to Guinean realiQ'. In his absence, other members of the
government convinced the president to break away from France's monetary system (Interview with Ba
Mamadou, December 6, 1997).
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Background to the French Monetary System in Guinea

The official integration of Guinea to the French monetary system dates to the first years
of French political presence in the country. The pre-colonial economy was based mostly
on barter, except in the Forest Region where the use of guinze'^ as a monetary unit was
widespread. In an effort to monetize the colonial economy, the French authorities in
Guinea made it mandatory to use French currency for the payment of personal and other
taxes in certain parts of the colony (Suret-Canale 1970; Barry 1997; Goerg 1986). As the
colonial economic system slowly permeated and eventually took over the existing
traditional production and exchange systems, Guinea became further integrated into
French monetary and fiscal institutions. This trend was reinforced after the French
political dominion over Guinea was consolidated and the exploitation of its economic
resources began through the establishment of the "economie de traiie."
The Franc Zone, a monetary and fiscal initiative by France, aimed to create a common
currency, aligned with the French Franc, in its colonies of Africa in order to facilitate
commercial and financial transactions, and transfers of capital within colonies or to the
Metropole." Given the objectives of French economic policies in Africa, this monetary
and fiscal system became an important auxiliary tool in the colonial scheme. It took on an
even more important role after the second World War when France had to rely on the
protection and mutual assistance provided by the Zone to stabilize its ailing economy

21. Soft iron sticks.
22. It should be bome in mind that the Franc zone is not limited only to the former French Afncan colonies.
Other members include Mayotte, Monaco, and the Comores.
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which did not allow it a full participation in cruel international competition (Diarra
1972:58). Consequently, France accorded the Franc Zone a special status in its general
economic and fiscal policies. Thus, the Zone's currencies are managed under France's
tight supervision; they have a fixed parity with the French Franc and enjoy the full
backing of the French Treasury (Dore 1986:463).-^ In return for France's unconditional
guarantee, members of the Franc Zone are expected to submit their economic and fiscal
policies to those of France. For instance, no member is individually allowed to change the
currency's parity to the French Franc. If such a change were to occur, It had to be
approved by the French authorities."'^
A small number of African countries have declined to participate in the Franc Zone
after their accession to independence due to these political and economic constraints. Yet,
many countries remain members of the French-sponsored monetary system because the
absence of prerequisite economic structures prevents them firom creating an independent
currency. Their continued adherence to the Franc Zone,~^they maintain, provides more
economic opportunities than if they were to strike out on their own."^
Beyond the logic of colonial rule, Guinea's integration into the French monetary
system, was facilitated and maintained by the importance and volume of the commercial

23. There are different emissions but they are of equal value. The currency issued for West Africa is, for
instance, different from that in Central African countries.
24. For an exhaustive study of the constraints linked to the adherence to the Franc Zone, see Joseph Tchundjang Fouemi, 1980.
25. For more a discussion on the prerequisites for the creation of a national currency, see Mamadou Diarra,
1972.
26. For a discussion on the advantages of the Franc Zone, see Makhtar Diouf, 1983. See Bernard Hepp,
1967.
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transactions between the two countries throughout the colonial period. On the eve of the
country's independence in 1957, for example, 74.6 percent of Guinean imports came from
countries belonging to the Franc Zone, of which an overwhelming 64.5 percent were
du-ect dealings with France alone (Dore 1986:414). After independence, the official
volume of French goods decreased dramatically (it was less than 20 percent in 1962) due
to France's suspension of economic relations with the young nation and the development
of conmiercial relations with Eastern European countries and China. The Guinean
economy nonetheless remained heavily dependent on French firms and commercial banks.
Ninety percent of the assets of Guinea's banking system and wholesale commercial
sector was in the hands of foreign companies, among which French firms held a large
proportion. France's economic reprisal against Guinea for its political insubordination,
together with the country's early choice of non-capitalist path, created a situation in which
a systematic "sabotage" of the new leaders' economic efforts was carried out by foreign
firms which had a complete monopoly over the trade and banking sectors (Toure, n.d., 2:
81-82). Indeed, foreign firms ignored a number of economic and financial directives, from
Guinea's first three-year plan, and the firms repatriated a massive amount of capital in
response to Guinea's new laws. In order to have better control of the various parameters in
the economy upon which the execution of their economic and political agenda depended,
the Guinean leaders decided to create their own currency in March 1960.
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Reasons for the Creation of a Guinean Currency

As in the case of the state control of the trade sector, the creation of a Guinean currency
in I960 was motivated by the desire to correct various distortions in the country's
economy, and to allow the Guinean political leaders to control economic sectors which
were crucial for centralized planning. Indeed, the execution of the three-year plan,
elaborated shortly after the country's independence, was impeded by the lack of
compliance with the socialist regime's directives on the part of the foreign economic
actors who monopolized economic activities in Guinea. The three- year plan, a
comprehensive checklist of goals to be achieved under the state's dirigisme, aimed,
among other things, to develop the country's infrastructure, to establish the basis for a
national industry, and finally, to diversify and increase the agricultural production (Dore
1986:445). The plan envisioned a form of economic development based on the
imperatives of the national interest, rather than on the blind competition of market forces,
speculation or profit (Bettleheim and Charriere 1961:67).
The plan's successful execution required subordinating the activities of the foreign
firms operating in the country to the objectives and spirit of the plan. Yet from the very
beginning, signs of resentment to it among both foreign economic operators and the
handfiil of national ones were apparent. As early as September 1958, massive capital
transfers out of Guinea were observed, which occasioned a noticeable slowdown in the
country's economic activities (Amin 1965:140). The plan's attempt to correct the foreign
banks' lending practices, which were biased towards non-productive sectors, was also
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ignored. It was, therefore, clear to the Guinean leaders that centralized planning of a
foreign-dominated economy was doomed to failure. The obstacles challenges, very ably
and succinctly summarized by President Sekou Toure himself, were too monumental. A
more drastic solution was needed.
As from September, 19S8, a majority of the trading and industrial concerns began to evacuate their assets,
and these massive transfers soon faced us with the threat of economic strangulation.
Concerns which had a monopoly over some sector of economic life refused to participate in the
marketing campaign; banlcs restricted credit to producers and marketing bodies, and reserved their
resources for the retail trade. Thus, traders who resorted to credit because they transferred their regular
financial means abroad had to raise their prices by the interest and banking charges of their loans, at the
very moment when the government was taking steps to bring down prices.
Within less than one year the monetary circulation had fallen to less than half of its normal volume. We
had to fmd a solution to the financial problem. The monetary reform of March 1, I960, created a national
currency and vested the Nation with all the financial powers which, until then, had been held by France
and used as an instrument of economic domination (Tour^ n.d., 2:81-82).

The creation of a national currency, viewed as both a measure of value and a tool for
price plarming, was accompanied by the nationalization of the banking industry and the
establishment of a Central Bank." These moves were designed to put all the necessary
instruments for a better planning scheme in the hands of the state. Through these
measures, the state sought to determine the volume of internal fiduciary circulation and to
control the banks' credit allocations, in conformity with the planned development
strategy. The newly created currency, the Guinean Franc, was defined by a gold weight
(0.0036g) and unilaterally aligned with CPA's rate. However, the Guinean Pranc could
not be converted (Dore 1986:467)."®

27. By ordinances 9 and 10 of 2/29/60 which also established a Guinean Central Bank.
28. Dore (1986) reviews arguments about how inopportune the creauon of the Guinean currency was.
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Early Problems and the Successive Monetary Reforms

Even though the creation of the Guinean Franc was hailed as the ultimate step toward
the country's economic and political emancipation, major problems arose soon after the
issuance and release of the new currency and led to various monetary reforms throughout
the socialist regime. The new currency's economic value was seriously undermined by the
scarcity of commodities in the local market. Indeed, a substantial portion of Guinea's
imported goods was redirected to the borders, where enticing prices bolstered large and
expanding networks of smuggling and blackmarketeering. In addition, the availability of
products rarely found in the Guinean market through these transborder networks
contributed further to the plummeting value of the Guinean Franc because their purchase
often required the use of a foreign currency (namely the Franc CFA).
Furthermore, the prohibition placed on the import and/or outflow of die new Guinean
currency, and the maintenance of a fixed official exchange rate, despite the obvious
decrease in the currency's value, helped feed the black market and further depreciate the
Guinean Franc since it could only be used within the Guinean borders. In the unofficial
market, the exchange rate of the Guinean Franc was sometimes 200 to 300 percent higher
than that set by the government. The impossibility of transferring assets due to these
restrictions also occasioned a massive departure of European and Lebanese firms, thus
putting a serious strain on the country's economic activities (Dore 1986:468). This strain
translated into a valueless currency because it created a scarcity of goods in the national
official market. The inflationary trend in the Guinean monetary system was worsened by
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the government's periodic printing of money to make up the deficits which National
Enterprises incurred, and by the pumping of counterfeited bills into the country (Dore
1986:472-74).
As a result of these dysfunctions, many reforms were attempted to stabilize the
currency and shield the Guinean economy from the "sabotage" of "imperialist" agents.
Thus, the first reform was carried out on I March, 1963 to curtail the massive fiduciary
circulation that contributed to the depreciation of the Guinean Francs value.
Only three years into the creation of a national currency, the inflation that presaged the
1963 monetary reform drove Guinean prices of basic commodities to three or four times
the price levels in the neighboring countries. While the government's occasional printing
of new bills to stabilize certain sectors of the economy might have partially accounted for
the rising

inflation, the massive fiduciary

circulation was officially blamed on the

counterrevolutionaries who introduced counterfeit money to sap the socialist revolution's
strength. Consequently, new bills were issued and a short deadline for exchanging the old
bills was established in order to prevent the counterfeiters and those who speculated in
Guinean Francs outside the country from

taking advantage of the situation."^ The

government considered this strategy very efficient because it succeeded in "sterilizing"
substantial amounts of capital, outside the country, which could not be repatriated in time.
Thus, the second monetary reform in March 1963 saved our currency from attempts of sabotage by our
enemies from outside and their accomplices in the interior smugglers guided by the desire to get rich at

29. The shortening of the exchange period would have a devastating impact on Guinean entrepreneurs as
many of them would lose substantial capital because of their inability to reach the exchange centers on time.
We will come back to this issue in a later section, when we assess the impact of the socialist experience on
Guinean entrepreneurship.
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any cost The change of monetary signs has defeated the economic counterrevolution and the attempts at
constituting an exploitative bourgeois class (Tour6 1973:32; my translation).

Despite this attempt at reducing the volume of currency in circulation so as to lessen
the effect of the inflation on the country's economy, this claim of victory was premature.
The issuance of a new Guinean Franc soon proved to be more of a cosmetic operation than
a real remedy for the acute problems of public expenditures and inflation (Dore
1986:469). Indeed, in a relatively short time the volume of currency in the country again
reached record proportions. From 1963 to 1972, for instance, it jumped from 12 billion to
38 billion Guinean Francs (Dore 1986:475). Faced with the daunting task of reducing the
amount of money in circulation and its inflationary effect, the Guinean government
decided to institute another monetary reform in 1972.
As in 1963, the dumping of counterfeited bills into the Guinean economy by
"counterrevolutionaries" was officially proffered as the main reason behind the monetary
crisis that led to the 1972 reform. While this practice had resumed soon after the first
reform and had partially accounted for the enormous volume of currency in circulation,
the inflationary trend in the Guinean economy was also exacerbated by the government's
recourse to printing more Guinean currency whenever it had to bail out a failing national
enterprise (Dore 1986). This stark reality notwithstanding, on October 2, 1972, a new
currency was introduced to the public to stem the damaging effect of "economic
sabotage."^® In an attempt to reclaim the control over the fiduciary circulation, new
monetary signs were issued and the national currency was renamed. The Syli, the new

30.

Horoya (the official newspaper of the Guinean party-state) of October 1,1972.
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Guinean currency, was to replace the Guinean Franc, and the official exchange rate was
set at one Syli for ten Guinean Francs.^ ^
As was the case in previous efforts, the issuance of the Syli in 1972 did little to stabilize
the country's economy. The new currency did not restore the average Guinean's trust in
his money. Even worse, reports from Conakry after the Syli was emitted documented a
pervasive use of foreign currencies (especially French Franc and the U.S. Dollar), even in
the most central locations of the city. Hotels and marketplaces often conducted their
transactions in foreign currencies. Although used, the Syli was often accepted at a rate
three to four times lower than the official rate (Kalfleche 1981). The depreciation of the
new currency's value was aggravated by the scarcity of commodities in the state-run
stores where prices were supposed to be affordable. While those items could be obtained
in the parallel market, their prices were often three times higher than those established by
the government. By 1981, the monetary system's deficiencies were such that yet another
reform was required to correct economic distortions. Thus on April 17, 1981, new
monetary signs of the Syli were put in circulation to replace those issued in 1972.
In sharp contrast to the prior monetary reforms, the 1981 reform was, according to the
official version, necessitated by the dwindling fiduciary circulation occasioned by the
fiscal hoarding in which the "private capitalists" were engaged.^" But as in the past, the
ills of the Guinean economy could ultimately be traced back to the lack of trust in the

31. Syli means elephant in the Soussou Language. The high exchange rate in favor of the Syli affected neg
atively the capital of many entrepreneurs. Some were drawn almost to the bnnk of bankruptcy due to the
value given to the Syli vis-a-vis the Guinean Franc. This issue will be explored in a later section.
32. //oroya No. 2865 of April 19-25, 1981.
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currency, the hike in consumer prices, and finally to the unabated smuggling activities of
Guinean products to the neighboring countries.^^ Like its predecessor, the new Syli could
not work miracles.
The various monetary facelifts performed at different times throughout the socialist
regime hardly addressed the structural problems that had plagued the Guinean national
currency from the very beginning. These problems ranged from the government's failure
to establish an economic value for the currency due to the scarcity of consumer goods in
the country, through a political commitment to bail out failing state enterprises, to a
deliberate internal and external effort to sabotage the Guinean economy. In 1984, when
the socialist regime was deposed, these structural deficiencies were as acute as they had
been in 1960, when the first Guinean national currency was issued. The remaining
sections attempt to assess how the major policies designed to combat the distortions in the
Guinean economy impacted the entrepreneurs.

Impact of the Socialist Policies on Guinean Entrepreneurs

At the time the various commercial and monetary reforms were being instituted in
Guinea, the entrepreneurial sector was represented by two main categories of traders^"^:
the preindependence entrepreneurs whose constitution of capital occurred during the
colonial era and through personal endeavor, kinship affiliations or partnership; and the

33. Horoya No. 2867 of May 3-9,1981.
34. This discussion includes the Fulbe as well as the traders from the other ethnic groups.
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state-sponsored entrepreneurs whose capital was constituted either through an unintended
outcome of the government's economic policies or through a deliberate use of state
resources for personal gain. The latter category relied mostly on corruption and
embezzlement for their businesses' start-up capital, and blackmarketeering and smuggling
for its fructification. While kinship affiliations and partnerships had been used for the
purposes of raising capital and starting business ventures, these forms of capital
formation, unlike in the first category, mostly done on the state's account. Consequently,
most of the reforms that were undertaken in the commercial and monetary sectors were
mostly designed to combat this type of capital constitution and illicit eruichment.
Due to their indiscriminate nature, however, these reforms ended up hurting well
established entrepreneurs who were ready to comply with the socialist regime's political
option, and its economic and social directives. Indeed, by multiplying monetary and
commercial reforms, one after another, in an attempt to weed out the dysfunctions of the
Guinean economy, the socialist regime heavily encroached (sometimes purposefully,
sometimes accidentally) on the capital of those entrepreneurs who had decided to stay and
abide by socialist rule.
The pool of entrepreneurs hurt by these successive policies consisted mainly of
Malinke traders whose capital constitution dated to the colonial period. This was so, first
and foremost, because of their sheer demographic representation in the commercial sector.
Malinke involvement and dominance over trade activities in West Afnca goes back to the
Ghana empire and is widely documented in the local oral history as well as in written
records (Cohen 1971; Curtin 1971; Fage 1988; Howard 1997; Levtzion 1973; Niane 1962
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and 1984; Suret Canale 1970; Trimingham 1962; Wondji 1992). As a result of this long
history and success, the Malinke have forged a reputation as a shrewd mercantile ethnic
group. They upheld this tradition unabated through the various population movements and
forms of political rule that Guinea has known. It was shown that the precolonial trade
between the Guinean hinterland and the coast was mostly carried out by Malinke Dioulas.
While Futa Djallon played an important role in these exchanges because of its strategic
location, Fulbe leaders had to rely on the clientage and experience of the Malinke in the
conmiercial field to draw any profit from the trade activities that were taking place inside
and around their territory. The arrival of the European and Lebanese firms, and their
subsequent monopoly of the wholesale sector, did little to affect the mercantile position of
the Malinke. As a matter of fact, they were able to successfully thwart the Lebanese
attempt to enter specific niches which Malinke monopolized throughout the colonization
period.
The second reason for the predominance of the Malinke among the pool of
entrepreneurs operating in socialist Guinea was an outcome of a political and ethnic
perception. The bad blood between the triumphant PDG and the Fulbe that resulted from
the pre-independence party politics, combined with the country's early socialist option,
occasioned the departure of many Fulbe entrepreneurs, especially those who had begun to
accumulate capital in the latter part of the colonial period. For these entrepreneurs, a PDG
rule might not only trigger a retaliation against the Fulbe due to their "perceived"
historical opposition to Sekou Toure's party, but the PDG's socialist leanings might also
impede the fulfillment of their aspirations to accxmiulate more capital. Consequently,

ITi
many of them chose to leave the country in the early years of its independence. This
conviction of impending political and ethnic persecution, and the migratory trend that it
set off, were reinforced during subsequent years by the "discovery" of various plots in
which many Fulbe became implicated (Arulpragasam and Sahn 1997; Azarya 1978;
Johnson 1978; Riviere 1977). Furthermore, the closing of the Guinean borders to the
outside world, the strategic use of which had been one of the main reasons for Fulbe
commercial success in the latter part of the colonial period, also occasioned significant
migration among the Fulbe mercantile class, whose business ventures were seriously
curtailed by the political and commercial restrictions. Therefore, by the time that the
efforts to restructure the Guinean economy had begun, the entrepreneurial sector was
overwhelmingly in the hands of the Malinke.
Commercial and, to some extent, political considerations also led many Malinke
entrepreneurs to migrate. However, a large number of them remained in Guinea despite
the signs that augured a potentially restrictive entrepreneurial environment.^^ Unlike the
Fulbe entrepreneurs who became expatriates early on, taking with them the little capital
diey had saved, the Malinke entrepreneurs chose, in their majority, to stay in Guinea. They
did not feel that the PDG political power was a threat to their commercial interests. After
all, they identified with the socialist regime because it was headed by a Malinke like them.
The illusion of being part of the ruling power did not predispose them to exile, unlike the
Fulbe who chose to migrate and let the socialist revolution take its course. Consequently,

35. Indeed, there was an inter-Maiinke rivalry that took on the form of a political persecution. We will
revisit that issue in a later section.
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when Sekou Toure's regime radicalized in the mid-1960s and again in the mid-1970s,
those who felt its repercussions most directly were Malinke entrepreneurs. The next
section explores how the various commercial and monetary policies affected
entrepreneurship in the country, and more particularly the Malinke entrepreneurs.

Impact of the Commercial Policies

As noted earlier, one of the first measures to affect the Guinean entrepreneurs was the
creation of the Comptoir Guineen de Commerce Exterieur (CGCE) and the Comptoir
Guineen de Commerce Interieur (CGCI). State control of the export sector was a socialist
imperative. Beyond that, it could be justified by the lack of expertise and capital on the
part of the national entrepreneurs in the wake of the country's independence. However,
the socialist government's excessive concern with the purchasing power of the Guinean
populations dealt a major blow to the activities of the traders. The deliberate attempt to fix
prices and to limit profit on the commodities sold in the country, often in total disregard of
accruing costs such as employees' salaries and other incidentals, left Guinean merchants
with little or no margin to fiiictify their capital. The absence of any price incentive based
on the laws of supply and demand brought inertia to the trade activities and fostered
hoarding of goods which could be sold at a far higher profit in the parallel market. The
government's tight control over commerce, therefore, drove many entrepreneurs out of the
official economy, as they found it hard to live off of the profit margin set by the regime.
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Those who could not engage in smuggling or biackmarketeering, for whatever reason,
were compelled to give up trade altogether.
Another major setback to the Guinean entrepreneurial activities occurred with the
institution of the November 8, 1964 Loi Cadre. In order to reduce the number and
categories of Guineans entering the commercial sector, the socialist government imposed
such drastic measures as the payment of substantial financial guaranties and the
observance of strict regulations regarding warehousing and other logistical matters.
Indeed, in addition to requiring a clean criminal record and a minimum age of 25 years for
all categories of traders, any person aspiring to engage in semi-wholesale trade had to
show proof of having at her or his disposal capital of at least 30 million Guinean Francs, of
which one-third would be deposited as a permanent security at the Credit National pour le
Commerce, I 'Industrie et i 'Habitat (article 5). For those electing to go into retail trade,
proof of a minimum capital of 10 million Guinean Francs and a deposit of one-fourth of
that amount as a financial guarantee were required (article 6). Given the level of
accumulation among the local entrepreneurs at the time, the initial capital required to enter
or carry on the merchant profession represented a substantial amount that only a few could
afford. Thus, many well established and experienced entrepreneurs were shut out from an
sector, to which they could have contributed their talent and know-how, by virtue of their
lack of a capital arbitrarily set by the government.
Furthermore, the socialist regime's institution of the verification des biens (wealth
verification) measures as part of its attempt to combat corruption and bribery also
negatively affected entrepreneurial activities in Guinea. Not only did traders have to meet
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the financial requirements discussed above, they also had to appear in front of a tribunal
economique (economic court) and provide a clear and sensible explanation about the
provenance of the start-up capital for their businesses. If they failed to convince the court,
their belongings were confiscated and, depending on the specific case, they were brought
to trial for economic fraud. While this procedure successfully unmasked many instances
of illicit enrichment, it fostered many unfair expropriations and abuses. Some people who
had legally made a fortune were unable to clearly account for all of it, and members of the
courts settled personal vendettas against particular individuals during these trials. As a
result, many entrepreneurs lost part or all of their capital. In order to avoid the hardships
and humiliation that might result from these inquiries, others simply decided to keep their
belongings to themselves and shunned official trade altogether. A Thus, a substantial
amount of entrepreneurial skill was lost due to the ramifications of short-sighted economic
policies.^®

Impact of the Monetary Reforms

While the commercial policies reduced the number of skilled traders in Guinea, the
monetary reforms that were carried out along with those policies substantially encroached
on the capital of the remaining entrepreneurs sometimes depriving them of it altogether.

36. My informants in Labe blamed the failure of the socialist commerce on policies like these which drove
away the skilled entrepreneurs and replaced them with inexperienced ones who entered the sector either
through the state's sponsorship or ethnic afdliations (alluding to Malinkes in high administrative positions
helping their relatives).
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For example, the short deadline (three days) imposed for the exchange of the Guinean
currency by the March 1963 reform was the first measure to cause a loss of substantial
amounts of capital among the mercantile class. The government's attempt at "sterilizing"
the mass of Guinean Francs held outside the country by speculators and counterfeiters
made the imposition of a short deadline necessary in order to prevent the repatriation of
these sums. However, this economic decision ended up hurting Guinean entrepreneurs
who were not initially targeted by the measure.
Indeed, most entrepreneurs at the time kept their capital with them instead of
depositing it in an account at a state-controlled financial institution. They lacked trust in
the banking system, but they also practiced a conunercial and savings tradition which did
not involve banks. Consequently, when the socialist government switched to new
banknotes, many entrepreneurs had to take their capital to the exchange centers. Although
regional exchange centers were opened, they could not handle the volume of currency that
needed to be exchanged in cities like Kankan and Siguiri (in Upper Guinea). As a result,
many entrepreneurs were advised to go to Conakry to complete their transactions.
However, because of the short deadline and the travel conditions, many entrepreneurs
arrived to Conakry well after the deadline had passed. Despite proof that they were
operating legally in the country, government officials could not accommodate their
requests for fear of infiltration by speculators and counterfeiters whom the short deadline
had taken by surprise. Thus, a great number of legitimate entrepreneurs ended up losing a
substantial amount of capital because they could not reach the exchange centers in time
(interview with Pate Sow, historian, Conakry, September 13, 1997).
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Although adequate time was provided during the 1972 monetary reform to exchange
old currency for new, other circumstances arose that negatively affected the Guinean
entrepreneurs' capital once again. As noted earlier, when issued on October 2, 1972, the
Syli was given a much higher value than its predecessor, the Guinean Franc. Syli equalled
10 Guinean Francs. The overvaluation of the Syli proved to be devastating to the Guinean
entrepreneurs when, a few months later, its value plummeted just as did that of the
Guinean Franc before it. The new currency did not increase purchasing power, and, in the
parallel market, it was just as valueless as the Guinean Franc. Consequently, many
entrepreneurs lost a substantial amount of capital, and some well established families of
traders were drawn almost to the brink of bankruptcy, especially in Upper Guinea.^^ In
addition, numerous irregularities were documented in the regional exchange centers,
where government agents took advantage of the population's naivete and lack of
knowledge about the operations to steal large sums from them.^®
Furthemiore, the introduction of a new measure requiring the registration of the name
of anybody who exchanged more than one million Guinean Francs discouraged many
people from taking all of their currency to the exchange centers. Once again, for fear of
being subjected to fiscal control or having to explain the origin of their fortunes before an
economic court, many entrepreneurs did bring all their capital to the exchange centers.
Dreading labels of "counterfeiters" or "unscrupulous capitalists" and their consequences,
many entrepreneurs relied on relatives and friends to help them with the exchange

37. Interview with El Hadj Outy Tandene in Labe. November 29, 1997.
38. Guinee Perspectives Notcvelles, No. 24, January 1973, p.6.
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operations. Those who were unable to find assistance simply chose discreetly to get rid of
the surplus Guinean Francs rather than be accused as "enemies of the revolution" (Dore
1986: 478-79). The practice of disposing of the potential troublemaking capital was so
well documented a response to the 1972 and 1981 monetary reforms that it drew the
attention of President Sekou Toure who commented on the losses thus incurred by the
entrepreneurs:
Le jour du change, celut qui avait des millions par devers lui avait vainement cherche a repartir sa
fortune. II a donne id 10 000 sylis, 14 5 000 sylis comme commission. Finalement il a perdu une somme
colossaie qu'il aurait du d^poser en banque sans perdre un syli. Qu'est-ce qu'iis avaient en tete ces gens

la?^'

The Socialist Government Versus the Compradore Class

Another factor that affected capital under the socialist regime was the power struggle
pitting the government against the mercantile class in Upper Guinea. While Fulbe claim of
ethnic persecution by the government was manifest and well documented, the reality is
that they were as much victims of the socialist repression as some Malinke individuals and
families were at one time during the Sekou Toure regime. Indeed, soon after the socialist
revolution was set in motion in Guinea, a serious and widening rift developed between the
regime and the mercantile elite, represented by well established trading families in
Kankan, Upper Guinea. Outwardly, the repression might have been interpreted as
consistent with the socialist government's ongoing attempt to reinforce its position and do
away with counterrevolutionaries regardless of their ethnic backgrounds. Though partially

39. Horoya, No. 2867 of May 3-9, 1981, p. 28.
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true, this analysis ignores that an inter-Malinke power struggle occurred simultaneously
with what was happening at the national level.
This inter-Malinke power struggle poised the inhabitants of Kankan against those of
Faranah. Historically, Kankan has always been the uncontested commercial center of
Upper Guinea. Thanks to its strategic geographical position and the relative wealth of its
merchants, Kankan has always asserted itself as the most important city in that part of
Guinea, and many of the most prominent pre-independence merchants hailed from there.
Kankan's traditional position as one of Guinea's most important conmiercial centers was
consolidated in the nascent years of the socialist revolution by the complete Malinke
monopoly of the trade sector, following Fulbe entrepreneurs flight to neighboring
countries.
According to the Kankanois (inhabitants of Kankan), the trouble began when President
Sekou Toure, who is from Faranah (a rival city not far from Kankan), came to power and
tried to shift the center of attention from Kankan to his native town. They alleged that
infrastructural developments initially destined for Kankan were diverted to Faranah.
When they made their opinions known, they found themselves being persecuted unjustly
and accused of being anti-revolutionaries. That witch hunt, they argue, was responsible for
the imprisonment or execution of most of their prominent entrepreneurs. Those lucky
enough to be alive found themselves stripped of whatever wealth they possessed.
Another version of the power struggle between the mercantile class in Kankan and the
socialist regime under Sekou Toure explains the conflict in terms of the incompatibility
40. Interview with Pate Dieng, a historian, and Allassane Sow, a sociologist, Conakry, July 29, 1997.
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between the socialist option and the traders' aspirations for a less restrictive commercial
environment. According to my informants, the government's earlier policy of extending
loans to individuals for advanced agricultural campaigns mostly benefited the Malinke, as
the loans were often allocated along ethnic lines.^' A proliferation of Malinke traders
ensued, most of most of them from Kankan. Soon, the new economic class that emerged
on the strength of favors from the socialist regime began to challenge the latter and to
question its policies. Criticism of the government was mostly voiced by the wealthiest
trading families such as the Diane and the Kaba. The government's response was
widespread repression against the strengthening compradore class and later, repression
was extended to their family members in the civil service, especially in the army, for fear
of a coup.
It is difficult to determine which explanation of this inter-Malinke power struggle
comes closest to the truth. In any event, as in the case of the various monetary reforms, the
conflict that poised the traders of Kankan against the government had the effect of
substantially encroaching on the capital of entrepreneurs and, at times, of depriving them
of their livelihood altogether. The socialist goverrunent had only to allege that they were
counterrevolutionaries and insatiable capitalists.
In addition, spite of these political conflicts, however, Guinea's socialist government
often found it necessary to solicit the assistance of entrepreneurs. Whenever there were
hardships, they were asked to contribute or lend money to the government. These loans
and contributions often depleted their capital becaiise reimbursement was not guaranteed.
41, Interview with members of the Chamber of Commerce in Labe, February 16,17 and 21, 1997.
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Many entrepreneurs went bankrupt and those who refused to contribute to the national
effort were often viewed as opposing the regime with all of the consequences that entailed.
Entrepreneurs were also firequent victims of looting whenever the living conditions
deteriorated in the country and whenever the plight of the working masses was blamed on
the "satans" in the president's fiery speeches.^"
The socialist regime's tendency to announce and immediately apply certain economic
laws without allowing adequate time for the entrepreneurs to readjust has also contributed
to severe capital depletion. One of my informants'^^ recounted how one of these measures
affected his capital. In 1975, he had sent his brother to buy bundles of used clothes worth
about 10 million Sylis in Bamako (Mali).'*^ Unfortunately for him, by the time the
shipment reached ICankan, the regime had radicalized and his merchandise was
confiscated there.'*^ He has never heard about it since nor was he compensated for the loss.

Summary

Anticipating a restrictive commercial environment and real or imagined ethnic and
political persecution, the overwhelming majority of Fulbe entrepreneurs decided to leave
Guinea during the early years of the socialist revolution and PDG rule. They took with
them whatever capital they had accumulated and settled in neighboring countries, where
42. Sekou Toure coined the term "satan" to describe the capitalist merchants, especially after his conflict
with the Kankan mercantile class became very open.
43. El Hadj Tounkara (member of the 12 licensed merchants in Labe following the 1964 Loi Cadre).
44. He said that he did not think that anybody in Labe had that much capital at the time.
45. Private commerce was suppressed altogether.
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they were free to carry on their commercial businesses. Once outside, they were able to
perform well and compete with the local entrepreneurs in their host countries; so much so
that they were able to accumulate a substantial amount of wealth.
These expatriates had little contact with family members who stayed behind in Guinea.
Even with their newly found economic success, they could not send important remittances
to their relatives back home. First, physical contact was reduced to a minimum due to the
restrictions on freedom of movement across Guinea's borders, and secondly, if anyone
showed signs of wealth, he or she had to justify the origin of their wealth, especially if
they were a government employee. The fact that the traders became victims of a with hunt
did not help. Any substantial increase in a merchant's capital would immediately be
interpreted by government officials as having been earned on the back of the working
masses and, as such, it was viewed as anti-socialist. Letters were read upon their arrival at
the post office and because of one compromising sentence, a whole family could be taken
to prison and accused of being the accomplices of counterrevolutionaries. In this way, the
umbilical cord was cut between the individual Pullo and his relatives. Consequently,
expatriate Fulbe were unable to contribute to the financial sponsorship relatives who have
remained behind in Guinea. The expatriate, in a way, was obliged to invest in the host
country, but at the same time, he was cognizant of the fact that he had to put some capital
aside for an eventual return to his native country someday and the possibility of investing
there. This line of reasoning was mostly underwritten by the intense pressure to emulate or
outcompete relatives that is so integral to Fulbe culture. One's success would only be
validated if it could be shown in the form of investment in Guinea and more specifically in
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one's natal village. Therefore, while outside Guinea, the Fulbe lived by the principles and
decorum of their culture back home and never gave up the hope of returning there
someday. This was the only culturally appropriate way to prove to those who stayed
behind that exile was not a waste of time.
. Whereas the Fulbe were able to continue the capital accumulation process in these
foreign countries, die Malinke entrepreneurs, who, in their overwhelming majority chose
to remain in socialist Guinea because they identified with Sekou Toure's regime, found
themselves confronted with the problem of a shrinking capital due to the regime's various
commercial and monetary reforms. Their ability to fructify their capital was hindered by
such drastic policies as the high initial capital requirement for commercial business
ventures, and monetary reforms and currency exchange conditions that encroached
heavily on their investment possibilities.
In addition, the philosophical incompatibility between Guinea's socialist politics and
the deeply rooted commercial tradition of the Malinke fostered a power struggle that
generated a wave of political repressions which seriously affected the entrepreneurs and
their capital. By 1984, this once large and prosperous community of merchants had
dwindled to a few who had succeeded in keeping their heads above water thanks to
smuggling and foreign currency exchange transactions in the parallel market.
The onslaught of the socialist regime's fiscal and monetary policies on Malinke capital
was such that when liberalization policies were instituted after April 1984, the Malinke
found themselves unable to compete with the Fulbe expatriate entrepreneurs who returned
to Guinea with decent capital, and considerable experience in the field of
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entrepreneurship. The returnees became the biggest economic operators in the country,
because their entrepreneurial learning process had not been stifled by the rigors of the
socialist revolution. They were also able to learn a great deal about imports and exports by
virtue of operating successfully in their host countries. Today, Fulbe former expatriates
have a complete monopoly of the Guinean economic sector. This was possible because
they were able to assess quickly the situation looming ahead of Guinea in the early years
of the revolution, and to take the necessary and possible measures to adapt.
In the final analysis, the reversal of fortune that propelled the Fulbe to the top of the
economic ladder in Guinea to the detriment of the Maiinke cannot be credited to cultural
factors alone. Although the Fulbe have used their culture to position themselves, their
take-over of the entrepreneurial sector in Guinea was the unintended outcome of various
economic and political policies under the socialist regime that befell the Maiinke, because
they had the illusion of being part of the ruling power. Despite the intrinsic incompatibility
between their chosen profession and Guinea's political option, Maiinke entrepreneurs,
unlike their Fulbe counterparts, did not feel that the socialist government was a threat.
After all, it was headed by Sekou Toure, a Maiinke, and unlike the Fulbe, their
relationship wdth the ruling party, the PDG, had not been particularly hostile. Having
chosen to remain in Guinea, the Maiinke felt the crippling effects of the various reforms
the most. As a result, they lost the economic edge they had over the Fulbe by virtue of the
cumulative effects of these policies on their capital. The Fulbe's new found economic
success and dominance is not, therefore, the outcome of superior managerial skills, nor is
it a reflection of their unique cultural predisposition to commerce. Rather their success and
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the decline of Malinke entrepreneurial position in the country are due to macro-economic
and political factors which, for the most part, were beyond the control of either ethnic
group.
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CHAPTER 9: THE PROFILE OF FULBE ENTREPRENEURS

The previous chapter described how the national political situation during Guinea's
socialist regime unseated the Malinke as the main entrepreneurial group in the country and
allowed the capital-rich returning Fulbe to take over the economic sector in the country
after the liberalization policies of April 1984. This chapter sketches a profile of the new
entrepreneurs, their business practices and managerial styles, and finally, the opportunities
and constraints under which they operate at the national level.

Demographic Information

Background information
In addition to my various meetings with the Fulbe informants, I administered a survey
questionnaire to collect information about the entrepreneurs' backgrounds, their work
history, marital status and level of education. The average age of the thirty-seven Fulbe
entrepreneurs surveyed was 55 years, with male entrepreneurs averaging 56 years, and
female entrepreneurs 46 years. This, however, does not reflect the age discrepancy in the
sample between entrepreneurs in Labe and those from other towns in Futa Djallon but
who have been operating their businesses in Conakry. This discrepancy is mainly due to
the fact that the majority of Labe entrepreneurs (eight of twelve in the sample), started
their businesses in the colonial period. In addition, none of these eight entrepreneurs had
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left Guinea in the wake of the socialist policies, even though at times they were obliged to
reduce their commercial activities due to various restrictions.

TABLE 9.1. Average Age of Entrepreneurs
%of
Total
Sum

%of
Total
Nber

Sex

Mean

Number

Std.
Deviation

Male

56.31

32

11.68

88.6%

86.5%

Female

46.20

5

7.40

11.4%

13.5%

Total

54.95

37

11.65

100.0%

100.0%

The survey data reveal that die senior enUrepreneurs (those who established their
businesses prior to 1977) are concentrated in Labe rather than Conakry. This is a direct
result of the historical circumstances that kept many of the senior entrepreneurs in dieir
homeplaces rather than encourage them to go to Conakry, where more economic
opportunities seem to exist. These senior entrepreneurs explained to me that staying in
Labe during the socialist regime had been a part of a commercial strategy. They noted that
in Labe, being a smaller urban center than Conakry, they were under less scrutiny. In
addition, the town was not far from the border with Senegal. Consequently, they could
engage in smuggling with less chance of being caught than if they were operating from
Conakry. As a result, they chose to remain in Labe.
When the liberalization policies came, most of them again decided to stay in Labe
because they were abready well-established in the city and felt cozy there. Old age, they
also they remarked, combined with the uncertainty of moving to another city whose
business environment they were not familiar with, constituted real deterrents for them.
When I asked about the impact of this decision on their commercial activities, given the
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apparently greater commercial opportunities in Conakry, they responded that this was a
trade-off that they were willmg to accept. They added that there are a few entrepreneurs in
Conakry with whom they go into partnership for their import needs from time to time, and
this mitigates their apparent commercial isolation from Conakry.
The five women entrepreneurs represent 13.5 percent of the sample (see table 9.2).
They are all junior entrepreneurs because they started their businesses after 1977.
Furthermore, they are all established in Conakry even though two of them are from
Tougue, one from Mali, and the two others hail from villages that are not covered in this
study. Their small representation in the sample is indicative of the many structural, as well
as psychological, barriers to entrepreneurship that women have still to overcome in
Guinea. Their relative youth (average age of 46.20) compared to male entrepreneurs
(average age 56.31) can also be attributed to their late entry in the field since it is only
recently that real entrepreneurial opportunities have been opening up to them.

TABLE 9.2. Distribution of Entrepreneurs by Sex
%of
Total
Sum

%of
Total
Nber

Sex

Mean

Number

Std
Deviation

Male

19.97

32

10.77

90.9%

86.5%

Female

12.80

5

9.96

9.1%

13.5%

Total

19.00

37

10.82

100%

100%

Historically in Guinea and in many other parts of Africa, the woman was a homemaker.
Her role was to take good care of the house, have children and educate them. In almost all
Guinean conununities, it was understood that a woman should not concem herself with
public issues and women were not viewed as playing important economic or political
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roles. These were believed to be in the realm of man's responsibilities. It is only recently,
thanks to the evolution of the Guinean society and women's exposure to formal education,
that the woman has been visible in the public sphere, first in the Civil Service {Fonction
Publique) and increasingly now in the field of entrepreneurship. Today, a growing number
of women are entering the field either as business partners or managers for their husbands
or relatives, or as independent operators. In these capacities, they have been competing on
equal terms with other entrepreneurs. In Futa Djallon, it is very common to see women
entrepreneurial groupings for dyeing, soap making, commerce or for the sale of fi"esh
produce. In the Soussou community, women seem to be more dynamic than men. The
charge of feeding the family rests mainly on the woman. This imposed responsibility
makes Soussou women more dynamic than the women of other ethnic groups.
Even though women in general are underrepresented in Guinea's entrepreneurial field,
Fulbe women are even more so despite their demographic importance. This lack of
entrepreneurial dynamism can be explained by a number of factors. From a social
perspective, for instance, the Pullo woman is the least exposed to the outside world. She
had been much more burdened by social constraints than the women of other ethnic
groups in Guinea. As a result, she has had more problems expressing herself as an
independent economic operator.
Above and beyond the limits imposed on all Guinean women's participation in public
life, Fulbe women had to face challenges related to the unique situation in Futa. Fulbe
theocratic rule in Futa Djallon during the nineteenth century has left an enduring and
negative legacy of prohibitions that were not conducive to female social emancipation. As
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wives and daughters of influential marabouts, ^ these women, especially those of the Fulbe
nobility, were prevented from even leaving their houses by the Islamic fundamentalist
philosophy espoused by the religious leaders of that epoch. This added restriction has,
throughout the years, settled in the mentality of the Pullo woman and inhibited her active
involvement in livelihoods like commerce.
Furthermore, the Pullo woman's relative shield from everyday needs in the past has
fostered this lack of entrepreneurial dynamism. Indeed, because of her husband's
entrepreneurial success and the responsibilities he assumed regarding family expenses, the
Pullo woman has not been in a situation, historically, where she was obliged to work
outside the house in order to help her husband make ends meet. Nor was she obliged to
help in the everyday running of his activities. When pastoralism was the major Fulbe
livelihood, the women did not have to help in a significant way with animal husbandry,
because as practiced in those days, it was relatively easy. This was especially true in Futa
Djallon, an environment where the climatic conditions were almost perfect for raising
livestock. Unlike the Malinke or the Soussou woman who had to leave the house on a
regular basis to cultivate land or sell the produce of her garden, the Pullo woman was
mainly confined within the walls of her compound to attend to her children. This lack of
exposure has limited her involvement in entrepreneurship.
Today, rapid and far-reaching changes are taking place within Fulbe society and Fulbe
women are increasingly participating in public life and entering the field of
entrepreneurship. However, it is still apparent that they lag behind Soussou and,
1. Religious leaders and teaciiers of die Coran and the Islamic precepts.
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especially, Maiinke women in entrepreneurial activities is still very apparent. The relative
youth of Fulbe women and their underrepresentation in the sample might, therefore, be
accounted for by Fulbe women's late entry in the field of entrepreneurship and their need
to catch up in that domain.

Educational Level
The survey questionnaire also sought to elucidate the entrepreneurs' educational
background. The sample shows that all thirty-seven entrepreneurs interviewed attended
Coranic school for a minimum of two years. They were all able to read Arabic texts, even
though only thirteen among them claimed to be able to understand written or spoken
Arabic perfectly. Twenty-three entrepreneurs said that they could write Arabic and
nineteen of these noted that they use Arabic in some form or another in the running of
their businesses such as writing down the names of their debtors or performing certain
calculations. It is important to note, however, that the Coranic instruction, geared only
toward reading Arabic in order to learn the holy verses, did not provide them with the
practical skills to take care of their bookkeeping and other managerial and administrative
duties. Those who were able to use Arabic for these different operations had to learn die
skills outside their Coranic instruction settings.
The entrepreneurs were also asked whether they could read, write, or understand
French, which is the medium of formal education in Guinea. More specifically, therefore,
the questionnaire inquired about their levels of schooling and the skills they gained. Out of
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the sample of the thirty-seven entrepreneurs in the study, only five (13.5 percent) attended
primary school. Among these, were four males and one female.

TABLE 93. Number of entrepreneurs with Primary School Level
Primary
School

%of
Total
Sum

%of
Total
Number

Mean

Number

Std
Deviation

No Pri
mary
School

20.37

32

10.43

92.7%

86.5%

Attended
Primary
School

10.20

5

9.98

7.3%

13.5%

Total

19.00

37

10.82

100.0%

100.0%

TABLE 9.4. Distribution of Entrepreneurs by Sex at Primary School Level
Primary School
NO Primary School

Attended Primary Schl

Count

%

Count

%

Male

28

87.5%

4

80.0%

Female

4

12.5%

I

20.0%

Sex

At the secondary level, the number of entrepreneurs who attended French school
dropped to three, with two males and one female. Only two entrepreneurs in the sample
attended University and they both were males. They had graduated with a bachelor's
degree in finance and worked for the Guinean government for a number of years before
they started their own businesses. One of them still worked for the govenunent at the time
I interviewed him in 1997. However, by keeping in touch with him after the fieldwork, I
learned that he had resigned from his government job because he was assigned to another
office, where his new duties impeded the everyday running of his business. The other one
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left his government position seven years ago and is currently in the hotel business among
other things.

TABLE 9.5. Number of Entrepreneurs with a Secondary School Level
%of
Total
Sum

%of
Total
Nber

Mean

Number

Std
Deviation

No Sec
ondary
School

1.12

34

.33

90.5%

91.9%

Attended
Second
ary
School

1.33

3

.58

9.5%

8.1%

Total

1.14

37

.35

100.0%

100.0%

TABLE 9.6. Distribution of Entrepreneurs by Sex at the Secondary Level
Secondary School
Sex

No Secondary School

Attended Secondary
School

Count

%

Count

%

Male

30

88.2%

2

66.7%

Female

4

11.8%

1

33.3%

The lack of formal education among the Fulbe entrepreneurs in the sample indicates
either that the bulk of them left early to look for job opportimities within the Futa Djallon
or outside it, therefore by-passing French education, or that they grew up in households
where Coranic instruction received more emphasis than French education. While both
hypotheses might be true, the latter assumption is more likely, if one considers the lasting
legacy that Futa's theocracy has had on the local populations and the negative early
attitude toward French education, which was seen as a tool for Christian penetration in the
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area. In any case, these Fulbe entrepreneurs had fewer years of schooling than most
Guineans.
This finding contrasts with that of Kallon (1990), who assessed the educational level of
Sierra Leonean entrepreneurs. He found out that, on average, the Sierra Leonean
entrepreneur had a higher educational level than his countrymen. Kallon (1990:149)
attributes this result to the presence among the entrepreneurs that he interviewed of a large
number of college graduates who entered the field of entrepreneurship after they became
disenchanted with the employment opportunities in the government. In Guinea, the bulk
of die successful Fulbe entrepreneurs consists of those people who, lacking formal
education and in the absence of economic opportunities in Futa Djallon or elsewhere in
Guinea, chose to emigrate from the country in search of better living conditions. This
explains the high percentage of illiterates or semi-illiterates among the Guinean Fulbe
entrepreneurs.
Despite their very limited formal education, the entrepreneurs in the sample had a very
good command of many languages spoken within and outside of Guinea. The survey
showed that, on average, the respondents, spoke at least two other languages, in addition
to their native language, Pulaar. Many of them made comments to the effect that they
spoke one or several languages as well as they spoke their native language. In general, the
entrepreneurs spoke Soussou and Malinke fluently. Many of them could communicate in
French with little difficulty and had offered to answer my questions in French prior to
learning that I speak Pulaar. A large number of them take private French lessons to
improve their communication skills in that language, as they often find it necessary to
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speak French during their trips abroad. The other languages that the entrepreneurs spoke
usually depended on the countries they visited frequently or in which they had previously
established residence. For example, Fulbe entrepreneurs who were in Dakar during
Guinea's socialist regime all speak Wolof, one of Senegal's major languages.

Marital Status
The questionnaire also asked the Fulbe entrepreneurs about their marital status and
revealed that all thirty-seven respondents were married (see Table 9.7). One can attribute
this extraordinarily high incidence of marriage partly to Islamic influence and partly to
certain Fulbe social norms, even though these draw their essence from Islam as well.
Indeed, Islam places great importance on marriage. A person's religious status is said to
be incomplete without an Islamically-lawfiil spouse. Marriage is viewed as a means to
prevent adultery, one of the major sins in the Islamic faith. Given Islam's long and lasting
imprint in Futa Djallon and the religious background of my informants. Islamic influence
played a role in this high percentage of married people among the Fulbe entrepreneurs I
interviewed.

TABLE 9.7. The Entrepreneurs' Marital Status by Sex
Marital Status
Married to one person

Polygamous

Count

%

Count

%

Male

18

94.7%

14

77.8%

Female

1

5.3%

4

222%

Sex
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From a social perspective, marriage confers a higher status on a Pullo in Futa Djallon
than if the person were not married. Marriage is thought to bring stability in the family and
to make spouses much more responsible toward their off-spring and their other social
duties. A married person's testimony is often given more weight than that of a single
person and in general, a married person becomes more credit-trustworthy than an
unmarried person. Marriage is therefore seen as a rite of passage from the domain of
carefree youth and immaturity to that of responsibilities and accountability. This particular
perspective on marriage also accounted partly why all the respondents in the sample were
married.
The survey found that among the men in the sample, eighteen were monogamous,
whereas fourteen were polygamous. Seven monogamous men said that they had been
polygamous at one time or another, but their marital status changed either through divorce
or death of a wife. The fact that a Pullo man sometimes demonstrates economic success
and high social status by taking multiple wives might explain the high number of
polygamous men in the sample.
Among the female respondents, four had co-wives and only one was in a monogamous
relationship. Among the four women who were married polygamously, only one was a
first wife. The three remaining females had joined ahready-established households and
therefore noted that they had consented to become co-wives. When I asked them whether
their marital status constituted an obstacle to their entrepreneurial careers, and whether
single women entrepreneurs had an edge over them, the female interviewees responded in
the negative. They explained that they were married to understanding husbands, who
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support them in their undertakings. One of the women in a polygamous marriage jokingly
said that her husband is so busy with his other wife that he actually welcomes her trips, as
well her daily and long absences from the house. The women pointed out that their
married status has an advantage of protecting them socially, as many unmarried female
entrepreneurs are often judged as being "loose." All four women are married to
government employees (three in the Civil Service, and one in the military) and they said
that their earnings were welcome additions to their husbands' salaries. The relatively high
educational level of these women's spouses may be one of the factors why the husbands
seem to be so open socially and supportive of their wives' entrepreneurial activities.

Pre-entrepreneurial Occupations
The questionnaire also sought to elucidate the occupational background of the
informants prior to their entry in the entrepreneurial field. The sample showed that only
two of the thirty-seven respondents considered that they had real jobs before starting their
businesses, and they worked for the government in various capacities. The remaining
thirty-five entrepreneurs declared that they did not work before their entrepreneurial
careers began, even though some women admitted having been housewives, and some
men mentioned involvement in farming and/or anunal husbandry. This indicates that for
these entrepreneurs, family-oriented occupations, such as farming and animal husbandry,
are not really viewed as jobs. Poor remuneration for these occupations might account for
the entrepreneurs' perspective.
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Partial support for this interpretation comes from the informants' responses when they
were asked the reasons that led them to become involved in entrepreneurship. Out of the
thirty-seven respondents, twenty-four (65%) said that they had been motivated exclusively
by the potential for economic gain. Seven said that commerce was easier than farming or
animal husbandry, four explained that they have always had a love for commerce, and two
entrepreneurs said that they entered entrepreneurship by accident.

Business Type

Fulbe entrepreneurs in this sample owned a variety of businesses and often in different
locations. While some of the respondents had gone into specific niches, the overwhelming
majority, twenty-eight respondents or 76%, were rurming commercial businesses. These
ranged from general food and fabric stores to more specialized supermarkets. One
respondent was a shareholder in many hotel businesses in Guinea and in other countries.
Four had established themselves in the transportation business. All four owned taxis for
urban transportation in Conakry, but one was involved in inter-city transportation and he
also rented trucks for the transportation of sand or gravel needed for construction
purposes. One entrepreneur owned a soap factory in a Conakry suburb, one had a clothing
store, and two were in the bakery business.
In addition to these entrepreneurial activities, the thirty-seven respondents were
involved in the real estate market. They all rented houses and either saved the rental
income to build other houses, or reinvested it in the main business. Most of the
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entrepreneurs noted that real estate was a sound business investment despite the
fluctuations in the rent prices and the sometimes long vacancy period for some of the more
modem buildings. Consequently, the entrepreneurs are increasingly turning toward
building houses for Conakry's middle and lower-income people for whom there is always
a shortage of housing.
As is apparent from the distribution of business activities described above, Fulbe
entrepreneurs in the sample are not involved in heavy manufacturing. It is often posited
that the lack of education is one of the major reasons why African entrepreneurs do not
invest in heavy industry because this would require very advanced market skills and a
knowledge of long-term market conditions. The Fulbe entrepreneurs explained that the
acquisition of adequate capital and the slow return on investment, combined with the
climate of political uncertainty in Guinea were the major reasons why they did not invest
in heavy industry.

Capital Constitution

A central objective of the survey was to investigate how the Fulbe entrepreneurs started
their businesses. The questionnaire asked whether the respondents enlisted the help of, or
went mto partnership with, family members or friends. In their overwhelming majority,
thirty-six out of thirty-seven, the entrepreneurs declared that they started their businesses
alone. The remaining entrepreneur said that he had to go into partnership with his in-laws,
first, and, then, his paternal uncle because he was working in the Guinean administration
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at that time, and he could not devote much time to the business. In addition, he needed a
"front man" to protect himself against government inquiries. Out of the thirty-six who
started their entrepreneurial activities alone, twenty five (70%) said that they began their
entrepreneurial careers outside of Guinea.
The entrepreneurs were also asked about the source of their initial capital. The sample
showed that nine respondents used loans provided by friends and family members to start
their businesses. The amount and duration of these loans varied considerably, but in all the
documented cases, the lenders did not require the payment of interest on the disbursed
sums. The only condition, one of the borrowers told me he was given, was to reimburse in
dollars since the loan was in that currency. The fact that Islam prohibits usury is certainly
the main reason why these loans did not amass interest. Five entrepreneurs were financed
through the sale of animals and other family assets. Twenty said that they used the savings
that they accumulated throughout the years by performing various jobs. Three respondents
checked the box "other" for the source of their initial capital. However, none of them have
indicated that they have used formal bank loans to start their entrepreneurial activities.
One of them explained that his initial capital came from "bribes" he received while a civil
servant in charge of inspecting the financial situation of some government services.
Cases of entrepreneurs who used the Guinean state apparatus to launch their
entrepreneurial activities are not, in general, as common as those in which savings from
manual labor and other economic activities were used. Nevertheless cases involving the
state provide power&l insights into how some Guinean entrepreneurs have acquired their
initial capital.
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Highlights from the entrepreneurial career of one informant illustrate this important
variant of the capital accumulation process. This entrepreneur, a 42 year-old male, has two
wives and seven children. He is a also a university graduate who majored in finance.
After finishing University, I was assigned to the Ministry of Finance in Conakry and
more specifically as the Inspecteur Principal des Finances. I started with a salary of
3,200 Sylis. My rent at the time was 1,000 Sylis, and the rest was spent on transporta
tion to and ft-om my workplace. I should be frank with you. At the Inspection
Generale, people used to bribe us. They used to give us "gas money" at the end of the
day or a big "envelope" at the end of our mission. I used to save that money. With the
accumulated savings, I was able to buy a 504 Peugeot Station Wagon for 250,000
CFA.
I used the car for clandestine transportation. I did not have the required documents to
be in inter-city transportation. I would go to work until 3pm and then I would change
clothes and take passengers to the Sierra Leonean border or to FCindia. There were
times when there were shortages of passengers. I thought to maximize my trips. Since
gas was a needed commodity in Sierra Leone, I would buy it and put it in cans and
load it in my trunk. If I got passengers, it was fine; if not, I would take the gas to the
border and sell it and take passengers from there to Conakry. At one time, there were
roadblocks, at which gas cans were confiscated. So, I enlisted the complicity of a gen
darme whose monthly salary was 3,500 Sylis. He would wait for me at a bridge just
outside the city. He would accompany to the border in uniform. That way, our car was
not checked at the roadblocks. We would sell the gas in Sierra Leone and I would give
him 3,000 Sylis every evening. Basically, he was receiving almost the amount of his
monthly salary in one evening. As for me, I was able, on average, to put aside 7,000
Sylis every night. Sometimes, I would go to Kindia. If I didn't get passengers, I would
spend the night there and in the morning, I would take women fresh produce sellers to
Conakry. Transportation was a lucrative enterprise because a liter of gas cost only 12
Sylis at that time. With the money I earned, I started building my first house.
Meanwhile, I was reassigned to the Direction du Tresor. The Trisor was "juicier." We
were handling bids for Public Works contracts. Everybody knows the system. We
were given "envelopes" (bribes) to favor one bid or another. With the little money
made here and there, I was able to build another house and to buy a three-ton truck to
sell fresh fish in the interior of the country (my translation from Pulaar).
My informant ultimately left the fish business because, with the liberalization policies
instituted after April 1984, new fishing companies that were better organized and had
greater means were created. Consequently, he could not compete. In addition, gas prices
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rose from

12 sylis a liter in 1981 to 114 sylis in 1983. He decided to leave the

transportation business because there was not much profit to be made.
As this case illustrates, a number of Guinean civil servants took advantage of their
goverrunent positions during the socialist regime to accumulate enough money to engage
in entrepreneurial activities. Even though this sample only included two such cases, many
informants told me that their incidence is relatively high among Guinean entrepreneurs,
especially among those from the other ethnic groups. They explained that in general, the
Fulbe did not take advantage of these opportunities because few of them held key
administrative posts in the socialist government. During a focus group discussion in Labe,
my informants noted that the reason why conrmierce was such a failure during the years
just before and after the Loi Cadre was the massive presence of such entrepreneurs, who
were without any experience in trade activities, among the mercantile class.
Acquiring capital to start a business is only one of the challenges that an entrepreneur
faces. When I asked for the source of the capital the informants used to expand their
businesses, most of respondents seemed baffled at the question. To them, a business can
only expand from the profits it generates. Consequently, most of them did not see the
start-up capital and the expansion capital as being fundamentally different.
This Fulbe perspective notwithstanding, I was able to ascertain that Fulbe
entrepreneurs do not solely depend on the profits from their businesses to expand their
activities. Indeed, they search for additional capital to meet the different challenges of
ongoing business operations. In this regard, bank loans seem to have played an important
role for many entrepreneurs. On July 31, 1997, while I was in the field, a number of
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prominent economic operators in Conakry were rounded up and incarcerated at the
Maison Centrale. The explanation for the round-up in all of the Capital's newspapers was
that these entrepreneurs had taken loans from the Banque Internationale Africaine de
Guinee (BIAG) back in 1994 and 1995, but failed to make any attempt to reimburse
them." After repeated requests from the bank officials, the state decided that the unpaid
loans were a criminal case. A number of Fulbe entrepreneurs whom 1 had interviewed
previously were among those arrested.

Labor Sources

The respondents were also asked about their workpool and hiring practices. Only eight
said that no family members worked for them. Twenty-nine (78.4%) had at least one
family member work for them although the number of family workers varied substantially
from one case to another. In general, spouses made up the bulk of the family pool,
followed by brothers. Among those who use family labor, seventeen (58.6%) said that
their family members received a monthly salary, whereas twelve (41.4%) said that their
family members were only partially remunerated. When asked specifically whether their
spouses were involved in their entrepreneurial activities, nineteen respondents (65%)
answered positively, and ten (35%) said that their spouses were not involved at all. The
duties of the spouses in the sample ranged from managing the business or buying supplies
to bookkeeping.

2. "Des Operateurs Economiques en Prison." L 'Independant No. 237 du 31 Juillet 1997, p. 3.
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The questionnaire also asked entrepreneurs to rate the performance of their spouses.
Fifteen (51.7%) said that they were happy and fourteen (48.3%) were not totally happy
with their spouses' performance. The complaints centered around claims that spouses
extended too much credit and did not work long hours because of their social
engagements. The husbands complained a lot about "le social,''' referring to funerals,
weddings, or name-giving ceremonies during which money is often spent. They noted that
these activities not only occasioned substantial spending, but also took up a lot of time that
could have been used to run the business. When I asked respondents why they did not hire
other managers, most of them told me that it was hard to fmd someone who is trustworthy.
Twenty five respondents (67.6%) employed non-family members in their businesses.
Among them were people who worked full-time, half-time and seasonally. Twelve
(32.6%) did not hire people from outside. When asked about the criteria for hiring these
non-family workers, twenty entrepreneurs (80%) said that they based their decisions on
merit and personal knowledge about the duties to be performed, whereas only five (20%)
said that they relied on recommendations from family members and/or friends.

Customers and Methods of Payment

One of the major issues in the literature on entrepreneurship concerns how
entrepreneurs cultivate customers and how they maintain them throughout their business
careers (Horn 1990). Allowing flexibility in methods of payment is one of the strategies
on which entrepreneurs rely to build a customer base and to keep it The questionnaire
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asked the Fulbe traders which methods of payment their customers used in their
transactions. As Table 9.8 shows, twenty-three respondents said that cash is the most
widely used method of payment, whereas fourteen entrepreneurs said that they almost
exclusively extended credit to their customers.
TABLE 9.8. Methods of Payment
Methods
of
Payment

Number

Std
Deviation

%of
Total
Sum

%of
Total
Number

Mean

Cash

18.30

23

11.52

59.9%

62.2%

Credit

20.14

14

9.88

40.1%

37.8%

Total

19.00

37

10.82

100.0%

100.0%

A closer look at the data revealed that the entrepreneurs who extended credit usually
had bigger businesses and dealt mainly in wholesale and semi-wholesale transactions.
Those who insisted on cash payment (even though they admitted that they were
unsuccessful sometimes) generally had smaller businesses and dealt mainly in retail trade.
The fourteen entrepreneurs who extended credit to their customers explained that since
the majority of these were retailers, they could not collect cash on delivery; they had to
give them some time to resell the goods. However, the debtors are often given a deadline
for reimbursing the credit. If they fail to do so, they will be refused credit the next time not
only by their creditor, but also by ahnost the entire wholesale or semi-wholesale
community. The big entrepreneurs who extend credit to the retailers have a network
through which they share information about their customers. If retailers miss a deadline,
the other entrepreneurs are apprised of it in order to take notice. The debtor who commits
repeated offenses is branded quickly. As a 69 year-old informant told me in Conakry:
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As a tradesman, I have to get along with everybody. I supply merchandise to many
retailers here. I only deal with the most honest among them. Before I get involved with
one of them, I try to monitor how he works with the other wholesalers around here. If
he respects his commitments, does not cheat and is a good manager, I consider giving
him credit. If he is not a good manager, if I extend credit to him, we will both lose.
When my truck comes here ftxll of merchandise, I ask my driver to deliver the goods to
my customers and in return they give him a bon de livraison. When the deadline
comes, they deposit what they owe. In this way, he works for me and for himself This
is the way we work.
We have our grapevine telephone. We are aware of everything that happens here. If
someone delays payment to one of us, we try and find out the causes. If we conclude
that he is no longer reliable, we get all the information we need and we use it accord
ingly (my translation from Pulaar).
The creditor, therefore, always has control over his debtor and does not find any
problem in collecting his debts, because to default without a valid reason would result in
the debtor ruining his chances of getting loans with his creditor and with the other
wholesalers and semi-wholesalers. In his study of the Sarawak Chinese, T'ien^ notes that
among the Sarawak, some small store-owners try and control their creditors by contracting
large debts. That way, they are able to ask for more credit every time they pay half of the
outstanding debt, and the creditor is often forced to concede to their requests because if he
refuses, he might lose the unpaid amount and the debtor might take his business
elsewhere. My interviews and discussions with Fulbe entrepreneurs did not document
instances in which the debtor controls the creditor because of the big size of the loan. The
existence of an information sharing network among the Fulbe I have studied, and their

3. T'ien, Ju-Kang. The Chinese of Sarawak. Monographs on Social Anthropology no. 12. London: London
School of Economics and Political Science, no date, p. 95. Quoted in Geertz, Clifford (1963). Peddlers and
Princes. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, pp. 36 -37.
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solidarity in regard to defaulters might have prevented a situation similar to that described
by T'ien from taking place.
That Fulbe entrepreneurs rely more on a person's trustworthiness to give credit than
any other consideration is corroborated by the survey results. If they were to extend credit
to customers, the entrepreneurs were asked, which criteria would be the most
determinant? Aside from the customer's trustworthiness, the questionnaire listed personal
knowledge, belonging to a certain family or caste, and possession of collateral as possible
responses. All thirty-seven entrepreneurs responded that trustworthiness, borne out by
past credit history, would be the most important criterion.
Despite this unanimous view, Fulbe entrepreneurs are generally reputed for not giving
credit even to regular customers. Very often, a contrast is drawn between them and
Malinke entrepreneurs who seem to keep a very loyal clientele by more freely extending
credit. Informally, Guineans criticize the Fulbe merchants for their lack of appreciation for
their customers. They explain that the Pullo seems to be unaware that his economic
promotion depends on the nature and duration of his relations with his customers and the
cultivation of a larger and more stable clientele. They argue that because his present
economic position is a relatively new mutation, especially in the Guinean setting due to
the fact that many Fulbe entrepreneurs were abroad, the Pullo entrepreneur has not yet
been able to institutionalize clientage as a factor of entrepreneurial success. In other
words, he does not see it opportune to keep the customers to himself, or maintaining
customers is not a priority in his commercial repertoire. This business attitude, most
Guineans argue, sharply contrasts with that of Malinke entrepreneurs. Malinke merchants
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are always trying to cultivate customers, and they go to great lengths to keep their
customers. In return, their efforts are reciprocated. Many people (including Fulbe
themselves) told me that if they have money, they would rather buy from a Malinke than a
Pullo, for, in times of hardship, a Malinke merchant is more likely to come through for
them than a Pullo merchant.
When I raised this issue with my Fulbe informants, many denied that they assign a low
priority to maintaining customers. They told me that in most cases, when they recognize a
customer, they lower their prices immediately for him. They explained that since
Guineans love to bargain, even if the price is reasonable, they will try to cut it even lower.
When Fulbe refuse, others accuse them of being inflexible and failing to give regular
customers an incentive to buy from them.
Other Fulbe entrepreneurs, however, admitted that keeping regular customers was not
their priority. Selling their goods, not cultivating regular customers, was their priority,
they told me, and they would content themselves with the smallest margin of profit
possible for the sake of fructifying their capital. Some Fulbe entrepreneurs argued that
keeping regular customers in Guinea could be hazardous to one's business. They
maintained that having regular customers breeds social connection that might lead to the
customer asking for credit or other favors that are not compatible with sound commercial
practice. In Guinea, everybody is so broke, they remarked, that a regular customer might
become an unwanted charge. To them, the secret to commercial success was lower prices,
not cultivating customers.
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Competition

One of the major challenges that ethnic entrepreneurs face is competition from coethnics. Because of similar qualifications and clientele, ethnic entrepreneurs tend to adopt
the same line of business. Consequently, a number of them have to devise strategies to
ward off the internal competition from group members (Waldinger et. al. 1990). Even
though some Fulbe entrepreneurs talked about too many people going into the same
niches, they did not see it as the most important handicap for entrepreneurial success. Nor
did they see all the competition coming from co-ethnics. The fact that Fulbe entrepreneurs
operate in all sectors of the Guinean economy may explain the perception that co-ethnics
do not represent a serious competition, since their entrepreneurial activities are so
diversified.
Fulbe entrepreneurs identified competition from

foreign nationals as the biggest

challenge to their entrepreneurial activities. The government's commercial policies or lack
thereof are the root of this problem. During focus groups discussions, the Fulbe
entrepreneurs pointed to the disorganization of commerce in Guinea as die main reason
why foreign nationals threaten their economic dominance in the country. Commerce is not
tightly regulated, they argue, and whoever wishes to enter commerce can do so, whether
he is Guinean or a foreign national. A seventy two year-old informant from

Labe

explained why foreign nationals enjoy so many privileges in Guinea:
In Senegal, Mali or Ivory Coast, you will find that commerce is organized. Here, it is
without structure. As a result, it is disorganized. We deplore that because in Maurita
nia, for instance, the Lebanese are not well-implanted. It is the indigenous people who
control commerce. That is why if you compare us with the neighboring countries, you
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will find that the Lebanese here are more comfortable than the Lebanese in other coun
tries. In Mauritania, the Lebanese were not implanted because the government favored
the nationals. In Senegal, the government has more respect for the national entrepre
neurs than for the Lebanese. The same holds true for Mali and Burkina Faso. But in
Guinea, during the Revolution, whoever came here was made to feel at home. It is the
country of asylum. He could do whatever Guineans could do. And diat mentality has
remained because those who still lead us are educated in the Revolution School. So,
they think like the former regime in that regard. That is why we get unfair competition
from foreign nationals (my translation from Pulaar).
Supply Strategies

The Fulbe entrepreneurs in the sample were also asked about the countries from which
they acquired their goods and the ways in which they imported them. Fourteen of the
thirty-seven respondents (38%) were involved in the import business. Although they did
not have fixed destinations for their import needs, Asia and Europe constituted the main
supply centers. More specifically. Hong Kong, Belgium, and Germany provided the bulk
of the imported goods traded by the Fulbe entrepreneurs in the survey. Nigeria was the
only African import source that the informants mentioned. Only one entrepreneur in the
sample was involved in the export business on a regular basis, as he sold his brand of soap
to the neighboring countries. Others respondents noted, at one time or another, exported
fruit to Senegal, but because of the poor quality of the road and certain customs
regulations, they did not stay in it for too long.
The informants also talked about their strategies for importing goods from these far
away countries. Most Fulbe entrepreneurs confront the problem of individually amassing
enough capital to allow them to travel long distances and buy large quantities of goods
that could be resold at a profit, after deduction of all expenses. The relatively small size of
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their businesses is main reason. Similarly, as small entrepreneurs, they cannot afford by
themselves, to bring in containers of goods and to handle the costs of transportation and
storage. Consequently, in order to defray the expenses that one importer would incur if
importing alone, Fulbe entrepreneurs form partnerships to share costs. Groupage
(bulking) refers to an import transaction in which two, three, or any number of partners
combine their resources to assemble a large amount capital. The money is then entrusted
to one of them who carries out the transaction. When the merchandise is brought back to
Guinea, each partner receives his order and sells it on his own. In this way, the partners
overcome the challenges of inadequate capital, and of having to pay individually the
customs duties and other financial costs. Once in the marketplace, however, the partaers to
the groupage compete fiercely against each other for customers.
The survey revealed that partnerships which undertake groupages are formed
according to various criteria. The most common one was based on firiendship and mutual
trust. The survey also documented a few instances in which the groupage was carried out
by relatives. Even though the village associations could be used as a basis for groupage,
they are rarely used as such according to my informants.
Another strategy that Fulbe entrepreneurs use in order to alleviate the weight of
customs and transit regulations on them is transbordement (transshipment). In this
operation, merchandise is shipped to Liberia, where warehousing costs are cheaper than in
Conakry. The merchandise is then loaded into trucks for transport to Guinea. If the
entrepreneur has customers in the interior of the coimtry, the tmcks make deliveries
directly to them before reaching Conakry. This strategy involves bribing customs agents at
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the border and at various checkpoints inside Guinea. The entrepreneurs note that despite
bribery, the costs are much lower than if they were to bring the goods through Conakry's
main sea port.

Opportunities and Constraints for Fulbe Entrepreneurs

Opportunities

Creation of a Hospitable Business Environment

Despite the complaint of Fulbe entrepreneurs that the Guinean government lacked
commercial organization, there are a number of policies that the post-Sekou Toure regime
has put in place to support and encourage indigenous entrepreneurship. Indeed, in an
effort to eliminate the system of centralized planning that was in place from 1958 to 1984,
the new Guinean leadership embarked on a vast program of economic and financial
reforms in December 1985 with the help of International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
World Bank. Among the many measures taken, five were particularly relevant to my
situational analysis of Fulbe entrepreneurship. First, the Guinean state's disengaged from
the commercial sector, which it had monopolized during the socialist regime. Second, the
national currency was devalued and an auction market for hard currency was established.
Third was the liberalization of commercial and related activities, such as transportation
and warehousing. Fourth, the government simplified import and export procedures by
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abolishing licences and replacing them with written applications for import and export
status. And finally, there was a liberalization of prices on all goods except oil and its
related products.
In addition, the Guinean government has created institutions, such as the Office de
Promotion des Investissements Prives (OPIP) to assist in the support and development of
Guinea's private sector. It has also allowed the creation of non-governmental
organizations such as Pride-Guinee, which provides new entrepreneurs with start-up
capital for their ventures under very lenient conditions.

Constraints

Lethargy of the Chamber of Conmierce

From an organizational point of view, the Fuibe entrepreneurs, like other Guinean
entrepreneurs, suffer from the lethargy of institutions such as the Chambre de Commerce
and the Patronat, which are supposed to facilitate many of their entrepreneurial activities.
Despite the efforts, mentioned above, that the government has been making to provide a
hospitable institutional environment for the private sector, it has not been successful in
convincing members of the entrepreneurial community in Guinea to put aside their
differences and work toward one common goal. Indeed, whenever it is time to elect
members of the Chamber of Commerce, old ethnic rivahies are revived, and on two
occasions, the government had to cancel the elections due to the flaring of ethnic tensions.
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Even though Fulbe entrepreneurs have been able to control the Chamber of Commerce
lately due to their sheer overrepresentation in the entrepreneurial sector, they had not filled
key positions by the time I left Guinea in January 1998. The main contentions centered
around who should be president and who should be vice-president. Here again, residues
from Futa Djallon's old social hierarchy and political rivalry, as shown in Chapter 2, were
reactivated. This led to an impasse in the constitution of a bureau. Hence the inability of
this vital support institution to function effectively and to promote the development of
entrepreneurship. Therefore, the Guinean Chamber of Commerce suffers from
considerations along ethnic and caste lines.

Political uncertainty

Political uncertainty is another factor which the Fulbe entrepreneurs think impedes
their entrepreneurial development. Even though Guinea has been ruled by the same man.
President Lansana Conte, since the socialist regime was deposed in 1984, his reign has
been contested on many occasions. After every failed coup, the main perpetrator's ethnic
group has paid the price through the looting and ransacking of their houses and businesses
by members of the president's ethnic group. The Malinke were the first victims of such
ethnic retaliations when, Diara Traore, a Malinke, tried unsuccessfully to overthrow the
government in July of 1987. The looting of the Malinke businesses and houses that
ensued, it is alleged, was organized by government officials whose orders came firom the
president himself
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Regardless of how true these allegations are, the fact remains that Guinean
entrepreneurs, and more specifically Fulbe entrepreneurs, believe that they might be
victims of ethnic reprisals at almost any time. Although Fulbe entrepreneurs have
identified the lack of capital as their main economic constraint, they note that the unsafe
political environment prevents them from investing heavily in Guinea. They always keep
some of their capital outside the country in case contingencies occur. The Fulbe
entrepreneurs also argue that political uncertainty prevents them from seeking and finding
foreign business partners because the political situation is a deterrent to many investors.

The Banking System

In its drive to eliminate the economic structure of the socialist regime, the Guinean
government reformed the banking system also in the wake of the April 1984 coup. The six
banks that the new government inherited were liquidated and commercial banks were
created in their stead. The objective was to create banking institutions that would facilitate
the economic operators' transactions, thus ensuring a reliable supply system and avoiding
shortages of goods as in the past. One role assigned to the commercial banks was to
provide entrepreneurs with hard currencies. This was at first done through the auctioning
at the Central Bank. Money received from intemational lenders and donors constituted the
bulk of these hard currencies. But, as time went, the Central Bank could no longer satisfy
the private demand for hard currency. In addition, many entrepreneurs could not deal
lawfully with the requirements imposed by the commercial banks. As a result, Guinea's
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restructured banking system is hardly working and the commercial banks do not fulfill
their mission to support the country's private sector.
Given its inefficiency and aknost total absence, the Guinean formal currency exchange
market has been taken over by a dynamic and expanding informal market, on which most
entrepreneurs rely to satisfy their needs. All over downtown Conakry, Banques sous
Manguiers, informal banks set up under mango-trees, exchange currency in broad day
light. Few of the people who exchange these currencies are licensed and the state seems to
ignore what is going on. Nowadays, account holders in the commercial banks prepare all
the needed paperwork with the assistance of their banks, but are asked to find the foreign
currencies on their own. The entrepreneurs, therefore, turn to the Banques sous
Manguiers. These banks have all the main foreign currencies and they are very likely to
satisfy any currency needs that one might have.
Another informal avenue that the entrepreneurs use to acquire foreign currency
involves partners abroad. In this type of transaction, the currency seeker deposits Guinean
Francs with the local representative or partner. Then, he is given a note to take to another
partner or representative who resides in the country of destination, and the latter hands
him the equivalent of the deposited money in the host country's currency. In this way, the
entrepreneur does not have to face the harassment of the customs officials or the costs of
related services.
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The Entrepreneurs' Educational Level
The Fulbe entrepreneurs' low level of literacy, as reflected in the survey, constitutes
another handicap to their entrepreneurial development and expansion. The effect of the
lack of education, while apparent at every level of business operations, is highlighted
when the entrepreneur amasses a considerable amount of capital and is expected to take on
bigger responsibilities in both the national and international arenas. Today, one of the
major problems facing Guinean entrepreneurs is the inability of the members of the
national Chamber of Commerce to communicate effectively with their peers in Afnca and
elsewhere because they lack education. Guinean government officials have stated on
many occasions that the national Chamber of Commerce should be more active on the
international scene. But, increasingly, the national authorities realize that the people who
head the Chamber of Commerce cannot fulfill these duties as well as educated persons
would. In international meetings, they have often to deal with people who hold degrees in
management and related fields, and who can conmiunicate their ideas much more clearly
and in more widely spoken languages than Pulaar. Even though very knowledgeable about
entrepreneurship in general and its particular context in their country, the Guinean
representatives find not only that they lack knowledge about international finance and law,
but also that cannot articulate their views, in more widely understood languages, such as
French or English. The lack of technical knowledge and language skills prevents Guinea's
entrepreneurial potential from being disseminated as it should be, and fewer investors and
buyers come to the country.
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Summary

The Fulbe as an ethnic group are very active in Guinea's entrepreneurial field and they
control almost all facets of the country's economic sector. Like any other entrepreneurs in
Guinea, they are confronted with the problem of capital and the challenges of a less than
perfect hospitable business environment. But, thanks to their innovations and adaptive
qualities, they have been able to effectively mitigate the impact of the institutional and
managerial constraints on their businesses. The biggest handicap to the expansion of their
businesses beyond Guinean borders is their low level of education, which prevents them
from networking effectively on the international scene. To their credit, some have been
taking reading and writing classes to improve their educational levels. However, they still
have long way to go in that regard.
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CONCLUSION

From their first presence on Guinean soil to the present, the Fulbe have gone through
three major mutations. These mutations are a testimony of their ability to adapt to new
environments and to take advantage of the opportunities available to them. In a span of
two centuries or so, the Fulbe in Guinea have shifted from pastoralism to farming and
finally to trade. Initially lured to the Futa Djallon by its abundance of water and fodder and
by the protection its hills and mountains provided against the attacks of animist Bambara
in Mali, the Islamicised Fulbe took up farming as their main economic activity shortly
after their establishment in the region. Using Islam as ideology to draw boundaries
between themselves and the indigenous populations of Guinea, on the one hand, and the
previously-established animist Fulbe, the Pullis, on the other, the newcomers created a
strong theocratic federation composed of nine provinces in 1727. Through the Jihad
launched that year, the ruling families of the Fulbe Theocratic Federation enslaved the
indigenous populations and used them mostly for agricultural labor and domestic chores.
Progressively, pastoral activities took second place to farming, and the Fulbe, thus,
underwent their first mutation in Guinea.
The creation of a strong state conferred economic and political power on the Fulbe
simultaneously. As new authorities, the Fulbe were able to create social and political
mechanisms and institutions to consolidate their control over Futa Djallon. A rigid caste
system emerged, which put the vanquished animist Pullis and the indigenous non-Fulbe
populations in subordinate positions, and ensured Fulbe domination. In the political and
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economic arenas, the Fulbe Theocratic Federation's tight control over the Futa's borders
resulted in the state collecting substantial amounts of taxes from trade caravans coming to
Futa, or simply passing through it on their way to or from the Guinean Coast. Indeed,
because of its strategic position between Haute Guinee and Basse Guinee, the Futa
Djallon was as an ideal zone of transit for traders. Haute Guinee was the residence of the
most active traders at that time, the Malinke Dioulas, and produced many agricultural
goods that were in demand in Basse Guinee.
Although revenues from commerce constituted a good percentage of the state's
budget,' the majority of the Fulbe population in Futa Djallon was only marginally
involved in trade. The bulk of the commercial activities within and outside the Futa were
carried out by Malinke and Saracole merchants. The absence of any commercial tradition
among the Fulbe who had settled in the Futa Djallon in the early 1700s certainly
accounted partly for this lack of interest in trade. But equally important was the effect of
the ideology, espoused and disseminated by the then-powerful and well-respected Islamic
clergy in Futa, according to which trade activities were abhorred by Islam, and corrupted
society in general. Given many Fulbe's devotion to Islam and its precepts at that time,
such a stem warning against engaging in commerce was well heeded by the population.
Consequently, by the time French colonial penetration began in the 1890s, the Fulbe had
not accumulated much capital due, among other things, to the quasi-absence of traders
within the general population, and to the meager revenues that both fanning and animal
husbandry generated.
I. Barry (1997) estimates it between 18 and 25%.
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For self-serving reasons — to foster further agricultural exchange and monetize the
economy for tax purposes — the new colonial authorities went to great lengths to
encourage conunercial activities among the Fulbe. This was facilitated by the dwindling
of the Islamic clergy's moral authority over the population, and by the emergence of a new
religious literary production that encouraged work in general and trade in particular. The
combined effects of these two factors created a hospitable environment for trade in the
Futa Djallon in the early 1900s. However, the superimposition of colonial taxes on
traditional taxes, and the abolition of slavery, further reduced Fulbe agricultural incomes,
and prevented any significant capital accumulation among the population.
While capital from Fulbe migrants and from expatriates played a crucial role in the
start-up of successful Fulbe businesses from

the 1920s to the 1950s, the capital

accumulation spree was short-lived. Guinea's independence in 1958 and its adoption of a
socialist path, brought the capital accumulation process, whether by the Fulbe or by
members of the other ethnic groups, to a halt. How then were the Fulbe able to close the
gap between them and the Malinke who had dominated Guinean and West Afncan trade
for centuries? How were they able to take over Guinea's economic sector shortly after the
Malinke-led socialist regime was deposed, knowing that they had a very hostile
relationship with the latter?
This dissertation has attempted to answer these questions by analyzing the macro-level
politico-economic situation of socialist Guinea and the dynamic it triggered among the
country's Fulbe. Pre-independence party politics in Guinea left an enduring legacy of
suspicion and lack of trust between the eventually-ruling party, the PDG, and the Fulbe as
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an ethnic group. The government's claims of coup attempts by the Fulbe and the latter's
counter-claims of ethnically based political persecution by the government, resulted in a
lopsided power struggle that occasioned the migration of many Fulbe. Fear of political
persecution and the lack of economic opportunities in Guinea were the main reason for
Fulbe emigration. Once outside Guinea, these migrants/exiles were able to fmd, if not
better economic conditions, at least an environment in which entrepreneurial activities
were allowed. Thus, some Fulbe were able to resume trade, whereas others started new
businesses.
Meanwhile, in Guinea, the socialist revolution was taking its course with its cohort of
new regulations and prohibitions. The rich Malinke mercantile class did not perceive the
various political and economic changes as a threat to its establishment. This was the case,
partly because political naivete led most Malinke to think that the prohibitions would not
last or have far-reaching consequences, and partly because Sekou Toure, a member of
their own ethnic group, headed the new government. Consequently, the overwhehning
majority of the Malinke opted to remain in the country, and when the socialist regime
instituted commercial and monetary reforms, Malinke entrepreneurs felt their stifling
effects the most. They lost most of their capital, and found themselves unable to compete
with the capital-rich Fulbe who returned to Guinea after the 1984 coup that ended
Guinea's experiment with socialism.
Today, the Fulbe undeniably control the economic sector in Guinea. Fulbe
entrepreneurs are in all four natural regions of the country, and they are very visible thanks
to their dynamism. In fact, the largest and wealthiest group of Fulbe entrepreneurs are
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found in Basse Guinee and in Guinee Forestiere rather than in Futa Djallon due to the
presence of more economic opportunities in those regions. Once in these areas, the Fulbe
have shown an unequalled sense of adaptation. In Basse Guinee the Fulbe came across the
Soussou who are very successful in assimilating newcomers to their way of life. The Fulbe
quickly learned the language as well as the habits of these indigenous people in order to
live among them and to do business with them. Through this process, the Fulbe gradually
bought land, and invested in light industry and craftsmanship.
In Guinee Forestiere, in addition to their commercial activities, the Fulbe have invested
heavily in agriculture. Today, the biggest plantations in that region belong to the Fulbe.
Their dominance over the economic activities in Guinee Forestiere is such that the
Forestiers, in their jokes, warn against welcoming a Pullo in one's house. They say that
whoever welcomes a Pullo in his house will find himself homeless someday. They explain
that when the Pullo first arrives, he will first look to rent a room in your house. A few
months later, he will ask to buy a small piece of land from you. Then, two or three years
later, when his business becomes larger, he will ask to buy your house. Finally, by the
time you realize it, he is offering a price for your plantation.
This vision of the Fulbe as dynamic entrepreneurs who quickly take advantage of
opportunities that come their way is consistent with the opinion Forestiers gave to a group
of social scientists who came to investigate the causes of poverty in the region.- When
asked whether predators such as birds or other animals were the major problem for their

2. Interview with Alassane Sow, sociologist, who was a member of the invesugating team. Conaiay, July
1997.
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agricultural production, and therefore the cause of their poverty, the interviewed
Forestiers replied that tlie Fulbe were the problem and not birds. The Fulbe entrepreneurs
who starved them, they explained, noting that the Fulbe come to them at a time when they
are very vulnerable financially and make a killing on them. The Fulbe entrepreneurs
would buy their products long before harvest, and at extremely low prices. When harvest
comes, they find out that they have been cultivating for the Fulbe entrepreneurs, not for
themselves, because it is the latter who enjoy the benefit of their labor.
In order to reach such a level of entrepreneurial prowess, and to maintain themselves
on the top of the economic ladder in Guinea, the Fulbe certainly made good use of some of
their cultural traits and institutions. Among these were their sense of frugality,
commitment to savings, perseverance and the achievement motivation that polygamy has
fostered through competition among half-siblings. But, however crucial these micro-level
factors were in the process of Fulbe entrepreneurial emergence, this dissertation argues,
they could not have propelled the Fulbe to where they are today had it not been for the
macro-level political and economic situation of socialist Guinea.
Cultural traits and institutions, by themselves, cannot account for why the Malinke lost
their economic edge to the Fulbe. They certainly have cultural traits and institutions that
are similar or as well suited to entrepreneurship as do the Fulbe. Otherwise, they could not
have maintained themselves for centuries as one of the main entrepreneurial ethnic groups
in West Africa National politico-economic constraints and prohibitions were what
ultimately put an end to Malinke economic dominance, and hoisted the returning Fulbe to
top of the Guinean economic ladder.
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Entrepreneurs do not operate in a national vacuum. The national context is as relevant
to the emergence or demise of entrepreneurs as is the everyday running of a business.
Hence, this dissertation approaches the analysis of Fulbe entrepreneurship in Guinea by
utilizing the situational model proposed by William Glade. It is only when we undertake a
bi-level situational analysis of the macro and micro factors, as Glade argued, that we are
able to formulate "dynamic models of entrepreneurial growth and evolution" (Glade
1967:248). This dissertation has attempted to do that.
Now, as important as is the question of how the Fulbe suddenly emerged on top of the
Guinean entrepreneurial field, an equally important question is whether they can maintain
themselves there for a long time. In other words, are the Fulbe threatened by competition
from other ethnic groups in the country? In this regard, a comparison of the general
characteristics between Fulbe and Malinke entrepreneurial styles and strategies may
provide clues for answering this question.^
No definitive correlation has been established between family demands and
entrepreneurial success. However, examination of the day-to-day running of business
suggests the Malinke family weighs more heavily against entrepreneurial activities than is
the case with the Fulbe, due to the nature of social relations in the two communities. A
look at the structure of Malinke society reveals that it is more or less collectivist. Family
obligations impinge on the individual and seem to be omnipresent regardless of the
Malinke's occupation or social status. Guineans say that even in government and public

3. The entrepreneurial filed in Guinea is mainly composed of Fulbe and Malinke. The other ethnic groups in
the country have not entered this sector in a noticeable way.
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administration, the Malinke family seems to have a say in how the individual runs his
office and who should be around him. Consequently, the Malinke are often accused of
being nepotists, because they always favor other Malinke as a result of family pressures.
Among the Fulbe of Futa Djallon, individualism is very marked. The pressure exerted
on the individual by the family is very minimal compared to the Malinke. Individual
achievement is more important than collective welfare among the Fulbe. As a result, the
individual is freer in his decision-making from unwanted family input. For the Pullo
personal fulfillment has primacy over the general interest of the society. In other words,
the Pullo individual does not necessarily sacrifice his personal welfare in order to satisfy
the family at large. For the Pullo, "I" comes first. Family wealth does not necessarily
translate into his own wealth. So, he has to provide for himself, and only then does he
think about accommodating other family members' demands. A rich Malinke inevitably
receives many visits or requests from relatives, and his social decorum almost always
obliges him to give them gifts. The Fulbe, however, have not made this cultural trait part
of their family or social obligations. This, to a certain extent, helps them save a little, but it
does not mean that the Fulbe are not involved in social niceties. Rather, it means that they
have managed not to institutionalize family demands as mandatory social acts.
Chapter 8 showed how Malinke businesses were crushed by the weight of the various
political and economic reforms of die First Republic. These reforms led Malinke
entrepreneurs to lose their dominance over the economic sector in Guinea. It is only now
that they are trying to reemerge. However, the way they are going about regaining their
past economic position does not seem to guarantee good results. Indeed, the Malinke
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businessman has elected to remain in his traditional cities. It is easy to observe that most
of the biggest Malinke entrepreneurs are established in cities of Haute Guinee, such as
Kankan or Siguiri. Historically, these cities have played important commercial roles in
Guinea, as they were located in strategic geographical positions. But today, they no longer
represent dynamic commercial centers. Yet, Malinke entrepreneurs prefer them over
Conakry, which, undeniably, offers more economic opportunities to the businessman. The
Malinke entrepreneurs seem to be bound by commercial traditions, and as such, are not as
receptive to change as the Fulbe entrepreneurs. Unlike Fulbe entrepreneurs, who have left
the Futa Djallon for Basse Guinee and Guinee Forestiere in search of better
entrepreneurial environments, Malinke entrepreneurs seem to be reluctant to readapt to the
shifting economic opportunities. This unwillingness is likely to constitute a real handicap
to the competitiveness of their businesses.
Another general characteristic associated with Malinke business practices is the lack of
capital rotation. In Guinea, Malinke entrepreneurs are reputed to keep their capital inside
their mattresses and literally to sleep on it for years. They seldom send money to the bank
or reinvest it in businesses other than dieir own. The Malinke entrepreneur's primary goal
is to safeguard the capitzd he is slowly but steadily amassing. He avoids embarking in
spectacular business ventures to minimize the loss of capital. This tendency not to part
with their capital through rotation, while present among the Malinke for a long time, was
exacerbated by the constant harassments they underwent to justify the origin of their
wealth during the socialist regime. As a result, most of them developed the habit of
keeping their capital with them rather than trying to multiply it, which could expose them
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to the authorities. His goal became to secure his capital first instead of trying to multiply it
quickly through investments and bank placements. This habit is so prevalent that
Guineans say that when a house bums in Haute Guinee, it is usually thirty or more years
of wealth and amassed capital that goes up in smoke.
In contrast, the Pullo is known for rotating his capital on a constant basis. He realized
early on that circulating his money was the best and fastest way to fructify his conunerce
and to amass capital. Even during the First Republic, when having a large amount of
capital was a real liability, the Fulbe did not keep their money in safes. They reinvested it
in real estate and in animal husbandry, two activities which the state could not easily
control. Consequently, even those Fulbe stayed in Guinea during the Revolution found a
way to fructify their capital.
Although the points outlined above indicate the serious shortcomings of Malinke
entrepreneurial competitiveness, it should be noted that all these weaknesses can and are
changing. The young generation of Malinke entrepreneurs are looking for innovative ways
to improve their competitive position in the country. They are going into real estate and
taking advantage of many other investment opportunities in Guinea. The dominance of the
older generation among the current Malinke entrepreneurs is likely, however, to slow
down the pace of the changes that have already begun. Despite these elements of
comparison that militate for Fulbe continued dominance of the economic sector in Guinea
in the foreseeable future, what will ultimately determine Fulbe or Malinke entrepreneurial
success would be a combination of their entrepreneurial strategies and managerial styles
with the impact of the nationeil politico-economic context of Guinea.
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An abundant literature on ethnic entrepreneurship exists, but the scholarly work on the
topic has neither yielded a comprehensive theory about its inducements nor has it
determined, in a satisfactory manner, its effect on the general population's welfare. Some
researchers view traditional entrepreneurship as marginal and limited in scope, arguing
that it neither allows a widespread capital accumulation among members of a society nor
does it contribute to the economic development of a country (Berger 1991:18). Because
these entrepreneurs operate in a piecemeal fashion without any coordination of the
production and distribution channels, these scholars maintain, their businesses are often
tailored to the needs of a very limited market (Geertz 1963; Waldinger et. al. 1990).
Hence, the entrepreneurs cannot expand and help to improve the general welfare. Others,
however, find traditional entrepreneurship as a crucial and societally beneficial economic
activity especially in the context of the paralysis that affects the modem sector of African
formal economies (Cheru 1989).
Describing the bazaar economy of Modjokuto, Clifford Geertz (1963) explains that it is
characterized by a system "in which the total flow of commerce is fragmented into a very
great number of unrelated person-to-person transactions" (1963:28). As a result, bazaar
traders are "entrepreneurs witliout enterprises" (ibid). This system, he adds, has the
advantage of employing a large number of people and providing them with very modest
incomes, but it prevents cost reductions and market development ui favor of speculation
and short-run opportunism (1963:29). Geertz contrasts the bazaar economy with the firmcentered economy prevalent in the West "where trade and industry occur through a set of
impersonally defined social institutions which organize a variety of specialized
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occupations with respect to some particular productive or distributive end" (1963:28). It is
this type of economy, he maintains, that creates new sources of profit which influence the
development process of a country.
As evidenced by our description in Chapter 9, Fulbe businesses are run according to a
system very similar to that of a bazaar economy. Fulbe concerns are small and their
transactions relatively fragmented. The Fulbe have not, as yet, developed big firms that
are managed on the Westem model. Yet, their businesses play a crucial role in the
economic and social development of Guinea, especially if one takes the economic
hardships of socialist Guinea as a backdrop for analysis. Thanks to their organization,
Guinean entrepreneurs in general, and Fulbe entrepreneurs in particular, have established
reliable supply and distribution systems. During the First Republic, shortages of goods
were very common. Today, Guinean markets are replete with goods and Guinean
consumers can choose from a diversified stock. The flow of goods has allowed farmers to
obtain pesticides and other needed inputs to improve agricultural production. Industries in
the country that used to remain idle for long stretches of time due to the lack of raw
materials no longer experience these difficulties. The improvements in the supply and
distribution systems can be felt in urban centers as well as in rural areas, and certainly
contribute to the welfare of the Guinean masses.
In characterizing the bazaar economy, Geertz rightly remarks that it employs "vast
numbers of people on a marginal or near-marginal level of living" (1963:29). But he
seems to ignore the effect of such employment on the economy of Modjokuto. Fulbe
businesses in Guinea also employ a large number people and in various capacities.
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Granted that many of diese employees receive very modest salaries and that their hiring
constitutes a burden on the whole system, the employment provided by the Fulbe
nevertheless plays a crucial economic and social role at the personal as well as national
level. It provides sustenance to a large number of people who otherwise would have gone
without food. It supplements the income of others, such as the retired people, who mostly
work as security guards. The employment also helps young and unemployed people
(among them a large number of university graduates) earn a makeshift living in hope of
better days. Fulbe businesses also relieve the administrative system from the pressure of
hiring thousands of people who count on the government for their employment at a time
when structural adjustment policies in the country would not allow it. Consequently, the
hiring by Fulbe businesses assists in reducing social tensions, bom of unemployment,
which might cause social upheavals. By contributing to social stability, Fulbe
entrepreneurship provides the first prerequisite for Guinea's economic development.
That Guinean entrepreneurship, in general and Fulbe entrepreneurship in particular,
needs to operate more efficiently in order for it to have a greater impact on the country's
economic development is hardly debatable. In this regard, improvements in terms of
management styles, available capital and constant iimovation are required. While these
micro-level factors are within the control of Fulbe entrepreneurs and can be remedied,
they need to be backed by a stable institutional and political setting that inspires intensive
and long-term investment in the country. That setting, unfortunately, is beyond the control
of Fulbe entrepreneurs and constitutes the biggest puzzle in their entrepreneurial equation.
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